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1SUMMARY
The design aspects of offshore jacket structures are
presented and discussed with a special emphasis on the different
factors which affect wave loading calculations for these structures.
An up-to-date review of a large amount of data on the
hydrodynamic coefficients obtained from Laboratory experiments and
wave projects is presented and the main data are tabulated.
To assess the different aspects of the wave loading a set of
computer programs were developed and used to perform various
comparative studies for the existing methods of wave loading
estimation. The analysis of the wave loading was carried out using a
jacket structure of 119 members having 73m x 73m base representing a
typical offshore platform, assumed to be working in 150m of water.
The general method of wave loading calculation is based on
1-1orison'sequation taking into account the phase differences between
the velocities and accelerations of the wave particles. The relative
positions of the different members in space and time when the wave
passes through the jacket were also considereG. Besides the drag and
inertia forces, the lift (transverse) forces are also taken into'
account.
The kinematics of the flow can be determined. using Airy
(linear) wave theory, Stokes 2nd order theory or Stokes 5~h order
theory. Constant drag and inertia coefficients c ),
M
as
recommended by Lloyd's Register of Shipping (LR), Det Norkse Veritas
(DnV) and Bureau Veritas (I3V),can be used. ,'\lternatively,variable
2
hydrodynamic coefficients c , C ) from Sarpkaya's experimentalM L
data for smooth and rough cylinders can be used. The drag interference
effect and the current effect can be included in the calculations.
Various interpretations as to how to apply Morison's equation
in the design were examined which have shown the importance of taking
full account of both the relative positions in space and time of the
different members of the structure as well as the phase relationships
in the wave.
A comparison was made between the results of calculations
using the recommended coefficients (C , C ) of LR, DnV and BV whicho M
has shown that even small variations in these coefficients leads to
appreciable differences in the loading estimation of up to 45\.
The approach using variable coefficients (Sarpkaya's data),
which are related to the local Reynolds number and
Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) at the different points of the
structure, was compared with the ~ethod of adopting constant
coefficients (as recommended by LR) showed differences up to 26\ in
the wave loading esti~ation between the two methods. The effects of
surface roughness, as well as the transverse (lift) forces, on the
wave loading were also investigated and found to be very significant
(eg 43% to 56\ in the surge force) and should be considered in design.
Three wave theories (Airy, Stokes 2nd order, Stokes 5th order)
were compared in terms of wave profile, horizontal and vertical
velocities and accelerations. The results have shown that the
differences in predicting the wave kinematics by Airy and Stokes
theories are large. The wave forces on the individual members as well
3as the total forces and moments on the complete structure calculated
by the fifth order theory, showed 30-60\ differences· when compared
with the results based on Airy theory.
The experimental data on the interference effect between the
cylindrical members were reviewed. The effect on the jacket loading
was examined using some experimental data and found to be 6-9%
reduction in the loading for rough cylinders. However, more
experimental investigations are required in this area to deal with
this problec properly.
The effect of current speed and direction on the wave loading
was examined by the commonly used practice of adding the velocity of
current vectorially to the wave particle velocity when calculating the
drag and lift forces. The results showed that the total forces and
moments could be increased by 16-37\ for a 1 mls current in the
direction of the wave.
Several static analyses of the jacket were performed using
constant and variable hydrodynamic coefficients and two wave theories
(Airy and Stokes 5th order theory). The initial differences in the
wave loading due to the different coefficients and wave theories
appeared again as appreciable differences in the maximum stress on the
different members. This supported the necessity of calculating the
wave loading accurately from the beginning.
A general review of the reliability analysis method as applied
to jacket structures indicated that the mouelling of the wave loading
needs further improvements to take account of the large uncertainties
in the loading especially due to the hydrodynamic coefficients and
non-linear loads.
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NOTATION
horizontal acceleration
maximum horizontal acceleration
vertical acceleration
maximum vertical acceleration
bias
coefficients, Table C.S
coefficients, Tables C.S
drag coefficient
interference drag coefficient (Chapter 7)
total force coefficient (Chapter 2)
interference coefficient (Chapter 7)
lift coefficient
inertia coefficient
interference coefficient (side-by-side)
interference coefficient (tandem)
coefficient of variation
depth of water
total damage at failure
fatigue damage per cycle
total damage, ~Di
diameter of cylinder
water depth (Chapter 6)
equivalent diameter (Chapter 7)
diameter for the individual cylinders in an array
(Chapter 7)
pitch circle diamter (Chapter 7)
Young's modulus (Chapter 10)
gap between cylinder and wall (Chapter 2)
force per unit length of cylinder
5Fz
maximum shearing force in Y-direction (Chapter 9)
maximum shearing force in Z-direction (Chapter 9)
drag force in 'v' direction
drag force in lW' direction
inertia force in 'v' direction
F
Y
inertia force in lW' direction
lift force
lift force in 'v' direction
lift force in lW' direction
fv
total force in 'v' direction for any member
total force in 'v' direction for any member 'i'
(Chapter 3)
total force in lW' direction for any member
total force in lW' direction for any member 'i'
(Chapter 3)
frequency of vortex shedding
acceleration due to gravity
wave height
maximum Wave Height (Chapter 10)
g
H
Hmax
significant wave height
K Keulegan-Carpenter number, U~.T/d
Keulegan-Carpenter number (Chapter 2)
drag interference coefficient (Chapter 7),
k roughness height
k wave number, 2~/L (Chapters 3, 6, 10)
k constant (Chapter 10)
L wave length
wave length by the linear theory, g.T2/2~
length of member
M overturning moment
full plastic moment
~
w
f.\nax
m
N
N.
1.
Q
R
s
s.
1.
s
y
T
Tz
Tmax
6
maximum bending moment in Y-direction
maximum bending moment in Z-direction
moment of drag force in 'v' direction
moment of drag force in 'w' direction
moment of inertia force in 'v' direction
moment of inertia force in 'w' direction
moment of lift force in 'v' direction
moment of lift force in 'w' direction
maximum overturning moment
total number of members of the structure
maximum axial force
number of stress cycle at which failure occurs
probability of failure
joint probability distribution of Hs and Tz
maximum torsion
reliability
Reynolds number,
distance between centres of cylindrical members
(Chapter 7)
length solidification (Chapter 7)
Strouhal number
Surface roughness (relative roughness),.k/d
constant (Chapter 10)
stress amplitude
yield stress
wave period
zero crossing period
total moment of forces in 'v' direction
total moment of forces in 'w' direction
instantaneous time of maximum force or moment on
member
tt
U
u
·u
Ux
Uxm
·Ux
Uy
Uyll)
·U
Y
(u,v,w)
w
x
(X,Y,Z)
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time
wall thickness of cylinder (Chapter 10)
relative time, Tmax/T
horizontal component of water particle velocity
water particle horizontal velocity
water particle horizontal acceleration
maximum water velocity in a cycle
component of water particle velocity in 'v'
direction
~omponent of water particle velocity in lW'
direction
horizontal component of water particle velocity
in member reference system
horizontal velocity (Chapter 6)
maximum horizontal velocity (Chapter 6)
horizontal component of water particle
acceleration
vertical component of water particle acceleration
in member reference system
vertical velocity (Chapter 6)
maximum vertical velocity (Chapter 6)
vertical component of water particle velocity in
member reference system
co-ordinates of member reference system
current velocity at a distance 'hi above sea
bottom
relative current velocity (Chapter 2)
current velocity at the still water level
H
orbi t width of water particle'.t h 21r 0an --
L
vector of basic random variables
co-ordinates of structure reference system
co-ordinates of the end point of member
co-ordinates of the starting point of member
8(x,y,z) co-ordinates of wave reference system
z reliability function (Chapter 10)
a wave steepness H/L
a .. correlation coefficient (Chapter 10)
1.)
all cosine of the angle between X and u
a12 cosine of the angle between X and v
a13 cosine of the angle between X and w
a2l cosine of the angle between Y and u
a22 -cosine of the angle between y and v
a23 cosine of the angle between Y and w
a31 cosine of the angle between Z and u
a32 cosine of the angle between Z and v
a33 cosine of the angle between Z and w
6 incident angle of wave
s frequency parameter, R /K (Chapter 2)e
e reliability (safety) index (Chapter 10)
1311 cosine of the angle between x and X axes
e12 cosine of the angle between x and y axes
e13 cosine of the angle between x and Z axes
1321 cosine of the angle between y and X axes
622 cosine of the angle between y and y axes
1323 cosine of the angle between y and Z axes
631 cosine of the angle between z and X axes
632 cosine of the angle between z and y axes
633 cosine of the angle between z and Z axes
r gamma function (Chapter 10)
A coefficient (Chapter 6)
II mean value
v kinematic viscosity of water
p water density
9p correlation coefficient (Chapter 10)
a standard deviation
2a variance
amax maximum tensile or compressive stress
'tmax maximum shearing stress
distribution function for normal (Gaussian)
distribution
wave frequency (rad/s)
e current direction (Chapter 8)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DESIGN OF JACKET PLATFORMS
1. BRIEF HISTORY OF FIXED OFFSHORE PLATFOR~S
The offshore oil industry began off the coast of California
(USA) in the late 1890s. Marine drilling in the Gulf of Mexico began
in the 1930s in Louisiana using timber platforms. Since then, the
design and construction of offshore platforms has developed from the
early primitive timber platforms in 3-5 m of water to the most
sophisticated steel structures in more than 300 m of water. A review
of this development is given in Ref. (11) and the following are some
of the historical highlights.
The first platform to be constructed in the Gulf of Mexico,
1.6 ~ offshore and in 4.3m water depth, was designed by Brown & Root
Incorporated. The platform was constructed in 1938 from timber piles
and had a 30 m x 90 m base from which conventional land drilling was
performed. Also in 1938 a 15 m x 27 m timber platform was constructed
in 3-4.5 m water depth, about 1.6 km off the coast of Texas.
In 1946, the Magnolia Oil Company (Mobil Oil Company)
constructed the first steel platform in Louisiana. The platform
(53 mx 23 m) was sited in 4.3 m of water, 8 km offshore. It was
designed to withstand wind speeds up to 67 m/s and a maximum wave
height of 5.5 m.
This was followed in 1947, by the Superior Oil Company who
revolutionised the design and construction techniques to allow
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completely self-contained platforms to-operate 29 km offshore in 6 m
water. The total platform plan area was 53 m x 33 m. The drilling
platform included drilling rig, equipment, pipe racks and all
supporting facilities. Living quarters were placed on a separate
platform connected to the drilling platform by a bridge. Six steel
braced jackets were fabricated onshore and carried to the site by
barge and then lowered into the water by a crane and fixed to the
bottom by steel piles. The installation of the jacket in the water
took about 9 days instead of the usual time of 2 months using the old
methods.
It was not until 1955 that the Shell Oil Company installed the
first platform in over 30 m of water. The deck area was 67 m x 32 m.
This was followed in 1957 by the introduction of derrick
launching which replaced barge launching and the installation of
platforms in deeper and deeper waters continued 80 that by 1967,
platforms were being placed in over 100 m of water. In the early
1970s, Shell Oil Company installed a platform in the Gulf of Mexico in
114 m of water and the Tenneco Corporation placed another platform
208 km off the Louisiana coast, also in 114 m of water.
In 1976, Exxon installed a self-contained, drilling and
production platf~rm (Hondo) in Santa Barbara Channel, California. It
was located 8 )ml offshore in 259 m of water.
Between July 1977 and September 1978, Shell Oil Company
installed the world1s tallest, self-contained, drilling and production
platform (Cognac) in about 311 m of water in the Gulf of Mexico.
Since the late 19601s, jacket structures have been installed in
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the Northern North Sea for oil and gas productions starting with the
Forties installation. The last major platform to be installed was
Magnus in about 186 m of water and in very severe environmental
conditions to the North East of Shetland. The total cost of this
installation was £1.32 billion.
Thus in the span of 45 years fixed offshore structures for oil
drilling and production have moved from timber framed structures
carrying a few tons of pay load in shallow water to massive steel
structures capable of withstanding the most severe wave loading in
more than 300 m of water and with deck loads approaching 30000 tonnes.
2. 'TYPES OF PLATFORMS
In deep water (above 120 m) self-contained platforms are used
combining all activities. In shallow water it is preferred to separate
the functions using several separate platforms. The different types of
platforms are shown in Fig. (1).
2.1 Jacket (Template) Platform
The modern production platform is a large, multi-decked
structure which has adequate strength and space to support the entire
drilling rig and production equipment with all auxiliary services and
crew quarters and enough supplies and materials to last through the
longest anticipated period of bad weather when supplies cannot be
brought in.
A typical fixed platform consists of three major components:
jacket (template), piles, and deck section. The jacket is a
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three-dimensional welded frame of tubular members. It can have
different types of braces (K, X, horizontal, diagonal), Fig. (2).
The bracing system performs the following general
functions (11):-
1. Assists in the transmission of the horizontal loads to the
foundation.
2. Provides structural integrity during
installation.
fabrication and
3. Resists wrenching motion of the installed jacket-pile
system.
4. Supports the corrosion anodes and well conductors, and
carries the wave forces generated by these elements to
the foundation.
In plan view the jacket legs ferm a rectangle. The inclination
of the legs is usually 1/7 - 1/8 for legs on the long side and
1/10 - 1/12 for legs on the short side. In recent platform designs the
lower portion of the legs are constructed of very large-diameter tubes
(bottles) so that several piles may be driven through pile guide tubes
provided in the large-diameter legs. Skirt piles may be added
in-between the legs to assist in resisting the overturning moment on
the structure.
3. CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION OF JACKETS
3.1 Fabrication
Most of the fabrication occurs in a construction yard onshore.
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On-site installation is limited to launching and upending the jacket,
driving piles, placing the deck structure in a series of modules, and
welding all of these into a single unit.
The components are prefabricated into the largest units that
can be economically and quickly transported from the fabrication yard
to the offshore site, thus minimising the amount of construction
offshore. The recent introduction of very heavy lift cranes (5000
tonnes in one lift) has made big changes in the design of deck modules
and greatly r"educedhook up times.
The jacket is usually assembled by constructing its narrow
dimension frames lying flat on the ground. These are then rotated by
cranes into a vertical position where cross bracing, guides and other
members are then added. Thus, when finished, the jacket will be lying
on one of its long sides. The jacket is constructed with the two
middle legs on the long side (launch runners) lying on the launch
beams used to skid the jacket off the shore onto the barge. After the
jacket and its deck sections have been completed, the components are
pulled or lifted onto barges and transported to the offshore site.
3.2 Jacket Load-out and Installation
Generally, the jacket is built in one piece whose weight far
exceeds practical derrick barge lifting capacities. Therefore, it must
be erected through a sequence of operations that involve:-
a. launching (or sliding) from the deck of the cargo barge
into the water.
b. floating on its own in a horizontal position, and
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c. upending until the jacket rests in its upright position on
the ocean floor either by lifting from the top while
flooding the legs or by the controlled flooding of built-in
compartments
Alternatively, the jacket is floated to its site attached to a
flotation pontoon or it is built to float on its side with a minimum
draft. The second method is generally used when multiple piles in a
cluster at each corner are used to support the structure. Thus, the
large diameter legs requir~d for the attachment of the piles are used
as buoyancy tanks.
For water depths less than about 45 m, the jacket may be
launched from a launch barge or lifted from the transportation barge
by derrick barges and lowered into the water.
Deck modules and major items of operational equipment are
fabricated or assembled onshore and are installed on the platforms
after the jacket has been piled to the ocean floor. Figures (3) to (6)
show different methods of installing jackets.
4. DESIGN OF JACKBT PLATFORMS
4.1 Design Procedure
The jacket designer will initially be faced with the problem
of carrying a deck load of production equipment, a drilling module,
accommodation etc which it is hoped can be specified accurately in
terms of mass and required volume at an early stage in the design. He
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will also have environmental data on the wind, wave and cur~ent
conditions to be expected in the area. The geologists will have
provided some evaluation of the soil characteristics of the ocean
floor where the platform is to be sited. He must also bear in mind the
limitations of the construction sites such as:-
a. The water depth and tide variations outside the steel
fabrication yards, which will limit the float-out draft for
the self floating jackets.
b. The capacity and availability of material handling
equipment.
c. Welding technology available.
d. Rolling and fabrication equipment, etc.
From this mass of data the designer must decide on a geometry.
of jacket which will enable him to carry the deck loading in a manner
which is conducive to efficient operation of the production etc and
minimise, as far as possible, wind loading etc. He will be aware that
changes in technology or changes in the oilfield characteristics as
these become better determined may require the addition of further
modules which will add extra deck mass plus wind loading. Although
undesirable such changes in specifications are somewhat inevitable and
a prudent designer will make some allowance for them in his layout and
structural design. The order of error in specifications might be
expected to be around 500 tonnes in a total mass of the order of 10000
tonnes or about 5\.
Knowing the overall deck area which he derives the designer is
able to consider the platform geometries and numbers of decks which
will satisfy this area. Different framing configurations can be used
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for the bracing members to ensure sufficient redundancy and residual
strength in the structure, Fig. (2).
The X-bracing is thought to have increased stiffness qualities
over the K-bracing. It also offers less projected wave area because
the bay heights can be increased, thereby reducing the secondary
horizontal framing (10). However, the sizes of the bracing members may
have to be increased and thus the wave loading may be increased again.
singie diagonal framing reduces the projected wave area and
the number of joints in the structure and, consequently, fatigue
problems but it reduces the redundancy significantly.
He will have in mind many other considerations such as:-
a. Whether the platform will be floated out or carried on a
barge(s) and launched.
b. The craneage available in the construction yards from the
point of view of both weight capacity and height of lift.
c. The material and sizes of steel tubes which are readily
available or can be rolled and welded by the available
equipment.
d. The number of joints which must be fabricated and
eventually inspected and maintained in a hostile
environment.
e. The bottom foundation conditions both in the building yard
and the eventual site at sea.
f. He will wish to ensure that the natural vibration
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frequencies for the structure as a whole be above the range
of wave frequencies
Thus, the eventual geometry will be fixed with only a limited regard
for wave loading considerations.
However, when it comes to the all important decisions
regarding the diameters and scantlings of the structure the wave
loading assumes a predominant importance. As indicated above the
direct loading from the deck mass can probably be predicted within 5\
and the maximum wind loading on the above water structure to about the
same level of accuracy. However, this is not the case for wave
loading.
Having determined the dead and environmental loads, the forces
and loomentson the individual members, as well as the total forces and
moments acting on the complete structure can be calculated.
Preliminary estimates of the sizes of the various members can now be
made. The design is then revised, the operational and environmental
loads are again calculated, the foundation requirements are
re-evaluated and new sizes for the members are determined. The overall
process is repeated, including the structural analysis, until an
adequate and safe design meeting all the criteria is obtained. The
dynamic behaviour and fatigue life of the structural members and
connections are of great importance. The designer should aim to get
the first natural period of vibration of the platform well away from
the high energy part of the wave spectrum. The platform must be
designed to satisfy stiffness and fatigue criteria, thus, large
scantlings, especially for the nodes and for long circular members may
be required.
In order to obtain a reliable assessment of the fatigue life
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of the platform, the fatigue properties of the material and
connections have to be known. An appropriate S - N (stress-cycles)
curve for the joint under consideration should be selected. Suitable
stress concentration factors should also be adopted when applying
Miner's rule to calculate the fatigue damage.
The installation phase may, for some members, induce large
fatigue loading, especially if the platform is to be towed for a long
distance.
When the sizes of the main structural components have been
determined, other details are designed such as: boat decks, stairs,
hand railings, heliports, launch rails, lifting rigs, etc.
After the design phase has been completed, the construction
and installation phases can be started.
The design, construction and installation of the platform
involve many activities and require a variety of technologies.
Figure (7) shows the principal technologies needed. For detailed
information on the subject, see References (10-12, 17, 19, 23-25, 37,
43, 44).
4.2 Wave Loading Calculation
The hydrodynamic loading on offshore structures has been
widely covered in the literature. (2, 8, 13-15, 20, 26, 29, 32, 33,
35, 36, 41).
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There are two basic approaches to calculate the hydrodynamic
loading from a given sea state:-
a. Deterministic (Design Wave) Approach
The sea state is given in terms of a design wave of a
specified height (H) and period (T) travelling in a
specific direction relative to the structure with an
average expected recurrence interval of 100 years.
This approach has been extensively used because:- 1) its
simplicity in the design process, 2) the nonlinear loads
(drag and lift) can be included in the wave loading
calculations; and 3) nonlinear waves (eg Stokes' 5th order
theory, stream function theory) can be used to calculate
the wave kinematics. It is recommended that several
possible single design waves of varying period be analysed
to determine the worst loads experienced from any of these
design waves. This approach has been used throughout the
present study.
b.'Non-Deterministic (Stochastic) Approach
The sea state, is mathematically described by statistical
means in terms of an energy spectrum. The wave loads are
determined by spectral analysis. In this approach all
calculations are performed in the frequency domain rather
than the time domain.
This stochastic method can only be justified if reliable
transfer functions for the wave kinematics and load
responses can be established. The implication is that
nonlinear loads such as drag forces and others (lift
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forces) must be small in comparison with the linear loads
such as inertia forces since this method is valid only when
the linear superposition principle is applicable (2).
Nonlinear wave theories cannot be used to calculate the
wave kinematics. This approach has been fully described and
presented in many references. See, for example,
References (1, 3-7, 9, 16, 18, 21, 22, 28, 30, 31, 38-40).
4.2.1 Morison's Equation
The most widely used method to calculate the forces due to
waves has been based on Morison's equation (27). This equation assumes
that the wave force can be expressed as the linear sum of two
independent components, one in phase with the velocity of the water
particle known as the drag force and the other in phase with the
acceleration of the water particles, known as the inertia force. The
original Morison's equation for the force on a vertical cylinder
reads:-
2 dUF = 0.5dP~D u. lui + O.25pwd CM dt
where F is the inline force per unit length on a cylinder of diameter
d and U is the horizontal component of the water particle velocity. A
critical assessment of this equation is presented by Sarpkaya (34).
The computation of wave forces by Morison's equation is only
possible if the assumption is made that the wave characteristics are
unaffected by the presence of the structure. This means that the size
of the structure must be small compared with the wave length. The
generally accepted limit is:-
d- ~ 0.2L
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where d is the diameter of the cylindrical member and L is th~ wave
length.
For larger structures, the scattering of the waves cannot be
neglected and diffraction wave theory should be used.
When Morison's equation is applicable, the predominance of the
individual forces is as follows:-
d/W e 'fr/K > 0.2 Inertia increasingly dominant
d/W ~ ft/K < 0.6 Incipience of drag (and lift)
.d/W ~ 'llK < 0.2 Drag increasingly predominant
where K is Keulegan-Carpenter number and W is the orbit width of the
water particle which is given by:-
HW - _ __;,;.__
211'0tanhL
H is the wave height and 0 is water depth.
In addition to the inline force calculated by the Morison's
equation the transverse or lift force should be calculated also and
added vectorially to the inline force to obtain the total resultant
force on the cylinder. The transverse force (lift) per unit length is
calculated by a similar expression to the drag force as follows:-
where CL is the lift coefficient.
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5. AIM OF THE STUDY
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine the variability in
the wave and current loading mainly arising from our lack of knowledge
of the hydrodynamic coefficients to be used in the equations for
calculating the wave forces. When this thesis was commenced, Sarpkaya
had recently published values for these coefficients which disagreed
with the values recommended by classification societies by more than
100\ in certain cases. There was a wealth of experimental data
becoming available which had the chief characteristic that they showed
a very wide scatter and it was clear that the hydrodynamics of wave
flow past groups of cylinders were poorly understood.
It was felt necessary to present an up-to-date review of the
data on the hydrodynamic coefficients especially those obtained in the
last few years. In chapter 2 a large number of laboratory experiments
and wave projects are described and their results are analysed. The
main data from these experiments are summarised in a tabular form for
easy reference.
Apart from the errors due to incorrect force coefficients
there are considerable difficulties in specifying the sea conditions
which will cause the most severe wave loading and the probability of
occurrence of these conditions. The tendency of designers was to use a
"design wave" for the determination of the principal scantlings and to
check on fatigue properties by using spectral methods at frequencies
higher than the design wave frequency. It was clear from the
literature that there were several concepts as to how these design
loads should be calculated, that few designers took account of the
phasing between the loads on the various members and thus any approach
so
to a reliability analysis of the structure was extremely difficult.
A large computer program (OSS) for calculating the wave
loading on jacket structures was developed. The general method of wave
loading estimation is based on Morison's equation taking into account
the phase differences between the velocities,and accelerations of the
wave parti~les. The relative positions of the different members of the
jacket in space and time when the wave passes through the jacket were
also considered. The lift (transverse) force is included and
calculated by an expression similar to the drag force. This program is
described in chapter 3.
In chapter 4, various studies were performed to compare the
accurate method of program OSS with other computer programs based on
different methods of calculation where the phase relationships in the
wave are neglected. A detailed study was also presented on the effects
of the differences in drag and inertia coefficients as recommended by
Lloyd's Register (LR), Oet Norske Veritas (OnV) and Bureau
Veritas (BV) on the wave loading for a typical jacket structure
assumed to be working in 150 m of water.
The results of the study presented in chapter 4 showed the
large influence of the hydrodynamic coefficients on the wave loading
estimation and indicated the need for another study to investigate
other aspects of the hydrodynamic coefficients. In chapter 5, the
approach using variable coefficients (Sarpkaya's experimental results)
which are related to the local Reynolds number
Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) and surfac~ roughness, at the different
points of the structure was compared with the commonly used method of
specifying constant coefficients (eg LR) for the whole structure
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irrespective of the flow pa~ticulars, depth below surface,
roughness •••etc. Besides the surface roughness, it was also necessary
to emphasise the importance of including the lift (transverse) forces
in wave loading calculations.
"Having established the fact that the hydrodynamic coefficients
be related to the local flow characteristics (ie, theshould
velocities at different depths) it became apparent that the wave
kinematics should be calculated as accurately as possible because not
only are they included in the wave loading equations but they also
affect the values of the hydrodynamic coefficients. To investigate
this problem, three wave theories, commonly used in practice, (Airy
(linear) theory, Stokes' 2nd order tlleory and Stokes' 5th order
theory) were compared in terms of wave profile, horizontal and
vertical velocities and accelerations. However, it was difficult from
the results of the variations in the velocities and accelerations to
draw concrete conclusions regarding the possible effects on the wave
loading without carrying out the wave loading calculation. Therefore,
the study was extended to compare the wave forces on individual
members of the jacket as well as the total forces (surge, heave, sway)
and moments (rolling, yawing, pitching) on the complete structure,
calculated by Airy and Stokes' 5th order theories. These results are
presented in chapter 6.
As mentioned before, the hydrodynamic coefficients have a very
important role in the process of wave loading estimation. The more
accurate these coefficients are determined, the more reliable will be
the final results of the loading. One of the problems which, until
now, is not accounted for properly is the intereference effects
between the adjacent members in a jacket structure. The experimental
S2
data available are not sufficient and do not give any information
about some cases, eg, the interference between inclined members or
members of different diameters. It was necessary at least to develop a
method to include the intereference information within the wave
loading program.
The procedure developed was applied to assess the effect, on
the wave loading for a typical jacket platform using some experimental
data. The method of calculation and the results, together with a
comprehensive review of experimental data on intereference effects are
presented in chapter 7.
In chapter 8, the effect of current on the wave loading of the
jacket was examined. The current velocity was added vectorially to the
wave particle velocity and the combined flow velocity was used to
calculate the drag and lift forces. Currents with different speeds and
directions, relative to the wave direction, were used in the
calculations.
The several comparative studies, as described before, showed
significant differences in the wave loading for the complete jacket,
and for the individual members, as a result of using different
hydrodynamic coefficients, different wave theories •••etc. However,
since the scantlings of the different structural members (diameter,
wall thickness) are determined from the maximum stresses experienced
by each member which, in turn, are induced by the local wave and
current loading besides the structural loading transferred from the
other members of the jacket, a detailed structural analysis was of
absolute necessity.
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Chapter 9 describes the set of computer programs used to
perform the different static analyses of the jacket. The hydrodynamic
coefficients recommended by LR, DnV and BV as well as Sarpkaya's data
were used. Airy and Stokes' 5th order theories were used to evaluate
the flow kinematics. The variation in the maximum stresses on the
different members due to the variation in loading estimations
indicated the importance of calculating the wave loading a~ accurately
as possible.
The use of reliability analysis techniques in the design of
jacket structures have developed over the last few years. Due to the
limitation of time, it was not possible to discuss this big topic in
detail. 'However, a general review of the methods applied to jacket
structures with a special regard to the loading uncertainties was felt
necessary. This subject is dealt with in chapter 10.
Finally, chapter 11 summarises design recommendations and the
main conclusions drawn throughout this comprehensive study.
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CHAPTER 2
HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS - A REVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA
1. INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous studies by several researchers to
determine experimentally the values of the hydrodynamic coefficients
applicable to·circular cylinders in steady and wave flows, namely the
drag coefficient CD' the inertia coefficient CM' and the lift
coefficient CL. These experimental investigations were conducted
either in.the laboratory or in the field.
Laboratory experiments involved circular cylinders either
horizontal and totally submerged, or vertical and piercing the free
surface. Some experiments were carried out for inclined cylinders.
These experiments may be classified into:-
a. Steady flow experiments, eg Miller (43),
b. sinusoidal oscillating flow about fixed cylinders, eg
Sarpkaya (47-59),
c. Harmonically oscillated cylinder in still water or in
waves, eg Garrison (26), Matten (42), Chakrabarti (19),
d. Wave tank tests, eg Chakrabarti (14-20).
Laboratory experiments offer the following advantages:-
(1) Cheap to construct and to run; data can be obtained and
analysed within a short time.
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(2) The ability to derive the force coefficients
systematically under controlled conditions.
(3) The ability to assess, separately, the different factors
affecting the loading, eg interference effect, surface
roughness, or inclination of the members.
(4) Errors and uncertainties in measurements and analysis of
the data are relatively small.
However, laboratory tests dO,not accurately model or simulate
the actual environment. Therefore, a degree of uncertainty regarding
the validity and applicability of their results for full scale
structures will remain. In this respect, the results from wave tank
tests are more relevant to the actual conditions than those from
steady or two dimensional sinusoidal flows. Unfortunately, they were
limited in the range of Reynolds number or Keulegan-Carpenter number
which could be achieved. (For jacket structures 105 < Re < 108 and
10 < K < 150).
Ocean tests were conducted on single vertical piles or on
large scale space structures. Data from these tests could be very
valuable but unfortunately, field investigations are associated with
the following disadvantages:-
(1) Very expensive to construct, run and maintain over the
period of operation.
(2) Difficulties and uncertainties in the measured data due to
random waves, wave spreading, current effect, uneven
roughness distribution, wind effect, etc.
(3)'Difficu1ty in obtaining systematic data for specified
parameters, or when studying roughness or interference
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effects. The derived data .dependupon the method of analysis used.
(4) Tests on single vertical cylinders do not offer
information for inclined members or interference effects
which are present in actual structures.
(5) In experiments with space structures, part of the measured
forces on a member is, in fact, due to structural loads
transferred from other members in the structure.
An excellent and comprehensive review of the data on drag and
inertia coefficients (CD' CM) from laboratory and field tests has been
presented by the British Ship Research Association (13) and may be
referred to also in Hogben et al (35). This paper reviews and
summarises a very wide range of published data (up to 1976) for·co and
CM. They are systematically documented with tabulated values of key
parameters such as depth of water, dimensions of test cylinders,
height and period of waves, Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers.
Useful information and recent reviews are also available in Refs. (22,
27,55).
In this chapter, the next two sections review the data on
hydrodynamic coefficients obtained from laboratory experiments and
from field investigations. At the end, Table (1) summarises the main
data on CD' CM and CL presented in this chapter. The problem of the
interference between the cylindrical members, its effect on the force
coefficients, and also the available experimental data, will be
discussed in Chapter 7.
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2. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Sarpkaya's Experiments
Sarpkaya has carried out extensive experimental investigations
of the inline and transverse (lift) forces ·acting on smooth and rough
circular cylinders in a sinusoidally oscillating flow in aU-shaped
vertical water tunnel. Most of the data were obtained from tests with
single, horizontal circular cylinders but data were also obtained for
the cases of a single cylinder near or on a plane boundary (wall),
inclined cylinders, and multiple cylinders. The complete description
of the various experiments and the detailed analyses of the results
were published in a number of papers and reports, Refs. (47 to 60).
2.1.1 Single Horizontal Cylinders
The initial phases of the comprehensive studies were carried
out in a small U-shaped vertical tunnel, using small, smooth spheres
and cylinders at low Reynolds numbers (47). The cross section of the
tunnel measured 18" by 20" (46cm x 51cm) and the height was lOO"
(254cm). The spheres tested ranged from 1.125" to 3.398" in diameter,
while the cylinders ranged from loO" to 2.5" in diameter.
The drag, inertia and lift coefficients (CO' CM' CL) were
determined using Fourier analysis of the force measurements and found
to depend upon the Keulegan-Carpenter number (K).
Within the range of subcritical Reynolds numbers encountered,
the results showed that the lift force was as large as the inline
force and alternated at frequencies ranging from one to four times the
frequency of the fluid (47).
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To achieve larger Reynolds numbers, a larger U-shaped water
tunnel was constructed. The length and height were 30ft and 16ft,
respectively. The cross-section of the two vertical legs was 3ft by
6ft while the cross-section of the 30ft long test section measured 3ft
by 3ft. The diameters of the test cylinders ranged from 2.0" to 6.5".
The extensive experimental investigations of the inline and
transverse forces acting on smooth and artificially roughened
cylinders covered a wide ranye of Reynolds number (up to 1.5 x 106),
Keulegan-Carpenterntimber (up to 200) and relative roughness (kId)
from 1/800 to 1/50. Sand papers, sand and polystyrene beads were used
as roughness elements.
The drag and inertia coefficients were determined through the
use of Fourier analysis and the least squares method. The transverse
(lift) force was analysed in terms of its maximum, semi-peak-to-peak,
and root-mean-square values. In addition, the frequency of vortex
shedding and the Strouhal numbers were determined.
Sarpkaya's results for cylinders in harmonic flow with zero
mean velocity, Refs.(47 to 55) have shown that:-
a. For smooth cylinders, the drag, inertia, and lift
coefficients (Co' CM' CL) depend on both Reynolds number
(R) and Keulegan-Carpenter number (K), particularly for
e
4Re > 2 x 10 • As Re increases, CL decreases rapidly to a
value of about 0.25.
b. For rough cylinders, the drag and inertia coefficients
depend on R , K and kId. The lift coefficient does note
depend on ReMd becomes almost identical with those for
smooth cylinders at very low Reynolds numbers.
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c. The drag coefficient undergoes a 'drag crisis' (a steep
fall) depending on the relative roughness (kId) and then
rises to an asymptotic value. The asymptotic values of the
post-critical drag coefficient are larger than those
corresponding to the smooth cylinder case. The larger the
relative roughness, the larger is the asymptotic value of
the drag coefficient.
d. The inertia coefficient also undergoes an 'inertia crisis'
at R values corresponding to the 'drag crisis' at which CM
·e
reaches a maximum value and then asympotically decreases.
The terminal values of CM depend, as in the case of CD' on
K and kId.
e. The asymptotic values of the post-critical drag coefficient
for K < 100 are larger than those corresponding to the
steady flow over cylinders of similar roughness.
f. The drag and inertia coefficients become independent of kId
for roughness Reynolds numbers (Umk/V) larger than about
300.
g. The transverse (lift) force is a significant fraction of
the total force for both smooth and rough cylinders and
must be considered in the design of offshore structures.
h. The Strouha1 number (St= f dIU)v m for smooth cylinders
depends on Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers varying
from 0.15 to 0.45. For rough cylinders it is essentially
constant at about 0.22 for all Reynolds numbers larger than
2 x 104•
i. Suitable artificial roughness, eg sand, may be used to
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provoke and simulate supercriti~al flow in mopel tescs in
steady as well as oscillatory flows.
j. The similarity between the drag coefficients obtained from
the field tests and those obtained with steady uniform flow
over similar cylinders under controlled laboratory
conditions is rather fortuitous and as a consequence of the
reduced spanwise coherence in the ocean tests.
k. The force coefficients for wavy flows may differ (be
reduced) somewhat from the oscillatory flow results partly
due to the reduced spanwise coherence, partly due to the
three-dimensionality of the flow and partly due to the
nonlinear interaction of the current with the waves. Also#
the marine-growth roughness may differ significantly from
the organised sand roughness used in the tests.
2.1.2 Cylinder Near or on Plane Boundary
Sarpkaya (57, 58) reported the results of measurements of the
inline and transverse forces acting on smooth cylinders near a wall in
oscillatory flow in U-shaped water tunnels.
The first investigation (58) was carried out in the small
tunnel. The Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) varied from 2 to 40,
3 4from 4 x 10 to 2.5 x 10 , and the gap betweenReynolds number (R )e
the cylinder (e) and the wall from O.Old to 1.Od. The drag and inertia
coefficients were determined using Morison's equation with Fourier
analysis and the least squares methods. The lift coefficients were
obtained for the forces toward and away from the wall. As K approaches
zero, the force coefficients were found to approach those predicted by
the potential theory (57).
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The second investigation (58) was carried out in the large
tunnel at high Reynolds numbers 6(up to 1.5 x 10 ) and Keulegan-
Carpenter numbers (up to 100). The results show that:-
a. The effect of wall-proximity is to increase the drag and
inertia coefficients for relative gaps (e/d) less than 0.5.
Both coefficients depend on Re' K and e/d.
b. The lift force toward the wall is relatively small and
fairly independent of e/d. The lift force away from the
wall is quite large and depends on e/d, particularly for
e/d < 0.5.
c. For aid > 0.5, the drag, inertia and lift coefficients
nearly assume their free-cylinder values (e/d = CD).
Sarpkaya and Rajabi (59) reported the experiments of measuring
the inline and transverse (vertical) forces on bottom-mounted (no gap)
smooth and rough cylinders in periodic flow in tha modified tunnel.
The axis of the cylinders was transverse to the direction of flow.
The length of the tunnel was increased from 30ft to 35ft and
the neight from 16ft to 22ft. The cross section of the 35ft long test
section was increased from 3ft by 3ft to 3ft by 4.7ft.
The experiments were conducted with 5" and G.S" diameter
smooth and sand-roughened cylinders with kid = 0.01. The results show
that:-
a. Generally, the potential flow values of the inertia and
lift coefficients tend to underestimate the forces on a
bottom-mounted cylinder.
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b. The drag coefficient for bottom-mounted cylinders can
acquire very large values. The inertia coefficient at very
low values of K is nearly identical to that obtained from
the potential theory and increases with increasing K.
c. The lift force is always away from the wall (eld - 0.0) and
the lift coefficient decreases with increasing K and Re.
The lift coefficient for very small values of K (no
separation) approaches that predicted theoretically.
2.1.3 Inclined Cylinders
Sarpkaya, Raines and Trytten (56), reported experiments on the
forces on inclined smooth and rough cylinders in harmonic flow in the
modified tunnel. Three smooth and three rough cylinders (kid - 0.01)
of 3", 4.5" and G" in diameter at yaw angles of 45, 60, 90 degrees
were used. Sarpkaya et al concluded that:-
a. The drag and inertia coefficients for the 45-degree and
GO-degree smooth and rough yawed cylinders differ
significantly from those of the 90-degree normal cylinder.
b. Fourier-averaged drag and inertia coefficients based on
Morison's equation and the root-mean-square value of the
lift coefficients are unique for each angle of yaw, R , Ke
and kid.
c. Morison's equation predicts the measured force with the
same degree of accurary as that for the normal cylinder
provided that the force coefficients appropriate to each
yaw angle, R , and K are used.e
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d. The normal force acting on a smooth or rough inclined
cylinder is significantly underestimated through the use of
the 'independence principle' and the drag and inertia
coefficients obtained from the 90-degree normal cylinder.
The independence principle states that the force normal to the
axis of an inclined cylinder depends only on the normal component of
the flow velocity and is independent of the tangential component.
Recent research has shown that the independence principle applies to
steady ambient flow about inclined cylinders when the boundary layer
is wholly laminar or wholly turbulent, ie when the drag coefficient is
nearly constant (subcritical and post-critical flow regimes). This
principle allows the decomposition of forces and velocities into
normal and tangential components, the tangential components
neglected in most loading analysis.
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2.2 Chakrabarti's Experiments
2.2.1 Vertical Cylinders
Chakrabarti has carried out extensive experiments foe the wave
forces on vertical and inclined smooth cylinders and also on rough
vertical cylinders, Refs. (14 to 20). The experiments were carried out
in a wave tank 250ft (76m) long, 33ft (10m) wide, and 18ft (5.5m)
deep.
In the first study (14), a 3" (76mm) diameter vertical
cylinder was tested in 10ft (3m) of water. The total inline and
tranverse forces on the cylinder as well as the local inline and
transverse forces on two 1ft long instrumented sections were measured.
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The wave periods ranged from 1.0 sec to 3.5 sec in 0.25 sec
increments. At each period about three wave heights were generated.
The Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) ranged from 0.0 to 16.0, while the
410 •maximum Reynolds number was 2.8 x The drag and inertia
coefficients were calculated from the inline forces on the two 1ft
sections using the least squares method and were presented graphically
against K. The wave kinematics were calculated by the linear wave
theory.
The scatter in CM values was relatively smaller than that of
CD values. The scatter in CD was attributed to the variations in Re
and to the inaccurate estimate of wave kinematics by the linear wave
theory.
The frequencies of the lift forces and the lift coefficients
were investigated and presented as functions of K. For K = 15, the
resultant wave force (inline and lift) on the cylinder was as much as
60\ higher than the inline force alone.
Chakrabarti (IS) re-analysed his data (14) and conducted
further tests for the inline forces using 1.5" and 3" vertical
cylinders. In the new tests, the value of K was extended to a value of
4about 85. However, Re was still confined to the range of 2 x 10 to
43 x 10 • The water depth in the wave tank was kept at 10ft (3m) except
for one set of tests carried out in Sft (l.Sm) depth with the 1.5"
cylinder.
The wave periods ranged from 1.5 sec to 3.5 sec in increments
of 0.25 sec. For the 1.5" cylinder in Sft water, wave periods up to 8
sec were generated.
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The velocities and accelerations of the flow field were calculated
from the measured wave profiles using the stream function theory (23).
The drag and inertia coefficients were found to be functions
of Keulegan-Carpenter number (K). There was some scatter in the data
attributed partly to the variations in Reynolds number (Re) and partly
to the use of calculated kinematics instead of the real ones.
At low K values, the values of CM decreased as the CD values
increased. When the data were compared with Sarpkaya's results for the
same range of Re and K, the values of CM were found to be larger at
the small (K < 15) and high (K > 55) values of K. Within the range
15 < K < 55, the drag and inertia coefficients are similar to the
results of the two-dimensional oscillatory flow.
2.2.2 Inclined Cylinders
Chakrabarti, Tam and Wolbert (17, 18) reported the tests of
the forces on smooth cylinders at different orientation in the wave
tank.
In the first investigation (17), three cylinders of 3", S" and
7.5" diameter were used. The water depth in the tank was Sft. Each
cylinder was tested at wave periods ranging from 1.5 sec to 3.0 sec in
0.25 sec intervals for about 3 wave heights at each period.
The average drag and inertia coefficients over the length of
the cylinder were derived from the measurements of the total forces on
the cylinder using Fourier analysis and the least squares methods.
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The variations of the drag and inertia coefficients were
presented graphically against Keulegan-Carpenter number (up to
K • 17.5). However, these data are confined within the limits of the
test and because of the averaging process they are not suitable for
any scaling (17).
In the second investigation (18) forces on two 1ft sections
of 3" diameter, 10ft long cylinder were measured at various
orientations relative to the wave direction.
The drag and inertia coefficients were calculated from the
measured inline forces by the least squares method and were found to
depend on K without large scatter. It was not possible to correlate
the data with Reynolds number (Re) due to the narrow test range of Re.
The use of the coefficients is also limited by the small range of K
(up to 16).
Recently Cotter and Chakrabarti (20) presented the results of
the latest tests on vertical and inclined smooth cylinders in the wave
tank.
The inline and transverse forces on 1ft instrumented section
of 3" diameter, 10ft long cylinder were measured. Three inclinations,
000namely, 0 , 30 , and 45 to the vertical were tested.
The wave periods ranged from 1.25 sec to 8 sec. At each
period, three different wave heights ~. from 6" to 20"rangl.ng were
generated. The average K varied from 1 to 39 while the average Re
3 4varied from 1.5 x 10 to 9.1 x 10 • The water particle velocities and
accelerations were derived from measured wave profiles using the
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stream function theory (23).
The drag and inertia coefficients were computed from the
measured inline forces on the instrumented section by the least
squares technique. These coefficients were found to depend on K, but
not on Re' because of the limited range of Re. The scatter in the data
was shown in terms of coefficients of variation (CQV) at various K
regions.
Generally, the scatter in CD was high at low K values, while
the scatter in CM was high at high K values.
Cotter and Chakrabarti argued that the relatively large
scatter of CD or CM (at low or high values of K) would not affect the
total load on the cylinder significantly, because the loading becomes
inertia dominated at low K and drag dominated at high K.
The lift coefficients were presented in terms of the first
five harmonics (by a Fourier analysis). These harmonic coefficients
were found to be functions of K. The largest value of the lift
coefficient (CL = 0.8 - 1.0) occurred at the second harmonic of the
motion. The value of K at which a particular coefficient and harmonic
of the lift force becomes dominant was found to increase with the
order (first, second, etc) of the harmonic, ie, the higher the K, the
higher the order of the dominating harmonic. Finally, it was concluded
that the 'Independence Principle'for the inclined cylinders is valid
if the normal components of the velocity and acceleration are used in
Morison's equation.
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2.2.3 Rough Vertical Cylinders
As a continuation for the experimental work on smooth
cylinders (14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20) Chakrabarti (16) presented the
results of the wave force coefficients for rough vertical cylinders.
TWO cylinders 3" (76mm) and 1.5" (38mm) in diameter and 8.Sft (2.6m)
long were tested.
To simulate marine fouling, the cylinders were sand-roughened
at three different relative roughnesses (kid), namely, 0.002, 0.007,
and 0.02.
The total inline and transverse forces on each cylinder, as
well as on two 1ft instrumented sections, were measured. The wave
periods ranged from 1.5 sec to 8.0 sec, the Keulegan-Carpenter number
4from 0.0 to 65 and the Reynolds number ranged from 0.1 x 10 toranged
43 x 10 • The water particle velocities and accelerations were computed
by the stream func~ion theory (23).
Although the scatter in the coefficients was relatively large,
the mean CD' CM' and CL values showed a definite trend with K. The
drag and lift coefficients increased with the increase of relative
roughness, while the inertia coefficients were relatively unaffected.
The values of CL tended to peak in the K range of 10 to 15. The
predominant lift frequency steadily increased in relation to the wave
frequency as K increased.
The resultant force was found to increase, relative to the
inline force, steadily up to a K value of about 15 and the increase
was as much as 70\. At higher values of K, the percentage difference
decreased.
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2.3 Garrison et al
Garrison, Field and May (26) reported the experimental results
of sinusoidally oscillated cylinders in still water. The experiments
were carried out in a water channel 23" (0.S84mm) wide, 16ft (4.9m)
long and 4ft (1.2m) deep using smooth cylinders of 2.0" (Slmm), 3.0"
(76mm) and 4.5" (1l4.3mm) in diameter.
The Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) varied from about 6 to 3S,
4 5while Reynolds number (Re) ranged from about 10 to 6 x 10 • The drag
and inertia coefficients were determined from the measured forces
using the least squares method.
At large Re values, the data showed agreement with the results
obtained from the Ocean Test Structure (OTS).
Garrison et al concluded that:-
a. The drag and inertia coefficients depend on both K and Re
in general but CD and CM become independent of K when it is
5
large and they become independent of Re when Re > 2 x 10 •
b. When both K and Re are large, CD approaches a value of 0.61
and CM approaches a value of 1.7.
c. As K decreases, CM and CD tend to their potential flow
values of 2.0 and zero respectively.
The results for sand-roughened cylinders (kId a 0.01) were
presented by Garrison (27). The scatter in the drag and inertia
coefficients was large at Re of about 4 x 104• The value of CD was
found to increase rapidly with increasing Re to a value less than 1.8
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and then decreases rapidly with Reynolds number for Re
5
> 2 x 10 • This
is in opposition to Sarpkaya's results which show that CO becomes
independent of Reynolds number and remains constant for
> 5Re 1.5 x 10 •
2.4 B L Miller (National Physical Laboratory)
Miller (43) carried out experiments on smooth and rough
cylinders in two wind tunnels (steady flow) at the National Physical
Laboratory, UK. The tested cyclinders were O.Sm, O.lOm and O.lSm in
diameter with a variety of surface finish (smooth, real marine growth,
sand roughness, and coarse grained roughness). The maximum Reynolds
6number was about 6 x la •
The results showed that for relative roughness (kId) between
0.002 and 0.005, the drag coefficient reaches a constant value of
about 1.0 at the postcritical Reynolds numbers. For smaller relative
roughnesses (kId < 0.002), the drag coefficient reaches a maximum
value, below 1.0, and then decreases.
Miller concluded that the rigid marine growths (barnacles) and
sand roughness of similar physical size have similar effects on drag
forces. He stated also that the wave loading could be significantly
increased due to roughness.
2.5 R Matten (National Maritime Institute)
Matten (41) conducted experiments on rough vertical surface
piercing cylinders in waves and the forces were compared with those of
smooth cylinders. The experiments were carried out in the NMI towing
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tank which was 2.26m deep and 6.1m·wide.
The marine roughnesses were simulated by attaching garnet
paper to the surface of the cylinders. Two sizes of cylinders were
tested having diameters of 0.05m and 0.10m with relative roughnesses
0.02 and 0.01, respectively. The waves generated in the tank ranged
from 0.25m to 0.75m in height and from 2.0 sec to 3.0 sec in period.
The wave steepness (H/~ varied from 0.04 to 0.05, with depth to wave
length ratios of 0.4 and 0.17, respectively. The Keulegan-Carpenter
number ranged from about 0.0 to 25.0 while Reynolds number ranged from
4 42 x la to 8 x 10 •
Matten found that the wave force for rough cylinders increased
significantly and indicated that the drag coefficient CD increased by
60\ due to roughness. He concluded that the transverse force on smooth
vertical surface piercing cylinders may be up to 80\ of the inline
force even in fairly high irregular waves. Both the frequency and the
maximum value of the transverse force are dependent on K, whilst
roughness has little effect. Matten suggested that the results are
relevant to full scale structures.
2.6 N J Heaf
Heaf (34) reported experiments with vertical cylinders in a
towing tank where the wave loading was due to a highly irregular wave
train. This work indicated that in the super-critical Reynolds number
region of flow applicable to offshore structures, the surface
roughness due to marine growth will increase the local value of CD by
150\ or more over the CD value for a smooth cylinder.
Heaf has concluded that the values of CD and CM predicted by
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Sarpkaya's work (54) seem to be the most appropriate data for
predicting the effect of different heights of surface roughness on Co
and CM and thereby on the wave loading. The fact that this data was
obtained in two-dimensional harmonic flow probably means that such an
approach would lead to a conservative design (34).
2.7 J H Nath (Oregon State University)
Nath (44, 45) reported experimental studies carried out on
smooth and rough horizontal cylinders at Oregon State University in a
flow visualisation flume, in a low speed wind tunnel and in the Wave
Research Facility. The long term objective of the work was to
determine the hydrodynamic coefficients in waves and currents for
cylinders with heavy accumulations of marine growths.
2.7.1 Flow Visualisation
The flow visualisation flume was 4" wide, 8ft long and 2ft
deep. Plexiglass cylinders of 2" diameter were positioned horizontally
8" above the bottom ira17" water depth.
The tests were performed for:-
a. A smooth cylinder
b. A sand roughened cylinder (kId = 0.05)
c. Hand carved barnacles roughened cylinder (kId = 0.10)
d. A cylinder covered with plastic strips to simulate kelp.
e. An artificially roughened cylinder
roughness (kId ~ 0.2).
simulating marine
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For the smooth cylinder, the Strouhal number (St- fvd/U,
f • frequency of vortex shedding, U = flow speed) was 0.21 in thev
range of Reynolds number (R ) from 5 x 103 to 2 x 104• For the roughe
cylinders, vortex shedding was also noted but its frequency was
reduced (44).
2.7.2 Wind Tunnel
The wlnd tunnel had a test section of Sft wide, 4ft high and
30ft long. A 3" diameter plastic cylinder was mounted horizontally
with a 2ft long test section at the mid length.
The root-mean-square values of the lift coefficients (CL) were
quite scattered and ranged from 0.27 to 0.48 for the smooth cylinder,
0.30 to 1.60 for the sand roughened cylinder and 0.17 to 0.48 for the
marine roughened cylinder (44).
Within the 4 5range of Reynolds number from 2 xlO to 10 , the
average value of the drag coefficient (Co) was 1.2 for the smooth and
sand roughened cylinders and 1.25 for the marine roughened cylinder.
2.7.3 Wave Flume
The wave flume was 12ft wide, 15ft deep and 340ft overall
length, with a 128ft length for the test section.
A 5" diameter solid aluminium bar was rigidly suspended from a
tow carriage. To the 5" bar were mounted six half-cylinders (skins)
from a 8.625" diameter pipe such that the two centre semi-cylinders
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comprised the 2ft long test section. The whole arrangement was mounted
3.7ft below the still water surface in II.Sft and 13.Sft of
water (44).
Three sets of roughness specimens (skins) were prepdred:-
1. A smooth aluminium surface.
2. A sand roughened surface (kId - 0.02).
3. An artificially marine roughened surface (kId ~ 0.09).
The experiments were carried out by towing the cylinder at
constant speed·and by testing it in periodic waves.
a. Steady Towing
The initial results were reported in Nath (44). The
carriage speed, the inline and transverse forces on the
test section were measured. The maximum value of Reynolds
Snumber (RJ was 5 x 10 • The maximum lift coefficients (CL)
showed large scatter when plotted against Re' For the
smooth cylinder, the results of the drag coefficients (Co)
showed that the cylinder was not 'hydrodynamically' smooth,
the value of the critical Reynolds number was reduced. For
the rough cylinders, the critical flow region was virtually
eliminated due to the limited value of Re'
The drag coefficients for the roughened cylinders showed an
independence from Reynolds number. At low Reynolds number, the values
of the drag coefficient from the wave flume were somewhat less than
those obtained from similar specimens in the wind tunnel. The average
values of the drag coefficient for the marine and sand roughened
cylinders were 1.16 and 0.93 respectively and for the smooth cylinder
the average value was 0.90 (45).
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b. Periodie Waves
The results of the experiments were presented in
Nath (45). The waves ranged in period from I sec to 6 sec,
the wave heights were up to 5ft. The Keulegan-Carpenter
number (K) ranged from 2 to 26, while the maximum Reynolds
52 x 10. The flow kinema~ics werenumber was
calculated by stream function theory (23).
When the drag and inertia coefficients (CO' CM) were
plotted against K, there was considerable scatter compared
with the results from Sarpkaya (50) and Sarpkaya and
Isaacson (55).
The results for 15 < K < 26 were then compared with those
from Sarpkaya and Isaacson (55) for K = 20 and with those
from Holmes and Chaplin (36) for K = 24. For the smooth
cylinder it was found that the values of Co according to
Sarpkaya form an upper bound for those from the wave flow,
while the values of CM fall between those from Refs. (55)
and (36).
For the sand roughened cylinder, the values of Co were
much smaller than those from Sarpkaya and Isaacson (55),
while the value of CM was 0.8. For the marine roughened
cylinder, the CM values had large scatter ranging from 0.8
to 2.5. The Co values ranged from 1.2 to 1.8.
3. FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
3.1. The Pacific Coast (Davenport, California)
Wiegel, Beebe and Moon (65) analysed the results of the
experimental studies conducted by the University of California near
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Davenport, California. Measurements were made of forces exerted by
waves as high as 20ft in water varying in depth from 45ft to 50ft. The
measured forces were presented in graphical form. The test sections
were 6.625", 12.75", 2ft and 5ft in diameter.
The drag and inertia coefficients were computed from the
measured data using linear wave theory to predict the water particle
velocities and accelerations. The data showed considerable scatter.
The drag coefficient was found to have no well-defined relationship to
Reynolds number in the test range of Reynolds nunmer from 3 x 104 to
9 x 105. The average value of the inertia coefficient was found to be
2.5 with a Gaussian distribution about this average value. No
relationship ~as found bet\.,reen R ,e horizontal water
acceleration, or the wave period.
Comparison between the maximum predicted and maximum measured
forces, using the average values of CD and CM showed serious
discrepancies and a trend for under-prediction was observed for the
higher measured forces.
Large lateral vibrations for the 2ft test pile were noted
under the action of high waves mainly due to the alternative breaking
off of large vortices.
The reasons for the scatter in the data were attributed to the
f oLl.owi.nq (65):-
a. The large difference in wave shape from the theoretical
one.
b. The varying degree of turbulence in the flow field.
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c. The effects of roughness, lift forces, and current.
d. The effect of the locally generated wind wavas ,
e. The limits of accuracy of the tests.
3.2 Wave Projects (I) and (II) (Gulf of Mexico)
The wave measurement installations were located in the Gulf of
!-lexica.Wave Project I (1954-1958) was located in 30ft of water and
data were obtained during three hurricanes and two tropical storms.
The maximum wave height was 22ft. To obtain data from larger waves in
deeper water, Wave Project II (1960-1963) was installed in 100ft of
water. Data were obtained during Hurricane Carla (1961) and many
smaller storms. The maximum wave height was 43ft.
More details of the projects and a summary of the storm data
are given in Ref (62).
Evans (25) analysed the data of the two projects by two
different methods. For Wave Project I, the drag coefficient was
determined at the positions where the wave force is purely drag (wave
crest and trouyh). Similarly, the inertia coefficient was determined
where the wave force is predominantly inertial (at L/4). For ~ave
Project II, tne least squares method was used.
analysis of Project I data gave an average value of CD of
0.585 for all analysed waves. The highest waves (II = 15 - 22ft) gave
The
average value for of 0.495. A histogram of C indicated a modal
M
value of 1.2, but a value of 1.5 was used in force predictions (25).
CD was shown to decrease with both increasing wave period and height.
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The correlation between Co and Reynolds number (Re) was generally poor
and only the average values of CD showed some correlation to the
steady flow results.
For Project II, the mean value of Co was 0.88 for all waves.
For higher waves only (H ~ 25ft and T ~ 10 sec), the mean value was
0.578. Parametric analysis of the average drag coefficient for wave
heights and periods showed that Co decreases for increasing wave
heights and increasing wave periods. It was also noted that Co
decreases with elevation above the sea bottom for most wave
heights (25). For all waves, the mean CM was 1.682 and for higher
waves CM was 1.765. The results showed that CM increases with the
distance above sea bottom. At the end, Evans (25) stated that CD and
CM values would differ with varying wave theories and that the
coefficijnts presented should be used cautiously for large diameter
piles.
Dean and Aagaard (21) analysed the data of Wave Projects I and
II by a deterministic, single-wave approach. The kinematics of the
flow were calculated by the stream function theory (23).
of Reynolds number (Re) between 6 x 5In the range 10 and
6 x 106, the drag coefficient (Co) was found to decrease from about
1.3 to 0.5 with the increase of Reynolds number. The inertia
coefficient (CM) was constant at a value of 1.3j for all Reynolds
numbers. In this analysis the effect of current was not taken into
account.
Wheeler (64) used linear-filter techniques and a modified
small-amplitude wave theory to analyse the data of force measurements
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in about 400 waves at various elevations along a 44" diameter pile
during Hurricane Carla (1961).
When only the highest 50\ of the peak wave forces measured at
each height above bottom was considered, the drag coefficient ranged
from 0.44 to 0.60 while the inertia coefficient varied between 0.0 and
2.0. Wheeler emphasised that these coefficients should be used only
with the calculations procedures presented in his paper and that their
application should be limited to the calculation of forces on
members similar in size and surface properties to the test member used
to obtain the measured forces (64).
3.3 Bass Straits Experiment (Australia, 1973)
Kim and Hibbard (40) presented and analysed the results of
tests conducted on a single pile of 12.75" diameter and 38ft long. The
pile had an 18" long load cell section to measure wave forces,
positioned at about 7ft below the water surface.
The wave height ranged between 2.5ft and 10.Oft and the steady
current speed was about 1.0ft/sec.
Drag dnd inertia coefficients were calculated for individual
waves from the measured wa ter=pe rt icLe velocities and vev« forces.
Over the ranqe of Reynolds number from 2 x 105 to 8 x le?,
the average drag coefficients was 0.61 with a standard deviation of
+ 24%. 'I'ne inertia coefficient showed a tendency to decrease with
increasing water particle acceleration and had an average value of 1.2
wih a standard deviation of + 22\.
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3.4 Hurricane Edith Experiment
Ohmart and Gratz (46) reported the results obtained from wave
forces and horizontal particle velocities measured on an offshore test
platform during Hurricane Edith. The force transducers were 3ft
diameter by 2ft long.
The determination of the force coefficients was based on
Morison's equation using the least squares approach. Reynolds number
from ·3 x 105 3 6 The best fit of the measured andranged to x 10 •
predicted forces was obtained with a drag coefficient of 0.7 and an
inertia coefficient of 1.5. For the peak forces, the best fit was
obtained using CD = 0.7 and CM = 1.7.
3.5 The Ocean Test Structure (OTS), Gulf of Mexico (1976-1978)
The Ocean Test Structure (OTS) was a large scale experimental
platform designed to evaluate wave forces calculation procedures for
fixed jacket structures. The overall dimensions of the platform were
20 x 20 x 120 ft and it was installed in 66ft water depth in the Gulf
of t-lexico.
Storm wave data, modelling typical platform design conditions
(at 1/3rd to l/6th scale) were collected during two wintRr seasons and
one hurricane season (Hurricane Anita, 1977).
The wave height ranged from 9ft to 24ft while the wave period
ranged from 6 sec to 12 sec.
The data obtained included local wave forces on clean and
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barnacle-covered members, local wave kinematics, total base shearing
force and overturning moment on the structure, forces on simulated
group of well conductors, and impact forces on a member above mean
water level (30).
The design, installation, calibration and operation of the OTS
instrumentation system was described by Germinder and Pomonick (29).
The evaluation of the OTS measurement program and applications of the
data to the assessment of wave loading theories were presented by
Haring et a1 (30).
The major storm events, the selection criteria for choosing
individual wave force events for detailed analysis, and the marine
growth development on the platform during its operating time were
discussed by Haring and Spencer (31).
Data interpretations and analysis of the results by several
investigators were reported in Refs. (9, 10, 11, 24, 27, 32, 33, 38,
60).
Heideman, Olsen and Johannson (33) analysed the data measured
by clean and barnacle fouled wave force transducers (WFT) by two
methods to evaluate the drag and inertia coefficients.
The first was the least squared error procedure for each half
wave cycle. The instantaneous in1ine velocity in Morison's equation
included both the wave velocity and the projection of the current
velocity.
In the second method, the drag coefficient was evaluated over
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short segments of waves in which the drag force was dominant, while
the inertia coefficient was evaluated over short segments in which
inertia force was dominant, see Ref. 40.
The inline force was taken as the projection of the normal
force (to the wave force transducer) on the velocity vector. The
significant wave height ranged from 8ft to 14ft.
The drag and inertia coefficients showed large scatter,
particularly for Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) < 20. The scatter
decreased considerably in the range 20 < K < 4S. In the drag-inertia
regime (8< K < 20), the drag coefficient for a 0.5" barnacle
encrusted WFT ranged from 0.5 to about 2.S. The inertia coefficient
ranged from 0.7 to 1.8.
The composite results of the two methods of analysis for all
storms data showed that C seemed to approach an asymptotic value ofo
about 0.6a for clean WFTs and about 1.0 for fouled WFTs. The mean
value of C ranged from 1.51 to 1.65 with a standard deviation of
l-i
about 0.30 for the clean l'lFTs.In the case of fouled 'ilFTs,the mean
value of CM ranged from 1.25 to 1.43 with a standard deviation of
about 0.34.
Heide~an et al (33) attributed the scatter in C and C to
D M
rando~ wake encounter concept, see Beckmann and McBride (12).
According to Beckmann and McBride (12), the 'true' drag
coefficient in oscillatory flow should be the same as the drag
coefficient in steady flow and the variations in the 'apparent' drag
coefficient are caused by random wake encounters. So, if the cylinder,
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during the test, encounters its wake on the return half cycle but the
velocity meter does not, then the actual incident velocity will be
greater than measured and the 'apparent' CD calculated from the
measured force and velocity will be higher than the 'true' CD'
Conversely, if the velocity meter encounters the wake on the return
half cycle but the cylinder does not, then the 'apparent' CD will be
lower than the 'true' Co'
Heideman et al (33) concluded that:-
a. Morison's equation with constant coefficients can be made
to fit the measured local forces and kinematics
satisfactorily over individual half wave cycles.
b. 140stof the scatter in the CD results can be explained by
the random wake encounter concept.
c. Local deviations in apparent are not spatially
correlated in any given wave.
d. CD results from Sarpkaya's experiments represent an upper
bound to CD values that may be expected in random
three-dimensional oscillatory f Low ,
5 the dependse. For R > 2 x 10 , apparent C on surfacee 0
roughness and when the member cross section lies in thp.
orbit plane, on K.
f. Asymptotic CD results from the test data in random
t~ree-dimensional oscillatory flow are consistent with
steady flow data for the same relative roughness.
g. CM is greater for smooth cylinders than for rough
cylinders, while the reverse is true for CD'
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Haring, Olsen and Johansson (32) compared the measured and the
computed total forces (base shear) and overturning moments for
different sets of data by two procedures. Stokes fifth order theory
was used to calculate the flow kinematics.
In the first method, a constant CM value of 1.68 was assumed
together with one of three average values of CD for each set of data,
namely 0.81, 1.14 and 0.97. Each of these values of CD' when used, was
assumed to be uniform and constant over the whole structure. In this
method a large·scatter in results was found on a wave-by-wave basis.
An alternative analysis was conducted with the same data in
which the drag coefficient was varied locally in the calculations to
account for vertical surface roughness distribution, wake encounter
effects and Keulegan-Carpenter number (K). Thus, CD was in the order
of 0.7 for clean members and 1.0 for fouled members while theC valueM
was assumed as 1.5.
However, the use of variable drag coefficients did not improve
the scatter in the results. The average bias in the base shear ranged
from -1\ to 19\ and in the overturning moment from -4\ to 14\ (30).
The -ve sign indicates that the calculated force (or moment) is
smaller than the measured one.
Borgman and yfantis (9) determined the spectral estimates of
CD and CM for selected storm intervals from OTS data. They stated that
these spectral estimates represent the average values of CD and CM
simultaneously over the whole structure, which are required to
determine the inline total force (base shear) spectra.
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They argued that such average coefficients may be more
relevant to determine the base shear (and overturning moment) than the
local values since they take into account directional and random
cancellations throughout the structure. Borgman and Yfantis also
emphasised that CD and CM may not
necessarily coincide with the hydrodynamic CD and CM values present
these spectral estimates of
locally along the individual members of the structure.
Sarpkaya and Cakal (60) re-analysed parts of the Q'rs data
which were obtained with a 0.5" covering of barnacles on the wave
force transducers (March 1977). The analysis was performed in terms of
the sensitivity of the data to random disturbances imposed on the
measured wave forces, velocities and accelerations. Sarpkaya and Cakal
concluded that:-
a. The scatter observed in CD and CM obtained from QTS data is
partly due to random disturbances superimposed on the
recorded force and ?artly due to random disturbances
superimposed on the kinematics of the flow field.
b. Neither type of disturbance, alone or in combination, is
sufficient to explain the entire scatter.
c. For each frequency parameter, (8 = R /K) there exists ae
relationship between CD and K for various v.:lluesof
'relative current velocity', VR (VR = VeT/d, Vc = current
speed) •
u. The effect of current is to reduce CD for a given ~ and K.
e. In spite of the scatter, OTS data show that CD and CM must
be somewhat below those obtained under laboratory
conditions partly because of the effect of current and
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partly because of the reduced spanwise coherence due to all
other disturbances ever present in the ocean environment.
Kaplan, Jiang and Oello Stritto (38) analysed the experimental
data for 13 waves from the winter (1976-1977.)storm series to evaluate
the drag, inertia and lift coefficients for inclined members of OTS.
The data consisted of the measurements of the wave forces on
an instrumented element of a member inclined at 450,as well as the
horizontal velocity components (inlineand transverse), the vertical
velocity and wave elevations measured at specific locations on the
OTS.
The method of data analysis was based upon the use of the
system identification technique, which has previously been applied to
determine Morison's equation force coefficients for vertical members
of the same structure (see Kaplan et al (39».
The time histories of the variation of the velocities and
forces showed good agreement between the measured and estimated
results using Morison's equation although the degree of agreement
(accuracy) for the forces was not as good as in the case of the
vertical members as reported in Reference (39). However, the general
agreement between theory and experiment indicated the validity of
using Morison's equation to calculate wave forces·on inclined members.
The mean values of Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter
number (based on the average velocities of wave crest and trough)
ranged from 3.9 x 105 to 4.8 x 105 and from 33.1 to 50.4,
respectively.
The drag coefficient Co ranged from 0.835 to 1.128 while the
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coefficient C ranged from 1.727 to 2.302. For some waves the
M
lift coefficient CL was 0.15 approximately.
inertia
The drag coefficient showed less scatter, when plotted against
Reynolds number Re' as compared with the values of Johansson (37)
which were obtained using the analysis method of Kim and Hibbard (40).
3.6 Christchurch Bay Tower (1976)
The ·tower is a small offshore structure sited in 9.Om water
depth, designed specifically for research into wave forces and gravity
foundations with a reasonable inodellingof North Sea conditions. The
wave force experiments were intended to fill the gap between small
scale laboratory work in rather simplified waves and the full-scale
structures in the complex waves of the real sea(l).
The tower consists of a large central column of 2.3m diameter
and a small column (wave staff) of 0.4Bm diameter. The large column
was designed to lie mainly in the inertia regime except for the
largest waves while the small column was drag dominated for wave
heights larger than 2.Sm. The data collected covered a series of
storms with wave heights up to 7.0m. The full details of this project
nay be referred to in References (5) and (63).
The results of the wave project were analysed by the following
methods s+
a. Examination of time histories.
b. Wave-by-wave analysis, Reference (61).
c. Mean square analysis, References (3, 6).
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d. Statistical and spectral analyses, References (2,8).
e. Analyses of directional spectra.
f. Analysis of pressure distributions.
Inspection of time histories of the initial data obtained
indicated a reasonable correlation between the force on the large
column and water particle motion. The force on the small column
exhibited a strong vortex shedding influence with very large changes
in the direction of the force (1).
Using the mean square analysis method of Bishop (6), the
initial data indicated inertia coefficients CM on the large column
varying from 1.7 to 2.0. On the small column, the inertia coefficients
varied between 1.1 and 1.7, while the drag coefficients varied between
0.65 and 0.8. The variations in the inertia coefficient were attributed
to the effect of current.
Bishop and Holmes (2) analysed some data from the experiment
in spectral and probabilistic terms. The preliminary results showed
that the inline velocity field in random waves had Gaussian
properties, as did the force on the inertia dominated main column.
Force ranges were reasonably represented by a Rayleigh distribution
function.
For the small column (wave staff), working in the drag-inertia
regime, the Gaussian and Rayleigh assumptions for inline force and
force ranges were not valid. These parameters were better represented
by a probability density function which retained the non-linear drag
term (2). More details were presented by Bishop (8).
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Bishop (3) obtained the drag and inertia coefficients by
fitting data of a 20 minute record of the wave forces to a mean square
derivation of Morison's equation. The mean square method (6) utilises
the relationship between the mean square value of force and
corresponding parameters of water particle kinematics. The time record
is divided into sections or intervals of a particular duration and the
mean square values for each interval provide one data set. Multiple
data sets from a long record (not less than 20 minutes) are then used
to derive CD and CM values.
The force coefficients, obtained by this method, were found to
be very stable for integration intervals larger than about 4 minutes
and showed increasing variations as the integration interval was
reduced. However, comparison with force coefficients derived for a
different 20 minute recording indicated significant differences due to
current effect.
Bishop (3) stated that the variations of the force
coefficients could be attributed to genuine hydrodynamic effects and
also to imperfections in the experimental and analytic techniques.
Bishop, Tickell and Gallagher (4) presented a comprehensive
review of the results of the project. The mean square method was used
in conjunction with a new total force coefficient CF· defined as,
Ref. (7):-
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where, K. (Keulegan-Carpenter number, Reference (1» =
•u,u = water particle horizontal velocity and acceleration.
The advantage of the total force coefficient is the ability to
judge the degree of scatter or variability in the force data without
the need to think about the relative contributions of drag and inertia
forces (4). The analysis indicated significant variations of the force
coefficients from one 20 minute recording to another which were
thought to be due to differing tidal current. However, a considerable
reduction in the variability of the coefficients was found if the
individual data samples were long enough to contain about 7 waves.
There was also a tendency for the variability to be less for the
highest waves (4).
Wave-by-wave analysis demonstrated a variability of the
fitting of measured forces to those predicted by Morison's equation.
Part of this could be due to differing particle motion conditions at
the velocity and force measuring stations and another part could be
due to vortex shedding effect.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In spite of the extensive research effort which has been
expended to determine the hydrodynamic coefficients, the presently
available data are not sufficient and further work needs to be done to
improve the quality of dat~. Due to the high costs of field tests, it
is unlikely that any major wave project will be sponsored, at least in
the near future. Therefore, the efforts should now be directed to the
much cheaper laboratory experiments.
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The data obtained from two-dimensional harmonic flow, eg
Sarpkaya's results, are complete and well documented. This is not the
case with wave tank experiments, although they should be more relevant
to the actual environment than the two-dimensional tests.
A large testing facility is now required, capable of
generating ~aves in sufficient depth of water to approach, as near as
possible, the range of Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers
corresponding to full scale structures. With this facility in hand,
large scale models representing complete or part of jacket structures
can be tested. Tests with single cylinders are not enough. The
probLems of the forces on inclined members or interference effects :nust
also be dealt with.
However, until this facility becomes available, designers of
offshore stuctures have to rely on the available data to compute wave
loading.
It is the opinion of the author that Sarpkaya's results seem
to be the most suitable data, at least for the time being. The data
cover a wide range of Reynold's number, Keulegan-Carpenter number, and
surface roughness in such a way that they can be integrated into wave
loading computer programs.
Data obtained frma the real ocean are quite valuable.
Unfortunately, until now they are not complete. However, they can be
used, eg to check the calculations for certain individual members in
critical parts of the structure, particularly when the dimensions and
surface conditions of the checked member are similar to one of those
used in the ocean tests.
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The fact that Sarpkaya's data were obtained from
two-dimensional sinusoidal flow means that the design procedure would
probably be somewhat conservative. It must also be remembered that
Morison's equation with its well-known limitations has been accepted
and used by the engineers as a primary tool in designing offshore
structures. This is simply because no other better alternative method
or equation is yet available. The same argument goes also for the
two-dimensional flow results.
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CHAPTER 3
OSS - A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE WAVE LOADING
iOR JACKET STRUCTURES
1. INTRODUCTION
The majority of the work on the methods of wave loading
analysis of jacket structures rests on the use of Morison's equation(7)
where F is the force per unit length on a cylinder of diameter d and U
is the horizontal component of the water velocity. As generally
applied, it is assumed that the maximum acceleration and velocity
occur at the same time (whereas according to wave theory they are 900
out of phase) and it is also common to assume that the maximum values
occur on all members of the structure at the same time, i.e. no
account is taken of the phase difference between the acceleration and
velocity for the distance between different members of the structure
in the directions of wave travel. The decay in the acceleration and
velocity below the surface is accounted for by the usual exponential
term but few, if any, programs seem to take account of the changes in
Reynolds Number which this implies and adjust the drag and inertia
coefficients to take account of this. Interference effects between
adjacent members are rarely considered and especially their variation
with R .e
The following computer program was written to allow an
examination of the differences in wave loading which could be obtained
by using different assumptions about the way in which the
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~cceleration$ and velocities are calculated and the CM and CO
coefficients are obtained for a particular geometry of
structure. In particular the program performs the following:-
jacket
.a. Calculates the forces and moments assuming that the maximum
acceleration and velocity occurs at the same time on each
member for the and values recommended by three
Classification Societies: Lloyd's .Register of Shipping
(LR), Oet norske Veritas (OnV), and Bureau Veritas (BV).
However, any other coefficients specified by the user can
be used.
b. Repeats the above calculation but taking account of the
phase angle between the acceleration and velocity.
c. Analyses the Reynolds Number and Keulegan-Carpenter Number
on each member and derives the CM and Co coefficients
appropriate to these numbers from the work of Sarpkaya
(Refs. (8) to (15».
d. Using method (b) or (c) above taking account of
interference effects between adjacent members on the drag
coefficient.
e. The effect of current on the fluid loading can be taken into
account.
f. The kinematics of the flow can be calculated by Airy wave
theory, Stokes' 2nd order theory, or Stokes' 5th Order
theory.
In this chapter, only the general method of calculation based
on the Airy wave theory and the main features of the program will be
discussed. The other features of the program which deal with specific
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problems such as the interference effects, current effect, or the use
of Stokes wave theories will be presented and discussed in the
subsequent chapters.
The program has been used to assess the level of 'accuracy' of
existing methods of wave load estimation.
2. CALCULATIONOF WAVE LOADING
2.1. General Procedure
The general method used follows an earlier program developed
by Incecik (5).
The inertia and drag forces are calculated using Morison's
equation, but taking into account the relative positions of the
different members with respect to the structure reference system,
Fig. (1). The time variation is also considered and the calculations
are repeated at intervals of time of 0.1 x wave period. The transverse
forces (lift forces) are taken into account and are calculated by a
similar procedure.
The kinematics of the flow field are evaluated using linear
wave theory (or Stokes .2ndand 5th order theories). The velocities and
accelerations are first transferred from the wave reference system (x,
y, z), see Fig. (1), to the member reference system and the forces and
moments are calculated in the (u, v, w) directions. The forces and
moments are then transferred to the structure reference system (X, Y,
z) and resolved to estimate the surge, heave and sway forces and also
the rolling, yawing and pitching moments at the base of the
structure.
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2.2. Kinematics of the Flow Field .(AiryTheory)
The wave profile, the horizontal and vertical components of
the water particle velocity and acceleration, written in the wave
reference system, (x, y, z), are given by the following equations:-
y = O.SH Cos(k.x-~.t) (1)
kyU = O.S~.He Cos(k.x - w.t)x (2)
u = O.Sw Heky Sin(k.x - w.t)y (3)
u = O.S~~eky Sin(k.x - w.t) = ~.Ux y (4)
u = - 0.S~2Heky Cos(k.x - w.t) = -~.U. xy (5)
To transfer the velocities and accelerations, equations (2) to
(5), to the structure reference system, (X, Y, Z), the following
matrix equation is used:-
=
0.0x X
+ - 0 (6)y Y
z Z 0.0
where,
811 is the cosine of the angle between x and X axes - COSB
B12 is the cosine of the angle between x and Y axes - 0.0
813 is the cosine of the angle between x and Z axes = -SinB
a2l is the cosine of the angle between y and X axes = 0.0
a22 is the cosine of the angle between y and Y axes = 1.0
S23 is the cosine of the angle between y and Z axes = 0.0
B31 is the cosine of the angle between z and X axes. SinS
832 is the cosine of the angle between z and Y axes. 0.0
B33 is the cosine of the angle between z and Z axes = CosB
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(0.0, -0, - 0.0) are·the coordinates of the origin of the structure
reference system relative to the wave reference system.
From equation (6), we get:_
x = XCos& - zSinB (7.a)
y = Y - 0 (7.b)
z = xSinB + ZCosB (7.c)
To transfer the velocities and accelerations from the
structure reference system, (X, Y, Z), to the member reference system,
(u, v , w), the following matrix equation is used:-
X all a12 a13 u ~
Y = a21 (122 a23 v + Ys (8)
Z a31 (132 a33 w Zs
where,
all is the cosine of the angle between X and u
a12 is the cosine of the angle between X and v
a13 is the cosine of the angle between X and w
(121 is the cosine of the angle between Y and u
a22 is the cosine of the angle between Y and v
a23 is the cosine of the angle between Y and w
a31 is the cosine of the angle between Z and u
a32 is the cosine of the angle between Z and v
a33 is the cosine of the angle between Z and w
(X , Y , Z )s s s are the coordinates of the starting point of the member
Fig. (1).
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From equations (8), we get:-
(9.a)
(9.b)
(9.c)
Since the diameter of the member is assumed to be small
relative to its length, the wave height and wave length, an
approximation can be made by neglecting the terms including v or wand
equations (9) now become:-
(IQ.a)
(IQ.b)
(IQ.c)
Now equations (7) can be written as:-
(11.a)
y = a 2lu + Y S - 0 (ll.b)
(ll.c)
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Substituting from equations (11) into equations (2) and (3),
the horizontal and vertical components of the water particle velocity,
written in the member reference system but in a direction parallel to
the wave propagation, are calculated by the following equations,
Reference (S):-
(12)
(13)
where all' a2l, a3l are the direction cosines between the direction of
wave travel and the local axis of the member.
The horizontal and vertical components of water acceleration
are calculated by the following relations:-
Ux = w U• Y (14)
= - (15)
Resolving . .the velocities and accelerations, (U, U , U , U ),x y x y
along the structure reference system, the following equations are
obtained:-
u (X) = u CosS (16.a)x
U (y) = U (16.b)y
U (Z) = - U SinS (16.c)x
. .
U (X) = U cos s (16.d)x
.
U (Y) =U (16.e)y
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.
u = - U SinS
(Z) x
(16.f)
The components of the wave velocities and accelerations in (v,
w) directions can be calculated from the following equations:-
U = U, a' + U a + U(Z)a (17.a)v (X) 12 (Y) 22 32
= U (a CosS - a SinS) + uya22 (17.b)x 12 32
U U a + U (Y) a23 + U(Z}a33 (17.c)w (X) 13
= U (a CosS - a Sinal + uya23 (17.d)x 13 33
. · .U = U (X)a12 + U a + U (Zja32 (17.e)v (Y) 22
· .
0: U (a 2 Cos S - a Sinal + uya22 (17.f)x 1 32
· . .u = U a + U (y) a23 + U(Z)a (17.g)w (X) 13 33
= U (a Cos B - a33sinB)
.
+ uya23 (17.h)x 13
2.3 Calculation of the inertia force
The inertia forces in the (v,w) directions, for a member of
length 1, are calculated by the following equations:-
R.
F I = 'IT/4pd2f cM{ux(a13cosS -a33sinl3)+ Uy(l23}dU (18)w 0.0
1
FI = 'IT/4pd2f cM{ux(a12cosl3 -a3tinB) + U/22}du (19)
v 0.0
2.4 Calculation of the drag force
The drag forces in the (v,w)'directions "are'calculated 't>Y the
following equations:-
R.
F = 0.5 pd f C .U Iu IduDv 0.0 D v v (20)
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R.
= 0.5 p d J CD.U Iu Idu
0.0 w w
(21)
2.5 Calculation of the transverse (lift) force
The lift forces in the (v, w) directions are calculated by the
following equations:-
R.
= 0.5 P d J CL. U [u Idu
0.0 w w
(22)
R.
0.5 P d J C • u [u Idu
0.0 L v v
(23)
2.6 Calculation of surge, heave, and SWdY forces
The total forces in th~ (v,wJ·directions for any member 'i' are
given by:-
+ Fov
(24)
(25)
The surge, heave and sway forces acting at the base of the
structure of 'm' members are calculated by the following equations:-
Surge Force
m
1: (FT Cl
i=l wi 13
+ F Cl
TVi 12
(26)
m
Heave Force = 1:
i=l
(F Cl + F Cl )
TWi 23 TVi 22
(27)
Sway Force
m
= 1:
i=l
(F Cl + F Cl )
TWi 33 TVi 32
(28)
2.7 Calculation of Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments
The total moments of the forces in the (v,w) directions for any
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member , . ,1 , taken about- its startrng point, see Appendix (A), are
given by:-
T
M .V1
= M
Iv
(29)
(30)
where:
is the moment of the inertia force in the 'v' direction
for the member about its starting point
is the moment of the drag force in the 'v' direction for
the member about its starting point
ML is the moment of the lift force in the
v
the member about its starting point
'v' direction for
Mr ' MD
w w
direction.
have the same definitions in the 'w'
The rolling, yawing and pitching moments acting at the base of
the structure of 'm' members are calculated by the following
equations:-
m
Rolling Moment = E {a13·™. - a12 TM . + FT . (Ys·a33 - zs.(23)i=l Vi W1 Wi
. F·
+ T~i (Ys <;2 - ZSa22) l (31)\
Yawing Moment
(32)
m
Pitching Moment = Ii=1
(33)
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
3.1 Hain Program OSS
This program calculates the wave loading on steel jacket
offshore structures. Program OSS usp.sanother two programs, XYZ and
DATA, to create a data file containing the information regarding the
geometry of the structure. OSS also calls the following subroutines:
SIMP, DIRCOS, ~~X2, MAX4, COEF and CDCMCL, see Fig. (2).
Each member of the structure is divided into 10 sections and
the numerical integration of the forces and moments is carried out by
Simpson's first rule using 11 ordinates.
To run OSS the following input data are required:-
(a) Wave frp.quencyw (rad/s) and wave height H(m)
(b) Depth of water D (m)
(c) Incident angle of wave S (rad)
(d) Lift coefficient C (o.ptionwhen using subroutine COEFF)L .
(e) \vaterdensity p (Kg/m3) and kinematic viscosity V (m2/s)
(f) The code of the classification society required.
The following output data can be obtained from the program:-
(1) The actual length and the dirp.ction cosines of each
member, see Figs. (A.l) and (A.2), Appendix A.
(2) The distribution of velocities and accelerations of the
flow field along the member length in the ~ and y directions
(or (v,w) directions).
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RUN Program for Calculating the Co-ordinates
XYZ of Different Joints of the Jacket
A, B, C, 0, H, WO, V, DC, N,
NM, YNs, YNE (Main Dimensions of the Jacket)
.-- __ l..- _ _..
Xs, Is' Zs' X_, YB! Z (Co-"ordinates of-c: E Different Joints)
Subroutine for CD
CM' CL' from Class Soc.
Rules or from Sarpkaya's
Results
subroutine. for Max
Forces and Moments
for each Member
RUN
DATA
Program for Creating and Storing Geometric
Data File
OSS
RUN Wave Loading Program
W, WH, D, BETA, P, CL, VK (Wave Particulars
and water depth
Subroutines for Direction
Cosines". for Members
Subroutine. for Numerical
Integration'
·RUN
Subroutine for Max Surge,
Heave, Sway, Rolling,
Yawing and·pitching
Results of calculations
Plotting Programs
CURVES, GRAPHS, FXPL'!',KEMPL'!'
Data Files
Required Graphs
Fig. (2) Flow Chart for the programs
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(3) The distribution of forces (inertia, drag and lift) along
the membec length in the (v, w) directions.
(4) The resultant force and the total moment about the
starting point of the member in the (v, w) ·directions.
(5) The total forces acting at the base of the structure at
any interval of time within one complete wave cycle:-
(i) Surge Force in X direction
(ii) Heave Force in Y direction
(iii) Sway Force in Z direction.
(6) The total moments acting at the base of the structure at
any interval of time within one complete wave cycle:-
(i) Rolling Moment about X axis
(ii) Yawing Moment about Y axis
(iii) Pitching Moment about Z axis.
(7) The maximum forces and maximum moments in the (v, w)
directions for each member within one complete wave cycle
and the correponding instantaneous time for each.
(8) The maximum values of surge force, heaving force, and sway
force within the wave cycle.
(9) The maximum values of rolling moment, yawing moment, and
pitching moment within the wave cycle.
3.2 Program XYZ
This program is used to determine the co-ordinates of the
starting and end points for each member in the structure. The input
data are:-
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(a) The main dimensions (length and breadth) at the base of
the structure.
(b) The main dimensions (length and breadth) at the top of the
structure.
(c) The height of the structure and the depth of water.
(d) YNS and YNE for each member. (See Appendix A).
The output data of this proqram are used by program DATA.
3.3 Program DATA
This program is used to create a data file containing the
co-ordinates of the different joints and the external diameters of the
members of the structure. It is assumed that the structure is
rectangular in plan form and that the axes are taken at the centre
with X and Z horizontally and Y vertically, see Fig. (1). The input
data are:-
a. The total number of members.
b. The co-ordinates of the starting point (Xs'Ys'\) of each
member (determined from Program XYZ).
c. The external diameter of each member.
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3.4 Subroutine DIRCOS
This subroutine determines the direction cosines of each
3.5 Subroutine SIMP
This subroutine is used to carry out the numerical
integration of the forces and moments for each member in (v,w)
directions.
Simpson's first rule is used with 11 ordinates. However, more
ordinates could be used if necessary by slight modification in this
subroutine.
3.6 Subroutine 1~X2
This subroutine is used to determine the maximum values of
the forces and the moments in (v,w) directions and also the relative
time defined as,
Tmax for each memberwave period
T is the instantaneous time at which the maximum force (ormax
moment) occurs.
3.7 Subroutine MAX4
This subroutine determines the maximum values of the total
forces (surge, heave, sway) and the total moments (rolling, yawing,
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pitching) acting at the base of the structure within one complete wave
cycle.
3.8 Subroutine COEF
This subroutine determines the inertia and drag coefficients
as recommended by three Classification Societies, name1y:-
(a) Lloyd's Register of Shipping (LR, code number 1), Ref. (6)
(b) Det Norske Veritas (DnV, code number 2), Refs. (2-4)
(c) Bureau Veritas (BV, code number 3), Ref. (1)
When running the main program 055, the values of drag and
inertia coefficients (CD and CM) can be chosen by selecting the
corresponding 'code number' of the Classification Society.
The values of CD and CM as obtained from steady flow data
could also be used by selecting code number 4. In this case:-
= 0.6
= 2.0
3.9 Subroutine CDCHCL
This subroutine determines the drag, inertia and lift
coefficients according to the work of Sarpkaya. The data are
determined from a series of polynomials obtained by curve fitting the
results given in Refs. (8) to (15). The full description of this work
will be given in Chapter 5.
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3.10 Programs CURVES, GRAPHS, FXPLT, MEMPLT
These are various plotting programs to present the output
data graphically such as:-
(a) The variation of the total forces (surge, heave and sway)
and total moments, (rolling, yawing and pitching) with
time for one complete wave cycle.
(b) The variation of the maximum surge force, heave force,
etc, with frequency.
(c) The variation of the member forces with frequency.
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CHAPTER 4
THE INFLUENCE OF DRAG AND INERTIA COEFFICIENTS ON WAVE LOADING
1. INTRODUCTION
A steel jacket offshore platform generally consists of
circular members connected together in various planes. To design such
a space structure, the forces and moments due to waves and currents on
the individual members should be estimated, as well as the resultant
forces and moments acting on the whole structure at its base.
The most widely used method to calculate the forces due to
waves has been based on Morison's equation (6).
The original Morison's equation for the force on a vertical
cylinder reads:
F = 0.5 d P CD U. + 0.25 11' 2d P
where F is the force per unit length on a cylinder of diameter d and U
is the horizontal component of the water particle velocity.
A particular difficulty in applying the equation for design
purposes has been the selection of the appropriate coefficients,
namely, the drag coefficient CD and the inertia coefficient CM. The
selection of the coefficients generally depends on Reynolds number Re'
Keulegan-Carpenter number K, and the surface roughness of the
cylinder. Strictly speaking, the coefficients should also be
considered as time-dependent and varying along the length of the
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cylinder, although in most current design methods only constant values
are assumed.
The rules of the Classification Societies for offshore
structures, recommend values of CD and CM for wave loading
calculations. The recommended values by the different classification
rules are constant and are related mainly to the diameter of the
cylinder and do not reflect the variation with Reynolds number,
Keulegan-Carpenter number and roughness mentioned above.
The purpose of the current chapter is to show the effect of
the differences in CD and CM values as given by Lloyd's Register of
Shipping (LR), Oet Norske Veritas (OnV) and Bureau Veritas (BV) rules
on the wave loading estimation.
Chapter (5) will compare these results with the results of
calculations where the CM and Co values are related directly to the
Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter number for each member using
the experimental results of Sarpkaya.
The design load for each member will be a combination of the
above wave loads, the loads induced by the mass of decks and equipment
and the elastic response of the structure to these loads. Thus in
members far below the surface where the wave action is slight, the
dominant loads will come purely from the transmission of the loads
applied higher up to the foundations. In reliability studies it is
important to know not only how the load in each member arrives but
also the probability of that maximum load occuring at the same time as
the maxima in other members. This study may help answer some of these
questions.
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2. METHODS OF CALCULATION
2.1 General
For the purpose of calculations and comparison between the
three different classification rules, a jacket structure of 119
members was chosen representing a typical offshore platform. The
structure is symmetrical with respect to the X axis and Z axis (See
Fig. (1». The base and top of the structure were assumed to be
square. The ·main particulars are shown in Fig. (2). A three
dimensional representation of the jacket structure with its member
numbering is shown in Figs. (3) and (4).
The sizes of the members were selected so as to cover the
range of diameters where viscous forces form a significant proportion
of the total force and where there is considerable dispute as to the
appropriate inertia and drag coefficients. Thus the main columns have
a diameter of 4m and the bracing are of 1.5 and 2.0m diameter.
The calculations were carried out for nine wave frequencies
varying from 0.37 rad/s (L = 450.01m) to 1.6 rad/s (L= 54.83m).
Since the structure is square in p1anform, two values for the
incident angle of wave (S) were considered, namely 0° and 45°.
A summary of the particulars of the waves is given in Table
(1) and a summary of the recommended values of CD and CM by LR, DnV
and BV is given in Table (2).
The calculations were performed for the bracing members
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Wave Length Wave Height Wave Period Frequency
"[.(m) H (m) T(s) w(rad/s)
54.83 6 5.92 1.06
69.72 7 6.68 0.94
109.52 11 8.37 0.75
150.40 15 9.81 0.64
196.45 20 11.21 0.56
246.43 20 12.56 0.50
304.23 20 13.96 0.45
349.24 20 14.95 0.42
450.01 30 16.97 0.37
Table (1) Particulars of Waves
Classi- Drag co- Inertia
cation efficient Coefficient Notes
society CD CM
LR 0.5 1.5 (d < 3.5m) smooth cylinders-2.0 (d > 3.5m) d=dia of cylinder
DnV > 0.7 1.5 (d/R.= 1.0) Ri! > 3 x 106- 2.0 (d/R. oc: 0.1) R.=length of cylinder- if 0.1 < d/R. < 1
interpolate for CM
BV 0.75 1.6 (d < 1.45m) (d > 1.45m)-
CM-1+/Iogio[rOa~-O.8
Table (2) Values of Co and CM as recommended by LR, OnV and BV
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assuming that the starting and end points of the member are the nodes
resulting from the intersection of the centre line of the member with
the other members at each end.
Therefore, the length of the member used in the calculations
is in fact larger than the actual length exposed to the waves by about
8%. However, for the main columns, the actual lengths were used.
When the exact lengths of all members of the structure were
used and the calculations were repeated for some sample frequencies,
the values of the maximum forces and maximum moments were reduced by
about 10%.
It should be noted that all the results given in this chapter
are related to the approximate lengths used in calculations.
2.2 Program ass
This program calculates the wave forces and moments in each
member and sums them algebraically for the complete structure using
the velocities and accelerations at eleven points along the member.
The basic formula is sinilar to Morison's approach except that the
phase angles between wave displacement, velocity and acceleration are
allowed for assuming linear wave theory and deep water throuyhout.
For each wave frequency the calculations were performed for
one complete wave cycle with increments of time of 0.1 x period. For
each member the maximum forces and moments in (v, w) directions were
printed out, together with the corresponding relative times. For the
complete structure the maximum values of the total forces (surge,
heave and sway) as well as the total moments (rolling, yawing and
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pitching) were also printea. The graph~ representing the variation of
the total forces and moments with time and frequency were also drawn.
A summary of the results of these calculations is given in the
attached tables.
2.3 Program MRSEQ
This program is a modified version of program ass. It repeats
the above mentioned calculations with the same sequence but after
eliminating the time dependent terms from the equations and assuming
that the maximum drag force and maximum inertia force for all members
of the structure occur simultaneously. When applying Morison's
equation in this case, the inertia and drag forces are added
vectorially, i.e. taking into consideration the actual directions of
forces. The results of the calculations are summarised in the attached
tables.
2.4 Program r1RSEQ2
This program is similar to program 1-1RSEQ but it shows another
method of applying Morison's equation for design purposes.
-In this case, the ~axirnumdrag force and maximum inertia force
foz: the different members are assumed to occur at the same time but
the absolute values are added together, ie, the actual directions of
forces are not considered. The results of calculations are summarised
in the attached tables.
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3. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS
To analyse the results, the values of forces and moments
obtained when using LR coefficients were taken as the basis for the
comparison.
3.1 C and C Coefficients
D M
Table (3) summarises the recommended values of C and C
D M
coefficients as applied to the jacket structure under consideration.
According to DnV, the drag coefficient CD is larger by 40% and the
inertia coefficient C is larger by 33% compared to the LR values when
r·1
the diameter of the cylinder is either 105m or 2.0m.
According to BV, the drag coefficient CD is larger by 50% and
the inertia coefficient CM is larger by 7.5% and 14% for the 1.5m and
2.0m diameters respectively.
For the 4.0m diameter, CM is smaller by 5%.
d = 1.5m d = 2.0m d = 4.0m
Classification
Society CD CM CD CM CD CM.
LR 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 2.0
DnV 0.7 2.0 0.7 2.0 0.7 2.0
BV 0.75 1.613 0.75 1.708 0.75 1.896
-
Table (3) Recommended Value. of CD and CM for the Jacket Structure
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3.2 Position of Wave Relative to the Structure
When a wave passes through the structure, the various members
of the structure will be at different positions relative to the wave
crest and thus will experience different velocities and accelerations
relative to one another.
Figures (5) and (6) show the varying position of the wave
relative to the jacket structure for two frequencies (CrJ .. 0.37 rad/s,
'~ - 0.64 rad/s). The graphs show 4 positions at different times as a
ratio of the wave period. The starting time (t = 0.0) is that when the
crest of the wave is at the centre line of the structure. The graphs
show also the ratio between the wave height and length and the overall
dimensions of the structure.
Figures (7), (8) and (9) show the position of the wave
relative to the upper part of the structure near to the water surface
for all frequencies from 1.06 rad/s to 0.37 rad/s. The graphs also
compare the dimensions of the waves (length and height) at the
different frequencies.
In the shortest waves there can be complete reversal of sign
of velocity and acceleration from one side of the structure to the
other while in long waye~ the majority of the structure will be
experiencing the same directions of flow at any given time. Although
this latter condition is likely to produce the highest overall bending
moment and shear force, it may not produce the highest load in
individual members.
-------_-
-... §---TlIt'.:.... I-----n>£.4.~------TlIt'.:.. .==----TII£~_:~
FIG.' 5 )POSITION OF \lAVE RELATIVE TO THE STRUCTURE.CI) .. 0.37R1S. L ...450.01 M
::::-------------~
FIG.(6 )POSITION OF \lAVE RELATIVE TO THE STRUCTURE.CI) "0.64R1S.L. 150.4 H
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3.3 Maximum Forces on Members and the Relative Time
As an illustrative example, the results of the maximum forces
(in w direction) for the different members of the structure at two
frequencies (0.37 rad/s and 0.64 rad/s) were analysed and are
summarised in Table (4).
In the case of LR, the results show that when ru= 0.37 rad/s,
a maximum number of 35 out of 119 (29.4\) had their maximum forces
occuring at the same relative time. The relative time is defined as
the instantaneous time at which the maximum force occurs divided by
the wave period. When ru= 0.64 rad/s, the number of members increased
to 44 representing 37\ of the total number.
DnV results show that at ru= 0.37 rad/s the maximum number of
members is 34 (28.6%) and at w = 0.64 rad/s, the number increased to
44 (37\).
In the case of BV, the maximum number of members at ru= 0.37
rad/s is 35 (29.4\) and at w • 0.64 rad/s the maximum number is 38
(31.9%)•
3.4 _Maxi~umForces _(F'1'!, ass Vs. MRSEQ
w
Table (5) compares the values of the maximum forces in the lW'
direction (FT) for 36 different members, as calculated by Programs
W
ass and MRSEQ for three different frequencies and using the LR
coefficients. The comparison is limited to these two programs only
because both of them sum the drag and inertia forces algebraically
i.e. taking the correct signs into account, which is not the case for
Program, MRSEQ2. From the given results the following is noted:
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a. At ~ = 0.37 radls, the forces calculated by MRSEQ were
underestimated for 27 members representing 75% of the total
number (36), 12 of them being horizontal members. The
largest error was 97\ at member No. 47 which is horizontal.
t:>~ At ~ = 0.64 radls, the forces were underestimated for 21
members (58.3%), 7 of them being horizontal members. The
largest error was 91.4\ at the horizontal member No. 70.
c. At ~= 1.06 radls, the forces were underestimated for 14
members (38.9\), 2 of which are horizontal members. The
largest error was 90.6\ at member No. 12 which is an
inclined member.
In general, the underestimation of the forces is mainly for
the horizontal members followed by the members at. large inclinations.
Although both the inertia force (FI) and the drag force (FO)w w
according to MRSEQ are larger than those obtained when using program
055, the vector sum (FT) may be smaller.
w
In the case of the vertical members, the inertia and drag
forces are generally in the same direction, therefore, the forces
calculated by MRSEQ will be larger than those of 055.
3.5 Maximum Forces per Unit Wave Height
To find out the effect of frequency on the maximum force per
unit wave height for the individual members of the structure, 21
members were chosen representing the jacket structure, Fig. (10). The
first 7 of these members are horizontal members at different levels
below the water surface~ the second set consists of 7 inclined bracing
I~ 40m
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Fig. (10) Locations of the 21 Members of the Structure
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members and the third set consists ()f7 members ,constituting one of
the main columns of the structure
For each group of members the maximum forces in the (v, w),
directions, i.e. normal to the member axis in two planes at 90° to one
another, were calculated at the different frequencies by three
methods:-
First Method:
The forces were calculated using the wave heights given in
table (1) and the force was obtained by dividing the maximum
force at each frequency by the corresponding wave height,
,Figs. (11) to (13). This ignores the non-linear term in the
viscous forces and will lead to an overestimation of the force
per unit height.
Second Method:
The maximum forces were calculated using 1m wave height for
the different frequencies, Figs. (14) to (16).
Third Method:
The forces were calculated as in the first method but using
waves of constant steepness of 1/15, table (6), Figs. (17) to
(19)•
The above mentioned calculations were carried out using the C
o
and C coef~icients recommended by LR, DnV and BV rules. The graphs
M
(Figs. (11) to (19» show some general trends, applicable to all the
above methods of calculation, which may be summarised as follows:-
a. (i) The forces on the horizontal members, Nos (1) to (7) in
lW' direction are largely inversely proportional to the
frequency except member No (7) which shows an unsteady
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relation between the force and the frequency with a
maximum value at ~ = 0.7 - 0.8 rad/s. For all members
there are no forces in v direction. The graph may also
be regarded as reflecting the effect of depth below
surface with the highest force being experienced by the
member No (7) nearest to the surface.
(ii) The forces on the inclined members in 'w' direction,
Nos (8) to (14) tend to be inversely proportional to
the frequency except members NO (13) and (14) which are
the nearest to the water surface.
In 'v' direction, the forces per unit wave height are
almost constant in magnitude for all members except
member No (14) where the force is directly proportion~l
to the wave frequency.
(iii) The forces on the third group of members Nos (15 to 21)
have the same trend in both 'v' and 'w' directions.
The forces per unit wave height decrease slightly with
frequency for all members except No (21) which is a
surface piercing member.
b. As far as the difference in force estimation by LR, DnV and
BV, the results for the members near the water surface
(which had the largest forces) show that:
First Method:
(1) For the horizontal member No (7), the maximum force per
unit wave height was increased by about 38\ in the case of
DnV and by 30\ in the case of BV (relative to LR).
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(2) For the inclined member No (14), the maximum force was
increased by about 33\ in the case of DnV and by about 11\
in the case of BV.
(3) For member No (21), the maximum force is the same for
both LR and DnV but it is reduced by about 6\ in the case
of BV.
Second Method:
(1) For the horizontal member No (7), the maximum force per
unit wave height was increased by 35\ in the case of DnV
and by 10\ in the case of BV.
(2) For the inclined member No (14), the maximum force was
increased by 33\ in the case of DnV and by 9\ in the case
of BV.
(3) For member No (21), the maximum force is the same for
both LR and DnV but it is reduced by about 5\ in the case
of BV.
Third Method:
(1) For the horizontal member No (7), the maximum force was
increased by 35\ in the case of DnV and by 17\ in the case
of BV.
(2) For the inclined member No (14), the maximum force was
increased by 35\ in the case of DnV and by 8% in the case
of BV.
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(3) For member No (21), the maximum force is the same for
LR and DnV but it is reduced by 7\ in the case of BV.
These calculations demonstrate that the majority of the
differences between the classification societies arise from the
differences in their recommended CM value, rather than the CO value.
Since the latter is absociated with the square of the wave height one
would have expected large differences between the first and second
method alone, especially for the smaller diameter members. It will be
seen that the differences are not large. Also, for member No (21)
there is no significant difference between LR and DnV, although the Co
values are respectively 0.5 and 0.7 for this member. The BV result for
this member is lower because its CM value is 1.896 compared to 2.0 for
the other two.
4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS FOR THE WHOLE STRUCTURE
In the following analysis, each wave frequency has a
particular wave height as given in Table (1).
4.1 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (055, B = 0.0)
Table (7) summarises the results of the maximum total forces,
from which the following was noted:-
a. The variation in the maximum surge force ranged from -3.3\
to 14.9\ according to DnV/ while it ranged from -3.8\ to
5.3\ according to BV. The -ve sign indicates reduction in
the force compared to LR values.
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Surse Force x 10-8
-7
(N) -6(N) H.ave Force * 10 S•• y Force x 10 (II)
Ch...
Soelety. .. (rad/~) .. (red/.) ., (rad/.)
8 • 0.0 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 ,0.50 O.SG 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.50
LR 0.2087 0.1382 0.1377 0.1332 0.1229 1,274 0.7665 0.7649 0.7533 0.7303 0.1392 0.09205 0.1058 0.1320 0.1673
DnV 0.2362 0.1552 0.1547 0.1499 0.1387 1,741 1.043 1.043 1.031 1.005 0.1915 0.1262 0.1451 0.1811 0.2294
OUt. 13.211 12.3S 12.4~ 12.5S 12.9~ 36.7,. 36.1,. 38.4S 36.9S 37.S,. 37.6S 37.1,. 37.2S 37.2" 37.1,.
BV 0.2197 0.1436 0.1432 0.1389 0.1287 1.760, 0.9267 0.9285 0.9191 0.6993 0.2012 0.1196 0.1379 0.1726 0.2190
OUt. 5.3$ 3.9S . 4'; 4.'S 4.7S 38.2,. 21.2$ 21.4,. 22'; 23.1S 44.5'; 29.9S 30.3S 30.8'; 30.9S
.. (rad/a) .. (md/a) .. (rad/a)
Cl ••••
Sodaty 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR 0;07423 ,0;0310'5 0;01225 0;02558 0.4669 0.2594 0.05904 0.01125 0.1404 0.1277 0.07461 0,03751
DaV 0.08379' 0.03567 0,01185 0,02605 0.6475 0.3650 0.08908 0,01025 0.1901 0.1715 0.00985 0.05010
DiU. 12.9'; 14.9S -3.3S 1.8S 38.7~ 40.7S 50.9S 44.4S 35.4S 34.3S 33.8S 33.4,.
BV 0.07728 0.03232 0.01178 0.02480 0.5711 0.3157 0.07222 0.01605 0.1776 0.1446 0.08257 0.04091
01ft. 4.a 4.1~ -3.8" -3.1~ 22.3,. 21.7S 22.3,. 42.7S 28.5'; 13.2S 10.7S S.l,.
Table (7) ~lax1.ulISure., Hoove and Swa1Fore.. (OSS.8 • 0.0)
x 10-8 (N.II):
-7 (N.II) P1tehlac MOllentx 10-
S
(11.11)
Cl •••• Ro1Hnc lIoaont Yawln, Ito.ent x 10
Sodety .. (rad/.) .. (rad/a) .. (rad/.)
8 • 0.0 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.58 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.50
LR 0.2091 0.1457 0.1717 0.2197 0.2824 6.09685 0.07592 0.09567 0.1407 0.2172 1.981 1. 386 1.428 1.454 1.411
DnV 0.2900 0.2000 0.2357 0.3014 0.3873 0.1328 0.1039 0.1311 0.1929 0.2978 2.254 1.548 1.595 1.625 1.581
OUt. 38.a 37.3~ 37.3'; 37.2'; 37.2,. 37.1S 38.9S 37S 37.1S 37.1S 13.8S 11.7S 11. 7~ 11.8S 12.a
BV 0.310G 0.1911 0.2255 0.2885 0.3707 0.1264 0.09721 0.1235, 0.1829 0.2824 2.22, 1;434 1.479 1.e11 1.473
DUt. 48.5'; 31'.2S 31.3'; 31.3S 31.3,. 30.SS 28S 29.1S 30S 30S 12.1S 3.5S 3.8,. 3.9S 4.4S
.. (r&d/a) .. (rad/I) .. (rad/a)
Cl••••
Society 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75, 0.94 1.08 0.64 0.75, 0.94 1.06
LR 0.2418 0.2217 0.1412 0.08591 0.2318 0.2577 0.21139 0.2976 0.8910 0.3758 0.1950 0.3777
DIlY 0.3254 0.2978 0.1890 0.1148 0.3159 0.3485 0.3918 0.3969 0.9959 0.4237 0.1998 0.3920
DUt. 34.6'; 34.31' 33.9'; 33.6S 36.31' 35.2S 33.31' 33.4'; 11.8,. 12.8S 2.5'; 3.8S
BV 0.3036 0.2520 0.1563 0.09421 0.2907 0.3073 0.3158 0.3201 0.9234 0.3882 0.1921 0.3695
DUt. 25.6,. 13.71' 10.7S 9.a 25.4,. 19.3S 7.5'; 7.6,. 3.6S 3.3S -1.5'; -2.2'
Table (S) Uaxlmum RollinG. Yaw1ng and Pitching Moment. (OSS, 8 • 0.0)
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b. The vertical heave force showed the largest deviation which
ranged from 36.1\ to 50.9\ in the case of DnV and from
21.2\ to 42.7% in the case of BV.
c. The sway force varied from 33.4\ to 37.6\ in the case of
DnV, while the deviation was from 9.1\ to 44.5\ in the case
of BV.
4.2 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (055, 8 - 0.0)
Table (8) summarises the results of the maximum total moments
from which the following was noted:-
a. The rolling moment showed the largest deviation ranging
from 33.6\ to 38.7, in the case of DnV and from 9.7\ to
48.5\ in the case of BV.
b. The yawing moment varied from 33.3\ to 37.1\ in the case of
DnV, while in the case of BV, the differences ranged from
7.5\ to 30.5%.
c. The pitching moment varied from 2.5\ to 13.8\ in the case
of DnV. In the case of BV, the difference varied from -2.2\
to 12.1\.
4.3 11aximumSurge, Heave and Sway Forces (MRSEQ, 8 = 0.0)
From Table (9), it is evident that the percentages of the
maximum differences in surge and heave forces are much larger than
those obtained from Table (7). They can be summarised as follows:-
a. The differences in the surge force varied from 14.3\ to 21\
in the case of DnV and from 4.9\ to 18\ in the case of av.
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Surge Force x 10-8 (K) -1 Swa,. roree x 10-6Heave Fore. x 10 (H) (K)'
Cl •••• OJ (rad/.) .. (rad/a) " (rad/.)
Society
S • 0.0 0.37 0.42 0.4~ O.~O 0.&6 0.37 0.42 .4~ 0.60 e.se 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.50
LR 0.3219 0.1980 0.2011 0.2043 0.2063 0.04245 0.2474 0.2413 0.2336 0.2048 0.2252 0.1515 0.1150 0.2216 0.2884
DaV 0.3895 0.2339 0.2313 0.2408 0.2430 0.1430 0.2881 '0.2812 0.2615 0.2261 0.30GS 0.2014 0.2391 0.3036 0.3950
DUf. 21' 18.1' 18, 11.9' 11.8, 236.9, le.&S 16.1' 14.&' 10.8, 31.4, 36.9, 31, 311 37,
BV 0.3798 0.2241 0.2272 0.2303 0.2324 0.5045 0.0811 !t05493 O.02823 Q.02081 0.2976 0.1948 0.2260 0.2871 0.3740
out. 18, 13.2' 13, 12.7, 12.7, 1088.es -75.3, -77.8, -87.9, -90.2, 32.2, 28.e, 29.11 29.6' 29.7,
Cl •••• " (rad/a)
.. (rad/e) " (rad/.) I
SOCiety 0.84 '0.75 ;1).94 • 1.06 0.84 0.75 0.94 1.08 0.84 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR 0.1459 0.1022 0.OG293 0.05419 0.2413 0.2414 0.2246 0.2237 0.2549 0.2328 0.1982 0.1012
DaV 0.1699 0.1178 0.01195 0.00191 0.2927 0.3038 0.2903 0.2909 0.3471 0.31&9 0.2672 0.2652
Dlff. 16.5, !G.3' 14.3, 14.4, 21.3, 2~.9' 29.3, 30S 38.4' 35.11 34.8, 34.5,
BV 0.1607 0.1104 0.00639 0.05685 0.1111 0.1087 0.1975 0.2058 .. 0.3219 0.2841 0.2318 0.2265
Dlff. 10.1, 8' 5.5, 4.9' -S4, -30.lS -12.11 -8' 28.31 22.31 16.9' 14.0S
Table (9) &laxllN. Bur,e, Ilea,.. ed Swa)'rare. I (UltSEQ,8 • 0.0)
-8 ' -1 PltchiDr Momeatx 10-1O·"iN.M)RolUne Ito... nt x 10 (K.M) YawlncMomentx 10 (K.M)
Cl ••••
'" rnd 8 "
radIo) .. radIo)
Soclet"
8 • 0.0 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.31 0.42 .45 0.50 0.58 0.31 0.42 .45 0.50 0.50
LR 0.3181 0.2248 0.2658 0.3421 0.4458 0.0 3.4 0.8 0.6 3.2 0.3341 0.214 0.2243 0.2389 0.2530
DaV 0.4382 0.3081 0.3642 0.4686 0.6099 0.4 0.4 3.8 2.400 0.4 0.4095 .0.2552 0.2611 0.2839 0.3005
DUf. 37.as 31.1, 371 371 38.9' -88.2' 350S 300S -87.5' 22.4S 19.31 19.1S 18.8S 18.8,
BV 0.4261 0.2917 0.3449 0.4438 0.5171 2.8 3,., 2,2 . 0.0 0.0 0.4018 0.2457 0.2589 0.2727 0.2882
out. 34.1S 29.8S 29.8, 29.1S 29.5, - 175S -lOOS -laOS 20S 14.8S 14.5S 14.2S 13.9,
., (rad/e) III(rad/.) ., (ndl.)
Cl ••••
Saciet)' 0.64 0.15 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1,06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1,06
LR 0.3910 0.3520 0.2948 0.2913 0.6 0.8 1.,0 0.8 0.1869 0.1367 0.08162 0.01655
DaV 0.5329 0.4115 0.3973 0.39111 O.t! 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2189 0.1583 0.1005 0.08180
DUf. 38.3' 35.7, 34.8' 34.5S - -33.3' -60S -15' 17.1, 15.8S 14.71 14.7S
BV 0.4927 0.4298 0.3441 0.3345 1.600 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.2076 0.1483 0.09272 0.08049
DiU. 26' 22.1S 16.71 14.8' 166.1S - -60s 25, 1l.lS a.ss 5.8, 5.2'
Table (lO)MaxtmUIIIRolline. Tawin, and Pitching Ito... nto (MIISEQ.a~·0.0)
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b. In general, the heave force gave considerable irregular
differences. In the range of frequencies from 0.37 rad/s to
0.56 rad/s, the percentage differences were decreasing in
the case of DnV, while they were increasing in the case of
BV. In the range from 0.56 rad/s to 1.06 rad/s the opposite
behaviour was obtained. The deviation varied from 10.8' to
237\ in the case of DnV and from -90.2\ to 1089\ in the
case of BV. The maximum differences occured at a frequency
of 0.37 rad/s.
c. The differences in the sway force varied from 34.5\ to
37.4\ in the case of DnV, with smaller deviations in the
case of BV, ranging from 14.9\ to 32.2\.
4.4 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (MRSEQ, B - 0.0)
The pitching moments from Table (10) have larger differences
than those obtained from Table (8). However, similarly to Table (8),
the pitching moment had the smallest differences compared to the yawing
and rolling moments as shown below:-
a. The differences in the rolling moment varied from 34.5\ to
37.8\ in the case of CnV and from 14.8\ to 34.1\ in the
case of BV.
b. The values of the yawing moments are negligible. This is
due to the symmetry of the jacket structure and the method
of calculation which ignores the different instantaneous
times and relative positions of the members.
c. The differences in the pitching moment varied from 14.7\ to
22.4\ in the case of CnV and from 5.2\ to 20\ in the case
of BV.
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4.5 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (MRSEQ2, S = 0.0)
The results in Table (11) show that:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge force ranged from
19.3\ to 24.7\ according to DnV and from 7.8\ to 20.7\ in
the case of BV. In the range of frequencies from 0.42 radls
to 0.56 radls, the percentage differences are constant.
b. The variations in the heaving force are much smaller than
those obtained from Table (9). In the case of DnV, the
percentage differences are almost the same for the whole
range of frequencies varying only from 34.8\ to 36.7\.
According to BV, smaller differences were obtained ranging
from 17.2\ to 30.7\.
c. The sway force gave the results with the smallest
differences. In the case of DnV, the variation was between
3.7\ and 6.6\ while in the case of BV, the variation was
between -1\ and 5.6\•
.4.6 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and pitching Moments (MRSEQ2, S. 0.0)
The results in Table (12) show that:-
a. The rolling moment gave better agreement between the
classification societies in comparison with yawing and
pitching moments. The percentage differences ranged from
3.7\ to 8.9\ in the case of DnV and from -0.8\ to 9.7\ in
the case of BV.
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t;l~ •• SUl':tI F01'Ce x 10-
5 (iI). Kenve F01'Ce x 10-7 (tt) Sv~y Force x 10-7 (II)
~"~1ety .. (r.d/s) .. (md/e) .. (red/a)~
n.37 O.~~ .45 0.50 0.56 O.H 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56" 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.'56
LR 'J.?l~~ 0.1~96 0.1317 0.1340 0.1359 0.4673 0.2619 0.2956 0.319' 0.3505 0.6353 0.5536 "0.567} 0.5639 0.597A
D':1" 0.2659 0.1 S84 0.1606 0.1635 0,11\59 0.6390 0.363S 0.4026 0.4352 0.4782 0.6902 0.5771 0.5917 0.6100 0.626
nsrr. ~4.~ ~~.~n.1% 22'J 22.1~ 35.~ 36.2% 36.2',( 36.'" 36.4~ 6.~ 4.~ 4.~ 4."'; 4.e::
rt o, ~515 0.15030;15?5 0.1550 0.1512 0.6106 0.3574 0.3754 0.4068- 0.4484 0.6821 0.5670 0.5810 0.5985 0.613
jir~ • ~O.~ l~ 15.~ 15.~ 15.~ 30.-r.;: ?6.e:: 2~ '-7.4~ 27.~ 5.~ 2.4~ 2.d~ 2.~ 2.~
~l ~!18 .. (rod/.) '" (rad/.) ., (rod/.)Soei.ty
0.64 <).75 "0.94 1.06 <).64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.°4 1.06
to? 0.C9567 0.06729 0.04184 0.0364 0.?620 0.2007 0.1428 0.1344 0.4419 0.3217 0.2050 0.1775
DnV 0.1159 0.06073 0.04991 0.04348 0.3567 0.:1724 0.1929 0.1812 0.4599 0.'''7 0.2126 0.1844
DUI'. ~O.9;; 20~ 19.3% 19.%' ,~.~ '5.61< ".1" }4.lIl' 4.1" 3.?' 3.~ 3.9;:
st " 0.1066 0.07471 0.04538 0.03925 0.3292 0.2468 0.1695 0.1575 0.4460 0.,228 0.20'5 0.1757
our. 13.~ 11" 8.~ 7.lIl' 25. '" 2'" 18. '" 17.~ 1.4~ 0.", -0.'" -1"
Table (11) Maximum Surge, Hea,ve AI_Id svayrorc •• (HRSEQ2, a- 0.0)
Chu Rolling Moment x 10-9 (N.M) Yaving Momentx 10-8 (N.M) Pi tching Momentx 10-10 (N .11)
Society
(rad/a) (rod/.) (rad/_)., ., "
0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56
LR 0.8353 0.5689 0.6029 0.6529 0.7035 '0.6210 0.4440 0.4346 0.4146 0.3869 0.2230 0.1412 0.1462 0.1563 0.1686
»« 0.9093 0.6003 "0.6360 0.6893 0.7442 1.124 0.6043 0.5916 0.5639 0.5262 0.2799 0.1136 0.1820 0.1943 0.2069
DiU. 8.9(- 5.~ 5.~ 5.65' 5.W; 36.9» 36.1~ . 36.1" 3&.' 3~ 25.~ 2'" 22.e.' 22.~ 22.7'f,
BY 0.9163 0.5979 0.6324 0.6837 0.7363 1.085 0.5656 0.5525 0.5247 \ 0.4863 0.2726 0.1657 0.1136 0.1851 0.1970
DiU. ~.~; ~.l~~ 4.~ rt.7'"~ 4.~ 32.~ 27.4': 27.1~ 26.£'1' 26.~ 22.y,:; 17.4" 17.1" 16.~ 16.!Y)
Cl_os .. (rad/.) .. (rad/.) " (rad/a)
Soo1.ty
0.64 0.94 1.06 0.64 1.060.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.75 0.75 0.94
L:; 0.5436 0.4136 0.2754 0.?42~ 0.2365 0.1366 0.06602 0.04996 0.124~ 0.09122 0.05911 0.05217
DnV 0.5689 0.4302 0.2656 0.2518 Q,3207 0.1874 0.Q8888 (\-96715 0.1510 0.1098 0.07066 0.06242
mrr, l.7'f, 4). '.7'"; ,.~ 35.6% 35.2% 34.&'< 34~4~ 21.4~ • 20.4% 19.6:1' 19.'"
:', O.~5(l1 1"1.4102 0.274? 0.2405 O.29U 0.1665 0.07658 0.05725 0.1418 0.1017 0,0642' 0.05631
mrr, '2.~; I.I!"> -O.4~ -0.650 23.2). 20.1% 16'; 14.&1' 14~ ll.~ 6.~ 709f.
Table (12) l1aximumnollin" Yawing"and Pitching Mom.ph (.msEQ2. 8- 0.0)
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b. The percentage differences in the yawing mo~ent are more or
less the same in the case of DnV varying from 34.4\ to
36.9\. In the case of BV, the differences are inversely
proportional to the frequency and vary from 14.6\ to 32.2\.
c. The differences in the pitching moment are inversely
proportional to the frequency. In the case of DnV, the
differences ranged from 19.6\ to 25.5% and in the case of
BV, they ranged from 7.9\ to 22.3\.
4.7 MaximuTR Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (OSS, S = '11'/4)
Table (13) shows that the heave force gave the largest
differences followed by the surge and sway forces which are identical.
This is shown below:-
a. The differences in the surge force varied from 12.3\ to
28.S\ in the case of DnV. In the case of BV, the
differences varied from 3\ to 7.8\.
b. The differences in the heave force ranged from 29.9\ to
38.5\ in the case of DnV and from 14% to 38.6\ in the case
of BV.
c. Similarly to the surge force, the differences in the sway
force ranged from 12.3% to 28.8% in the case of DnV. BV had
better agreement with smaller differences ranging from 3\
to 7.S\.
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Sur,. Fore. x 10-" (N.) Reave Fore. le 10~ (N) ..
,
Sw.T..Force x ,10-1 (II)Cl ••••
80c1et, , .. (rad/h .. (rad/o) It (rad/.)
8 •• /4 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0,56 0.37 0.42 .45 0,50 0.56 0.37 0.42 • ;45 .0,50 0.50
LR 1,412 0.9807 0.9788 0.9518 0.8890 1.268 0.7641 0.7626 0.7514 0.7305 1.47 0.9799 0.9781 0.9511 0.8883
DnV 1.863 1.101· 1.099 1.011 . 1.003 1.738 1.039. 1.039 1.027· 1.003 1.662 1.100 - 1.098. 1.070 1.002
DUf. 13S 12.3S 12.3S 12.5S .12.8S 37.11 J6s 36.2' 3e.n 37.3S 13.1S 12.3' . 12.3, 12.5' 12,8S
BV 1.561 1.014 1.013 0.9856 0.9223 1.757 0.9245 0.924 0.9145 0.8962 1.560 1.013 1.012 0.984~ 0,9216
Ditt. 8.11 3.4S .3.5' 3.6, 3.8S 38.8S US 21.2S 21.7' 22.7S 8.1S 3.4S 3.8S 3.6S 3.8S
Cl .... O! (rad/a) .,(rad/.) .,(rad/~
Societ)' 0.114 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.I!4 0.75 0.94 1.0l! 0.84 0.75 0.84 1.06
La 0.8831 0.292 0.07335 0.05711 0.4754 0.2804 0.107 0.06487 0.5621 0.2918 0.01332 0.05708
DnV 0.6371 0.3363 0.09445 0.07304 0.8555 0.3882 0.1481 0.084~O 0.6387 0.3361 0.09442 0.07301
Ditt. 13.1S 15.2S 28.8' 27." 37." 38.5S 38.2S 29." 13.2S 15.2S 21.IS 21."
BV 0.5806 0.3006 0.0791 0.06142 0.8183 0.3316 0.1249 0.07392 0.8801 0.3004 0.07907 0.06138
Ditt. 3.1S 31 7.8, 7.6S 21.6S 20.4S 10.n 14S 3.1S 3S 7.8' 7.8'
Table (13) t.t.xt.ua Surs •• naa .. and Sw., Forc.. (OSS. 8 • ~ .)
Rolline Mo•• nt " 10-10 (N.M) y .... inC 1I0•• ,j't " 10-5 (N.II) Pitch inc Mo•• nt " 10-10(N.II)Cl ••••
Soelet,. O! (rad/.) ., (r.d/.) .. (rad/.)
8 •• /4 0.37 0.42 .45 0.80 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 0.80 0.58 0.37 0.42 .45 0.80 0.50
LR 0.1395 0.09828 0.1014 0.1038 0.1021 0.1705. 0.1211 0.1515 0.2174 0.3267 0.1398 0.09838 0.1015 0.1039 0.1022
DaV 0.1614 0.1096 0.1131 0.1159 0.1143 0.2287 0.1560 0.1925 0.2707 C.3988 0.1616 0.1097 0.1132 C.1160 C.1143
DiU. 15.7S 11.5S 11.5S 11.7S 12S 34.IS 28.81 27.11 24.81 221 15.81 11.61 11.5S 11.1S 1l.8S
BV 0.1589 0.1011 0.1044 0.1069 0.1053 0;2402 0.1812 0.1979 0.2761 C.4032 0.1590 0.1012 C.I044 0.107 0.1084
DiU. 13.91 2.91 3, 31 3.11 40.91 33.11 3o.1ss 27S 23.4S 13." 2.91 2.81 3S 3.1,
., (rad/a) .. .. (rad/a) . ., (r&d/.)
Cl ....
Soeht,. 0.84 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.84 0.75 0.94 .1.06. 0.84 0.75 .0.8' 1.08
LR 0,06802 0.036S 0.008998 0,007345 0.3572 0.(458 0.7416 0.9791 0.06807 0,03662 0;008998 0;007347
DaV 0,07619 0.04155 0.01133 0,009229 0.4167 0.(958 0.7783 0.1019 0.0782( 0,04157 0.01133 01009229
DiU. 121 13.51 25." 25.71 18.71 11.21 4.11 4.11 la 13.51 28.91 25.61.,
BV 0,06970 0.03739 0.009584 0.00783 0.4128 0.(793 0.7282 0.9493 0;06975 0,03742 0;009586 0,007831
out. 2.51 2.2S 6.~4' 8.61 111.51 7.51 -31 -31 2.51 2.21 8.51 8.6S
Table (14) ll.d ..u.. Rolline. Y.wine aad PHching Mom.nta (OSS. 8·· i
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4.8 Maximum Rolling, Yawing anq Pitching Moments (OSS, B .. '11'/4)
Table (14) shows that the rolling moment and the pitching
moment are identical. The rolling moment had large differences as
fo11ows:-
a. The rolling moment had differences ranging from 11.5\ to
25.9\ in the case of DnV. In the case of BV, the
differences varied only from 2.2\ to 13.9\.
b. The differences in the yawing moment ranged from 4.1\ to
34.1\ in the case of DnV and from -3\ to 40.9\ in the case
of BV. (See note on p.182).
c. The differences in the pitching moment ranged from 11.5\ to
25.9\ in the case of DnV and from 2.2\ to 13.9% in the case
of BV.
4.9 Maximum Surge, Heave and sway Forces (MRSEQ, B - '11'/4)
From Table (15), the following was noted:-
a. The differences in the surge force ranged from 14.9\ to 21\
in the case of DnV and from 5.2\ to 18\ in the case of BV.
b. The behaviour of the heave force is similar to that of
Table (9). The differences in the heave force ranged from
11\ to 251\ in the case of DnV and from -91.2\ to 1165\ in
the case of BV. The maximum differences were obtained when
(&J .. 0.37 rad/s.
c. Similarly -to the surge force, the differences in the sway
force ranged from 14.9\ to 21.1\ in the case of DnV and
from 5.2\ to 18.1\ in the case of BV.
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Suree Fore " 10-8 (N) Heav. Force .x 10-7 (N) BYa, Force" 10-8 (")Cl ••••
Societ, .. (rad/o) "co (rad/a) .. (rad/.)
8 - '1/4. 0.31 0.42 .45 0\50 0.58 0.31 0.42 .45 0.50 0.58 0.37 0.t2 .45 0.50 0.50
LR 0.2292 0.1411 0.1438 0.1481 0.148 0.03955 0.2487 0.2488 0.2349 0.2059 0.2291 0.141 0.U3t o.ue 0.1479
DnV 0.2774 0.1888 0.1696 0.1725 0.1741 0.1389 0.29 0.289 0.2693 0.2286 0.2774 0.1688 0.1895 0.1724 0.1748
DiU. 2U. 18.2S 18.1S 18.1S 18~. 251.2S 18.6S 16.3S U.8S 11,., 21.1S 18.3S 18.21 18.1S 18.1....
"
BV 0.2705 0.1599 0.1823 0.165 0.167 0.5001 0.08306 0.05669 0.03019 0.01813 0.2705 0.1598 0.1622 0.1649 0.1869
Diff. 18S 13.31 131. 12.9S 12.8S 1164.51 -74.6'1 -77.11 -87.2S -91.2' 18.1S 13.3S 13.1S 13S 12.9S
.. (rad/a) .. (rad/a) .. (rad/.)
Cl ....
Soci.t, 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.08 0.64 0.75, 0.94, 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.0e
LR 0.105 0.07388 0.04583 0,03964 0.242 0.2418 0.2248 0.2239 0.1049 0.07382 0.Ot58 0.03981
DnV 0.1228 0.08548 0.05267 0.04558 0.2937 0.3043 0.2905 0.2911 0.1225 0.08541 0.05263 0.04558
Diff. 18.8S 15.7S 14.9S 14.9S 21.4S 25.9S 29.2S 30' 18.8S 15.71 14.DS ISS
BV 0.1159 .0.07995 0.04848 0.04169 0.1122 0.1893 0.1978 0.20'8 0.1158 0.07989 0.04844 0.04188
DUf. 10.4S 8.2S &.8S 5.2S -53.6S -3OS -US -8'S 10.4S 8.2'S 5.8S 5.2'S
Tabl. (15) M.xiIDum,Surge. HeaYe.nd Swa, Fore •• (1IIISEQ.8 - i
-10
Yawing )foment' x',,10-1 (N.M) Pltching lIolD.ntX 10-10 (N.H)Rolline Momentx "10 (N.!.!)
Cla... .. (rad/a) .. (rad/a) ., (rld/.)Society
8- "It 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 o.se 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 e.so
LR 0.2387 0.1528 0.1604 0.1712 0.1619 1.403 0.1112 0.41t1 1,858 1.184 0.2389 0.1529 0.1805 0.1713 0.1820
DnV 0.2923 0.1825 0.1913 0.2039 0.2185 4.218 ' 1.282 1.033 3.380 0.6035 0.2925 0.1827 0.1915 0.2041 0.2167
DUf. 22.5S 19.4S 11l.3, 19.1S lOS 200.5S 1052..9S 148.9S 80.8S -48.2S 22.4S 19.5' 19.31S 19.2S 19.a
BV 0.2867 0.17117 0.1839 0.19118 0.2076 3.088 1.509 2.744 ' 0.4114 2.022 0.2860 0.1758 0.1841 0.1959 0.2078
lliU. 20.1S 15S 14.7S 14.4S 14.170 120.1S 1257S 561.2' -77.0'; 73.7S 20.1S 15S 14.7S 14.4S 14.2,
.. (rad/a) ..(rad/a) I» (rad/a)
el •••.
Sodet,. 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.08 0.64 0.75 0.94 ' 1.05 0.84 0.75 0.94 1.08
LR 0.1347 0.09891 0.06388 0.05604 0.40G7 0.3095 0.06943 0.1778 0.1348 0.09899 0.06393 0.05808
DnV 0.1583 0.115 0.07:i68 0.06484 0.8737 0.06592 0.7618 0.2682 0.1584 0.1151 0,07374 0.06469
DiU. 17.5S 16.3, 15.3S lS.4S 114.8S -78.7S 997.2S 50.8S 17.5, 16.3S 15.3S 15.4S
BV 0.15 0.1076 0.06'776 0.05906 0.04824' 0.1297 0.03887 0.3036 0.1501 C.I077 0.06781 0.0591
DUt. 11.4S 8.8S 6.l'S 8.4, -88 ',lS -58.11 -44S 70.8S 11.4, 8.8S e.l' 8.4S.
Table (16) lIaxiJ:lUIDRollinr. Yawll1r:Ind Pitchine i!omenta (IIRSEQ.8 - !4
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4.10 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (MRSEQ, a-W/4)
In this case, the yawing and pitching moments, Table (16) had
larger differences than the rolling moment as shown below:-
a. The variations in the rolling moment ranged from 15.3\ to
22.5\ in the case of DnV and from 5.4\ to 20.1\ in the case
of BV.
b. The values of the yawing moments are negligible for the
same reasons mentioned earlier in 4.4(b) .(See note on p182)•.
c. Similarly to the rolling moment, the differences in the
pitching moment ranged from 15.3\ to 22.4% in the case of
DnV and from 5.4\ to 20.1\ in the case of BV.
~.11 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (MRSEQ2, a = W/4)
The results in Table (17) show that:-
a. The differences in the surge force ranged from 15.2\ to
20.5\ according to DnV and from 5.4\ to 17.3\ according to
BV.
b. The differences in the heave force are almost the same
throughout the whole range of frequencies in the case of
DnV, varying from 36\ to 38\. According to BV, the
differences are inversely proportional to the frequency and
vary'from 17.8\ to 33.1\.
c. The differences in the sway force ranged from -0.3% to 7.3\
in the case of DnV and from -1.4\ to 10.8% in the case of
BV.
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':lr". ~'.Ir!l" t'orc~ x 10-8 (II) RC3veForce x 10-7 (N) SwayForee x 10-7 (N)
;o:i4ty .. (rad/.) '" (rad/s) .. (rad/a)8-7,-'
.45
I 0.56 . 0.56·0.}7 0.42 0.50 0.'7 0.42 .45 0.50 0.}7 0.42 .45 0.50 0.50
La. 0.?063 0.1262 0.1}06 0.ln4 0.1}57 0.49}2 0.269} 0.3023 0.3247 0.5545 1.266 0.7966 0.8161 0.6399 0.6595
D:tV 0.?A66 0.1509 0.1531 0.1570 0.1599 0.6607 0.5979 0.~156 0.4466 0.4676 1.}58 0.8216 0.8417 0.8676 0.8907
DUr. 20.~ 17.~ 17.1'Ii 17.~ 17.ef. ,,,,-,, '7.~ 57.6io 57.~ n·~ 7.~ }.1" ,.1~ }.", }.~
rt 0.?t.20 0.1444 0.1470 0.1500 0.1527 0.6565 0.37}5 0.3904 0.4201 ,0.4597 1.403 0.8419 0.6615 0.666, 0.9060
DiU. 17.Y: 12.~; 12.~ 12.4j' 1~.~~ n.l~ 29.1': 29.1" 29.4~ 29.~ 10.~ 5.1l' 5.&"; 5.~ 5.&;iO
~h.. .. (rad/.) .. (rad/a) OJ (rad/a)
Sooiety
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LI\ 0.09705 0.06666 0.04325 0.03764 0.2616 0.1984 0.1402 0.1318 0.6215 0.4434 0.2754 0.2362
Dn; 0.1131 0.07972 0.04981 0.04344 0,,3590 0.2714 0,1906 0.1788 0.6559 0.4471 0.2746 0.2'56
Ditr. 16.~ 15.~ 15.~ 15.~ }7.2'i' ,6.9,( }6',' 35.~ 2l' . O.~ -O.~ -0.'"
~ 0.1070 0.0745} 0.04562 0.0}~68 0.3327 0.2462 0.1674 0.155} 0.6417 0.4490 0.2729 0.2,29
Ditt. 10.'" 8.~ 5.9% 5.~ 27.~ ?4.1~ 19.~ 17.~· ,.'" 1.'" .-O.~ ., -1.4"
. . "
Table (17) Max1mulll.Surge, Heave and Sway:Forou._(4'msEQ2,S-.)
.~ollinr ttom..nt x 10-9 (N.M)
.. 8
Pitching Mooent x 10-10 (N.tt)Cl·., Y~vln~ ;'omp.nt,,10- (N.M)
Soo:htl'
(rad/.) (rad/a) ..e-.!. .. .. . (rad/.)
4
0~56~.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.51 0.42 .45 0.50 0.'7 0.42 .45 0.50 O.~O
LR 1.529 0.8588 0.9066 0.9760 1.045 0.7491 0.41}} 0.4051 0.}865 0.}607 0.2129 0.1360 0.145' 0.1559 0.1666
!In; 1.46} 0.9O}0 0.9522 1.024 1:097 1.02, 0.561,. 0.5500 0.5245 0.4696 0.2591 0.1640 0.1725 0.1650 0.1978
Dirt. 10.1~ 5.~ ~ 4.~ ~ 36.6)C '5.~ '5.&J' }5.7f, }5.~ 21.~ 18.e:' 18.~ 16.~.16.7'fo
"';'1 1.526 1).9n7 0.9828 1.054 1.126 0.9768 0.5198 0.5076 0.4626, 0.4491 0.2535 0.1515 0.1~56 0.117} 0.1694
DiU. 14.s;, B.75' 8.4% 8.q;: 7.~ 30.~ 25.S-; 25.4% 24.~ 24. SlC 1'}.1" 14.1" 14" 1}.~ 1,. '"
w (rad/a) w (rad/a) OJ (rad/I)t:l,,·.
'!~-1.et:r 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
I." 0.78'9 o, ~OO7 0.3749 o. ,267 0.22,2 0.1,24 0.06413 0.0468, 0.1246 0.09240 0.06046 0.05342
Dn'l 0.e060 0.5676 0.37~1 0.3255 0.,020 0.1787 0;0662, 0.06557 0.1462 0.1015 0.0699' 0.06185
jiCf. '-.~~ 1.~ -o.~. -O.~. }5.Y'! ,,;: '4.~ }4.~ 17.'" 16.311 15.~ 15.~
1f{ 0.6205 O.~9~0 0.3729 0.,229 0.2715 0.1572 0.07373 0.05555 O.l,S, 0.1005 0.06424 0.05642
Ditt. 4.~ 2.1~ -O.~ -l.~ 21.~ 1B.~ lSlC 13.~ 11" e.~ 6.~ 5.~
,.
Table (le) Max1l11umRoll!-"g! ,Yaving and Pitching Hom.nt. (MIlSEQ2,& -"4)
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4.12 l'1aximumRolling, Yawing and Pitching .Moments (MRSEQ2, 13= '11'/4)
The results in Table (18) show that:
a. The differences in the rolling moment ranged from -0.4\ to
10.1\ according to DnV and from -1.2% to 14.8% according to
BV.
b. The differences in the yawing moment are almost the same
according to DnV, varying from 34.3\ to 36.6%. In the case
of BV, the differences are inversely proportional to the
frequency and varying from 13.8\ to 30..4'~See note on p182).
c. The differences in the pitching moment ranged from 15.6\ to
21.7\ according to DnV and from 5.6% to 19.1\ according to
BV.
5. ANALYSIS OF LR RESULTS BY PROGRAMS ass, HRSEQ AND MRSEQ2
Tables (19) to (22) summarise the results of LR calculation
as carried out by the different methods (aSS, MRSEQ and MRSEQ2). These
results were analysed, as shown below, taking ass as the basis for
comparison.
5.1 LR Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (B = 0.0)
Table (19) shows that:-
a. According to program MRSEQ, the values of the surge force
were overestimated compared with the ass results for all
frequencies. The differences ranged from 43.3\ to 414\.
However, for the program I"1RSEQ2,the surge forces were
underestimated at w = 0.42 rad/s and at w = 0.45 rad/s
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L.,\ Sur~ Force x 10-6 (N) Heave Force x 10-1 CN) Sw"y Force x 10-6 (N)e;, 0.0
(1'>1d/s) (rlld/a)!':'or-m .. OJ OJ (rad/a)
0.~1 0.-12 .A5 o.SO 0.56 0.~1 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.~1 0.42 .45 o.SO 0.56
0'55 O.?1')6~ 0.H82 0.1377 0.13~2 0.1?29 1.21~ 0.7665 '0.7649 0.7533 0.7303 0.1392 0.09205 0.1058 0.1320 0.1513
::!S~Q o, "19 ~.1980 0.:1011 0.:1043 0.~063 0.04245 0.2414 0.2473 0.2336 0.2046 0.2252 0.1515 ,0:.1150 0.2216 0.2S84
;liU. 5i\.~; 4~.3::; 4~' 53.4~ 61.9;; -96.7,; -67.7'" -61.~ -6~ -7~ 61.9% 64.9,( 65.~ 61.~ 72.~
::f;~',,2 O.Zln 0.1296 0.1311 0.1340 0.1359 0.4673 0.2819 0.2956 0.319}' 0.3S05 6.353 5.536' 5.67} 5.B~9 5.974
mrr, 2.~': -6.~ -".~: O.&': 10.((. -6~.31 -6~.~;; -I)l.~ 57.t(; -5~
.. (rad/a) OJ (rad/a) OJ (rad/e)t)-,,-r"\.~
0.1)4 O.~ 0.9,1 1.()IJ 0.6 •• 0.15 0.94 1.06 0.6.1 0.15 0.94 1.01)
1)';3 ').n7!2~ 0.03105 0.01:>'-5 0.02558 Q.4669 0.259-1 0.0~904 0.01125 0.1404 0.1277 0.07461 0.0'151
:::<J;;:~ 0.lJ59 0.1022 0.06293 0.05419 0.2413 0.:1414 0;2246 0.22'7 0.2549 0.2328 0.1982 0.1972
mrr, 96.~:' :?,9.~ 41~ ll~ -46.Y,' -6.~ 2~ 81.~ 62.~ 166',> 429,(
-
~=!s:=~2 ~.09591 0.06729 0.04194 0.036~ 0.2620 0.2007 0.1428 0.1344 4.419 3.217 2.0SO 1.715
~l~r. ~9.~ 111% Z4Z; 4~ -43.~ -22.t(. 142<;0
~abl0 (19) LR Maximum Surge, Heave and, SIIBTForc •• ( ,- 0.0)
LR Ro11int': Hom..nt x 10-8 (~1.11.) Y""ing Homent x 10-1_(N.~_ Pitehin.,-I:olllont x 10-10__DI.M)I_ 0.0 .. (rad/a) .. (rad/a) OJ (rad/a)ro'lT'"'
n.31 0.42 .45 0.50 ' 0.56 ' 0.37 ' 0.42 .45 O.SO 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 O.SO 0.56
ass 0.2091 0.1451 0.1717 0.2197 0.2624 0.09685 0.07592 0.09567 0.1407 0.2172 0.1981 0.1386 0.1428 0.1454 0.1411
',II'.s:n. 0.3161 0.2248 0.2658 0.3421 0.4456 ndgHgibli values 0.3347 0.J!14 0.2243 0.2389 0.253
Dirt. 52.1~ 54.~ 54.B% 55.-rJ' 57.!l% 6~ 5404::1 57.1:' 64.~ 79.";
1,:as~2 8.553 5.669 6.029 6.529 7.035 8.210 " ,4.440 4.'48 4.146, -. 3.869 0.22}0 0.1412 0.1482 0.158} 0.1686
mrr, verT large verT·1ar~ 12.6l' 1.91' 3.~ 8.9:' 19.5',<
Program
'W (rad/e) .. (rad/I) .. ' (rad/I)
0.64 ,0.75 0.9~ 1.06 0.64 0.75 '0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
oos 0.:>41'1 0.?n7 O,l~12 0.08591 0.2}18 0.2577 0.2939 0.2976 ' 0.08910 0.03758 0.01950 0.Om7
MRSEQ 0.3910 0.3520 0.2948 0.291} negligible valuee 0.1869 0.1367 0.06162 0,07655
Dirr. 61. or,: 58.~ 10% 2}9(0 ll~ 264~ }4W, 10~
"~SEQ2 5.436 4.136 2.75-1 2.424 2.}65 1.}86 0.6602 0.4996 ' 0.1244 0.09122 0.05911, 0.05217
"H!• V0rT large 92~ 4}~ 125',< 6~ 39,6l' 143(. 20~ }~
Table ('20) LR MaxiJDum Rolling, laving Ij,nd Pitching Momenta ( 6- 0.0)
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by 6.2% and 4.4\ respectively. At the other frequencies,
the forces were overestimated. The differences ranged from
about 2.2\ to 242\.
b. According to MRSEQ, the heave forces were underestilnatedup
to ~ = 0.75 rad/s, with a maximum difference of 96.7\ while
at ~ = 0.94 rad/s the force was overestimated by 280\.
Using program MRSEQ2, the heave forces were underestimated
up to ~ = 0.75 rad/s with a maximum difference of 63.3\. At
~ = 0.94 rad/s, the force was overestimated by 142\. At
~ = 1.06 rad/s MRSEQ and MRSEQ2 gave big differences.
c. According to MRSEQ, the sway forces were overestimated. The
differences ranged from 61.8% to 426\. Program MRSEQ2 gave
much larger differences throughout the whole range of
frequencies.
5.2 LR Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (6= 0.0)
Table (20) shows that:-
a. According to MRSEQ, the rolling moments were overestimated
by differences ranging from 52.1\ to 239\. Using MRSEQ2,
the differences are much larger for all frequencies.
b. The values of the yawing moment calculated by MRSEQ are
negligible. According to MRSEQ2 the values of the yawing
moment are much larger than those of program 055.
c. Using program MRSEQ, the pitching moments are overestimated
by differences ranging from 54.4% to 349\. According to
MRSEQ2, the moments were overestimated by differences
ranging from 1.9\ to 203\.
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5.1 LR Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (B = w/4)
Table (21) shows that:-
a. Program MRSEQ overestimated the surge forces by differences
ranging from 43.9\ to 594', while MRSEQ2 over~Btimated the
forces by differences ranging from 30.7\ to 559\.
b. MRSEQ underestimated the heave forces up to ~. 0.75 rad/s
with maximum differences of 96.9\. At ~ - 0.94 rad/s and
~. 1.06 rad/s, the forces were overestimated by 110\ and
245% r~spectively. According to MRSEQ2 the h~ave forces
were underestimated up to ~ - 0.75 rad/s with a maximum
difference of 62.1\. At ~. 0.94 rad/s and ~. 1.06 rad/s,
the forces were overestimated by 31\ and 103\ respectively.
c. MRSEQ overestimated the sway forces by differences ranging
from 43.9\ to 594\ while MRSEQ2 underestimated the forces
up to ~ = 0.56 rad/s with a maximum difference of 18.7\. At
the other frequencies, the forces were overestimated with
differences ranging from 10.4\ to 314\.
5.•4 LR Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (B = w/4)
Table (22) shows that:-
a. Program MRSEQ overestimated the rolling moments by
differences ranging from 55.5\ to 663\ while for program
MRSEQ2, the moments were underestimated up to ~= 0.5 rad/s
with a maximum difference of 12.6\ and then the moments
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LR " Suro;e Force x 10-6 (N) Heftve Forcex 10-
1 (N) S~ Force x 10-1 (N)S·'
P!"or.an .. (:'Ild/ ..) .. (""d/.) .. (red/e)
I
0.'1 0.~2 .45 0.50 .0.56 0.'1 0.~2 .45 0.50 0.56 .. 0.'1 0.42 • .!5 0.50 0.56
OSS 0.1412 0.09801 0.09788 0.09518,O.OBB9< 1~26B. 0.1641 0.1626 0.1514 0.1,05 1.47: 0.9799 0.97Bl 0.9511 0.B88~
~"!f.'3~ n.,Z'~~ 0.1411 0.ll36 0.1461 O.l~B 0.0'955 0.:?~87 0.2486 0.2349 0.2059 2.291 1.41:. 1.434 1.46 1.479
D!f~. 5~.7·: l,.r. 1.6.T< 53.,;~ 66.~ -91).9;; -67.,.,' -67.~ -68.?"' -71.8% 55.~ 43.9% ~6.6% 53.~ 66.%
:i!lS!:.,,2 1).206, 0.1'-8'- 0.1,06 0.1334 0.1357 0.~932 0.2B93 0.302, 0.3241 0.3545 '1.266 0.7966 0.B161 0.B399 0.8595
Dirt. 40.1ll 30.~ 3304~ 40.~ 52.&,' -61.1~ -62.lj( -60.4~ -56.s:' -51.5l' -13.~ -18.7% -16.~ -11.7% -3.2',0.
P!"ograo .. (~d/a) .. (red/a) .. (rad/a)
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.15 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
o~S 0.95631 0.0292 0.0073'5 0.905711 0.475~ .0.2804 0.107· 0.06487 0.5627 0.291B 0.07332 0.05708
:.:-!SEQ O.10~ 0.073B8 0.045B3 0.03964 0.242 0.'-41B 0.2240 0.'-239 1.042 0.nB2 0.458 0.3961
mrr, e6.~ 153% 52~ 594f. -49.1:~ -13.~ 110;. 2451" 86.4:' 15'-' 525'.' 594\<
::?,S~2 ().0970~ 0.06808 0.OA3?5 0.03764 (1.:1616 0.1964 0.1402 0.1318 0.6215. 0.4434 0.2754 0.2362
iacr. 7:'. ,,;; 131f.; 4~ 559;: -~~ -29.27- 31::' 10~ 10.4" 5~ 27rtf. 314%
Table (21)' LR Kax1.arua !'l)Il;ge, Beav.I and Svay Forc .. (s i )
LR .. Rolli"" .Ic:nent x 10-9 (N.H) Y.win« Moment'x 10-5 (N.H) Pitching Momentx 10-10 (N,M)
B. "i
(rad/.) (rad/.)
p,..",.,."", w Id .. (rad/.)
0.'7 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 .45 O.SC' 0.56
oss 1.395 0.9828 1.014 1.038, 1.021 0.1705 0.1211 0.1515 0.2174 0.3267 0.1396 0.09B3·6 0.1015 0.10}9 0.1022
MRSEQ 2.387 1.528. 1.604. 1.712 1.819 negligible vnluea 0.2389 0.1529 0.1605 0.1713 0.1820, ,
Dirt. 71.~ 55.~ 58.~ 6409:.' 7B.~ 71.lj( 55.~ 5B.ts: 64.9:.' 78.1"
MRSEQ2 1.,29 0.8588 0.9066 0.976 1.045 749.1 413.3 . 405.1 366.5 36P~7. 0.2129 0.13B 0.1453 0.1559 0.1666
DiU. -4.~ -12.&,< -10.&,< -&,< 2.4:' vorr large 52.'-' 40.'" 4'.2% ~ 6'.1:.'
Pro~ Id
(rad/a) .. (rad/a) .. (rad/I)
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
OSS 0.6S02 0.,66 0.08996 0.D7345 0.3512 0.445B 0.7416 0.9791 0.06807 0.0,662 0.008998 0.001341
HRSEQ 1.'47' 0.9B91 0.638B 0.5604 0.1'48 O,09B99 0.0939} 0.05608
Ditt. 9~ 11~ 61~ 66~ negligible va1uea 9~ 170J' 611:' 66}:'
MRSEQ2 . 0.78'9 0.5807 0.3749 0.3261 223.? 1,2.4. 64~-l3 48.S, 0.1246 0..0924 0.06048 0.05342
Dire 15.~ 56.7:.' 317:.' '45% vezy large S~ 152% 512'.' 627:.'
"Table (22) LR Kax1.arua Rolling, Yaving and Pitching Momenta ( 8-7)
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were overestimated by differences ranging from 2.4\ to
345\.
b. The values of the yawing moments calculated by MRSEQ are
negligible. According to MRSEQ2, the yawing moments are
much larger than those of 055. (See note on p.182).
c. MRsEQ overestimated the pitching moments by differences
ranging from 55.4\ to 663\ while MRSEQ2 over-estimated the
moments by differences ranging from 40.3\ to 627\
6. EFFECT OF WAVE HEIGHT
So far, the analysis of the results of the calculations
performed by the different methods and using different C and Co M
coefficients has been related to the variation of the wave frequency.
For each frequency, a corresponding wave height was assumed. To
examine the effects of wave height on loading estimation, the
calculations were carried out at a selected constant frequency of 0.37
rad/s and 4 wave heights of 1.0, 10.0, 20.0 and 30.0m. The results of
calculations are given in Tables (23) to (28) and are analysed as
shown below.
6.1 Maximum Forces and Moments (055, a - 0.0)
The results in Table (23) show~ the following:
a. The percentage differences in the surge force due to the
change in wave height ranged from 10.4\ to 13.2\ according
to DnV and from 0.6\ to 5.3\ according to BV.
b. The percentage differences in the heave force ranged from
34.1\ to 36.7\ according to DnV and from 11.3\ to 38.2\
according to BV.
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S. 0.0 I
Sur!;" Force x 10-7 (N) HellVe I'orco x 10-7 (N) Sw"y Forco x 16-5 (N)... 0.37
:lo.." ;/"vo Hei(lht {m) WaveHeiGht (m) ;/ave lie1~t (m)
~o~!fJty
1.0 : 10.0 . 20.0 '30.0 1.0 ·10.0 ·20.0 '30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 ~O.O
10.1 0.06304 0.6506 . 1.3460 I . 2.0870 0.03474 0.3474 0.7536 1.2740 0.02725 0.2888 0; 7303 1.3920
,
;:;1\' 0.06959 0.7242 1.5110 2.3620 0.0466 0.4660 1.0220 1.7410 0.03635 • 0.3863 1.0000 1.9150
Jil'f. 10.4~ 11.W. 12.~ 13.~ 34.1:' 34.1~ 35.6~ }6.71- 3}.4~ 33.6~ 36.~ 37.6l'
:;lV' 0.06344 0.6648 1.3970 2.1970 0.03866 0.3866 0.9127 1.7600 0.02836 0.3220 0.9405 2.0120
:1!!". O.~ 2.Z;; 3.~ 5.3:' 11.3~ 11.3% 21.1:' 38.2:' 4.1$ ll.~ 28.8:' 44.5·~
ClAn ~ol11ng ~'!omont x 10-7 (N.n) Yawing Nom.nt x 10-6 (N.H) Pitching 110::lentx 10-9 (N.H)
:;Q~itPt:;
'Jave He16ht (m) ;/ave Heicht (m) WavaHeieM (m)
1.0 : 10.0 20.0 ,0.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 ~O.O
!,;t 0.03555 0.3650 1.0740 2.0910 0.01733 0;2012 0.5240 0.9685 0.05939 0.6146 1.2750 1.9610
D-:." 0.04742 0.5155 1.4750 2.9000 0.02311 0.2723 0.7149 1.3260 0.06514 0.6603 1.4250 2.2540
:li!f. 33.4~ n.~ 37.'" 38.?:' ".4" 35.'" 36.4:' 37.1" 9.~ 10.1'f. 11&'_ 13.9;(
:;v 0.•0,660 0.4641 1.4070 3.1060 0.0162, 0.2389 0.6602 1.2640 0.05933 0.62"43 ' 1.3170 2.2200D1!f. 3.% 20.6:' 3l$ 48.~ 5.2% 18.7% 265' 30.~ 1.65' ···3.~ . . 12.1$
Table (23) HaximumForces and l10menh a1: Different Wave'Heishh (055, 8. 0'.0)
8. 0.0 Sure! Fo:'ce x 10-7 (II) Heave Force x'10-7 (II) Sw"y Force x 10-5 (N)... 0.,
WeveHoi8ht (m) 'Javo Height (m) ;/ave I!cisht (0)
:lau
Society
1.0 : 10.0 . 20.0 '30.0 1.0 ·10.0 ·20.0 .,0.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 ~O.O
Lll 0.07092 0.6221 1.69:> 3.219 0.03597 0.2437 0.2295 0.04245 0.03059 0.4440 1.195 2.252
-
'!;;..-/ 0.07888 0.9469 Z.245 3.895 0.04757 0·3133 0.2656 0.1430 0.04089 0.6022 1.634 3.095
:.!!t. _ 11.~ 15.:?-; 18.~ 21~ 32. y,: 28.6): 15.1'/0 23~ ".7% 35.6): 36.~ 37.4"
~v 0.07202 0.8896 2.156 3.796 0.03926 0.2186 0.05041 0.5045 0.03245 0.5316 1.523 2.976
:J1!t. 1.&;' 8.~ 13.!1~ 10% 9.2% -10.3% -78"J. 10B9!' 6.1% 19.7% n.~ 32.~
::141. ilo111ns Hooent r 10-7 (N.H.) Yaving HCr.lont (N.M) Pi tching Momentx 10-9 (II.H)
3:.:iet;r
liave HeiGht (m) \olav. Height (m)Waveilei&ht (0)
1.0 . 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
Lli 0.03605 0.5915 1.652 3.181 0.5625 2.•000 6.000 0.0 0.0689 0.8214 1.937 3.347
Jr.'I 0.05089 C.8043 2.265 4.,82 ·0.9375 3.000 14.000 4.00 0.07674 0.9528 2·318 4.095
il1!f. D.e). 365' 37.1~ H:e). .negligible values 11.4" 16% 19.~ 22.4"
37 0.•04027 0.7191 2.141 4.267 0.625 10.000 30.000 28.000 0.06984 0.8971 2.236 4.016
mrr, 5.~ 21.~ 29.~ 34.1~ negligible values 1.~~ Q ~ox: . l~.M_ 2~
Table (24) MaximumForce. and lloment. at D1trerent \olav. Height. (I1RSEQ,S. 0.0)
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c. The percentage differences in the sway force ranged from
33.4\ to 37.6\ according to DnV which is similar to those
for heave force. In the case of BV, the differences ranged
from 4.1\ to 44.5\.
d. The differences in the rolling moment ranged from 33.4\ to
38.7\ according to DnV and from 3.5\ to 48.5\ for BV.
e. The differences in the yawing moment ranged from 33.4\ to
37.1\ according to DnV which is similar to the case of the
rolling moment. Using the BV values, the differences ranged
from 5.2\ to 30.5\.
f. The differences in the pitching moment ranged from 9.7\ to
13.8\ in the case of DnV and from 1.6\ to 12.1% for BV.
6.2 Maximum Forces and Moments (MRSEQ,8 - 0.0)
Table (24) shows that:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge force ranged from
11.2\ to 21\ according to DnV and from 1.6\ to 18\
according to BV.
b. The differences in the heave force are irregular. They
ranged from 15.7\ to 237\ using DnV values and from -78\ to
1089\ in the case of BV.
c. The differences in the sway force ranged from 33.7\ to
37.4\ according to DnV and from 6.1\ to 32.2\ for BV.
d. The differences in the rolling moment ranged from 33.8\ to
37.8\ for DnV and from 5.8\ to 34.1\ according to BV.
e. The values of the yawing moment are negligible.
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f. The differences in the pitching moment ranged from 11.4\ to
2~.4\ for DnV and from 1.4\ to 20\ in the case of BV.
6~3 Maximum Forces and Momentb (MRSEQ2, 8 - 0.0)
Table (25) shows that:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge force ranged from
15.8\ to 24.7\ according to DnV and from 3.7\ to 20.7\ for
BV.
b. The differences in the heave force according to DnV are
similar to those of Table (22), ranging from 33.6\ to
36.7\. In the case of DV, the differences ranged from 11.8\
to 30.7\.
c. The differences in the sway force are the smallest. Using
DnV values, they ranged from -1\ to 6.6\ and for DV values
the differences ranged from -4.5\ to 5.6\.
d. The rolling moment gave the smallest differences compared
to both the yawing and pitching moments. The differences
ranged from -2.6% to 8.9\ for DnV and from -5.2\ to 9.7\
for BV.
e. The differences in the yawing mom~nt ranged from 33.5\ to
36.9% according to DnV and from 13.2% to 32.2\ for BV.
f. The differences in the pitching moment ranged from 15.5\ to
25.5\ using DnV values and from 3.2\ to 22.3\ according to
BV.
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8· u'l)
Surse Force x 10-7 (II) Heave Foree x 10-7 (II) S..."y Foree x 10-7 (N) IId. 0.3
~13•• WIlveHe1E;ht (ID" WnveHeieht (m) ~lave Height (:II)
.s~c!.ty
1.0 10.0 . 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 '30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 ~O.O
L!! 0.04497 0.5308 1.2420 . 2.1,,0 0.007675 0.1027 0.2584 0.4673 0.02269 0.2429 0.5213 0.8353
J,::V 0.05206 0.6342 1.5210 2.6590 0.01052 0.1386 0.3516 0.6390 0.02246 0.2470 0.5437 0.8902
:!.£f. 15.~ 19.5:' 22.5% 24.7% 33.6:' 3'" 36.1" ,6.T.' -1% 1.~ 4.'" 6.~
:'''-1. 0.04663 0.5880 1.4460 2.5750 0.008802 0.1239 0.3274 0.6106 0.02168' 0.2407 0.5348 0.6821
::1rr. ,.7% 10.~ 16.4% 20.7% 1l.0iI 20.~ 26.7% ,O.T.' -4.5% -o.~ 2.~ 5.&;
t!ln •• '(0111.'\'1" "omant x 10-9 (II.H) Yaving Homent x 10-
a (N.M) Pitching MOJ:l~ntx 10~ (N.~I)
.;i"~1oty
\lav. Heieht'(m) \lave Heisht (II) WaveHeight (ID)
1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
L!! 0.020" 0.2267 0.5051 0.8353 0.0133 0;1766 0.4503 0~8210 0.04391 0·m5 1.277 2.230
'jr:1 0.0198 0.2306 0.5337 0.9093 0.01776 0.2387 0.6133 1.1240 O.OS073 0.6394 1.5720 2.7990
:>!!!. -2.6:' 1.7% 5.7% 8.~ 33.5% 35.~ 36.~ 36.~ 15.5% 19.~ 23.~ 25.5%
::1 0.01928 0.2278 0.5332 0.9163 0.01505 0.2160 0.5715 l.085 0.04532 0.5947 1.5040 2.7280
~1!"r. -5.~ O.~ 5.~ 9.-r;.; 13.Z' 22.Y; 28.~ 32.2'~ 3.~ 11.% 17.e,;o 22.~
Table (25) MaximumForee. and Moment. at Different \lave Heights (MRSEQ2,8• 0.0)
~'I-
Surge Force X 10-7 (H) Heav. Foree x 10-7 (N) Sway Force x 10-
7 (N)w • 04.,
WaveEeiBht (m) \lave Height (~) WaveHei~t (m)
ClUe
Societ:y
20.0 ~.O1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0
0.04506 0.4630 0.9535 . 1:4720 0.03411 0.3477 0.7513 1.2680 0.04503 ·0.4626 0.9528 1.4700l.!l
0.04984 0.5151 1.01 1.663 0.04662 0.4662 l.019 1.738 0.0498 • 0.5153 1.069 1.662:lnV
:r::.l!'f. 10.61' 11.~ l2.~ 1~ '4.~ 34.l~ 35.~ 31.1~. 10.~ 11.4% 12.~ 13.1:",
3V 0.045H 0.4723 0.9859 1.561 0.03863 0.3868 0.9089
1.751 0.04534 0.4719 0.9852 1.560
"Jiff. O,~ ~ 3.4~ 6.~ 11.~ 11.'" 2~ 36.~ 0.750 2l"' 3.4" 6.1:'
Cl:u:s Jo1lins Moment x 10-
9 (lUI) Yaving Homentx 10-4 (N.H) Pitching Momentx 10-9 (N.H)
llceiety
\lave Height (m) \lave Height (m)WQVO Height (m)
1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
ta 0.04247 0.4372 0.9022 1.3950 0.01236 0.2562 0.8241 1.70SO 0.0425 0.4375 0.9029 1.3960
T:,,', 0.04666 0.4842 1.001 1.6140 0.01321 0.3251 1.061 2.287 0.04610 0.4845 1.008 1.616
:!.!~. 909~ 10.~ 11.6% 15.7% 6.9% 26.9J' 31.9% 34.li' 9.~ 10.~ 11.65' 15.~
rH 0.04243 0.4431 0.9281 1.5890 0.0122 0.3326 1.134 2.402 0.04247 0.4435 0.9288 . 1.590
Ji~r. 1.~ 2.~ 13.~ -1.Y; 29.e,;o 31.65' 40.~ 1.4% .2.9% 13.9%
•Table (26) Maximul1lForcee and Moment. at Different WaveHeights (OSS, 8.4")
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'6..4 Maximum Forces and Moments (aSS, 8 - w/4)
Table (26) shows that:-
a. The values of the surge force and sway force are identical
and the percentage differences are much smaller than those
for the heave force. In the case of DnV, the differences
ranged fro~ 10.6% to 13.1% and in the case of BV, the
differences ranged from 0.7\ to 6.1\.
b. The differences in the heave force ranged from 34.1\ to
37.1% for DnV values and from 11.3% to 38.6\ according to
DV.
c. The values of the rolling moment and the pitching moment
are identical and the percentage differences are much
smaller than those of the yawing moment. According to DnV,
the differences ranged from 9.9\ to 15.7\ and for BV, the
differences ranged from 1.4\ to 13.9\.
d. The differences in the yawing moment ranged from 6.9\ to
34.1\ for DnV and from -1.3\ to 40.9\ according to BV. (See
note on p.182).
6.~ Maximum Forces and Moments (MRSEQ,8 - w/4 )
Table (27) shows that:-
a. The values of the surge and sway forces are identical and
the percentage differences are much smaller than those of
the heave force. Using DnV values the differences ranged
from 11.3% to 21.1\ while for BV, the differences ranged
from 1.6\ to 18.1\.
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e - r. Surse Force x 10-7 (N) x 10-7 (N) Sw"y Foroe x 10-7 (N).. - . Heave Foree
Cla ..
Wave Hoisht (m) Wave Height (m) Wave HeiGht (m)
S:.eiety
1.0 . 10.0 20.0 }C.O 1.0 10.0 20.0 ·30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
'_1 0.05038 0.5846 1.349- 2.292 0.03597 0,241,0 0.2308 0.03955 . 0.05034 0.5642 1.346 2.291
~
!;r.V 0.05609 0.6740 1.599 2.776 0.04757 0.3137 0.2614 0.1369 0.05604 0.6735 1.598 2.774
:li!'!"• ll.~ 15.,.,; 18.% 21.1~ 32.'-' 28.~ 15.~ 251~ 11.'" 15.'" 19.~ 21.1~
:'V 0.05118 0.633 1.535 2.707 0.03926 0.2191 0.05235 0.5001 0.05114· 0.6325 1.534 2.705
::)1(r. 1.~ 8.'" 13.~ 18.1~ 9.~ -10.~ -77.'" 116~ 1.&,( 8.'" 13.B"; 16.1". ,
ClA .. Rolling Homont. x 10
9 '(N.M) Yaving Mo... nt (N.M) Pitching Moment x 10 -~ (N.M)
;;o:iety
'Jo.ve Height (m) WavoHeight (m) Wave Height (m)
1.0 : 10.0 20.0 }C.O 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
!..? 0.04897 0.5846 1.380 2.387 0.07126 1'1.000 6.7570 14.030 0.04901 0.5851 1.361 2.389
::::V 0.05460 . 0.6789 1.653 2.923 0.04003 6.~55 0.7412 42.16 0.05464 0.6795 1.655 2.925
DiU. ll.~ 16.15> 19.8'~ 22.~ negligible values 11. 5'i~ 16.1~ 19.8% 22.~
3V 0 •.04965 0.6389 1.594 2.867 0.4345 4.f98 2.690 50.680 0.04969 0.6394 1.596 2.669
;au. 1·~~ 9.'" 15.5'1' 20.1" neg igible values 1.4" 9.'" 15.6)' 20.1"
Table (27) Maximum Force. and Moment. at Different Wave Hel8hta (HRSEQ',8 4)
~1)- ...
Sur6V Foree x 10-7 (N) Iteavo Forco ~. 10-7 (II) Svay Foree x 10-
7 (N)w. ':).3,
\lave HeiGht (m) Wave lIe1ght (~) Wave HeiGht (m)
,~:'a••
3oci.ty
1.0 30.0 20.01.0 10.0 . 20.0 30.0 10.0 20.0 1.0 10.0 '0.0-
i..'! 0.04632 0.5329 1.2210 2.0630 0.007496 0.1027
0.2671 0.4932 0.02685 0.3299 0.7519 1.2660
DnV 0.05144 0.6119 1.4410 2.4660 0.01017 0.1405 0.3674 0.6807 0.02659 0.3259 0.7166 1.3580
DiU. ll.~ 14.~ 1~ 20.~ 55.~ 36.~ 37.61' 3SJ'
-7.B"; -1.~ 3.'" 7.'"
3V 0.04697 0.5742 1.3610 2.,4200 0.008467
0.1263 0.3452 0.6565 0.02675 0.3297 0.7973 1.4030
Dirt. 1.~ 7.SJ' 15.1" 17.'" 1'" 2"" 29.~ 33.1~ -M~ (I/o la.&,(
C1aSl Ro111n&Moment X'10-
9 (N.M) Yavin& Mom.ntx 10-
6 (N.M) Pi tcbing Moment x 10-9 (N.!)
Society
Wave HeiGht (III) Wave Height (m)Wave He1e;ht (m)
1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 1.0 10.0 20.0 50.0
LR 0.02714 0.3247 0.7678 1.5290 0.01522 0.1666 0.4184 0.7491 0.04495 0.5305 1.2400 2.1290
Dr-V 0.02474 0.3220 0.6099 1'.4650 • 0;01765 0.2276 0.5666 1.0230 0.04994 0.6125 1.4760 2.5910
;Jiff. -e.~ -o.~ 5.5'i' 10.1i' 5305" .3~ 35.9% 36.6~ 11.1~ 15.~ 1~ 21.710
:;{ 0.02512 0.5311 0.8599 1.5260 0.01493 0.2040 0.5296 0.9766 0.04546 0.5757
1.4210 2.5350
DiU. ';7i"" 2% 9.4:' 14.~ 1.2.~ 21" 26.6'.' 30.g He 6.6:' .':',14 •.(1/0 19.1%.-
Table (26) Maximum Force. and Momenta at DiUerent \lave Ho1sht. (HRSEQ2,a -t)
lSl
b. The heave force gave an irregular and wide range of
differences. In the case of DnV, the differences ranged
from 15.9\ to 251\, while in the case of BV, the
differences ranged from -77.3% to 1164%.
c. The values of the rolling ~oment and pitching moment are
identical. According to DnV, the differences ranged from
11.5\ to 22.5\ and for BV, the differences ranged from 1.4\
to 20.1%.
d. The values of the yawing moment are negligible (See note on
p.1S2).
6.6 Maximum Forces and Moments (MRSEQ2, B = w/4)
Table (2S) shows that:-
a. The differences in the surge force ranged from 11.1\ to
20.5\ using DnV values and from 1.4\ to 17.3\ for BV
values.
b. The differences in the heave force ranged from 35.7\ to 3S\
according to DnV and from 13% to 35.1\ for BV.
c. The sway force gave the smallest differences compared to
the surge and heave forces. According to DnV, the
differences ranged from -7.S% to 7.3\ and for BV, the
differences ranyed from -7.3% to 10.B%.
d. The rolling moment gave closer agreement than both the
yawing and pitching moments. With DnV values, the
differences - ranged from -B.8% to 10.1% and for BV, the
differences ranged from -7.4\ to 14.8\.
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e. The differences in the yawing moment ranged from 33.5\ to
36.6\ in the case of DnV and from 12.9\ to 30.4\ in the
case of BV (see note below).
f The differences in the pitching moment ranged from 11.1\ to
21.7\·according to OnV and from 1.1\ to 19.1% for BV.
Note:
It should be noted that, throughout this chapter,
theoretically all the yawing moments when B = n/4 should be zero due
to the sy~netry of the structure. The values of the yawing moments
which' are negligible compared with the rolling and pitching moments,
merely reflect the accuracy of the calculations by the different
methods. This applies also to the corresponding data in Chapters 5 and
6.
7. CONCLUSIONS
a. The drag coefficient Co and the inertia coefficient CM have
large influences on wave loading calculations. Even small
differences in the coefficients, as given by the different
classification rules, lead to significant effects. Great
care should be taken when selecting these coefficients.
b. The forces on the individual members could be
underestimated when applying Morison's equation by the
method of program MRSEQ. Taking the instantaneous time and
the relative position of the members into consideration
could lead to larger forces and determine the actual forces
more accurately.
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c. Although the use of Morison's equation -as deaczLbed in
programs MRSEQ and MRSEQ2 generally tends to overestimate
the maximum total forces and moments, there are some
exceptions. For example, the heave force shows a reverse
behaviour. This point should be taken into account,
especially in the case of semi-submersible platforms, where
the motion response is quite important.
d. The design approach "whichassumes that the maximum forces
and moments on .thestructure occur simultaneously would be
generally unrealistic and would result in overweight
structures. Figs. (20) to (31) show the phase differences
among the forces and moments. Even for the individual
members, Table (4) shows that a maximum of 37% of the
members examined had their maximum values occurring at the
same ti:ne.
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CHAPTER 5
THE EFFECTS OF LIFT FORCES AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON WAVE LOADING
1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 4 analysed the results of calculations performed on a
typical platform to show the significant effects of the hydrodynamic
coefficients CD and CM on the loading estimation. The drag and inertia
coefficients used in the calculations were constant values as
recommended by three classification societies (Lloyd's Register, Oet
Norske Veritas and Bureau Veritas) for smooth cylinders, i.e., the
variations of the coefficients with Reynolds number (Re)'
Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) and the surface roughness were not taken
into account.
Marine roughness on offshore structures can be broadly
classified into two types: (a) rigid, such as rust, scales, barnacles
and mussels, (b) flexible, such as seaweeds and anemones. The type
and amount of marine fouling varies with the location under
consideration, water temperature, salinity, pressure, and depth below
sea surface (amount of sunlight).
The effects of surface roughness on the hydrodynamic
coefficients and wave forces for circular cylinders have been
investigated and reported in a number of papers (see Chapter 2). Most
of the published work was mainly related to either steady flow or to
oscillatory (harmonic) flow about cylinders, with few tests carried
out to study roughness effects in waves.
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Heaf (1) found that marine fouling influences the loading of
an offshore structure in at least five ways:-
a. Increased tube diameters, leading to increased projected
area and displaced volume and, hence, to increased
hydrodynamic loading.
b. Increased drag coefficient, leading to increased
hydrodynamic loading.
c. Increased mass and hydrodynamic added mass, leading to
reduced natural frequency and, hence, to an increased
dynamic amplification factor.
d. Increased structural weight both in the water and above the
water level in air.
e. Effect on hydrodynamic instabilities such as vortex
shedding.
The purpose of this Chapter is to explore the effects of
surface roughness on the wave loading calculations for jacket
structures and the importance of taking the transverse (lift) forces
into consideration when estimating the wave forces.
The experimental results of Sarpkaya (Refs. 3 - 10) are the
most comprehensive data covering a wide range of Rand K numbers ande
take into consideration the effect of surface roughness on the
hydrodynamic coefficients.
In order to use Sarpkaya's results in the computer
program (OSS), the data were curve fitted by the method of least
squares and put into a subroutine (CDCMCL) which is connected to the
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main wave loading program. The method of curve fitting used and
different subroutines associated with subroutine CDCMCL are described
'in sections 2 and 3 below.
2. CURVE FITTING PROCEDURE
The curve-fitting of the data was performed by a computer
program using the least squares method where the curves are
represented by polynomials. Each curve was treated separately, by
dividing it into·two or more parts according to its complexity of
shape, while the curves of fair shape and without sharp curvatures
were fitted by a single expression.
The data points were read by means of an electronic digitiser
and as many points as possible were obtained to get better definition.
For each individual part, the curve fitting program was tried
with polynomials of different orders and the suitable order which gave
the best fit was selected. The linear parts of the curves were
represented by equations of straight lines. This gave at the end, for
each curve, a number of equations covering the whole range of the
horizontal axis, which is Reynolds number Re The complete set of
equations are given in Appendix (B).
To make sure that the equations represent the intended curves
as accurately as possible, numerical calculations were carried out for
each curve and the results were compared with those obtained directly
from the original curve. The comparison showed that the curve fitting
was generally accurate to within 3\.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINE CDCMCL
This subroutine is used to determine the hydrodynamic
coefficients CD,CM and CL at any point in the structure when the
Reynolds number R,e Keulegan-Carpenter number K and the surface
roughness SR are known. To obtain C and C , subroutine CDCMCL callso M
another five subroutines F1, F2, F3, F4 and FS, each of which is
concerned with a particular value of K and linear interpolation is
used for intermediate values of K. Subroutines Fl to FS in turn call a
series of other subroutines depending on the value of SR. To obtain C
L
subroutine CDCMCL calls another subroutine LIFT which, for smooth
cylinders, calls another seven subroutines (TVSl to TVS7) according to
the value of K. For rough cylinders CL is calculated as a function of
K, see Fig. (1).
3.1 Subroutine F1
This subroutine calculates the CD and CM coefficients for
K = 20 and interpolates for any value of the surface roughness SR
between 0.0 (smooth cylinders) and 1/50. Subroutine F1 calls another
six subroutines F11,F12,F13,F14,F1S and FlG, each of which determines
the coefficients at a particular value of surface roughness.
3.2 Subroutine F2
Subroutine F2 calculates CD and CM coefficients for K = 30 and
interpolates for any value of the surface roughness SR between 0.0 and
1/50. It calls another six subroutines F2l, F22, F23, F24, F25 and
F2G, each of which determines the coefficients at a particular value
of surface roughness.
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3.3 Subroutine F3
Subroutine F3 calculates C and C coefficients for K = 40 ando M
interpolates for any value of the surface roughness SR between 0.0 and
1/50. It calls another six subroutines F3l, F32, F33, F34, F35 and
F36, each of which determines the coefficients at a particular value
of surface roughness.
3.4 Subroutine F4
Subroutine F4 calculates CD and CM coefficients for K ~ 60 and
interpolates for any value of the surface roughness SR between 0.0 and
1/50. It calls another six subroutines F4l, F42, F43, F44, F45 and
F46, each of which determines the coefficients at a particular value
of surface roughness.
3.5 Subroutine F5
Subroutine F5 calculates CD and CM coefficients for K = 100
and interpolates for any value of the surface roughness SR between 0.0
and 1/50. It calls another six subroutines FSI, F52, FS3, F54, F5S,
and F56, each of which determines the coefficients at a particular
value of surface roughness.
3.6 Subroutine LIFT
This subroutine calculates the CL coefficient for smooth and
rough cylinders. In the case of rough cylinders, C is calculated as
L
a function of K only. For smooth cylinders, subroutine LIFT calls
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another seven subroutines, TVSl to TVS7 according to the value of K
and linear interpolation is used.
4. WAVE LOADING ESTIMATION USING SARPKAYA'S RESULTS FOR CO, ca
AND CL
4.1 General Procedure
The results of calculations using Sarpkaya's coefficients (CD'
CM and CJ were compared with the calculations using the recommended
CD and CM coefficients by Lloyd's Register of Shipping ·(LR).
According to LR (2), for smooth cylinders, CD - 0.5 and C ~ 1.5
M
if
the diameter of the cylinder is less than 3.5m, otherwise, CM = 2.0.
The calculations were carried out for the same jacket
structure of 119 members used in Chapter 4.
The calculations were carried out for nine wave frequencies
varying from 0.37 rad/s (L = 450.01m) to 1.06 rad/s (L = 54.83m), see
Table (1), Chapter 4.
Since the structure is square in planform, two values for the
o 0incident angle of wave (B) were considered, namely 0 and 45 .
The wave heights were chosen near to the maximum for each
wave length since the viscous forces depend on the square of the wave
height and, therefore, are most significant at the maximum height.
When using Sarpkaya's results, the calculations were performed
considering both smooth and rough cylinders. The values of the
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relative roughness (k/d) were assumed to be 1/800 (or 0.00125) and
1/200 (or 0.005).
4.2 Comparison between LR and Sarpkaya's Coefficients
In order to compare LR recommended coefficients with those
obtained from Sarpkaya's results and to show the differences in the
resulting wave forces on the individual members at the different
frequencies, 21 representative members were chosen from the jacket
structure, Fig. (2). The first 7 of these members are horizontal
members at different levels below the water surface. The second set
consists of 7 inclined bracing members and the third set consists of 7
members constituting one of the main columns of the structure.
For the 7 horizontal members, which represent the different
levels of the structure under the surface, CD' CM and CL were
calculated from Sarpkaya's results for the smooth and rough cylinders
at two values of the relative roughness (SR = 1/800 and SR = 1/200).
LR recommended coefficients (CD and CM) for smooth cylinders were also
calculated for the same members. The data were represented in the form
of graphs and tables as follows:-
a. Figure (3) the variation of CD' CM and CL for the 7
horizontal members, with wave frequency for the case of
shows
smooth cylinders.
b. Figures (4.1) to (4.3) show the variation of C , C and C
o M L
with depth below water surface, Re and K for the 7
horizontal members at three different frequencies for
smooth cylinders.
c. Figures (5.1) to (5.3) show the variation of C , C ando M
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with Rand K for three individual members for smooth
e
cylinders.
d. Figures (6), (7) and (8) are similar to Figs. (3), (4)
and (5) but for rough cylinders where SR - 1/800.
e. Figures (9), (10) and (11) are similar to Figs. (3), (4)
and (5) but for rough cylinders where SR = 1/200.
f. Tables (1.1) to (1.3) compares CD and CM coefficients for
LR and Sarpkaya for the 7 horizontal members at the
different frequencies for smooth cylinders (SR = 0.0).
g. Tables (2.1) to (2.3) compare Sarpkaya's CD and CM for
smooth (SR = 0.0) and rough cylinders (SR. 1/800 and
SR = 1/200).
From the above mentioned graphs and tables, the following was
noted:-
1. For the case of smooth bracing members (SR = 0.0), LR
recommended C and Care 0.5 and 1.5, respectively, foro M
the seven members. According to Sarpkaya, the values of CO
and C are approximately 0.7 and 1.75 up to w = 0.64 rad/s.
M
For the higher frequencies, the drag and inertia
coefficients may have values up to 2.0 and 1.0,
respectively. According to Sarpkaya, for smooth
cylinders is about O.~, while LR does not recommend any
value for the lift coefficient. Thus, for the lower
frequencies one would expect a substantial increase in wave
forces as both CD and CM are increased but at the higher
frequencies the reduction in CM makes the position
uncertain.
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2. According to Sarpkaya, the maximum values of CO'CM and CL
for rough cylinders are 2, 1.7 and 3.5, respectively. LR
does not recommend specific coefficients for rough
cylinders.
5. THE EFFECT OF VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS
In this section, the results of calculations using both LR and
Sarpkaya's coefficients assuming smooth and rough cylinders will be
discussed to show the influence of using the variable coefficients
which depend on Re and K (Sarpkaya) against fixed values throughout
the whole structure (LR). The first part deals with the wave forces on
the individual members, Fig. (2), while the second part analyses the
results of the total forces (surge, heave and sway) and moments
(rolling, yawing and pitching) on the complete structure.
5.1. Forces on the Individual Members, LR vs. Sarpkaya
For the particulars of waves (frequency, height, length, etc)
used in the calculations, see Table (1), Chapter 4, and for the
position and numbering of the members, see Fig. (2).
5.1.1 Maximum Forces on the Members in 'v' and 'w' Directions
The maximum forces in 'v' and 'w' directions (F
Tw
were calculated at the different frequencies for six members (Nos.
and FT
v
1,
4, 7, 15, 18 and 21), (3 horizontal, 3 inclined at various depths).
The results are shown in the form of Tables, Nos.(3) to (12), and
graphs, Figs (12) to (21). The differences in the force estimation
between Sarpkaya and LR are as follows:-
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a. Smooth Cylinders
(1) For member No (1), FT according to Sarpkaya was
w
increased relative to LR by 15.4% (~= 0.5 rad/s) to
20.5% (~= 0.56 rad/s). At the higher frequencies, the
magnitude of FT becomes very small and the values
w
according to Sarpkaya were reduced (relative to LR) by
a maximum of 33.4\ (~= 0.94 rad/s). According to LR,
FT has no value (there is no lift force), and the same
v
applies to Sarpkaya except when ~ = 0.37 rad/s.
(2) For member No (4), FT was increased up to ~ = 0.75
w
rad/s. The differences ranged from 15.5\ (~ = 0.64
rad/s) to 20.7% (~= 0.37 rad/s). At the higher
frequences, FT is very small and the value according
w
to Sarpkaya is reduced by 33.4\ (~= 0.94 rad/s).
According to LR, F has no value and the same is validTv
for Sarpkaya when ~ is larger than 0.5 rad/s.
(3) For member No (7), which is the nearest to the water
surface, the differences in FT ranged from 15.9\
w
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to 31% (~= 0.56 rad/s). According to
Sarpkaya, Ft had values (lift forces) throughout the
v
whole range of frequencies.
(4) For member No (15), the differences between Sarpkaya
and LR in FT ranged from -9.8\ (~= 0.56 rad/s) to
w
differences in FT
v
ranged from -11\ (~= 0.56 rad/s) to -50\ (~= 0.75
(~ = 0.64 rad/s) and the-50.2\
rad/s).
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I\lave ),'Jave " Direction v DirectionI''''"'~IDo"'" -2!'" (rac/s) ;{ (m) F'I"Jx 10 (N) Relative Time "tr' Frv (N) Relative Tim. "tr'
I . Ditr.~ Di!!.r.LR SAItP'AA YA LR SJJU'"AAYA LR SJ.RPKAYA L!l SJ.R.PKAY..l
I 0.~7 ~O.O I 1086 1258 15.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1005 x105 0.8I 1I 0.42 20.0 I 540.5 624.5 15.5~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0I 0.45 I 20.0 431.1 497.8 15.~· 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0I 0.50 I 20.0 272.1 ~14.1 15.4~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.56 20.0 136.7 164.7 20.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0II 0.64 I 15.0 ~2.25 22.91 -29'i' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 II !
I 0.75 I 11.0 2.9~8 1.959 -".'" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.09·94 I 7.0 0.1185x10- p.7691x1O- -".4~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0,I 0.7847x10- p.5231x10- -'3.3~
I
1.06
I
6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I
Table (.3) 'fAxuium Forcos in "v" G.."ld"w" Directions on Member No. 1
1 ..... ve ),Wave v Direction v Direction£req~enc 30ight
I'" (rad/a) Iii (m) F'l'\IX 10-2 (N) Relative Time "tr'I Frv (N) Relative Time "tr'Dirr.~ Di!!.~
I I LP. SA.'t.."KAYA LR SARPKlYA LR SJJU'"AA YA LlI. SJ.R.PKAYA
0.}7 ~O.O 2268 2737 20.7'/. 0.6 0.1 O~O 0.4892xl05 0.8
0.42 20.0 1406 1631 1~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1589xl05 0.8
I
0.45 I 20.0 1335 1547 15.9:' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1264:10
5 0.8
0.50 20~0 . 1162 1~44 15.7'/. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.784:104 0..8
0.56 20.0 901.9 1042 15.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I 0.64 15.0 417.4 481.9 15.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I 0.75 11.0 118.2 141.9 20.l~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I 0.94 7.0 4.885 ,.256 -3~.4~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.06 I 6.0 0.1~92 0.09262 -33.'" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table (4) 'fAxi:n= Forces in "v" and "II" Directions on I~emberNo.4
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WAVO oJ, W:lva v Direotion .,. Direction}'ro'luenc Height
Col (rad/a) IH, (III) FTIJx 106 (N) Relative Time "tr' FT\' %,10-2 (H) Relative Time "tr
Di!t.~ Di!t.~
LR SARPKAYA L!t SJ..iU'KAYA LR SAlIP1CAYA La S.utPKAYJ.I
I 0.37 30.0 0.4837 0.6236 28.9,( 0.2 0.2 0.0 1533 0.80.42 20,0 0.2842 0.3603 26.e,( 0.7 0.7 0.0 8l19.8 0.8
0.45 20.0 0.3158 0.40,2 27.'de 0.7 0.7 0.0 996.4 0.8
0.50 20'.0, 0.,659 0.4726 29.2~ 0.7 0.7 0.0 1146 0.8
0.56 20.0 0.4181 0.5476 3~ 0.7 0.7 0.0 1296 0.8
0.64 .15.0 0.3340 0.4220 26.~ 0.1 0.1 0.0 799.2 0.8
0.75 ],1.0 0.25,6 0.3086 . 21.~ 0.6 0.6 0.0 432.6 0.8
I 0.94 7.0 0.1185 0.1386 10' 0.0 9.6 0.0 130.3 0.8
1.06 6.0 0.05738 0.06649 15.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.57 0.8
Table (5) ~laximU!:lForcos in "v" and "v" Direotions on MemberNo. 7
'.Iawt J. Wave v Direction v DirectionF"'~"I'"'''''Col (rad/s) H (Cl) F,'II x 10-2 (11) Relative Time "tr' FT\' x 10-2 (H) Relative Time "tr' I
Dirt." . Dirr.~
I . LR SARPKAYA LR SARP'.cAYA LR SAlIP1CAYA La SJJIl'IU.YJ.
I I
0.37 30.0 1146 992.4 -13.~ 0.2 0.2 1120 970.7 -13.'-' 0:7 0.7
0.42 20.0 558.5 483.4 -13.~ 0.7 0.7 530.4 459.7 -1"'~ 0.7 0.7
, 0.45 20.0 4,6.1 377.5 -13.~' 0.7 0.7 432.1 373.8 -13.~ 0.1 0.1
I 236.4 -13.1-' 0.1 0.1 278.8 241.4 -13.4~ 0.1 0.1 ..0.50
I
20.0 213.8
0.56 20.0 144.0 129.9 - 9.~ 0.1 0.1 140.2 124.8 -11~ 0.6 0.6
0.64 15.0 34097 i7.40 -5O.~ 0.0 0.0 35.98 19.39 -46.1~ 0.0 0.0
0.75 11.0 4.157 2.079 -~ 1.0 1.0 4.188 2.094 -~ 0.4 0.4
0.94 7.0 0.04809 0.02404 -50.' 0.8 O.s,,: 0.046I·j 0.02306 -~ 0.2 0.2
1.06 6.0 0.1836%10- 0.0918x10- -so.' 0.1 0.1 0.1878%10- 0.09389%16' -50!' 0.1 0.1
Table (6) I'.aximum Forcea in "v" and "v" Directions on I{ember No. 15
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r I''Nave J. Wave v Direction v DirectionFreQuenc I ireight
"' (r ..d./a) I e: (:n) F'I".Ix 1ct2 (II) R~latiye Til:le "tr" FTY :z: 10-2 (N) Relative T1me "tr'
DiU.~ Dirt.::'
La SA.'U'I(}.YA LR SARPKA:lA L.'t SARPKAYA La S!lU'KAYA
I
I 0.}7 }O.O I 274} 2}711 .-1}.",. 0.2 0.2 2727 2}67 -1}.2'i' 0.7 0.70.42 20.0
I
1747 151' -1:504)< 0.7 0.7 1698 1474 -l}.~ 0.7 0.7
I 0.45 20.0 16" 1414 -1M" 0.7 0.7 1565 1'59 -1,.Z' 0.7 0.7I
i 0.50 20.0 1366 1166 -1303)< 0.7 0.7 1,60 1177 -1M'.' 0.1 0.1 .
i 0.56 -1M:'I 20.0 1055 912.7 0.1 0.1 1069 925.1 -1,.5',( 0.1 0.1I
I
0.64 15.0 505 437.3 -1~.4:' 0.6 0.6· 48'.7 418.7 -13.5',( 0.6 0.6
0.75 11.0 156.4 1,6.8 -13.6:' 0.0 0.0 157 1'7.9 -12.~ 1.0 1.0
I 0.94 7.0 1,.6, 6.917 -5~ 0.9 .0.9 13.69 6.621 -50.~ 0.3 0.3
1.06 '6.0 2.479 1.240 -SOl' 0.6 0.6 2.533 1.267 -50;(' 0.2 0.2
Table (7,) }:ax1=lua Forces in "vn and "v" Directiono on Me:nber No. 16
'Nave ), Wnve v Direction I T Direction,,,'"'~ 1"4'>' -6 % 10-b (N)'" (rad/s) H (m) F'I'"J x 10 (II) Rolative Time "tr' FT'{ Relative Tue "t::'
DiU.::' Dirr.~
LR SA.'lPKAYA LR SARPKAYA LR SARPKAYA La SmlCAYA
I
0.37 30.0 0.7547 0.7139 -5.~ 0.8 0., 0.7696 0.6846 -11.~ 0.2 0.,
0.42 20.0 0.6334 0.550} -1,.1" 0.2 0.2 0.6}04 0.5460 -13.1" '0.7 0.7
0.45 20.0 0.7103 0.6184 -12.9~ 0.2 0.2. 0.6997 0.6094 -12.9.' 0.7 0.7
0.50 20.0' 0.8,15 0.7272 -12.5',( 0.7 0.2 0.a081 0.7066 -12.6:' 0.7 0.7
I
0.56 20.0 0.9609 0.8496 -11.&,( 0.7 0.7 0.9'43 0.8067 -1'.4" 0.1 0.7
0.64 15.0 0.8439 0.7305 -13.~· 0.1 0.1 0~6556 0.7415 -13.3:< 0.6 0.1
I 0.75 11.0 0.7396 0.6425 -13.1" 0.6 0.6 0.7063 0.6124 -1305'~ 0.0 0.0
9.94 ·7.0 0.5453 0.4727 -1,.," 1.0 1.0 0.5485 0.4747 -13.5',( 0.4 0.4
1.06 6.0 0.5026 0.435' -1304" 0.9 0.9 0.4870 0.4212 -13.5',( 0., 0.'
Table (0) Y~1mum Forces in "vn and "v' Directions on Member ~o. 21
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(5) For member No (18), the differences in F ranged from
T
w
-13.3\ (~= 0.37 rad/s) to -50\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) and
the differences in F ranged from -12.2\ (~ = 0.75
Tv
rad/s) to -50.2\ (w = 0.94 rad/s).
(6) For member No (21), which is a surface piercing member,
the differences in FT ranged from -5.4\ (~= 0.37
w
rad/s) to -13.4\ (w = 0.64 rad/s).
The increase in force estimation by LR for members No 15, 18
and 21 is mainly due to the higher value of the inertia force where
CM = 2.0 for these members of 4.0m diameter. It was also noted that
the 'relative time' for the different members at the different
t'requencies was the same as that estimated according to both LR and
Sarpkaya. (The relative time is the instantaneous time at which the
maximum force occurs divided by the wave period).
b. Rough Cylinders (SR = 0.00125 and SR = 0.005)
The results and the percentage differences between LR
and Sarpkaya for two members, Nos (4) and (21), are
summarised in Tables (9) to (12). In this case it was
noted that the relative time at the different frequencies
is not the same as estimated by LR and Sarpkaya. This
suggests that the surface roughness affects the values of
the maximum forces as well as the relative time.
5.1. 2 Forces on the Members per Unit Wave Height
To examine the effect of frequency on the maximum force per
unit wave height for the 21 members of the structure, Fig. (2), the
maximum forces in 'v' and 'w' directions were calculated at the
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W~e Wave v Direction ,. Directicn
FrClquenc~ Height
-2 ( FTV:It 10-6 (N).. (rad/.) H' (III) F'I'IIx 10 N) Relative Tillie "tr' R,lative Tillie "tr'
Dirt'.~ Ditt."
LR SJ.RP]U.YA LR SAIU'lCAYA LR SARPICAYA La SJJtPKAYASR ..0.0 SR=O.~ SR • 0.0 a. 0.00125
. 0.~7 ~.O 2268 }SS6 71.'" 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.7368 O.B
0.42 20.0 1406 1495 6.", 0.0 . 0.7 0.0 0.2B20 O.B
0.45 20.0 m5 1241 -~. 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1965 O.B
0.50 20.0 1162 980.9 -15.~ 0.0 0.1 0'.0 0.0605 0.8
0.56 20.0 901.9 6s~.B -24.~ 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0
0.64 15.0 417.4 2B6.1 ':'31.~ 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0
0.75 11.0 118.2 83.32 -29.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0v94 7.0 . 4.885 3.256 -33.4~ 0.0 ' C).O 0.0 0.0
1.06 6.0 0.1392 0.09282 -3M:' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .
'1'able( 9) Maximum Forcee in Rv" and "v" DirectionS on Kember NO.4
Wave Wave v Direotion v Direoticn
Frequencl Height
.. (rad/.) H (III) 1''1'11 x 16"6 (N) Relative '1'illle "tr' 'TV % 10-6 (N) R,lative '1'illle "tr'
Di!t'.~ Dirt."
LX SARPl<AYA LX SJoRPKAYA LX SJJU'ICI.YA LR SJJtPKAYA
"Ill. n.O R=O 00120; SR.o.O SR.o.00125
0.37 ,0.0 0.7547 2.582 24~ O.B 0.4 0.7696 2.556 2'~ 0.2 1.0
0.42 20.0 0.6334 1.456 1,0i' 0.2, 0.4 0.6304 1.155 83.~ 0.7 0.4
0.45 20.0 0.710, 1.589 124" 0.2 0.4 0.6997 1.250 78.7f. 0.7 0.4
0.50 20;0 0.8315 1.751, 111~ 0.7 0.9 0.8081 1.363 68.7f. 0.7 0.4
0.56 20.0 0.9609 1.827 90.1" 0.7 0.9 0.9343 1.387 4B.5~ 0.1 0.9
0.64 15.0 0.8439 0.896 6.~ 0.1 0., 0.B556 0.6098 -26.~ 0.6 O.B
0.15 11.0 0.7396 0.4362 -41" 0.6 0.2 0.1063 0.3944 -44.", 0.0 0.1.
0.94' 1.0 0.5453 0.286 -47.&to 1.0 . ~.O 0.5465 0.2616 -46.~ 0.4 0.4
1.06 6.0 0.5026 0.2594 -48.4" 0.9 0.9 0.4670 0.251 -48.~ 0.3 0.9
'1'able (la) Maximum Foroes in "v" and "v" Directicna on Melllber No. 21
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iWl1ve' ),Wave v Directicn ,v Direction=,""'"'"(rad/a) Hv (m) F'N x lcr2 (N) Rel&tive '1'ime"tr' FT'{ x 10-6 (N) Rel&tive 'rime "tr'D1tt.~ Dift.~La SARP'.<AYA LIt SAR,PKAYJ. La SAl!PlU.YA LR SJ.RPICAYJ.I SR • 0.0 SRsO OO~ SR.O.O SR. 0.005
0.37 30.0 2268 4541 l~ 0.'6 0.2 0.0 0.7368 0.8 '
0.42 20.0 1406 1716 22.1~ 0.0' 6.7 0.0 0.282 0.8
0.45 20.0 1335 1413, 5.&J' ' 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.1965 o.e
0.50 20:0 1162 1023 -12l' 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0605 0.8
0.56 20.0 901.9 707.2 -21.6? 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0
0.64 '15.0 417.4 283.3 -32.1, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.75 11.0 118.2 78.77 -}3.'" 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
~.94 7.0 '~.8e5 3.31 -32.2jI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.06 6.0 0.1392 0.09282 -33." 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0'
'1'abl.(l1)Maximum Fcrces in "v" and ltv" DireotioM on Member No. 4
\lave Wave v Direction ., Directicn
Frequenc) Height
'"(rad/a) Hv (m) F'I'\Ix 10-6 (II) Rolative 'rime "tr' F'l'V;,'10-6 (N) Re1&tive 'rim. "trDitt.~ Dift.~
La SARPKAYA La SARPlCAYJ. La SAl!PlU.YA La SJ.RPICAYA
SR'.O.O GR • 0 000; SR • 0.0 3R • 0.005
0.37 30.0 0.7547 2.699 25~ 0.8 0.4 0.7698 2.706 25~ 0.2 1.0
0.42 20.0 0.6334 1.525 141:' 0.2 ' 0.4 0.6304 1.233 95.6:( 0.7 0.4
0.45 20.0 0.7103 . 1.669 13~ 0.2 0.4 0.6997 1.339 91.4% 0.7 0.4
0.50 .20·~0 0.8315 1.849. 122:' 0.7 0.9 0.8081 1.466 81.4)< 0.7 0.4
0.56 20.0 0.9609 1.943 1021' 0.7 0.9 0.9343 1.503 , 60.~ 0.1 0.9
0.64 '15.0 0.8439 0.9483 12.4:' 0.1 0.3 0.•8556 0.672 -21.% 0.6 0.8
0.75 11.0 0.7396 0.4536 -38.~ 0.6 0.2 0.7083 0.393 -44.~ 0.0 . 0.1
0.94 7.0 0.5453 0.2840 -47.~ 1.0 r.c 0.5485 0.2776 -49.~ 0.4 0.4
1.06 6.0 0.5026 0.2573 -48.~ 0.9 0.9 0.4870 0.2499 -48:'r,t 0.3 0.9
Tab1. (12) Maximum Forc811 in "v" and "w" Directions en Member No. 21
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different frequencies, for each group of members, by three different
methods as given below.
First Method
The forces were calculated using the wave heights given in
Table (1) Chapter 4 and the force per unit wave height was obtained by
dividing the maximum force at each frequency by the corresponding wave
height, Figs. (22) and (23). This ignores the non-linear term in the
viscous forces and will lead to an over-estimation of the force per
unit height.
Second Method
The maximum forces were calculated using 1m wave height for
the different frequencies, Figs. (24) and (25).
Third Method
The forces were calculated as in the first method but using
waves of constant steepness of 1/15, Table (6), Chapter 4, Figs. (26)
and (27).
The above mentioned calculations were carried out using both
LR recommended coefficients and Sarpkaya's results (CD' CM and CL) for
smooth cylinders.
'rhe graphs, Figs. (22) to (27),show some general trends which
may be summarised as follows:-
a. (1) The forces on the horizontal members, Nos (1) to (6),
in 'w' direction are largely inversely proportional to
the frequency. Member No (7) shows an unsteady relation
between the force and the frequency with a maximum
234
value at w = 0.6 0.8 rad/s. The forces in 'v'
direction (lift forces) showed similar behaviour when
using Sarpkaya's lift coefficient. For member No (7),
the maximum force occurred when w = 0.56 rad/s.
According to LR, there are no forces in 'v' direction
because c = 0.0
L
in this case. The graph may also be
regarded as reflecting the effect of depth below
surface with the highest force being experienced by
member No (7) which is the nearest to the surface.
(2) The forces on the inclined members in 'w' direction,
Nos (8) to (12), tend to be inversely proportional to
the frequency. Members No (13) and (14) which are the
nearest to the surface have different trends. In the
range of w = 0.56 to 1.06 radls, the force on member
No (13) is almost constant, while for member No (14),
the force is directly proportional to the frequency.
In 'v' direction, the forces per unit wave height are
almost constant in magnitude for all members except
member No (14) where the force is directly proportional
to the wave frequency.
(3) The forces on the third g~oup.of members, Nos (15) to
(21), have the same trend in both 'v' and 'w'
directions. The forces per unit wave height slightly
decrease with frequency for all members except No (21)
which is a surface piercing member, for which the force
is directly proportional to the frequency.
b. As far as the differences in force estimation by LR and
\
II. autO ueaw M""°-.y
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Sarpkaya, the results for the members near the water
surface (which had the largest forces) show that:-
First Method
(1) For the horizontal member No (7), the maximum force per
unit wave height in 'w' direction was increased by 22\
when using Sarpkaya's coefficients. In 'w' direction,
there is no force according to LR because CL is not
considered.
(2) For the inclined member No (14), the maximum force in
'w' direction was increased by 3.4\ and in 'v'
direction the force was increased by 29.4\.
(3) For member No (21), according to Sarpkaya, the force in
'w' direction was reduced by 13.3\ (relative to LR),
and in 'v' direction, the force was reduced by 13.5\.
Second Method
(1) For the horizontal member No (7), the maximum force in
'w' direction was increased by 15.5% according to
Sarpkaya. In 'v' direction, there are no forces in both
cases of LR and Sarpkaya. Since the value of
Keulegan-Carpenter number K in this case is small (less
than 5), according to Sarpkaya's results, C = 0.0.
L
(2) For member No (14), the forces in both 'w' and 'v'
directions were increased by 15.5%.
242
(3) For member No (21), according to Sarpkaya, the forces
in lW' and 'v' directions were reduced by 13.3% and
13.5% respectively.
Third Method
(1) For member No (7), the force in lW' direction according
to Sarpkaya was increased by 19.1%. In lW' direction
there is no force according to LR.
(2) For member No (14), the force in lW' direction
according to Sarpkaya was increased by 8.9% and in 'v'
direction the force was increased by 23.7%.
(3) For member No (21), the forces in lW' and 'v'
directions were reduced (relative to LR) by 13.4% and
13.5% respectively.
5.2 Total Forces and Moments on the Structure
Tables (13) to (16) summarise the results of calculations
both LR recommended coefficients and Sarpkaya's data for C , C
D M
and C~ The results correspond to the case of smooth cylinders
using
(SR = 0.0). The second row in the tables shows the results when the
lift (transverse) forces are neglected, ie CL = 0.0, while the third
row shows the results when the lift"forces are taken into account. For
the case of CL = 0.0 (second row), the results are analysed as shown
below.
5.2.1
5.2.2
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Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (B - 0.0)
From Table (13), the following was noted:-
a. The differencess between LR and Sarpkaya's results are
smallest for the surge forces. From w - 0.42 radls to
w • 0.64 radls, the values are the same for both LR and
Sarpkaya. At w - 0.37 radls and w - 0.75 radls, the surge
forces were decreased by 15.6\ and 11% respectively.
b. The differences in the heave forces varied from 22.1\
(w = 0.42 radlsl to 31\ (w a 0.94 radlsl (Sarpkaya's being
larger).
c. The differences in the sway forces varied from 16%
(w = 1.06 rad/s) to a maximum of 3S% (w = 0.45 rad/s).
Maximum kolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (8 = 0.0)
rrom Table (14), the following was noted:-
a. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 16.1%
(w = 1.06 rad/s) to 33.8\ (w. 0.42 rad/s). Except
w = 0.37 radls, the differences are decreasin~ with the
increase of frequency.
b. The yawing moments had differences similar to those of the
rolling moments ranging from lS.l\ (W = 1.06 rad/s) to
34.9\ (w .0.45 rad/sl.
c. The differences in the pitching moments are negligible in
the range of frequencies from w = 0.42 radls to w = 0.75
rad/s. For the other frequencies, the differences ranged
from -10.4\ (w = 0.94 rad/s) to 2.8\ (w = 0.37 rad/s).
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8 _ 0.0 Sur", Force x 10-8 (R) aeave Force x 10-7 (R) S~ Force x 10-6 (R)
oo (rad/a) Id (rad/a) OJ (rad/a)
Foerric1ent.'--·
0.50 0.560.:57 0.42 1).45 0.:57 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.:57 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56---_. ------ -
0.122911.274LR 0.2087 0.1:582 0.1377 0.1332 0.7665 0.764! 0.75:53 o.nO} . 0.1}92 0.09205 0.1058 0.1,20 0.1673.
SARPKATJ. 0.210510.13761 0.1372 0.1'30 0.1233 1.609 0.9361 0.9376 0.9310 0.9139 0.1647 0.1238 0.1428 0.1716 0.2243
CL _ 0.0 26.~ 22.1" 22.6:' 23.6l' 25.1" 18.", 34.$ 3~ ',,",i' }4.1"
~-~~.- 0.9:' I I-t- .
SARPICAYA '-'m i0.14" /0.>'20 0.1}S2 0.1280 1.575 O.S88} 0.8906 0.8854 0.8707 1.9,1 . 0.9025 0.9155 0.9292 0.9495
SR - 0.0 7.~ :5.8i' ,.7:' ,.s:' 4.1" I 2}.6:' 15.9:' 16.4" 17.5:' 19.2~ 126~ 8S"" 76~ 60~ 46~
oo (rad/a) OJ (rad/e) ., (rad/.)
Co.ftiei.nt.-- -- --
0.64 0.75 .0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
I -
LR . 0.0742:5 0.0,105 0.01225 0.02558 0.4669 0.2594 0.05904 0.01125 0.1404 0.1277 0007461 0.0}751
_.
SARl'IC.lTJ. 0.074:59 0.0}145 0:010H 0.02277 0.5914 0.3256 0.07737 0.01451 0.1756 0.1498 0.08666 0.0435
CL _ 0.0 1.", -1~.6:' -11:' 26.7:' 25.5:' :51" 29:' 25.~ 17.'" 16.4" 1~SR _ 0.0
5AJIPK}.TJ. 0.07651 0.0}22} 0.010}7 0.02309 0.5692 0.:517} 0.07968 0.01616 0.5901 O. ,6'4 0.1412 0.06952
sa _ 0.0 }.1" ,.8'.' -15.'" -9.7:' . 21.9:' 22. '" }5:' 4}.6:' '2~ 18~ 69.", 8M':
fable (13) MaxiIluII Sur"" Heave and Sva;r lore .. (LR ... SJJIPXAYA,a - 0.0)
8 _ 0.0 Rollin« Moment x ~0-8 (XH) Yavill& Moment x 10-
7 (IlK) Pitching Momeilt-x10-9 (IlK)
.. (rad/a) oo (rad/a) .. (rad/e)
Coefficient.
0.:57 0.42 ·0.4~ 0.50 0.56 0.:57 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.}7 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56.
LR 0.2091 0.1457 0.1717 0.2197 0.282 0.09685 0.07592 0.09567 0.1407 0.2172 1.981 1.386 1.428 1.454 1.411
SARPIO.YA 0.2502 0.1950 0.2298 0.29,2 0.375 0.11,8 0.1014 0.1291 0.1696 0.2927 2.0,6 1.}75 1.417 1.445 1.407
CL - 0.0 19.7:' ".8'.' ".8'.' ".~ I ,'" l7-~ ".6:' '4.9:' ,4.Si' '4.Si' 2.Si' -o.Si' -o.Si' -o.~sa • 0.0
SJ.il'UYA 2.225 1.150 1.205 1.28} 1.363 0.4221 0.2291 0.,166 0.4553 0.6018 2.161 1.454 1.496 1.522 1.~el
SR • 0.0 96"'" 68~ 602:' 464:' 38'" :536:' 202:' 231" 224" 177:' 9.1" 4.~ 4.Si' 4.7:' 5:'
'---_L-
oo (nd/a) Id (nd/e) OJ (rad/a)
!coet't'iciente
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 . 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06,_.
LR 0.2418 0.2217 0.1412 0.08591 0.2318 0;2577 0.2939 0.2976 0.6910 0.'756 0.1950 0.3717
SARPlO.YJ. 0.3009 0.2616 0.11i47 0.09974 0.2911 0·3054 0.3385 0.'424 0.8657 0.3736 0.17'48 0.3432
CL·O.O 24.4:' le:' 16.~ 16.1" 25.~ 18.~ 15.Z' 15.1:' 1().~ -0.5:' -10.4" -9.1"
SR - 0.0
SARPKAYJ. 0.8839 0.5665 0.2430 0.1374 0.3666 0.4624 0.4824 0.4437
0.9227 0.,969 0.1736 0.'472
SR • 0.0 266l' 156l' 72.1" 59.9': . . 58.2l' 79.4:' 64.1" 49.~ ,.6:' 3.Si' -11"
-8.1"
'----- - ~
Tabl. (14) I!aJt.IJaum Rolling, Yaving and Pitching Mom.nt. (LR It SARPlCAYA,8- 0.0)
5.2.3
5.2.4
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Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (B c w/4)
From the second row of Table (15), the following was noted:-
a. Due to the symmetry of the jacket structure, the surge
forces and sway forces are identical. Up to ~ - 0.64 rad/s,
the differences in the forces as calculated by LR and
sarpkaya's coefficients are negligible. Otherwise, the
differences ranged from 1.4\ (~= 0.75 rad/s) to 11.3\
(~= 1.06 rad/s).
b. The differences in the heave forces are larger than those
of the surge or sway forces. The variations ranged from
14.7% (~= 1.06 rad/s) to 27.1\ (~- 0.37 rad/s).
Maximum Rolling, Yawing and pitching Moments (8• w/4)
From Table (16), the following was noted:-
a. Due to the symmetry of the structure, the values of the
rolling moments are identical to the values of the
pitching moments. The percentage differences between LR and
Sarpkaya's results are relatively small, ranging from -1.1%
(~= 0.42 rad/s) to 10.6\ (~= 0.94 rad/s).
b. The differences in the yawing moments are much larger
compared with the rolling or pitching moments. Up to
~ = 0.75 rad/s, the moments were increased by 19.9\
(~ = 0.75 rad/s) to 122\ (~= 0.37 rad/s)• For ~ = 0.94
rad/s and ~ = 1.06 rad/s, the moments were decreased by
6.5\ and 12.5% respectively.
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!.
--
a • ~ Surge Foroe x 10-7 (II) Run Force x 10-7 (N) 5....&1Force x 10-7 (II)
.. (rad/e) .. (r&d!.) " (rad/.)
Coer!1oienU
0.560.31- 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.'7 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 "
1---
La 1.472 0.9807 0.978~ 0.95i8" 0.8890: 1.268 0.7641 0.7626 0.7514 0.n05 1.470 0.9799 0~"9781 0.9511 0.66e,
SAlIPICATl 1.481 0.9744 0.9732 0.9481 0.8892 1.611 0.9333 0.9345 0.9273 0.912, 1.480 0.9737 0.9725 0.9474 0.68S5
CL.O.O
sa • 0.0 0.6f. -<I.6f. -<I.6f. 27.~ 22.1:' 22.~ 2,."" 24.9'.' O.T-' -<I.6f. -0.61'
SAlIPICATA 1.642 1.045 1.045 1.02 0.9602 1.571 0.6715 0.6721 0.8657 0.8486 1.622 1.050 " 1.048 1.02 0.9574
SR • 0.0 ll.~ 6.(fj. 6.~ 7.2:' ~ 24.~ 14.1" 14.4:' 15.2:' 16.2:' 13.~ 7.2f, 7.1'/0 7.~ 7.EJf.
------~. _---
~o.ttlc1enta"
OJ (rad/.) OJ (rad!.) .. (rad!.)
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
La 0.5631 0.292 " 0.07335 0.05711 0.4754 0.2604 0.1070 0.06487 0.5627 0.2916 0.073,2 0.05706
SAlIPICATA 0.5628 0.2691 0.06269 0.0636 0.5973 0.'466 0.1263 0.0744} 0.5624 0.2959 0.06262 0.06355
CL • 0.0
SR • 0.0 1.4:' 12.T-' 11.4:' 25.61' 23.61' 19.~ 14. T-' 1.4:' 12.7lC ll.~
SAlIPICATA 0.5981 0.3111 0.06651 0.06494 0.5620 0.,295 0.12'3 0.07167 0.5994 0.}148 0.08681 0.0649
SR • 0.0 6.2')i 6.~ 17.9'.' 13. T-' . 18.2% 17.~ 15.~ 10.~ 6.5:' 7.9f. 18.4" 13. ?:'
--
, "'1't.ble (15) KaxJlruIII Surge, Hene and S.,.,. Forcn (loR • SAlIPICAT.I.,II· i;')
--- -
8 .!. Rolling Moment x 10-9 (NIl) Taving Moment x 10-5 (NIl) Pi tching Moment x 10-9 (11l1)~
Coettlclentil OJ (r&d!o) .. (rad/.) OJ (rad/a)
0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 " 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.'7 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 "
La 1.395 0.9628 1.014 1.0}8 1.021 0.1705 0.1211 0.1515 0.2174 0.3267 1.396 0.9836 1.015 1.039 1.022
SAlIPICATA 1.474 0.9723 1.003 1.028 1.014 0.3792 0.2679 0.3176 0.1409 0.5479 1.475 0.9729 1.004 1.029 1.015
CL.O.O
5.": -1.1" -1.O)C -<I.?:, 122f, 121': 110.' 89,1( 67. T-' 5.?:' -1.1" -1.1" -1.~ -o.?:'SR • 0.0 -1.1':
SAlIPICATJ. i.613 1.070 1.103 1.128 1.113 105.9" 50.09 55.50 59.35 71n7 1.594 1.066 1.101 1.l}O 1.118
SR • 0.0 15.(fj. 8;~ 8.~ 8.?' 9f. ver : l'&rB diU renee. 14.2:' 8.4~ 8.~ 8.~ 9.":
.. (nd/.) .. (rad/_) " (rad/o)
Coettlo1ent 1.06 0.640.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 0.75 0.94 1.06
loR 0.6802 0.366 0.06996 0.07}45 0.3572 0.4458 0.7416 0.9791 0.6807 0.,662 0.06998 0.07347
SARPlU.TJ. 0.6741 0.3666 0.0995 0.06051 0.5188 0.5'45 0.6992 0.8564 0.6746 0.3668 0.09955 0.08055
CL • 0.0
10.~ 90£'" 45.~ 19.9;< -6.'-' -1M': -o.9/. 10.~ 9.(fj.SR _ 0.0 -o.~
SARPlU.YJ. 0.7296 0.3956 0.1063 0.06290 45.78 21.01 1.59S
1.832 " 0.7285 0'W6 0.1~8 0.0~9'
7.yj. 8.1" 18.2:' 12.9/. very, lars 'dHferen ee1l4" 87.ll' '" 6. 17. 12.SR • 0.0 -~---.
Table (16) KaxJlruIII Rolling, Taving and Pitching Momenta (loR ... SAlU'IClT.t.,8.!. )
" ~
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6. THE EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE FORCE (LIFT) ON WAVE LOADING
Tables (13) to (16) (third row) show the differences in the
total forces and moments between LR and Sarpkaya due to the effect of
the lift forces. Since the values of the Reynolds number (R ) weree
relatively high, Table (1), the lift coefficient CL was in the range
of 0.2 (smooth cylinders). However, despite the small value of CL' its
effect on the total forces and moments is quite noticeable as
indicated below.
6.1 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (B = 0.0)
Table (13) shows that:-
a. The surge forces gave the lowest differences compared with
the heave or sway forces ranging from -15.3\ (w = 0.94
rad/s) to 7.4\ (W = 0.37 rad/s).
b. The heave forces came in the second place and gave
differences ranging from 15.9\ (w = 0.42 rad/s) to 43.6\
(W = 1.06 rad/s).
c. As might be expected, the introduction of the transverse
(lift) forces had considerable effect on the magnitude of
the sway forces. The differences decrease with the increase
of frequency ranging from 85.3% (w = 1.06 rad/s) to a
maximum of over 1000\ (w = 0.37 rad/s). However, these
forces are still much less than the surge forces although
the gap between the two has been gradually reduced.
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6.2 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching J.ioments(B ..0.0)
Similar to the sway forces, both the rolling and yawing
moments, Table (14),'were largely affected by the lift forces, while
the pitching moments were slightly affected as shown below:-
a. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 59.9\
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to a maximum of 964\ (~= 0.37 rad/s).
b. The differences in the yawing moments ranged from 49.1\
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to a maximum of 336\ (~= 0.37 rad/s).
c. Up to ~ = 0.75 rad/s, the pitching moments were increased
by 3.8\ (~= 0.75 rad/s) to 9.1\ (~= 0.37 rad/s). For the
higher frequencies, ~ - 0.94 rad/s, ~ = 1.06 rad/s, the
pitching moments were reduced by 11\ and 8.1\,
respectively.
6.3 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (6- ~/4)
Due to the symmetry of the structure, the values of the surge
and sway forces and the percentage differences, Table (15), are
approximately the same:-
a. The differences in the surge forces ranged from 6.2\
(~= 0.64 rad/s) to 17.9\ (~= 0.94 rad/s).
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from 10.5%
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to 24.4% (~= 0.37 rad/s).
c. The differences in the sway forces ranged from 6.5\
(~ = 0.64 rad/s) to 18.4\ (~= 0.94 rad/s).
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6.4 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (B •.11'/4)
Table (16) shows that the values of the rolling moments and
the pitching moments are almost the same. This applies also to the
percentage differences from LR results.
a. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 7.3\
(~- 0.64 rad/s) to 18.2\ (~- 0.94 rad/s).
b. In the range of frequency from ~ - 0.37 rad/s to CIJ _ 0.75
rad/s, the differences in the yawing moments are extremely
large. At ~ - 0.94 rad/s and CIJ = 1.06 rad/s, the
differences are 114\ and 87.1\, respectively.
c. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 6.7\
(CIJ- 0.75 rad/s) to 17.6\ (CIJ- 0.94 rad/s).
7. THE EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON WAVE LOADING
To investigate the effect of roughness on wave loading, the
calculations were carried out using Sarpkaya's coeff1cients (C , C
D M
and CL) for two assumed values of the relative roughness, namely
SR = 1/800 (or 0.00125), and SR = 1/200 (or 0.005). The results were
compared with those of the smooth cylinuers (SR = 0.0) as shown in
Tables (17) to (20).
7.1 r-1a:dmumSurge, Heave and Sway Forces (B = 0.0)
Table (17) shows that:-
a. When SR = 1/800, the differences in the surge forces
(relative to the smooth cylinders) ranged from -27.6\
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(w = 0.94 rad/s) to 43.1\ (w = 0.37 rad/s). When
SR = 1/200, the differences ranged from -23.4\ (w = 0.94
rad/s) to 55.8\ (w = 0.37 rad/s).
b. When SR = 1/800, the differences in the heave forces ranged
widely from -4.1\ (w - 0.75 rad/s) to 324\ (w = 1.06
rad/s). Whe~ SR - 1/200, the differences ranged from 17.5\
(w = 0.75 rad/s) to 305% (w - 1.06 rad/s).
c. The sway forces were largely affected by the surface
roughness. For the two values of the surface roughness, the
percentage differences are almost the same.
SR = 1/800, the differences ranged from 568% (w = 1.06
rad/s) to 800\ (w = 0.42 rad/s) and when SR = 1/200, the
differences ranged from 566% (w = 1.06 rad/s) to 800%
(w = 0.42 rad/s). This may be explained by the fact that
the sway forces are dominated by the lift forces
especially for rough cylinders where the lift coefficient
CL may have values up to 3, see Fig. (6), and since CL is
assumed to be the same irrespective of the relative
roughness, the absolute values of the sway forces and also
the percentage differences (relative to the smooth
cylinders) for the two cases of the surface roughness are
the same.
7.2 Maximu~ Rolling, Yawing and pitching Noments (8 = 0.0)
Table (18) shows that:-
a. The rolling moments were largely affected by the surface
roughness. Similar to the sway forces, the values of the
rolling moments and also the percentage differences,
relative to the smooth cylinders are the same for the two
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• ·0.0
Surp l'ozoe x 10-a (R) B...... Forc. x 10-7 (R) B~ Foro. x 10-6"(5)
.. (rd/.) .. (rUI.) .. CrUll)
coetti~1e ....
0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.57 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 .
BAlll'nTA
SR.O.O 0.2241) 0.1454 0.142~ 0.1582 0.1200 1.575 0.888} 0.8906 0.8854 0.8707 1.9}1 0.9025 0.9155 0.9292 0.9495
SAIlPIClTA 0.}206 0.1704 0.1674 0.1609 0.1550 2.515 1.120 1.124 1.156 1.139 14.58 8.126 7.924 7.623 7.1,76
Sll. 0.0012 43.~ 18.&:, 1702" 16."" 21.~ 59.6" 26.~ 26.~ 28.", 50•• 655." BOO:' 766" 7217.' 687l'
SA11PUT4 0.5491 0.177' 0.1758 0.1726 0.1671 2.~ 1.,}1 1.}58 1.}48 1.}49; 14.56 8.126 7.925 7.627 7.477
81.0.005 55•• 2, •• 2',~ .24.9l' ,a." 88. 49 •• 50.~ 52.~ 54-9i' 654" 8ClOl' 76. 721l' 6~
.. (rd/.) • (rUI.) "Crd/I)
Coetticient
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 . 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
SAIU'Dl'A
sa.o.o 0.07651 0.0,22, 0.010'7 0.02509 0.5692 O.}l13 0.07968 0.01616 0.5901 0.}6}4 0.1412 0.06952
8.UIl'ICATA 0.09l21 0.0419} 0.007506 0.01927 0.6}OO 0.}044 0.1322 0.06847 5.196 ,.170 1.084 0.4647
sa.O.OO12 19.:!l' 5O.l$ -27.'" -16.", 10.$ -4.1l' 65._ }2~ 78~ 77~ 6~ 56.
SAmATA 0.09842 0.04488 0.007948 0.01951 0.7601 0.3728 0.1491 0.06556 5.205 ,.181 1.019 0.46}1
Sll. 0.005 28•• 59.2l' -2,."" -15."" },.,,, 17.'" 87.~ 50'" 78~ 77'" 66~ 56~ I
fa1l1. (17) KuJ..- IIvp, aea.,. u4 8wq Foro •• (s_th AIRoqh 0)-11114.rI, •• 0.0)
• ·0.0 RolliJl& J!oIHnt ~ 10-a (11K) YmllC JIoIIeDtx 10-7 (11K) l'Uch1Dc MoIIentX'10-9 (101)
Co.ttioi_t .. (nd/.) .. (nd/I) .. (nd/I)
0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0037 0.42 . 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.'7
0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 .
SAIlPIClY.\
1.363 0.229 0.}168 0.455 0.601 2.161 1.454 1.496sa.O.O 2.225 1.150 1.205 1.28, 0.4221
.1.522 1.491
!WIPUTA
9.678 9.815 9.981 '.372 2.534 }.102 4.883 6.907 M85 1.918 1.957 2.005 2.015sa • 0.00l25 1,.96 9.519
527l' 72~ 70~ 66'" "~ i"l'7 lal~ Wt. 87": m" 61.", ,1.": 50•• ,1. ?:' ,6.1';
SAllPlClTA 1,.94 9.519 9.600 9.821 9.989 6.34" 2.537 ,.07 4.833 6.821 '.792 2.066 2.112 2.159 2.116
sa.0.005 527l' 72. I 70'" 66'" ,,'" lve17 1.. Is- Wt. 86~ 96'" 75.'" 42.1l' 41.2:1' 41.9.' 46.~
.. (nd/.) .. (rad/I)
.. (rUll)
Co.trlci.ntl
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94
1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
SAllPlCATA
0.5665 0.1'74 0.,668 0.4624 0.4824 0.44'7 0.9221 0.,899 0.17:56 0.'472sa • 0.0 0.8839 0.245O .
SAllPlCATA 7.278 4.578 1.586 0.7028
,.61} 3.199 2.787 1.784 1.227 0.5687 0.1015 0.2840
sa.0.001: ~ 72'" 708(. 55'" 41~ 88'" 59a:' 47. 5O~ ,'" 4509" -41.'" -18.~
SAlU'ICAYA 7.294
...,,, 1.576 0.6981 305,2 ,.208 2.778 1.776 1.,19 0.6O~1 0.1088 0.2885
sa • 0.005 72'" 71~ 54~ 4011l'' ~ 59~ 47'" ~ 4'"
54. -'M'~ -1Ii.'"
'f.ble (18) ~ ... lU".. TaviJl& u4 P1tchJ.n& l'Ioa.ntl (SIDOOthAIRoush C7l1nderl,' • 0.0)
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roughness values. Whe~ SR = l/SOO! the differences ranged
from 412\ (~= 1.06 rad/s) to 72S\ (~ - 0.42 rad/s) and
when SR - 1/200, the differences are 408\ an_ 72S\ at
~ = 1.06 radls and ~ = 0.42 radls respectively.
b. At ~ = 0.37, 0.42 and 0.56 radls, the differences in the
yawing moments (relative to the smooth cylinders) are
extremely large at both values of the surface roughness.
For the other frequencies, the differences ranged from 302%
(~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 973\ (~ IE 0.5 rad/s) when SR = 1/SOO
and from 300\ (~ = 1.06 rad/s)to 963% (~ = 0.5 rad/s) when
SR = 1/200.
The explanation previously mentioned regarding the sway
forces is applicable also to the cases of the rolling and
yawing moments.
c. The effects due to roughness are lowest on the pitching
moments compared with the rolling or yawing moments. The
pitching moments were decreased at the highest two
frequencies (0.94 and 1.06)• When SR = 1/SOO, the
rad/s) to 61.3\differences ranged from -41.5% (~= 0.94
(~ - 0.37 rad/s) and when SR = 1/200, the differences
ranged from -37.3\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 75.5\ (~= 0.37
rad/s).
7.3 Haximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (B = '11'/4)
Table (19) shows that:-
a. The values of the surge forces and the percentage
differences are almost the same for the two cases of
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surface roughness. In the case of 1/800 surface roughness,
the differences ranged from 2.7\ (~ - 1.06 rad/s) to 65.7\
(~ - 0.37 rad/s) and in the case of 1/200 roughness, the
differences ranged from 10.4\ (~. 1.06 rad/s) to 65.7\
(~ = 0.37 rad/s).
b. The heave forces gave the smallest differences compared
with the surge and sway forces. When SR - 1/800, the heave
forces were reduced (relative to the smooth cylinders) for
the three highest frequencies by 2% (~- 0.75 rad/s) to
24.8\ (~= 1.06 rad/s). For the other frequencies, the
heave forces were increased by 12.5\ (~- 0.64 rad/s) to
60.6% (~= 0.37 rad/s). When SR· 1/200, the heave forces
were increased by 18.1\ (~- 0.75 rad/s) to 89.3\ (~ - 0.37
rad/s) and at the two highest frequencies (0.94 and 1.06
rad/s), the heave forces were reduced by 1.6% and 10.9%
respectively.
c. The differences in the sway forces ranged from 4.3%
(CAl = 1.06 rad/s) to 71.4\ (~ - 0.37 rad/s) in the case of
1/800 roughness, the differences ranged from 12.3%
(CAl = 1.06 rad/s) to 73.4\ (~ - 0.37 rad/s) in the case of
1/200 roughness. At some frequencies, the values of the
sway forces are slightly different from the corresponding
surge forces.
7.4 j·jaximurnRolling, Yawing and Pitching Homents (~= '11/4)
Table (20) shows that the values of the moments aid the
percentage differences are the same for the two cases of surface
roughness for most of the frequencies.
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I • !. Bar... 1'_ 11: 10-7 (a) B•• .,. J'Oft. II: 10-7 Ca) B~ I'Oft. II: 10-7.Ca)
It
• Cnd/.) • (nd/.) • (rad/.)oettio~.1RI
0.,., 0.42 -0.45 0.50 0.56 0.,., 0.42 0.45 0-.50- 0.56 . 0.,., 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
SAlPlCATA
O.~sa.o.O 1.642 1.045 1.04, 1.02 1.577 0.8Tl! 0.872] 0."57- 0.8488 1.662 1.050 1.048 1.02 . 0.9574
lWU'ICATA 2.720 1.~ 1.503 1.484 1.430 2.532 1.118 1.118 1.131 1.138 2.849 1.550 1.518 1.459 1.413sa.O.ooll 5 6,.7l' 43. 4' •• 45.'" 48.", 60•• 28.", 28.2lC 30.'" '4.~ 71•• 47.'" 44 •• 4~ 4706"
lWU'ICATA 2.720 1.510 1.~~ 1."9' 1.441 2•• 1.326 1.332 1.341 1.,..5 2.882 1.556 1.,~ 1.511 1.510sa.O.OO5 65.7l' 44:'" 44. 46.", 5O.~ e9.'" 52.2lC 52.'n' '409" 58.~ 7304" 4I.~ 4' • "II.~ 5707~.-
Coettioi.atr-
" (nd/.) • (nd/.) • (nd/.)
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.7' 0094 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.0&
SAJlPlCUA
".0.0 0.5981 0.3111 0.08651 0.06494 0.5620 0.3295 0.1233 0.07167 0.'''4 0.3148 0.08681 0.0649
WPl'ATA 0.8425 0.4422 0.1303 0.06672 0.6,21 0.,230 0.1010 0.05389 0.8885 0.5041 0.1335 0.0&767
sa -0.0012 40.9';C 42.~ 50•• 2.'ll' 12.", -zi/o -18~~ -24•• 411.zi/o 6O.~ 53•• 4.",
SIJlPICUA 0.8509 0.4441 0.1304 0.07171 0.7~ 0.3891 0.1~ 0.06~ 0.9321 0.~1 0.1~6 0.~II6
aa • 0.005 42.", 42•• 5O.'ll' 10."" 34.'" 1e.~ -1. - -10.", 55.'" 60•• 53. 12.
'.b1. (19) ~ Surp, ... .,. MIl a~ J'Oft.. (s_tIl" Iloup C71io4.N, 8 .!.)
It
,...-_.
s·!. Jlo111B&' IfaMIlt II: 10.
9 (.. ) T&Y1DC~t II: 10-' (11K) Pitahills IIoMBt Z" 10" (11K)
It
• (nd/.) • (nd/.) • (nd/.)
Coett~i'"
0.'7 0.42 -0.45 0.50 0.56 0.,., 0.42 '-0.45 0.•50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0
IAII1'nTA 1.613 1.070 1.103 1.128 1.113 105.' 5O.at 55.50 '903' 71.77 1.'94 1.066 1.101 1.130 1.11SU • 0.0
8dl'rAYA 2.849 1.743 1.768 1.787 1.825 1671 758.' 838.2 911.7 1121 '2.792 1.720 1.782 1.... 7 1.860
sa-o.oo12, 76•• o 62.9';C 60.", 58•• 645' r-17' lar p 4J.tt. ~nc .. 75.2" 61•• 61.9';C 6,.'" 66••
SAlIPXATA 3.0,2 1.746 1.?;: 1.1178 1.'48 !ti70 758.' 838.1 911.6 1121 2.931 1.723 1.787 1.856 1.871sa • 0.005 .- 63.zi/o 62• 56.'" 7'" ~17' larp 41tt. !-enc.. 83.'" 61•• 62.", 64.zi/o 67.4"
• (nd/.) • (nd/.) • ez.d/.)
Co.trioiD' 1.06 0.640.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.7' 0.94 0.75 0.94 1.0&
IAII1'nTA 0.7296 0.3958 0.106, 0.0829 45.78 21.01 1.598 1.e32 0.7285 0.'906 0.1058 0.011293".0.0
SAllPKATA 1.205 0.7156 0.1882 0.09293 680., 258.6 10." 6.384 1.152 0.6269 0.1835 0.09281
sa-o.00125 65.zi/o eo•• 77ft 12.~ "17' lare 4J.tt. 546l' 24~ 58.~ 60.'" 73."" 1l.~
SAR1'JClTl 1.248 0.7179 0.1882 0.09n6 680., 258.5 ~9 6'ij9 1.1~ o.6g2 0.1~5 ~5~sa.0.005 o71.~ 81._ 7'll' 17.9:' 1"17' lare 41rt. 24 '9. 61. 73..-- ...
'ab1. (20) ~ aolUne,Tav1ncm4 Pitoh1Dc lfoII.at. (a_til" anab C71b4.ra,J. !.)
It
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a. When SR l/BOO, the differences in the rolling moments
ranged from 12.1\ (~= 1.06 rad/s) to BO.8\ (~= 0.75
rad/s) and when SR = 1/200, the differences ranged from
17.9% (~- 1.06 rad/s) to 88\ (~- 0.37 rad/s).
b. The yawing moments for the rough cylinders (SR = 1/800 and
1/200) are extremely large compared with the smooth
cylinders (SR = 0.0). The minimum. differences at w - 1.06
rad/s are 249\ (SR = 1/800) and 24B\ (SR - 1/200).
c. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 11.9\
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to 75.2% (~= 0.37 rad/s) for the case of
1/800 roughness and from 15.8\ (~- 1.06 rad/s) to 83.9\
(w = 0.37 rad/s) for the case of 1/200 roughness.
8. THE EFFECT OF l'lAVEHEIGHT
To examine the effect of wave height on loading estimation,
the calculations were carried out using both LR and Sarpkaya's
coefficients for smooth cylinders. The frequency was kept constant at
0.37 rad/s and 5 different wave heights were chosen, namely, 1.0, 5.0,
10.0, 15.0 and 25.0m. The results are summarised in Tables (21) and
(22) and were analysed as shown below.
8.1 :1aximumSurge, Heave and Sway Forces (B = 0.0)
From Table (21) the following was noted:-
a. At wave heights 1.0 and S.Om, the surge forces according to
Sarpkaya were reduced by 5.6\ and 7.8% (relative to LR)
and at 10m wave height:there is no difference. when II= 15m
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and 25m, the surge force~ were increased by 2.3\ and 5.8\
respectively.
b. The difierences in the heave forces ranged from 10.2\
(H = 1.Om) to l6.1%(H = 25.0m).
c. The sway forces had the largest differences compared with
the surge and heave forces. When H ...l.Om, the sway force
according to Sarpkaya was reduced by 12.8% (relative to LR)
but for the other wave heights the surge forces according
to Sarpkaya·were-largely:increased.·~he differences ranged
from 295% (H - 5.0m) to 1230\ (H -~5.0m). This is mainly
because when H - 1.Om, the lift coefficient CL ...0.0, while
for larger wave heights, the combined effect of the lift
forces and the dras forces increases the sway forces
dramatically.
8.2 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and pitching Moments (B =0.0)
From Table (21) the following was noted:-
a. The differences in the rolling moments are the largest
relative to the yawing and pitching moments and they
increase with the increase of the wave height ranging from
8.5% (H_ = 1.Om) to a maximum of 934% (H - 25.Om)•
b. When H = 1.0 and 5.0m, the yawing moments according to
Sarpkaya were reduced by 35.8% and 75.1%, respectively, but
for the higher waves the yawing moments were increased
(relative to LR) by 204% (H = 10.Om) to 330% (H. = 25.0m).
c. Similar to the surge forces, the pitching moments were
first reduced by 5.2\ (H_. = l.Om) and 2\ (H ...5.0m) and
then increased by 0.7% (H = ID.Om) to 7.3\ (H = 25.0m).
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-~ • 0.0 I " .Burp 70rct % 10-7 (R) I Beave Fore. % 10-7 (II)· SwaT Foree x 10-5 (II)
w .0.37~1 ~.~~~~.- -; ~ __ ~~~~ +_--------------~----------~
.... ve H.iSht (.) "'ave Be1ght (.) Vave I!tishttm1-
CoeUicientl;-----r-----.----~-----.-----t------r------r-----.----.----+-----.-----.-----....-----~--~
I
I
LR i 0.06}04 0.~197 0.6506 0.9928 1.711
I
I
:::'~~~ 10.05949 0.3l}9 0.6521 1.016 1.811
,ut.~ 1-,... 1-1.", ••'" ,.'"
l------- Bollift! Mo•• nt % 10-7 (RH)
oeUicientB, !
I 1.0. 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
1.0
.
0.0~474 0.1737 0.3474 0.5295 1.002 0.0272 0.1~99 0.2888 0.4736 1.036
0.0}828 0.1990 0.,896 0.6147 1.147 0.02'7 0.5525 2.191 5.148 1'.78
1.0 5.0 10.0
659i' 987l' 123~
10.0
1.0 5.0 10.0
Yavift! Moment % 10-6 (RH)
15.0 25.0 1.0
Pitohing Homent % 10-9 (11M)
15.0 25.05.0 10.0
LR
I
I0.03555 0.184~
i
0.01733 0.8665 0.2012 0.~74 0.7310 0.059~
-------_+-----r---~'----_+---_+----_r----~----4_--+_---r_--_i---_+---_+----_r---+_-~
i
BJ..RPI(}.U '0.03856 0.7219 2.731 6.i05 15.96 O.OlU, 0.2157 0.6125 1.,14 ~.14' 0.0562' 0.2955 0.6106 0.960, 1.741SR _ 0.0
L- -L__~ L_ __ ~ L__ ..~~ __ ~ __ _L __ ~~ __ ~ __ _L __ ~ ~ __ _L __ ~ __ ~
DiU."
0.6861 1.54'
Table (21·} Max1mwl 70rc .. and Moment. at DUttrent "'avt BeiShts (LR '" IWIPltAU,8 • 0.0)
8- ! Burp 70ree % 10-7 (R) Heave Fore. % 10-7 (R) S~ 70re. x 10-7 ,~
... 0.37
Vave B.iSht (.) Vave HeiSht (.) Wave IltiSht (.)
. Co.tticient 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 "15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
I
LR 0.04501 0.2281 0.46,a 0.7048 1.209 0.03477 0.1738 0.3477 0.5283 0.998 0.04503 0.2279 0.4626 M04~ 1.208
SIJU'KlTA 0.0424 0.2254 0.4691 0.7347 1.321 0.0'78, 0.1987 0.,66, 0.6056 1.146 0.04237 0.2256 0.4717 0.7405 1.~36SR.O.O
DiU ." -5.9J' -1.~ 1.~ 4.2:' M'~ 8.~ 14.~ 11.1" 14.~ 1'-' -5.~ -O.~ ~ 5.1" 10.~
BolliD! Moment % 10-9 (liM) Yavlng Moment % 10-5 (11K) Pitching Mo.ent % 10-9 (11K)
CoeU1cien t
10.0 15.0 25.01.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
LR 0.04247 0.2151 0.4}72 0.6662 1.145 .001236 0.00890 0.0256 0.0501 0.1225 0.0425 0.2153 0.4'75 0.6667 1.146
SIJU'KlTA 0.04044 0.21,2 0.4492 0.7089 1.291 b.0080,lJ 0.2529 6.567 19.,0 70.12 P.04046 0.2127 0.4463 0.7034 1.271sa • 0.0
D1tt.~ 14.", -O.~ 2.~ 6.4~ 12.e:' 50:' verT luge d rterencet- 4.~ -l.~ ~ 5.5:' 11.":
Table (22) Maximum Forces and Moments at Dl!terent "'AY' BeiSht' (LR '" SARPXAU,8 .;)
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8.3 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (13 - w/4)
From Table (22) the following was noted:-
a. When H _ 1.0 and S.Om, the surge forces according to
Sarpkaya were reduced by 5.9\ and 1.2\, respectively,
(relative to LR). For the higher waves, the differences are
positive ranging from 1.3\ (H. = 10.Om) to 9.3\
(H = 2S.0m).
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from B.8%
(H = 1.0m) to 15\ (~ = 25.0m).
c. The sway forces and their percentage differences are
approximately the same as the surge forces. When Ii = 1.0
and S.Om, the sway forces according to Sarpkaya were
reduced by 5.9\ and 0.9\, respectively, while for the
higher waves, the sway forces were increased from 2\
(H = 10,Om) to 10.6\ (H = 2S.0m).
8.4 l·laximumRolling, Yawing and pitching Moments (6 = '11"/4)
From Table (22) the following was noted:-
a. At the first two wave heights, 1.0 and S.Om, the rolling
moments according to Sarpkaya were reduced by 4.8% and
0.9%, respectively, (relative to LR), but for the higher
waves the differences ranged positively from 2.7%
(H = lO.Om) to 12.8% (H = 25.0m).
b. The yawing moments according to Sarpkaya are extremely
large compared with the values of LR. The differences
increased with the increase of wave height with a minimum
difference of.550% (H = 1.Om)•
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c. The values of the pitching moments and the percentage
differences between Sarpkaya and LR are approximately the
same as the rolling moments. When H - 1.0 and S.Om, the
pitching moments according to Sarpkaya were reduced hy 4.8\
and 1.2\ respectively, hut for the higher waves, the
differences ranged positively from 2\ (H. • 10.0m) to 11.4\
(H - 25.0m).
9. THE USE;OF APPROXIHATE LENGTHS vs EXACT LENGTHS
All the calculations mentioned in the previous sections were
performed assuming that the starting and end points of the bracing
members (horizontal or inclined) are the nodes resulting from the
intersection of the centre line of the member with the other members
at each end. Therefore, the length of the bracing member (the
approximate length) is, in fact, larger than the actual or exact
length by about 8%. However, for the main columns (4.0m diameter
members, Fig. (2), the exact lengths \'lereused.
To find out the effect of this approximation on the results of
wave loading, the calculations were repeated for the case of
SR - 1/200 usinq the exact lengths and compared with those with the
approximate lengths as shown in 'rabIes (23) to (26).
9.1 ;·IaximumForces ",ndNonents (8 = 0.0)
Tables (23) and (24) uhow that:-
a. The differences between tileactual surge forces (ie when
using the exact lengths) and tile approximate forces, range!l
from -3.3% (~= 0.75 rad/s) to -19.7% (~ = 0.94 rad/sl.
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b. In the range from .~ _ 0.37 radls to ~ = 0.75 radls, the
actual heave forces were reduced relative to the
approximate forces, the reduction ranged from 4.9\
(~ - 0.75 rad/s) to 7.8\ (~. 0.37 rad/s). At ~ • 0.94
rad/s, the difference is negligible, while at ~ • 1.06
radls, the heave force was increased by 8.2\.
c. From ~ = 0.37 radls, the reduction in the sway forces
(exact values relative to approximate values) ranged from
3.6\ (~ _ 0.75 rad/s) to 7.4\ (~ • 0.42 rad/s). At ~ • 0.94
radls and w = 1.06 radls, the sway forces were increased by
0.7\ and 12.7\, respectively.
d. From ~ = 0.37 radls to w - 0.75 radls, the reduction in the
rolling moments ranged from 3.4\ (~ = 0.75 rad/s) to 7.4\
(~ = 0.42 rad/s). At ~ = 0.94 radls and ~ - 1.06 radls, the
rolling moments were increased by 0.9\ and 14.4\,
respectively.
e. At w = 0.42 radls, the yawing moment was increased by 9.3\
and at w = 0.45 radls the difference between the exact and
approximate mOMents is negligible. For
frequencies, the yawing moments were reduced by 6.7\
(~ = 0.37 rad/s) to 23.9% (~ = 0.75 rad/s).
f. The reductions in the pitching moments ranged from 2.8%
(w = 0.75 rad/s) to 26.8% (~ = 0.94 rad/s).
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•• 0.0 Surp !'oree x 10-8 (II) Bun 'oro. x 10-7 (II)
-6.
S~ 'oro. x 10 (II)
S.I.lIPICATA w (rad/.) .. (rad/.) w (r&4/.)
SR.0.005
0.37 0.42 '0.45 0.5 0.56 0037 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 . 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
Approx. 0.}491 0.1773 0.1758 0.1726 0.1671 2.964 1.}31- 1.,,8 1.}48 1.349length. 14.56 8.126 7.925 7.627 7•• 77, ,
Exact
lensth· 0.3278 0.1667 0.1655 0.1627 0.1578 2.7" 1.227 1.235 1.247 1.25} 1}.5} 7.52} 7.346 7.092 . 6.994
Dirt.': -6.1:' -6 •. ~ -5.~ -5.~ -5.&'( -7.f1f. -7.f1f. -7.71' -7."- -7.1': -7.1': -7.4': -7.~ -~ -!>.~
SIJIPnTA. .. (rad/.) .. (rM/e) w (rU/e)
SR.0.005
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 .
I
Approx. 0.09842 0.04488 0.007948 0.01951 0.7601 0.3728 0.1491 0.06536 5.205 }.181length. 1.079 0.4631
Exact 0.09328 0.04}4 0.006386 0.01748 0.7097 0.3544 0.1486length. 0.07074 4.922 3.06e 1.087 0.5219
D1tt.': -5.~ -3.~ -19.7f. -10.~ -6.&,( -409': 8.~ -5.4': -3.&'( O.~ 12. r,:
Tabl. (23) Max1lIlum Surp, ala.,. &n4 s~ !'ora •• tor the Exact and J.pproximate 11DgtU (8. 0.0)
--_ ..-- ._ -- - . -
8 • 0.0 Rollinr Moment X 10-8 (11M)
Yavin« Moment x 10-7' (1111) Pitchinr MOllent x 10"'9 (1111)
.. (rad/.) .. (rad/.) .. (rM/.)
~IJIPKAYJ. 0.56~R • 0.005 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42
0.45 0.50 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
Apprcx. 13.94 ~10519 9.680 9.821 9.989 6.346. 2.537
}.07 4.838 6.821 3.792 2.066 2.112 ~.159 2.166
lengthl
I
Exact 12.92 6.613 8.915 9.134 9.345 5.919 2.773
3.065 4.416 6.282 3.561 1.942 1.987 2.0}6 2.047
1engthe
Ditt.': -7.~ -704': -7.'J!. -r,: -6."- -6.r,: 9.'J!. -8.r,: -7.~ -6.'-' -6.4': -6.~ -ff/.
-5.~
.. (rM/.) II (rad/I)
.. (rM/.)
sAJlPl(.l.YJ.
I sR.0.005 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75
0.94 1.06
0.64 0.75
Approx. 7.294 4.593 1.576 0.6981 30552 3.208
2.778 1.776 1.,19 0.6041 0.1088 0.2885
lengths
Exact 6.902 4.436 1.590 0.7983 ,.045 2.442 2.216 1.552
1.253 0.5879 0.08584 0.2573
length8
Ditt.,/- -5.4': -}."" O.~ 14.4:( . -14.'J!. -2}:~ -18.1': -12.6;< :-5.~ -2.~ -26.~ -12.1"
Table (24) Max1mwoRolling, Yaving and P1tchinr Momenta tor the Exact and J.pproxlJDate length. (8 .·O.Or
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-
8 .!. Surge Foree :It 10-7 (N) Heave Foree :It 10-7 (N) S_" 'orce :It 10-7, (II)~
SAJ!PKJ.YJ. '" (rad/a) co(rad/a) w (rad/.)
SR a 0.005 I
I 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56- 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
Approx, 2.720 1.510 1.511 , 1.495 1.441 2.986 1.326 1.332 1.341 1.345 2.882 1.556 1.525 1.511 1.510length.
Exact
lenght. 2.536 1.408 1.411 1.397 1.348 2.751 1.221 1.228 1.241 1.250 2.717 1.447 1.426 1.427 1.428
r ,m., -6.~ -6.e.' -6.1t,\ -6.6~ -6.5:< -7.'J'/. -7.'1f, -7.~ -7.'jf. -7.1~ -5.~ -710 -6.'jf. -5.6:< -5.4;(
SARl'KAYA '" (ard./a) co (rad/a) w (rad/a)
SR • 0.0051 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
i
Approx. , 0.8509 0.4441 0.1304 0.07171 0.7581 0.3691 0.1213 0.06384lellGht. , 0.9321 0.5061 0.1336 0.07286
E:<&ct 0.7951 0.4155 0.1248 0.06789 0.7099 0.3712 o. ~185 0.06237 0.8852 0.4774 0.1280 0.06904lengths
Dirr.~ -6.~ -6.4:< -4.~ -5.3~ -6.4" -4.&'( -2.3:< -2.,% -5:' -5.~ -4.~ -5.2:<
.-
Table (25) MaximumSurge, !leave and Svay Foreea for the Exact and Appro,xaate length, (B .!' ')~
8 • !. Rolling Momentx 10-9 (NM) Taving Moment:It 10-
5 ''''Ii) Pitching Moment:It 10-9 (11M)
~
SARPKAYJ. w (rad/.) w (rad/.) w (rad/.)
SR • 0.005
0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 '0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
Approx. 3.032 1.746 1.797 1.878 1.948 1670 758., 838.1 911.6 1121 2.931 1.723 1.787 1.856 1.871lenghta
Exact 2.854 1.637 1.692 1.771 1.841 1649 747 826.6 900.5 1116 2.761 1.603 1.664 1.730 1.745ltn&hte
Dirr.~ -:-5.9.' -6.~ -5.S:< -5.~ -5.s:' -1.y,< -l.s:' -l.<t' -l.~ -o.'jf. -6.~ -705': -7.~ -7.~ -702'~
co(rad/a) w (rad/a) w (rad/.)
SARPKAYA
SR • 0.005 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06.
Approx. 1.248 0.7179 0.1882 0.09776 680., 256.5 10.24 6.379 1.161 0.6292 0.1835 0.09604lengtha
Exact 1.186 0.6754 0.1806 0.09200 661.9 258.4 10.22 6.332 1.082 0.5868 0.1761 0.09028lenghta
Dirt.:' -s:' -5.9.' -3.9.' -5.9'/.. -o.~ -o.~ -7.3:< -7.zf. -4.~ -6.4:<
Table (26) MaximumRolling, Yaving and Pitvhing Komentl for the Exact and Approximate lengths,8 • ~:)
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9.2 Maximum Forces and Moments (8 - w/4)
Tables (25) and (26) show that:-
a. The reduction in the surge forces ranged from 4.3\
(CAl _ 0.94 rad/s) to 6.8\ (CAl _ 0.37 rad/s).
b. The reduction in the heave forces ranged from 2.3\
(CAl la 0.94 rad/s) to 7.9\ (CAl - 0.37 rad/s).
c. The reduction in the sway forces ranged from 4.2\ (CAl • 0.94
rad/s) to 7\ (CAl - 0.42 rad/s).
d. The reduction in the rolling moments ranged from 3.9\
(CAl = 0.94 rad/s) to 6.2\ (CAl • 0.42 rad/s).
e. The reduction in the yawing moments ranged from 0.5\
(CAl - 0.56 rad/s) to 1.5\ (CAl - 0.42 rad/s).
f. The reduction in the pitching moments ranged from 4.2\
(CAl - 0.94 rad/s) to 7.5\ (CAl - 0.42 rad/s).
From the previous results it may be concluded that the
differences in load estimation between the exact lengths and the
approximate ones are not large. However, estimating every aspect of
the loading problem as accurately as possible, by using the exact
dimensions, would lead to better accuracy and more reliable results in
the final solution.
10. CONCLUSIONS
a. The effect of roughness on the hydrodynamic coefficients
CD' CM and CL is quite significant. Tables (2.1) to (2.3)
show the large differences between the smooth and rough
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cylinders•. Even for small'relative roughness (1/800), the
differences are large.
b. The lift or transverse forces represent a significant
percentage of the total wave load especially the total sway
forces, rolling and yawing moments at the base of the
structure and must be taken into consideration in design.
c. For jacket platforms and other deep water structures, where
a large number of members with different diameters are
used, it is essential to estimate the hydrodynamic
coefficients in relation to the position of the member
under water surface and the particulars of the wave (ie Re
and K). Choosing constant coefficients throughout the whole
structure adds another dimension to the uncertainty in load
estimation for the complete structure and also for the
individual members.
d. The total forces (surge, heave and sway) and total moments
(rolling, yawing and pitching) are greatly increased due to
roughness compared with the case of smooth cylinders.
Estimating the relative roughness accurately is not so
important, the vital thing is to take the roughness into
account by a reasonable or average value. The results of
Tables (17) to (20) show that the differences between the
smooth cylinders (SR ..0.0) and rough cylinders of 1/800
are much larger than the differences between the two
roughnesses of 1/800 and 1/200, although the difference in
the relative roughness in the second case is three times
the first case.
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CHAPTER 6
WAVE LOADING CALCULATIONS BY AIRY AND STOKES'
HIGHER ORDER WAVE THEORIES
1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid build up in offshore activities and the tendency to
construct fixed offshore structures in deeper waters require the
development of safe and economical designs capable of withstanding the
severe environmental conditions. This, in turn, necessitates the
ability to calculate the design wave(s) kinematics as accurately as
possibl~ and, hence, improve the accuracy of the calculated wave
forces and moments.
However, the problem of selecting, from a large number of wave
theories, the most suitable one for a particular design environment is
difficult.
The majority of the available studies comparing different wave
theories are mainly concerned with examining the ability of the
different theories to fit the boundary conditions and they recommend
one theory or another to be used in a certain situation (eg deep or
shallow waters). This, however, will not guarantee that the chosen
wave theory will predict the actual forces and the moments on the
structure more accurately.
The errors in fitting the boundary conditions and the
differences in the velocities and accelerations as predicted by the
various theories may not be a true reflection of the final differences
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in the forces and moments. Besides accuracy, the availability and
simplicity of using a wave theory is also one of the important factors
to be considered in making the choice.
The first part of the present chapter compares three of the
wave theories (Airy, Stokes' 2nd order and Stokes' 5th order) in terms
of wave profile, horizontal and ve~tical velocities and accelerations.
The second part compares the results of wave loading calculations for
a typical jacket platform by Airy wave and Stokes' 5th order wave
theories.
2 WAVE THEORIES AND THEIR VALIDITIES
Dean (3) compared the various wave theories by calculating the
fits to the two non-linear (kinematic and dynamic) free surface
boundary conditions as indicators of the relative validities of the
different theories. The results of Dean's paper are shown in Fig. (1).
Dean found that Stokes' fifth order wave provides the best fit for
d/T2 > 0.2 in the case of the dynamic free surface boundary condition.
2For d/T < 0.2, the fit to the boundary condition for Airy theory is
better than that for either the third or fifth order Stokes' theories.
In other words, the Stokes' fifth order theory provides the best fit
for deep water waves whereas Airy theory provides the best fit for
shallower water waves. However, Dean emphasised that the better
agreement with the specified boundary conditions does not necessarily
imply the best overall theory.
For intermediate water depths, Dean's calculations (3)
showed that the maximum drag force according to the Airy wave theory
is 59% and 69% of the values calculated according to Stokes' third and
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fifth orders, respectively.
Le Mehaute (9) presented a graph similar to that of Dean
showing the approximate limits of validity for the different wave
theories. It shows that Stokes' third and fourth order theories are
recommended for the deep water range, Fig. (2).
Hogben and Standing (7) compared Airy and Stokes' fifth order
waves of the same height and period. (HId = 0.2, H/g.T = 0.015, 0.01).
For the steeper wave, Stokes' fifth order theory gave a wave length 7\
longer than that given by the Airy theory. When integration was
performed up to the mean water level, the total inertia and drag
forces on a slender cylinder differed by about 7\ and 13\
respectively. Hogben and Standing concluded that Airy theory is
adequate except for drag dominated members (eg conductor tubes)
especially near the free surface of the wave.
In deep water, Hogben et al (8) suggested that the prediction
of the wave loading using Airy theory but integrating the forces up to
the actual wave surface, gives results which do not differ greatly
from those of Stokes' fifth order theory.
The suitability of one theory over another from a theoretical
viewpoint is not necessarily reflected in better agreement with
experimental data from the laboratory or the field (13).
Tsuchiya and Yamaguchi (IS) compared theoretical predictions
with measurements of wave celerity, horizontal and vertical particle
velocities at various depths in phase with a wave crest and trough and
temporal variations of the wave profile and the horizontal and
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vertical velocity components. The study included Airy wave theory,
Stokes' fourth and fifth order theories and the second and third
approximations to cnoidal wave theory. They found that finite
amplitude wave theories predict velocities well but they did not
recommend anyone theory as being the most suitable over any
particular range.
Grace (6) measured wave particle velocities and accelerations
in the ocean environment and found a favourable comparison between the
observed maximum horizontal velocity and the predictions of Airy wave
theory.
Ohmart and Gratz (12) compared water surface profiles and
horizontal particle velocities and accelerations measured in the Gulf
of Mexico with the predictions of Airy, Stokes' fifth and stream
function wave theories. They found that, except for the higher waves,
the Airy theory predictions were close to those of the Stokes' fifth
order theory.
Dean et al (4) analysed the data of up to 178 of the higher
waves measured during three separate storms/storm seasons (1976-1978)
on the Ocean Test Structure (OTS). The wave height ranged from 9ft to
24ft and the wave period ranged from 6 to 12 sec.
It was found that Stokes' fifth order theory generally
yielded kinematics and forces that were of the order of 10\ to 30\
larger than those obtained from measured velocities.
Bishop et al (1) found that the measured particle velocities
and accelerations from the Christchurch Bay Tower were larger than the
values calculated in the design phase, which were based on shallow
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water wave theories. The measured kinematics tended to agree better
with Airy wave theory. Bishop et al also pointed out that shallow
water wave theories can grossly overpredict the kinematics of sea
waves which are depth limited.
Chakrabarti (2) mentioned that recent test results in a wave
tank have established that the stream function theory (5) predicts the
wave motion in the tank more accurately over its whole range of
development than the Airy theory.
McNamee et al (10) reported measurements of wave profiles and
horizontal and vertical components of water particle velocity to
investigate the properties of intermediate depth waves generated in
the laboratory. The wave period ranged from 1.1 to 2.5 sec. The wave
steepness (H/L) varied from 0.008 to 0.049 while the depth to wave
length ratio (d/L) varied from 0.15 to 0.50. The experimental data
were compared with Airy wave theory. It was found that the Airy theory
predicted the attenuation of the velocity field with depth
successfully but it overestimated both components of the velocity
slightly.
3. CALCULATION OF THE WAVE KINEMATICS BY THE VARIOUS THEORIES
A brief description for the calculaton of the wave velocities
and accelerations by each wave theory is given below. The complete set
of equations for each theory is presented in Appendix (C).
The method of transferring the particle velocities and
accelerations from the wave reference system (x, y, z) to the
structure reference system (X, Y, Z) or to the member reference system
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(u, v, w) has been described in Chapter 3 for the case of Airy theory.
The same method has been used also for Stokes' second order and fifth
order wave theories.
3.1 Airy (Linear) Wave Theory
The wave properties were calculated from the expressions given
in Table (C.I), Appendix (C), for deep water (13). The calculations of
the wave loading were done by program 055.
3.2 Stokes' 2nd Order Wave Theory
The wave properties were calculated from the expressions given
in Table (C.3), Appendix (C). The calculations of the wave loading
were done by Program sNDOR.
3.3. Stokes' 5th Order Wave Theory
The wave properties were calculated according to the theory
of skjelbreia and Hendrickson (14) as follows.
For a given design wave, described by the height (H) and
length (L), the two coefficients k and A are related by the following
pair of equations (14):-
'Ir.H---d (1)
(2)
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where: d = water depth (m)
k = wave number, 211'/L
2'
L g.T ( )= -- m
0 211'
T = wave period (sec)
g - acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
From equation (1), ~L= ~ O· + >,3.B + >,5(B + B )}
1T.H . 33 35 55
(3 )
where: B = B + B
t 35 55
Substituting for (~) in equation (2) and arranging, we get:
11'.H-- ..L·o
Since the coefficients B33, B35, BSS' Cl and C2 are known
functions of d/L only, Appendix (C), the solution may be started by
approximating d/L to d/L. and the coefficients can be calculated fromo
the expressions given in Table (C.S), Appendix (C).
A computer program was used to solve equation (4) by an
iterative procedure so that A can be determined. From equation (3) the
correct value of d/L can be determined and, hence, the wave length (L)
can be calculated.
The correct values of the coefficients (A, B, C •••) can now
be estimated, Table (C.S), Appendix (C), and the wave profile,
velocities and accelerations can be calculated from the expressions
given in Table (C.4), Appendix (C). The calculations of the wave
loading were performed by program STKFS.
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Fig. (3) Arranqement of Program STKFS
Fig. (4) Main Particulars of the Jacket Structure
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4 WAVE PROFILE, VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION CALCULATIONS
4.1 General
The calculations were performed for 7 wave frequencies ranging
from Cd = 0.32 rad/s (H = 30.0m) to Cd = 0.56 rad/s (H &: 20m). The full
particulars of the waves are given in Table (1).
For the water depth of 150m, Fig. (4), the first four
frequencies (w = 0.32 - 0.42 rad/s) represent the case of intermediate
water waves, (2~ ~ ~ ~ t), while the last
o d
the range of the deep water waves (~>.
o
three frequencies represent
12'), The wave steepness (~
10maximum of 101varies between 20 for the longest wave (La K 601m) to a
for the shortest one (L = 196.45m).o
4.2 Comparison of Wave Velocities and Accelerations
The profiles of wave surface, horizontal and vertical
velocities and horizontal and vertical accelerations calculated by
Airy and Stokes' theories are shown in Figs. (5) to (7). The
variations of the maximum wave velocities and accelerations with the
depth below surface for the three theories are shown in Figs. (8) to
(14)•
Figures (5) to (7) show some common features which may be
summarised as follows:-
a. The profiles of the horizontal velocities and the vertical
accelerations show that, for Airy wave (sinusoidal wave),
the absolute values at the start, middle and end of the
wave are the same. For Stokes' waves, the absolute value of
the horizontal velocity (or vertical acceleration) at the
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Wave
Frequency Height Length Period d-
(j) (rad/s) H. (m) Le (m): T (s) H/Le Le Condition
30.0 601 19.6 0.05 1 '0.250.32 (20~ Intermediate
532 18.47 0.06 1 0.280.34 ,30.0 (16~ Intermediate
0.07 1 0.330.37 30.0 450.01 16.97 (15) Intermediate
0.07 1 0.430.42 25.0 349.24 14.95 (15) Intermediate
304.23 13.96 0.07 1 0.490.45 20.0 (IS) Deep Water
0.08 1 0.600.50 20.0 246.43 12.56 (rr) Deep Water
0.10 1 0.760.56 20.0 196.45 11.21 (TO) Deep Water
,
TABLE (1) Particulars of Waves
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middle of the wave length is smaller than the values at the
ends.
b. The profiles of the vertical velocities and horizontal
accelerations show a phase difference between Airy wave,
Stokes' second order and Stokes' fifth order waves. This
may affect the timing of occurrence of the maximum forces
and moments on the members of the structure.
c. For the shorter waves (w = 0.42 - 0.56 rad/s), the profiles
of velocities and accelerations according to both Airy
theory and Stokes' second order theory are almost the same.
This may be explained by the fact that the velocities and
accelerations of the Airy theory were calculated by the
expressions approximated for the case of deep water, Table
(C.2), Appendix (~), and, therefore, the accuracy is better
than the range of intermediate depth waves (w - 0.32 - 0.37
rad/s).
The graphs of the variations of the maximum velocities and
accelerations with the depth below the water surface, Figs.(8) to
(14), show also some features:-
a. For the longer waves (w = 0.37 rad/s), the deviations
between the curves for the different theories are
relatively large. However, unlike Stokes' fifth order and
second order theories, the curves of Airy theory do not
tend to converge with the corresponding curves for the
Stokes' theories when the depth below surface is larger
than about 60m. This may be due to the reduced accuracy of
the approximate expressions for velocities and
accelerations when used for intermediate depth rather than
deep water.
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b. For the two frequencies w = 0.42 and 0.45 rad/s the curves
for Airy theory and Stokes' second order theory are very
close and at w = 0.5 and 0.56 rad/s the curves are
identical.
c. At w = 0.42 and 0.45 rad/s, the curves of the velocities
and accelerations for Stokes' fifth and second order
theories are identical when the depth below surface is
larger than about 60m. At w = 0.5 and 0.56 rad/s the curves
of the three theories are identical for depths larger than
60m.
Tables (2) to (5) summarise the maximum velocities and
accelerations calculated by the different theories for all frequencies
at three levels:-
1. The free surface, (the mean water level)is 150m above sea
bed.
2. 66.0m below surface (84.0m above sea bed).
3. 129m below surface (21.0m above sea bed).
The variations in the velocities and accelerations as
estimated by the different theories are shown as percentage
differences with respect to the values obtained from Airy theory, the
(-)ve sign indicates a reduction. From these tables, the following was
noted:-
a. Free Surface
(1) According to Stokes' 5th order theory, the differences
in the maximum horizontal velocity ranged from 19.6\
(w = 0.45 rad/s) to 27\ (w = 0.56 rad/s). According to
Stokes' 2nd order theory, the differences ranged from
0.7\ (w = 0.45 rad/s) to 13.8\ (w = 0.32 rad/s).
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(2) The differences in the maximum vertical velocity ranged
from -8.2\ (~= 0.50 rad/s) to -12\ (~ = 0.56 rad/s)
for Stokes' 5th order theory. For Stokes' 2nd order
theory the values are the same as Airy theory.
(3) The differences in the maximum horizontal acceleration
ranged from -10.8\ (~ = 0.56 rad/s) to 5.84\ (~= 0.32
rad/s) for the 5th order theory and from 1\ (~ = 0.45
rad/s) to 46.1\ (~ = 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd order
·theory.
(4) The differences in the maximum vertical acceleration
ranged from 21.3\ (~ = 0.45 rad/s) to 32.8\ (~= 0.56
rad/s) for the 5th order theory and from 0.8\ (~ = 0.50
rad/s) to 61\ (~= 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd order
theory.
(5) For the 5th order theory the maximum increase in the
wave length is 8.2\ (~= 0.56 rad/s). The 2nd order
theory gives the same wave length as the Airy theory.
b. 66.0m Below Surface
(1) The differences in the maximum horizontal velocity
ranged from 1.7\ (~= 0.50 rad/s) to 12\ (~ = 0.32
rad/s) in the case of Stokes 5th order theory and from
-1.5\ (~ = 0.56 rad/s) to 24.5\ (~ = 0.32 rad/s) in the
case of Stokes 2nd order theory.
(2) The differences in the maximum vertical velocity ranged
from -20.3\ (~= 0.32 rad/s) to 1.5 (~ = 0.515rad/s)
for the 5th order theory and fron, -1.S\ (w = O,56
rad/s) to -13.7\ (~- 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd order
theory.
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(3) The differences in the maximum horizontal acceleration
ranged from 1.9\ (CAl • 0.45 rad/s) to 10.4\
(CAl = 0.32 rad/s) for the 5th order theory and from 1.9\
(CAl = 0.45 rad/s) to 35.1\ (CAl - 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd
order theory.
(4) The differences in the maximum vertical acceleration
ranged from -15.6\ (CAl = 0.32 rad/s) to 2.6\ (CAl = 0.56
rad/s) in the case of 5th order theory and from -3.9\
(CAl = 0.45 rad/s) to 15.6\ (CAl = 0.32 rad/sl in the case
'of 2nd order theory.
c. 129.0m Below Surface
In this case, the percentage differences in the maximum
velocities and accelerations are much larger compared with
cases (a) and (b). However, the actual magnitudes of the
maximum velocities and maximum accelerations are much
smaller than those of case (a) or case (b), especially at
the higher frequencies.
(1) The differences in the maximum horizontal velocity
ranged from 42.1' (w • 0.50 rad/s) to 55.6\ (w - 0.56
rad/s) for the 5th order theory and from 22.2'
(w = 0.56 radlsl to 72' (w • 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd
order theory.
(2) The differences in the maximum vertical velocity ranged
from -11.1\ (w = 0.56 rad/s) to -66.4\ (w - 0.32 rad/s)
for the 5th order theory and from -22.2\ (w - 0.56
rad/s) to -63.2\ (w = 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd order
theory.
(3) The differences in the maximum horizontal acceleration
ranged from 45.5\ (w - 0.42 rad/s) to 60'
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Water , 84m Above Sea Ba~ 21m Abova Saa Be~
Level Free Surface (66m Below Surface) : (129m Balow Surface)
Wave Stoltes' StOkes' Oiff , Stokes' Stokos' Oif! , Stoka.' Stokes' Oif! ,
Theory Airy 2n~ Or~ 5th Or~ 2nd 5th Airy 2nd Or~ 5th Ord 2n~ .Sth . Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd 5th
Wave Frequency hi) - 0.32 rad/. Wave Heigh t (H) .~ 30.0m
Uxm(m/.) 4.8 5.46 6.11 13.8 27.3 2.41 3.0 2.7 24.5 12.011.25 2.15 1.89 72 51.2
Uym(m/.) 4.8 4.B 4.61 - -4 2.41 2.08 1.92 -13.7 -~0.3· 1.25 0.46 0.42 -63.2 -66.4
Axm(m/.' ) 1.54 2.25 1.63 46.1 5.B4 0.77 1.04 0.85 35.1 10.4 0.40 0.7 0.60 75 SO
Aym(m/.' ) 1.54 2.48 1.96 61 27.3 0.77 0.89 0.65 15.6 -15.6 0.40 0.18 0.14 -55 -65
L (m)
wave Frequency (.,) - 0.34 rad/. .Wave Height (H) .- .30.Om
Uxm(m/s) 5.1 5.58 6.41 9.4 25.7 2.34 2.77 2.55 18.4 9 1.12 1.B4 1.6B 64.3 SO
Uym(m/s) 5.1 5.10 4.B6 - -4.7 2.34 2.07 1.93 -11.5 -17.5 1.12 0.45 0.41 -59.9 -63.4
Axm(m/s' ) 1.73 2.14 1..79 25.9 4.7 0.80 0.97 O.BG 2t. 3 7.5 0.3B 0.62 0.57 63.2 50
Aym(m/s' ) 1.73 2.40 2.20 41.2 29.4 0.80 0.84 0.68 5 -IS 0.38 0.17 0.14 -55.3 -63.2
L (m)
TABLE (2) Maximum Velocities and Acceleration. by·Oifferent Wave Theorie.
Water 84m Above Sea Be~ 21m Above Sea BedLovel Fr..e Surface (66m Below Surfaca) (129m Selow Surface)
Wave Stokes' Stokes' Oiff , Stokes' Stokos 0 Oiff , Stokes' Stokes' OHf ,Theory Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd 5th Airy 2nd Ord se. Ord 2nd ..S.th Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd 5th
Wave Frequency (iD) - 0.37 ra~/8 Wave Height (H) ~ 30.0m
Uxm(m/.) 5.55 5.83 6.93 5.1 24.9 2.21 2.46 2.33 11.3 .5.4 0.92 1.44 1.37 56.5 48.9
Uym(m/s) 5.55 5.55 5.21 - -6.1 2.21 2.02 1.89 -e.6 -14~5 0.92 0.41 0.39 -55.4 -57.6
Axm(m/s') 2.05 2.24 2.02 9.3 -1..5 0.82 0.9 O.BS 9.8 3.7 0.34. 0.53 0.51 55.9 50
A)'ID(m/s') 2.05 2.44 2.60 19 26.8 0.82 0.8! 0.72 -1.2 -12.2 0.34 0.16 0.15 -52.9 -55.9
L (m) 450.01 450.01 453.59 - 0.8
Wave Frequency (.,) - 0.42 rad/s .WaveHeiqht .(8) .~.25.Om
UlOll(m/s) 5.25 5.33 6.42 1..5 22.3 1.60 1.6B 1.64 5 2.5 0.52 0.75 0.77 44.2 4B.1
Uym(m/s) 5.25 5.25 4.09 - -6.9 1..60 1.52 1.47 -5 -B.l 0.52 0.27 0.27 -4B.I -4B.1
Axm(m/s') 2.20 2.23 2.10 1.4 -4.6 0.67 0.70 0.69 4.5 3 0.22 0.32 0.32 45.5 45.5
Aym(m/s' ) 2.20 2.33 2.74 5.9 24.6 0.67 0.65 0.62 -3 -7.5 0.22 0.12 0.11 -45.4 -50
L (III) 349.24 349.24 360.23 - 3.1
TABLE (3) Maximum Velocit1es·and Accelerat1onaby·01fferent Wave Theories
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Water 84m Above Sea Bed 21m Above Sea Bed
Level Free Surface (6Sm Below Surface) (129m Below Surface)
Wave Stokes' Stokes' Oiff \ Stokes' Stokes' Dif! , Stokes' Stokes' Oiff \
Theory Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd Sth Airy 2nd Ord se, Ord 2nd S.th Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd 5th
Wave Frequency (iii) - 0.45 rad/s Wave Height (H) .- 20.0m
Uxm(m/s) 4.50 4.53 5.38 0.7 19.6 1.15 1.18 1.17 2.6 1.7 0.31 0.44 0.46 41. 9 48.4
uym(m/s) 4.50 4.51 4.23 - -6 1. 15 1.11 1.09 -3.5 -5.2 0.31 0.18 0.18 -41. 9 -41.9
Axm(m/s' ) 2.02 2.04 1.93 1 -4.5 0.52 0.53 0.53 1.9 1.9 0.14 0.20 0.21 42.9 50
Aym(m/.' ) 2.02 2.08 2.45 3 21.3 0.52 0.50 0.49 -3.9 5.8 0.14 0.08 0.08 -42.9 -42.9
L (m) 304.23 304.23 313.22 3
Wave Frequency (.,) - 0.50 rad/a ...Wave Height ,(H) ,~,20.Om
Uxm(m/s) 5.0 5.01 6.14 - 22.8 0.93 0.93 0.94 - 1.1 0.19 0.25 0.27 31.6 42.6
Uym(m/s) 5.0 5.01 4.59 - -8.2 0.93 0.91 0.91 -2.2 -2.2 0.19 0.12 0.13 -36.8 -31.6
Axm(m/s') 2.50 2.50 2.32 - -7.2 0.47 0.47 0.47 .:. - 0.09 0.12 0.14 33.3 55.6
Aym(m/s') 2.50 2.52 3.14 0.8 25.6 0.47 0.46 0.46 -2.1 -2.1 0.09 0.06 0.06 -33.3 -33.3
L (m)
TABLE (4) Maximum Velocities 'and Accelerationa 'by 'Different 'Wave Theories
Water 84m Above Sea Bed 21m Above Sea BedLevel Free Surface (6~m Below Surface) (129m Below Surface)
wave Stokes' Stokes' Oiff \ Stokes' Stokes' Dif! , Stokes' Stokes' Oiff ,Theory Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd 5th Airy 2nd Ord se. Ord 2nd ,,5th , Airy 2nd Ord 5th Ord 2nd 5th
Wave Frequency (w) - 0.56 radls Wave Height (H) ,- 20.Om
uxmhn/s) 5.6 5.6 7.15 - 27.7 0.68 0.67 0.70 -1.5 2.9 0.09 0.11 0.14 22.2 55.6
uym(m/s) 5.6 5.6 4.93 - -12 0.68 0.67 0.69 -1.5 I"5 0.09 0.07 0.08 -22.2 -11.1
Axm(m/s' ) 3.14 3.14 2.80 - -10.8 0.38 0.38 0.39 - 2:6 0.05 0.06 0.08 20 60
Aym(m/s') 3.14 3.14 4.17 - 32.8 0.38 0.37 0.39 -2.6 2.6 0.05 0.04 0.04 -20 -20
L (m) 196.45 196.45 212.49 - 8.2
Wave Frequency (.,)- radls ,,,WaVe He1ght ,(H),,~,
Uxm(m/s)
Uym(m/s)
Axm(m/s')
Aym(m/s' )
L (m)
TABLE (5) Maximum Velocities'and Accelerations bY'Different'Wave Theories
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(w = 0.56 rad/s) for the 5th order theory and from 20\
(w = 0.56 rad/s) to 75\ (w ~ 0.32 rad/s) for the 2nd
order theory.
(4) The differences in the maximum vertical acceleration
ranged from -20\ (w 0.56 rad/s) to -65\ (w - 0.32
rad/s) for the 5th order theory and from -20' (w = 0.56
rad/s) to -55.3\ (w = 0.34 rad/s) for the 2nd order
theory.
5. WAVE LOADING CALCULATIONS
5.1 General
From the previous analysis of the results of the variations of
the velocities and the accelerations at the free surface and at the
different levels below surface, it is evident that the differences in
predicting the maximum wave velocities and accelerations by the Airy,
Stokes' 2nd order and Stokes' 5th order theories are large in
magnitude and may be positive (increase) or negative (decrease)
relative to the values of the Airy theory.
Also, taking into consideration the fact that the forces and
moments on the individual members of the structure are calculated
taking into account the relative position, the instantaneous time and
the variable hydrodynamic coefficients (CD' CM and CL)' it is
difficult to anticipate the possible variations or differences in the
forces and moments on the individual members and in the total forces
(surge, heave, sway) and total moments (rolling, yawing, pitching) for
the complete structure without carrying out the
calculations.
wave loading
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The calculations were performed for the same jacket structure
used before in chapters 4 and 5. Seven wave frequencies were used,
ranging from ~ = 0.32 rad/s (H = 30.0m) to ~ - 0.56 rad/s (H - 20.0m),
Table (1).
The comparison was made considering the following three
cases:-
a. Airy wave theory and using LR coefficients (CD' CM).
b. Airy wave theory and using Sarpkaya's coefficients (CD' CM
and 'i) for smooth cylinders.
c. Stokes' fifth order theory and using Sarpkaya's
coefficients for smooth cylinders.
Parts of the data presented in this Chapter for cases a and b
have been presented previously in Chapter 5.
5.2 Description of the Computer Programs
5.2.1 Program OSS
This program which was used with the Airy theory has been
described in Chapter 3.
5.2.2 PrograM SNDOR
This program is similar to OSS as far as the general procedure
of calculations but the wave velocities and accelerations are
estimated according to Stokes' 2nd order theory from the expressions
given in Table (C.3), Appendix (C), by calling subroutine SECMX.
Unlike program OSS, the integration for the forces and moments for the
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surface-piercing membe~s is done up to the free surface of the wave
taking into account the changing of the wave position relative to the
structure with time.
Subroutine SECMX
This subroutine is used to calculate the wave particulars
according to Stokes' 2nd order wave theory.
5.2.3 Program STKFS
This program is also similar to OSS except that the wave
profile, velocities and accelerations are estimated according to
Stokes 5th order theory (14). The integration for the forces and
moments for the surface-piercing members is carried out up to the
temporal wave surface.
Solving equation (4) and determining the wave properties is
done by calling subroutine STGWM which in turn calls eight other
subroutines, Fig. (3).
Subroutine STGWM
This subroutine contains all the expressions for the
coefficients A, B, C•••etc and the equations of the wave profile,
velocities and accelerations listed in Tables (C.4) and
Appendix (C). Subroutine STGWM calls subroutine COSAGF.
(C. 5) ,
Subroutine COSAGF
This subroutine is used to solve equation (4) to determine the
value of the coefficient A and the wave length L.
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subroutine C05AGF calls seven subroutines: C05AVF, C05AZF,
X02AAF, X02ABF, X04AAF, P01AAF and POIAAZ, Fig. (3).
The detailed description of these subroutines is given in
Ref. (11).
6. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
6.1 Forces on the Individual Members
The maximum forces in (v,w) directions (F and F )Tv Tw
frequencies for five members
were
calculated at the different (Nos
8,11,15,18 and 21) Fig.(15). The results are shown in Tables (6) to
(10) and Figs. (16) to (19). The differences in the forces are given
by Sarpkaya (5th order theory) relative to LR (Airy), Tables ( 6) to
(10) and are as follows:-
a. For member No (8), the percentage differences in F ranged
Tv
from -8\ (~- 0.56 rad/s) to 200\ (~= 0.32 rad/s). The
differences in F are much smaller, ranging from 0.7\
Tw
(~= 0.34 rad/s) to 28.8\ (~= 0.56 rad/s).
b. For member No (ll), the percentage differences in F
Tv
ranged from 106\ (~= 0.56 rad/s) to 405\ (~= 0.32 rad/s).
The differences in F
Tw
15.4\ (~= 0.42 rad/s) to 22.7\ (~= 0.32 rad/s).
are much smaller, ranging from
c. For member No (15), the percentage differences in F
Tv
ranged from 45.3\ (~ = 0.32 rad/s) to 71.2\ (~ = 0.56
rad/s). The differences in F are of the same order,Tw
ranging from 44.1\ (~ = 0.32 rad/s) to 67.2\ (~ = 0.56
rad/s)•
40m
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Wave Nave 'v' Direction 'w' Direction
Frequency Height FTv x 103 (N) Relative Time tr FTv x 1~5 (N) Relative Time tr
~ (rad/s) H (m) LR SARPKAYA Oiff
, LR SARPKAYA LR SARPKAYA Oiff , LR SARPKAYA(Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th OrcS) (Airy) (5th OrcS) (Airy) (5th Ord
0.32 30.0 5.220 15.67 200 0.2 0.8 0.8317 0.8389. 0.9 .0.6 0.7
0.34 30.0 .. 5.037 14.55 189 0.2 0.•8 0.7965 0.8023 0.7 0.6 0.7
0.31 30.0 4.623 12.55 111' 0.2 0.8 0.7216 0.7349 1,8 0.6 0.7
0.42 25.0 3.081 6.431 109 0.2 0.8 0.4652 0.5187 11.5 0.6 0.1
0.45 20.0 2.058 2.429 18 0.7 0.7 0.3141 0.3507 11. 7 0.0 0.1
0.50 20.0 1.412 1.312 -7.11 0.7 0.2 0.2216 0.2527 14 0.0 0.1
0.56 20.0 0.1939 0.7301 -8 0.7 0.2 0.1291 0.1663 28.8 0.0 1.0
Table (6)Haximum Force. in 'v' and 'w' Direction. on Hember No 8 SR· 0.0
Wave Wave 'v' Direction 'w' Direction
Frequency Height FTv x 104 (N) Relative Time tr FTv x 105 (N) Relative ~ime tr
f.1 (rad/s) (m) LR SARPKAYA Dif!
, LR SARPKAYA LR 'SARPKAYA Diff , LR SARPKAYIIH (Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) 15th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord
0.32 30.0 1.071 5.434 405 0.2 O.B 1.602 1.965 22.7 0.2 O.B
0.34 30.0 1.132 5.440 301 0.2 0.•8 1.643 1.966 19.7 0.2 O.B-
0.37 30.0 1.193 5.319 346 0.2 0.8 1.664 1.983 19,2 0.2 0.7
0.42 25.0 1.030 3.515 241 0.2 0.8 1. 328 1.533 15.4 0.1 0.1
"0.45 20.0 0.B169 2.199 169 0.2 O.B 1.041 1.208 16 0.6 ~0.1
0.50 20.0 0.7690 1.794 133 0.7 O.B 0.96B2 1.143 18.1 0.6 0.1
0.56 20.0 0.6645 1.370 106 0.7 0.7 0.8244 1.004 21.8 0.0 1.0
Table (7) Haximum Forces in 'v' and 'w' directions on tlember No 11 SR • 0.0
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Wave Wave 'v' Direction 'w' Direction
Frequency Height FTv x 105 (N) Relative Time tr FTv x 105 (N) Relative Time tr
feu (rad/a) H (m) LR SARPKAYA Oiff , LR SARPKAYA LR SARPKAYA Diff , LR SARPKAYA(Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord
0.32 30.0 1.383 2.009· 45.3 0.7 0.7 1.382 1.991. 44.1 0.2 0.7
0.34 . jO.O 1.291 1.893 46.6 0.7 0.•7 1.303 1.878 44.1 0.2 0.7
0.37 30.0 1.120 1.671 49.2 0.7 0.7 1.146 1.661 44 -,9 0.2 0.7
0.42 25.0 0.6634 1.011 52.4 0.7 0.7 0.6982 1.011 44.8 0.7 0.7
0.45 20.0 0.4321 0.6449 49.3 0.1 0.6 0.4361 0.6321 44.9 0.7 -.0.6
0.50 20.0 0.2788 0.4319 54.9 0.1 0.6 0.2739 0.4259 55.6 0.1 0.6
0.56 20.0 0.1402 0.2400 71.2 0.6 0.1 0.1440 0.2407 67.2 0.1 0.1
Table f 8) Maximum Forces in. 'v' and 'w' Directions on Member No 15 SR - 0.0
Wave Wave 'v' Direction 'w' Direction
-6 -5Frequency Height FTv x 10 (N) Relative Time tr FTv x 10 (N) Relative Time tr
feu (nd/s) H (m) LR SARPKAYA Diff \ LR SARPKAYA LR SARPKAYA Dif! \ LR SARPKAYA(Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord) (Airy) (5th Ord
0.32 30.0 0.2673 0.2678 - 0.2 .0.7 2.621 2.700 . 3 0.2 0.8
0.34 30.0 0.2724 0.2675 -1.8 0.7 .0.7 2.700 2.662 -1.4 0.2 0.2
0.37 30.0 0.2727 0.2618 -4 0.7 0.7 .2.743 2.617 -4.6 0.2 0.7
0.42 25.0 '0.2125 0.1989 -6.4 0.7 0.7 2.184 2.025 -7.3 0.7 0.7
0.45 20.0 0.1565 0.1445 -7.7 0.7 0.7 1.163 1.494 -9.5 0.7 -v 0.7
0.50 20.0 0.1360 0.1245 -8.5 0.1 0.1 1.368 1.266 -7.5 0.7 0.7
0.56 20.0 0.1069 0.1022 -4.4 0.1 0.1 1.055 0.9946 -5.7 0.1 0.1.
Table ('9) Maximum Forces, in 'v' and 'w' Directions on Member No 18 SR _ 0.0
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d. For member No (18), the percentage differences in the
forces are relatively small ranging from -8.5\ (~ = 0.5
rad/s) to -1.8\ (~ - 0.34 rad/s) in the case of F andTv
from -8.5% (~ = 0.45 rad/s) to 3% (~ = 0.32 rad/s) in the
case of FT •
w
e. For member No (21), the percentage differences in F
Tv
ranged from 8.1\ (~= 0.45 rad/s) to 88\ (~- 0.32 rad/s).
The differences in FT are slightly higher, ranging from
w
16.4\ (w = 0.45 rad/s) to 102% (~ = 0.32 rad/s).
In addition to the previous analysis, the following points
should be noted:-
a. The large percentage differences, eg larger than 100%, are
usually associated with the forces of relatively small
absolute magnitudes.
b. For the small diameter members, Nos. (8) and (11), where
d = 2.0m, the large percentage differences are due to the
combined effects of CD' CM' CL and the differences in the
wave kinematics estimation by Airy and Stokes' 5th order
theories.
c. For the large diameter members (d = 4.0m), the large value
coefficient recommended by LR (C = 2.0m)
M
may balance the other effects, as in the case of member No.
of the inertia
(18). For member No. (15), the differences are mainly
large value of C and/or C due to theo L
small Reynolds number (R ) at that level. In the case ofe
influenced by the
the surface piercing member No. (21), the biggest
314
contribution to the differences comes from the integration
of the forces up to the wave surface when using the 5th
order theory.
d. The relative time (t ) was not largely affected.r
6.2 Total Forces and Moments on the Structure
Tables (11) to (14) summarise the results of calculations for
the three cases: a. LR (Airy); b. Sarpkaya (Airy); and c. Sarpkaya
(5th order). Since the comparison between LR (Airy) and Sarpkaya
(Airy) has been discussed in Chapter 5 in detail, the discussion in
the present chapter will be confined to cases a. and c.
6.2.1 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (8 = 0.0)
Table (11) shows that:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
11\ (w = 0.5 rad/s) to 43.3\ (w = 0.32 rad/s).
b. The percentage differences in the heave forces ranged from
2.5% (w = 0.32 rad/s) to 14.6\ (w = 0.56 rad/s).
c. The percentage differences in the sway forces are extremely
large, in fact the values of sway forces according to LR
are negligible compared with the values of the 5th order
theory. This is mainly due to the effect of the lift
coefficient (CL).
However, the absolute values of the sway forces are small
compared with either the surge or heave forces.
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-8 -7
Fore. x 1068 .0.0 Surqe Force x 10 (N) Heave Foree x 10 (N) S"ay (N)
oeftic1ent
AI (rad/.) AI (rad/s) .. (rad/I)
0.32 . 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.17 0.'2 0.45
loR 0.1927 0.2003 0.2087 0.1759 0.1377 1.221 1.241 1. 274 1.02 0.7649 0.1102 0.1208 0.1392 0.1313 0.10S"
(Airy)
SARPKAYA0.2084 0.2159 0.2241 0.1854 0.1428 1.538 1. 55.8 1. S75 1.171 0.8906 1.893 1.912 1.931 1. 385 0.9155
(Aby)
Diff , 8.2 7.8 7.4 5.4 3.7 2.6 25.5 23.6 14.0 16.4 1618 1483 1207 955 ~~S
SARPKAYA0.2762 0.2730 0.2695 0.2021 0.1533 1.251 1.303 1.372 1.068 0.8414 1.447 1.506 1. 575 1.249 O.83~"
(5th Ord)
DiU , 43.3 36.3 29.1 14.9 11. 3 2.5 5 7.7 4.7 10 1213 1031 851 691
AI (rad/I) AI (rad/I) AI (rad/I)
o.fUei.nt
0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56
loR
0.1332 0.1229 0.7533 0.7303(Airy) 0.1320 0.1673
SARPKAYA0.1382 0.1280 0.8854 0.8707 0.9292 0.9495
( (Airy)
DHf , 3.8 4.2 17.5 19.2 604 468
SARPICAYA0.1479 0.1399 0.8513 0.8366 0.8471 0.8391
(5th Ord)
Dift , 11 13.8 13 14.6 542 402
Tabl. (11) "ax1_ SUr9., H.av. and S..ay Fore .. (LR , SARPKAYA)
8 • 0.0 -8 -7 (NN) Pltehinq """.nt x ll1'RoUinq Moment x 10 (NK) Ya"in9 Momentx 10 (NM)
o.fUel.nt AI (rad/o)
.. ' ~rad/o) .. (rad/I)
0.32 • 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45
loR 0.1494 0.1714 0.2091 0.2089 0.1717 ·0.0664 0.0771 p.09685 0.1074 .09567 1.729 1.837 1.981 1. 767 1.428
(Airy)
SARl'KAYA 1.997 2.092 2.225 1.737 1.205 0.4350 0.4378 0.4221 0.4617 0.3168 1.924 2.013 2.161 1.888 1.496
(Airy)
602 555 468 336 330 231 U.3 9.6 9.1 6.9 4.8DiU , 1237 1120 964 732
'.
SARPKAYA 1.577 1.676 1.810 1.555 1.092 0.5186 0.6618 0.6252 0.7446 9.528 2.807 2.850 2.921 2.198 1.602
(5th Ord)
711 758 546 593 452 62.4 55.1 47.5 2e .4 12.2DHt , 956 878 766 644 536
.. (rad/I) .. (rad/I) .. (rad/I)
o.tflc1.nt
0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56
loR 0.2197 0.2824 0.1407 0.2172 1.454 1.411
(Airy)
SARPKAYA 1.283 1.363 0.4553 0.6018 1.522 1.481
(Airy)
484 303 224 177 4.7 5DHt ,
SARPKAYA 1.151 1.189 0.7830 1.04 1.633 1.630
(5th Ord)
321 457 379 12.3 15.5out , 424
Table (12) Maxlmu,"Roll1n9, Yawln9 and Pltehln9 Moment. (LR , SARPKAYA)
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6.2.2 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (6 = 0.0)
Similarly to the sway forces, Table (12) shows that the
percentage differences in both the rolling and yawing moments are very
large, as given below:-
a. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 321\
(w - 0.56 rad/s) to 956\ (w = 0.32 rad/s).
b. The differences in the yawing moments ranged from 379\
(w = 0.56 rad/s) to 758\ (w = 0.34 rad/sl.
c. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 12.2\
~= 0.45 rad/s) to 62.4\ (w = 0.32 rad/sl.
It is also to be noted that the absolute values of both the
rolling and yawing moments are small compared with the pitching
moments.
6.2.3 Maximum Surge, Heave, and Sway Forces (S • ~/4)
Table (13)shows that:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
11.4\ (w = 0.5 radlsl to 52.3\ (w = 0.32 rad/sl.
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from -7.4\
(w = 0.32 rad/sl to 3.9\ (w = 0.5 rad/sl.
c. The differences in the sway forces ranged from 2.8\
(w = 0.56 rad/sl to 47.6\ (w - 0.32 rad/s).
6.2.4 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (8 = ~/4l
Table (14l shows that:-
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-7 -7 -78 • w/§ Surge Force x 10 (N) Heave Force x 10 (N) Sway Fore. x 10 (N)
OJ (rad/s) ., (rad/s) .. (rad/.)
oefficient
0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 O.<5
LR 1. 360 1.413 1. 472 1. 245 0.97BB 1.219 1.239 1.26B 1.016 0.7626 1.359 1.412 1.470 1.244 0.97P'1
(Airy)
SARPKAYA 1.529 1.583 1.642 1.357 1.045 1.53B 1.559 1.577 1.153 0.B721 1.556 1.60B 1.622 1. 365 1.04B
(Airy)
12.4 12 11.5 9.0 6.0 26.2 25.B 24.4 13.5 14.4 14.5 13.9 10.3 9.7 7.1DiU \
SARPKAYA 2.071 2.062 2.0e6 1. 539 1.106 1.129 1.197 1.273 0.9931 0.7914 2.006 1.9BO 1.9Bl 1.429 1.0~5
(5th Ord)
45-.9 41.7 23.6 13 -7.4 -3.4 - -2.3 3.8 47.6 40.2 34.B 14.9 B.9DiU \ 52.3
OJ (rad/.) ., (rad/.) ., (rae!l')
oeffieient
0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56
LR 0.951B O.BB90 0.7514 0.7305 0.9511 O.BBB3
(Airy)
SARPKAYA 1.02 0.9602 0.B6S7 0.84B8 1.02 0.9574
( (Airy)
DiU \ 7.2 8 15.2 16.2 7.2 7.B
SARPKAYA 1.06 1.016 0.7B07 0.7275 1.006 0.9129
(5th Ord) 3.9Dif! , 11.4 14.3 - S.B 2.B
Table (13) MaxilllUmSur'l., R.. ". and Sway Foreel (LR , SARPKAYA)
8 . '/4 -9 -5 (NM) -9Rolling Moment x 10 (NM) Yawing Moment x 10 Pitching Mom.nt x 10 (NM)
coefficient III (rad/s) ... (rad/a)
III (rad/.)
0.32' 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 - 0.45 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.42 0.45
LR 1.218 1.294 1. 395 1.249 1. 014 0.1175 0.1367 0.1705 0.1769 0;1515 1.219 1.295 1.396 1.250 1. 015(Airy)
SARPKAYA 1.426 1.s0B 1.613 1.397 1.103 81.23 90.50 105.9 85.23 55.50 1.416 1.484 1.594 1. 391 1.101
(Airy)
Very la 'le diff 16.2 14.6 14.2DH! \ 17.1 16.5 15.6 11.B B.B renee. 11.3 8.5
SARPKAYA 2.079 2.107 2.211 1.65B 1.IsB 155.7 172.7 IB6.S 131. 0 7B.Is 2.11< 2.174 2.299 1. 743 1. 226
(5th Ord)
14.2 la 'le diUDif! \ 70.7 62.0 50.5 32.7 Very renees 75.1 67.9 64.7 39.4 :!O.8
., (rad/s) .. (rad/a) ., (raeV.)
oef!icient
0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.56
LR 1.03B 1.021 0.2174 0.3267 1. 039 1. 022
(Airy)
SARPKAYA 1.12B 1.113 59.35 71.77 1.130 I.11B
(Airy)
Very la '18 dlffDif! \ B.7 9 rence s B.B 9.4
SARPlCAYA 1.166 1.12B 75.09 117.3 1.25B 1.258
(5th Ord) 12.3 10.5 21.1 23.1Dlf! ,
-Table (14) Maximum Rollinq, Yawing and Pitching Moments (LR , SARPK/lYA)
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a. The percentage differences in the rolling moments ranged
from 10.5\ (~= 0.56 rad/s) to 70.7\ (~= 0.32 rad/s).
b. The values of the yawing moments according to LR are
negligible compared with the values when using the 5th
order theory together with Sarpkaya's coefficients.
However, the yawing moments both by LR and the 5th order
theory are negligible compared with the rolling or pitching
moments.
c. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 20.8\
(~ = 0.45 rad/s~ to 75.1' (~ = 0.32 rad/s).
~'.6.3 Effect of the Wave Height
•
To examine the effect of wave height on loading estimation,
the calculations were carried out at a constant frequency of 0.37
radls and 5 different wave heights, namely 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0 and
2S.0m. The results are summarised in Tables (15) and (16). The
variations of the total forces and moments per unit wave height
against the increasing wave height from 5.0 to 25.0m are shown in
Figs. (28) to (37).
6.3.1 Maximum Forces and Moments (S .. 0.0)
Table (15) shows the following:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
6.8\ (H • 5.0m).to 19.1\ (H = 2S.0m).
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from -2.8\
(H _ S.Om) to 1.B\ (H = Is.Om).
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/
-7 -7 -58 • 0.0 Surge Force x 10 (N) Heave Foree x 10 (N) Sway Forea x 10 (N)
... 0.37rl H .(a) H· (II) H (m)
oeffieient
5.0 • 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0· 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
LR 0.3197 0.6506 0.9928 1.346 1-,711 0.1737 0.3474 0.5295 0.7536 1.002 0.ll99 0.2888 0.4736 0.7303 1.036
(Airy)
SAllPICAYA0.3139 0.6521 1.016 1.402 1.811 0.1990 0.38l16 0.6147 0.8658 1.147 0.5525 2.191 5.148 9.071 13.78
(Airy)
-1.8 - 2.3 4.2 5.8 14.6 12.2 16.1 14.9 14.5 295 659 997 1142 1230Dift. t
SAllPICAYA0.34ll 0.7236 1.139 1.574 2.037 0.1688 0.3400 0.5388 0.7446 LOll 0.5805 2.126 4.643 8.003 12.10
(5th OrcS)
6.8 11.3 14.7 16.9 19.1 -2.8 -2.1 1.8 -1.2 1.1 315 636 280 996 1068
Diff ,
107 -Ii (NH) Pitching Ho""nt x 109 I~~)Rolling Homent " (NH) Yawing lIO"",nt '!. '10
oeffieient
5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
LR 0.1843 0.3aSe 0.6861 1.074 1. 543 0.B665 0.2012 0.3474 0.5240 0.7310 0.3016 0.6146 0.9390 1.275 1.627
(Airy)
SARPICAYA0.7219 2.731 6.105 10.57 15.96 0.2157 0.6125 1.314 2.190 3.143 0.2955 0.6186 0.9683 1.3<2 1. 741
( (Airy)
292 609 790 884 934 .-75.1 204 278 318 330 -2 0.7 3.1 5.3 7.3DiH \
SARPICAYA0.7136 2.571 5.516 9.495 14.19 0.2748 0.7077 1.154 2.185 4.598 0.3123 0.6365 1.072 1. 490 2.105
(5th OrcS) 287 568 704 784 820 -68.3 252 232 317 529 3.6 3.6 14.2 16.9 29. ~DHf \
Table (15) Mad ..... Fore .. ancSHomenta at Different Wave llaighta (SR-O.O)
. -7 ic? (N) -78 • _/4 Surge Force x 10 (N) Heave Force x Sway Fore. x 10 IN)
... 0.37r/a
H (m) H (m) H 1m)
oeffieient
5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25. D
LR 0.2281 0.4630 0.7049 0.9535 1.209 0.1738 0.3477 0.5283 0.7513 0: 9981 0.2279 0.4626 0.7403 0.9528 1.20A
(Airy)
SARPICAYA0.2254 0.4691 0.7347 1.018 1.321 0.1987 0.3863 0.6056 0.8517 1.148 0.2258 0.4717 0.7405 1.02A 1.336
(Airy)
-1.3 1.3 4.2 6.B 9.3 14.3 11.1 14.6 13.4 15 -0.9 2 5.1 7.9 10.6DiU ,
SAllPICAYA0.2496 0.5244 0..8191 1.119 1.546 0.1639 0.3338 0.5114 0.7079 019481 0.2423 0.5134 0.8012 1.117 1.463
(5th orcS)
9 13.3 16.2 19.5 27.9 -5.7 -4 -2.8 -5.2 -5 6.3 11 11.8 17.2 21.1Dif! ,
,.
10~ 105 Pitchinq !lom.nt· x 109.. R~1l1ng Homent " (HM) Yawinq MOMnt x (HM) (N!'!)
oe!!1cient
5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
LR 0.2151 0.4372 0.6662 0.9022 1.145 0.0089 0.0256 0.0501 0,0824 0.1225 0.2153 0.4375 0.6667 0.9029 1.1.6
(Airy)
SARPICAYA0.2132 0.4492 0,7089 0.9892 1.291 0.2529 6.567 19.36 41. SO 70.12 0.2127 0.4463 0.7034 0.9801 I.271
( (Airy)
2.7 6.41 9.61 12.8 Larg. Differ. -1.2DiU , -0.9 en 2 5.5 8.6 11.4
SARPICAYA0.2265 0.4973 0.7635 1.098 1.597 12.35 19.15 38.40 ~1.93 117.9 0.2293 0.4939 0.7789 1.139 1.656
(5th OrcS) 5.3 11.5 14.6 21. 7 39.5 Large Differ. ees 6.5 12.9 16.B 26.2 44.5Dif! ,
Table (15) HaximumForces And Homents At Different WAY. Heights (SR-O.O)
6.3.2
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c. The differences in the sway forces are very large due ~o
the effect of the lift forces, ranging from 31S\ (H = S.Om)
to 1068\ (H = 2S.0m). However, the sway forces are smaller
than both the surge and heave forces.
d. The differences in the rolling moments are also very large
due to the effect of the lift forces, ranging from 287\
(H = S.Om) to 820\ (H = 2S.0m).
e. The differences in the yawing moments come next to the
differences in the surge forces, ranging from -68.3\
(H = S.Om) to 529\ (H = 2S.0m). However, both the rolling
and yawing moments are smaller than the values of the
pitching moments.
f. The percentage differences in the pitching moments ranged
from 3.6\ CH = S.Om) to 29.8\ (H = 2S.0m).
Maximum Forces and Moments (8 = ..../4)
Table (16) shows the following:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
9\ (H = S.Om) to 27.9\ (H - 2S.0m).
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from -5.8\
CH = 20.0m) to -2.8\ (H = lS.Om).
c. The differences in the sway forces ranged from 6.3\
CH = 5.Om) to 21.1\ (H = 25.Om)•
d. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 5.3\
(H = S.Om) to 39.5\ (H = 25.0m).
e. The absolute values of the yawing moments, according to LR,
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are negligible compared with the values by the 5th order
theory.
f. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 6.5%
(H = 5.0m) to 44.5\ (H = 25.0m).
Maximum Forces and Moments per Unit Wave Height
Figures (28) to (37) exhibit the following features:-
a. In general, the force (or moment) per unit wave height is
not constant, it increases with the increase of wave
height (H) • This is mainly the effect of the drc'lgand lift
forces which are proportional to (H)2.
b. The relation between the (surge force/wave height) and (H)
is linear for Airy theory and non-linear for the 5th order
theory. For the Airy theory, the slope of the straight line
(rate of change) is larger when Sarpkaya'susing
coefficients than LR coefficients. The differences between
LR and the 5th order theory increase with increasing (H).
c. The relation between the (heave force/wave height) and (Ii)
is non-linear for both Airy and the 5th order theory. The
diff~rences between LR and the 5th order theory are very
small.
d. The relation between the (sway force/wave height) and (H)
is linear for Airy (Sarpkaya) and non-linear for the 5th
order theory. For LR the values are negligible when
13 = 0.0.
e. The (rolling moment/wave height) is approximately constant
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for LR, especially when B • 0.0, increasing linearly with
(H) for Airy (Sarpkaya) and non-linearly for the 5th order
theory.
f. The values of the (yawing moment/wave height) are small for
LR, increasing non-linearly with (H) for both Airy
(Sarpkaya) and the 5th order theory.
g. The relation between the (pitch moment/wave height) and (H)
is linear for the Airy theory,with a larger slope when using
Sarpkaya's coefficients. For the 5th order theory the
relation is non-linear.
7. CONCLUSIONS
a. The results of the variations of the wave velocities and
accelerations at the mean water line and below it showed
that the differences in predicting the maximum velocities
and accelerations by the Airy, Stokes' 2nd order and
Stokes' 5th order theories can be large.
b. Within the range of a design wave of 30.0m height and 17
sec period, the wave forces on a member could be increased
by more than 50\ when using the 5th order theory with
Sarpkaya's coefficients as compared with the LR results.
c. Within the range of the design wave the total forces and
moments at the base of the structure could be increased by
from 30-60\ when using the 5th order theory compared with
LR results.
d. The differences in the total forces and moments between the
results of the 5th order theory and LR increase with the
wave height (H).
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e. For jacket structures installed in deep water, Stokes' 5th
order theory should be used to evaluate the flow
kinematics. Since some field experiments indicated
differences between the measured flow kinematics and those
predicted by the 5th order theory, some differences must be
expected between the calculated and the actual' forces and
moments.
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CHAPTER 7
DRAG INTERFERENCE EFFECTS BETWEEN JACKET MEMBERS
1. INTRODUCTION
Many offshore structures have multiple cylinders in proximity
to one another. Riser configurations usually consist of smaller
diameter cylinders in a circular array. Deep water articulated towers
are often designed as circular or square sections towers composed of
vertical cylinders with horizontal or diagonal braces. The conductors
in a fixed drilling platform are sometimes arranged in a linear array
along one side of the platform. Jacket
semi-submersibles have tubular members
platforms
will
and many
experiencethat
interaction among one another. Therefore, it is important to assess
the effect of the neighbouring members on the forces on each cylinder
in an array.
When two or more cylinders are in close proximity, not only
the flow about the downstream cylinder but also the flow about the
upstream cylinder may be affected. For large cylinders where drag
effects are negligible, the wave forces on a group of cylinders can be
determined analytically by linear diffraction theory. The methods of
calculation and other information are presented in Refs.
(4,5,12,14,16,17,19,21,22,28 and 29). However, no analytical method is
available for the determination of forces on a group of cylinders when
drag and inertia forces are both important. Designers have to rely on
the experimental results which have been reported by several
investigators.
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2. A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Zdravkovich (30) has presented an extensive review of flow
interference between two circular cylinders in various arrangements
including an extensive list of references, see also Ref. (28).
Experiments have shown that there is strong interference
between two cylinders in tandem, one cylinder behind the other, for
spacing ratios (Sid) smaller than about 3.5. At (Sid) of about 3.5
there is a sudden change of the flow pattern in the gap between the
two cylinders. The critical spacing ratio (Sid) is below 3.5 at
4Re = 5.8 x 10,
4equal to 3.5 for Re = 8.3 x 10 and slightly larger
5than 3.5 at Re = 1.1 x 10 •
At the critical spacing, the discontinuous changes of the flow
patterns cause the following: a jump in drag coefficient of the
upstream cylinder, the commencement of vortex shedding and a drop in
the base pressure. For the downstream cylinder, the base and side
pressure coefficients drop, vortex shedding frequency jumps and the
gap pressure and drag coefficient increase suddenly (28).
For Reynolds numbers (Re) less than 2 x 105, the downstream
cylinder has no effect on the upstream one when the spacing is larger
than the critical. At high subcritical Reynolds numbers, the wake
turbulence from the upstream cylinder induces a supercritical flow
around the downstream cylinder and hence the drag remains small even
at large spacing (28).
Pearcey et al (23) reported the wind-tunnel tests on two
cylinders in tandem (Re
5= 1.2 x 10 - 8.3 x and on arrays of
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cylinders (R = 4 x 104 - 8 x 104) having different numbers of rowse
and columns. At R = 7 x 106 - 8 x 106, for two cylinders in tandem ate
Sid = 5, the reduction in drag was found to be 36%. A smaller and
decreasing reduction occurs for each successive stage for a column of
members in an array. For any individual member that lies to the side
of the wake of an u~stream one, the maximum increment in drag was
found to be 27.5% when the line of centres, of the two cylinders,
makes an angle of 180 to the direction of the undisturbed flow.
Similarly, smaller increments occur at successive stages in the
columns of an array.
Because the significant reductions in drag occur only when the
columns of the array are lined up to within ±lOO of the undisturbed
flow direction, Pearcey et al suggested that it would be unwise to
assume in design that the total drag force would be less than the drag
of the same pumber of members all in isolation.
Instead it would be safer to assume that the drag would be
10-20\ higher than that value. They pointed out that the static drag
forces on individual members could be up to 30% greater than that for
an isolated cy Li.nder ·....ith hi qher percentages for dynauu c loads.
At lower R.e',lnolJsnumbers, the interference effect on the drag
of the do...vns tream cylinder of u tanaem ~Hir was observed to vary from
a decrease in the drag coefficient (Col from 1.2 to 0.25 at R of
e
about 105 to an increase from 0.2 to 0.5 at R = 7 x 105.e
Side-by-side as well as staggered arrangements have also been
investigated and re~orted. For Sid = 1.1-2.2, the wakes of the two
cylinders interfere and are alternatingly entrained by each other.
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This gives rise to changes in the base pressures of both cylinders so
that when the flow is biased to one cylinder it produces a resultant
force inclined to the free stream direction and having a component
perpendicular to the free flow direction, ie a lift force. The results
for the staggered arrangement show that the upstream and downstream
cylinders may experience negligible or strong lift forces and reduced
or increased drag forces, depending on their relative positions in the
array.
Experiments by Biermann and Herrnstein (2) have shown that the
difference between the drag coefficient measured on the second
cylinder of a tandem pair and the drag coefficient of the single
cylinder at the same R may be negativee (-0.6) for Sid from 1.2 to
2.0.
Ross (25) tested a side-by-side arrangement of 3 cylinders in
a wave tank in the range of critical Reynolds numbers. The results
indicated that the wave forces increase significantly only when Sid
is less than 2.0.
Jloerner (15) suggested that the interaction effects in steady
subcritical flow are negligible for the side-by-side arrangement if
Sid> 4.0, and for the tandem arrangement if Sid> 5.0.
Dalton and Szabo (10) reported the experiments in a wind
tunnel to investigate the effects of spacing, orientation and Reynolds
number on the drag of each cylinder in a group of two and three
cylinders. They have found that the middle and downstream cylinder
dray coefficients are smaller and noticeably more dependent on
orientation than is the upstream cylinder. The drag coefficient for
the upstream cylinder remained nearly constant.
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Laird and Warren (18) oscillated a group of 24 tubes arranged
in a circular fashion in still water. The inline and transverse forces
were measured during the test. The spacing ratio (Sid) varied from 9
to 1. At Sid = 9, there was no interference effect. At Sid = 5, the
total inline force on the cylinder group was reduced by about 10%.
When the cylinders touched one another (Sid = 1.0), the in1ine force
was reduced by about 67% while the transverse force was found to
increase by a factor of 1.7.
Arita et al (1) considered a six-pile arrangement (Sid = 2.18,
4.74) and carried out extensive measurements in a calm sea. At
subcritical Reynolds numbers, the middle cylinders experienced the
least resistance (Cn = 0.2). At supercritical Reynolds numbers, the
drag coefficienmt of the cylinders in the front row was reduced from
1.0 to 0.7. All other cylinders experienced the same low drag
coefficient of about 0.07.
Bushnell (3) studied the interference effects between
cylinders in an array in a pulsating water tunnel. Two cylinders, as
well as a 3 x 3 array of cylinders of equal diameter, were tested. In
all cases, the spacing ratio (Sid) was 3.0. The oscillating flow was
o 0 0at 0 , 20 and 40 to the centre line. The interference effect
increased with increased obliqueness of the flow. On a shielded
cylinder, tl~ maximum drag force was reduced relative to an exposed
cylinder by u? to 50\, while the lift force increased significantly by
a factor of three to four.
Loken et al (20) presented results for five basic multitube
riser configurations tested in steady and oscillatory flow. The
geometries consisted of a large centre pipe and varying number of
outer pipes arranged at varying pitch circle diameters (dpl.
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For the steady flow the Reynolds number (Re) ranged from
3.5 x 104 to 1.58 x 106• For the oscillatory flow, Re ranged from 1.3
x to 1.26 x 106 and the Keulegan-Carpenter (K) ranged from 20 to
100. The tests were carried out for smooth and rough cylinders
(kId = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05).
The in1ine and transverse forces on the riser systems were
measured during the oscillatory flow and the drag, inertia and lift
coefficients. (CD' CM' CL) were presented as functions of K, Re and
kId.
A drag interference coefficient was defined as:-
C dD P
teD .d,
, 1
1
where C and d are the drag coefficient and pitch circle diameter ofD p
the mUltiple riser and CD
i
diameter for the individual cylinders in isolation.
and d,
1
are the drag coefficient and
The density of packing of the cylinders in the array was
expressed by 'length solidification' defined as:-
rd,
1
d
p
Over the range tested, the results showed that ID decreases
with the increase of SL. Sarpkaya (26) determined the drag and inertia
coefficients for various multiple-tube riser configurations (15 outer
pipes and one central pipe). The arrays were subjected to harmonically
oscillating flow in a U-shaped water tunnel.
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For one particular array, the drag coefficient decreased
gradually from 1.3 to 0.75 with
reached
increasing K from 12 to 150 and
Um~~almost constant value for K larger than about 90 (K d '
e
an
2d = equivalent diameter = Id. ).e 1.
The inertia coefficient, (based on d ),increased from 2.5 with
increasing K and reached a terminal value of about 6.0. The total drag
force acting on the array was 10\ smaller than the sum of the drag
forces acting on each cylinder in isolation.
Sarpkaya et al (27) determined the lift, drag and inertia
coefficients for a pair of cylinders subjected to harmonic flow. The
line joining the centres of the cylinders was rotated at suitable
steps relative to the flow direction. The spacing ratio (Sid) was
varied from 1.5 to 3.5. For the tandem arrangement, the results show
that the drag and inertia coeficients depend on both K and (Sid). As
the amplitude of flow oscillation becomes comparable or smaller than
the gap between the two cylinders, CD and CM gradually approach those
values corresponding to an isolated cylinder. For the side-by-side
arrangement, when (Sid) is larger than 2.5, the cylinders behave as if
they were independent.
Rains and Chakrabarti (24) tested an offshore drilling tower
model pivoted near the bottom and consisting of 60 tubes. The tower
was mechanically excited with a known oscillatory forcing function in
still water. The mean added mass coefficient for the group at a
spacing ratio Sid = 3.0 was found to be 2.8 while the mean drag
coefficient was 2.4.
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Chakrabarti (6-9) reported the results of extensive tests
carried out with a vertical array of smooth tubes (d = 76mm) in a wave
tank of 1.52 m water depth. The wave period ranged from 1.5 to 8.0 sec
and the maximum wave height was 0.61 m. The wave kinematics were
calculated from the measured profiles by stream function theory (11).
The array consisted of 2, 3 and 5 tubes and was tested at 900,
45 ° and 0° relative to the wave direction. The spacing ratio (Sid) was
varied from 1.1 to 5.0. The inline and transverse forces on the tubes
as well as on small instrumented sections (0.30 m) of the tubes were
measured. The Keulegan-Carpenter number (K) ranged from 0.0 to 65.0
4 4while the Reynolds number ranged from 10 to 5 x 10 .
The drag, inertia and lift coefficients were determined from
the forces on the instrumented sections and the mean values were
presented graphically as functions of K and (Sid).
The main conclusions can be summarised as follows:-
a. At 90° to the waves (side-by-side arrangement), the array
experienced an increase in the inline force as the spacing
ratio decreased. The centre tube in the array experienced
the maximum forc~. The interaction among the tubes
virtually disappeared at Sid = 5.0. In the 45° and 0°
arrays, the forces on the different tubes in the array were
similar at Sid> 1.1. At Sid = 1.1 the centre tube showed a
decrease in the force compared to the outer tubes.
b. For the side-by-side arrangement, CD and CM were found to
increase steadily with the decrease of (Sid) at all K
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values. The results have shown that CD and CM increase
dramatically for (Sid) smaller than 1.3. A change in (Sid)
from 1.3 to 1.1 for the 5-tube arrangement can double CD
and increase C by a factor of about three. For (Sid)M
larger than about 2.0, CD and CM do not significantly
differ from those of a single cylinder at the corresponding
K and R values. It has been shown that the vortex shedding
e
from a tube surface is suppressed by the presence of
neighbouring tubes. At the smallest spacings, the centre
tube experiences only a small lift force. The outer
sections experience asymmetric lift forces, since they are
higher on the open side than on the closed side.
c. For the tandem arrangement, it was found that the drag and
inertia coefficients generally decrease with decreased
spacings due to shielding while the lift coefficient
increases.
The main experimental data reviewed in this section are.
summarised in Table ( 1).
3. METHOD OF CALCULATION
The interference effects were determined using the drag
interference curves for a pair of circular cylinders given in
Refs. (2, 13). These curves give the drag coefficient ratios for the
test cylinder as a function of spacing ratio (Sid) for the two cases
of tandem arrangement (one cylinder behind the other) and the
side-by-side arrangement. The curves were reproduced from Ref. (13)
and are shown in Fig. (3).
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The results presented in Ref. (16) for the wave forces on two
circular cylinders in tandem and side-by-side arrangement shows that
the interference effects on the inertia coefficient are
negligible when SId is larger than about 2.25. For the jacket
structure under consideration, SId for the main legs is larger than 10
and, therefore, the inertia coefficient will not be affected.
In order to use the interference data in calculations by the
wave loading computer program (OSS) the two curves (Fig. 3) were
curve-fitted by the least squares method and represented by' polynomial
equations, (See Appendix D). To determine the drag interference
effect on the wave loading for the jacket structure, Fig. (2), the
following procedure was used to estimate the 'interference
coefficients' C. for the individual members of the structure:-
l.n
a. For each individual member, the nearest neighbouring
members which are most likely to have the largest
interference effect were determined. These members may
establish a tandem or side-by-side arrangement with the
member under consideration.
b. For the tandem or side-by-side arrangement, the length of
the member is divided into 10 equal sections and the
different spacing ratios (Sid) along the length were
calculated and the interference coefficients C. (or
l.n
correction factor) were determined from the appropriate
curve.
c. If the member under consideration is affected by two
members at the same time (one side-by-side and the other in
tandem arrangement), the interference coefficient is taken
as the product of the two individual effects ie C. • C. x
an s
C where:-
t
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C. = interference coefficient
~n
C = interference coefficient due to the side-by-side
s
member.
Ct = interference coefficient due to the member of tandem
arrangement.
d. The drag coefficient due to interference Co is calculated
i
by the relation,
C C .C.o. 0 1n
3.
where C is the drag coefficient for the member in isolation, ieo
without interference effect.
In the above mentioned procedure, the effect of the members
lying in the horizontal plane (the horizontal bracing and diagonal
members) was not taken into account since there is no available
information dealing with interference between horizontal members.
The calculations were carried out for the jacket structure
shown in Fig. (2), which has been used in the previous chapters.
The calculations were performed for 9 wave frequencies ranging
from w =0.37 rad/s (H =30.0m), L -450.0lm) to w -1.06 rad/s
(H .6.0m, L • 54.83m). The full particulars of the waves are given in
Table (2).
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Wave Length Wave Height Wave Periocl Frequency
L{m) H(m) T(S) f.Il(rad/s)
54.83 6 5.92 1.06
69.72 7 6.68 0.94
109.52 11 8.37 0.75
150.40 15 9.81 0.64
196.45 20 11.21 0.56
246.43 20 I 12.56 0.50,
304.23 20 13.96 0.45
349.24 20 U.95 0.42
450.01 30 16.97 0.37
Table (2) Particulars of Waves
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The drag, inertia and lift coefficients (CD' CM' CL) were
determined from Sarpkaya's experimental results (See chapter 5).
Since no data are available showing the interference effect
between roughened cylinders, the same interference coefficients which
were estimated in the case of smooth cylinders, were also applied to
the case of rough cylinders. In the case of rough cylinders, two
values for the relative roughness were assumed, namely, SR = 1/800 (or
0.00125) and SR = 1/200 (or 0.005).
4. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM IBCM (Interference Between Cylindrical
Members).
This program is used to calculate the interference
coefficients C, for the different members of the jacket structure. It
1n
is to be run before running the main wave loading program (OSS). IBCM
is arranged in such a way that its output, 1e the interference
coefficients, are stored in a data file which can be used afterwar~s
by the wave loading program for different runs (eg using different
coefficients, relative roughness •.•etc) without the need to run IBCM
again.
Program IBCM calls two subroutines, AHDCY and SIDECY.
a. Subroutine AHDCY
This subroutine is used to calculate the interference
coefficients when the two members are in tandem
arrangement, ie one member behind the other.
b. Subroutine SIOECY 346
This subroutine is used to calculate the interference
coefficients when the two members are side-by-side. (See
Appendix (0».
5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
5.1 Forces on the Individual Members
The maximum forces in (v, w) directions (FT' FT ) were
" iiicalculated at the different frequencies for six members (Nos. 11, 12,
13, 19, 20 and 21), Fig. (2). Smooth and rough cylinders were
considered (SR'" 0.005). The results are shown in Tables (3) to (14)
and Figs. (4) to (12) and are analysed below.
5.1.1 Maximum Forces in (v, w) Directions (Smooth Cylinders,
SR ...0.0)
Tables (3) to (8) show that:-
a. For member No. 11, the differences in FT due to
v
FT ranged
w
rad/s)•
interference are negligible. The differences in
from -0.6\ (w = 0.75 rad/s) to -14.9\ (w ...0.37
b. For member No. 12, the differences in FT are very small
v
ranging from -0.6\ (w = 0.5 rad/s) to -0.7\ (w ... 0.56
rad/s). The differences in FT are large, ranging from.w
-1.4\ (W = 0.75 rad/s) to -38\ (W ...0.37 rad/s), with some
variations in the relative time at the higher frequencies.
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c. For member No. 13, the differences in F ranged from -0.6\Tv
(w = 0.50 rad/s) to -1.0\ (w = 0.64 rad/s), without any
change in the relative time. The differences in F areTw
large ranging from -1' (w = 0.94 rad/s) to -Sl.B' (w = 0.37
rad/s) with variation' in the relative time for the whole
range of frequencies.
d. For members No. (19), (20) and (21), both F and F wereTv Tw
not affected. This is because the forces on these members
are dominated by the inertia forces rather than the drag
forces.
Maximum Forces in (v, w) Directions (Rough Cylinders,
SR = 0.005)
Tables (9) to (14) show that:-
a. For member No. 11, the differences in FT are negligible.
v
than the correspondingThe differences in F are largerTw
values for smooth cylinders, ranging from -2.7\ (w = 0.75
rad/s) to -56.1\ (w - 0.37 rad/s) with some changes in the
relative time in the range from w = 0.37 radls to 0.64
rad/s.
b. For member No. 12, the differences in FT are negligible.
v
The differences in F are larger than that for smoothTw
cyinders ranging from -O.B\ (w = 1.06 rad/s) to -62.1\
(w = 0.37 rad/s) with some changes in the relative time.
c. For member No. 13, the differences in F are negligible.Tv
F gave large differences compared with the smooth
Tw
cylinders case ranging from -22.4\ (w = 1.06 rad/s) to
-64.7\ (w = 0.37 rad/s) with some variations in the
relative time.
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d. For member No. 19, the differences in the forces were
obtained at the first three frequencies only. F gave
Tv
differences ranging from 2.6\ (Cc1 = 0.42 rad/s) to 3.3\
(Cc1 = 0.37 rad/s), while the differences in the F ranged
Tv
from 1.7\ (Cc1 = 0.42 rad/s) to 2.2\ (Cc1 - 0.37 rad/s).
e. For member No. 20, the differences in F ranged from 1.1\
Tv
(W = 0.56 rad/s) to 4.8\ (w = 0.42 rad/s). The differences
in F ranged from 1.8\ (w = 0.37 rad/s) to 3.6\ (Cc1 = 0.5Tw
rad/s).
f. The forces on member No. 21 were not affected by the
interference effect.
5.2 Total Forces and Moments on the Structure
The results of the total forces and moments for the cases of
smooth and rough structures are summarised in Tables (.15) to (20),
Figs. (13) to (24).
5.2.1 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (SR • 0.0)
Table (15) shows that:-
a. The differences in the surge forces due to interference
effect ranged from -5\ (w = 0.94 rad/s) to 0.6\ (w = 0.75
rad/s). The -ve sign indicates reduction in the forces.
b. The differences in the heave forces are larger than those
of the surge forces, ranging from -41.9\ (Cc1 = 1.06 rad/s)
to 2.9\ (Cc1 = 0.75 rad/s).
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c. The sway forces were not changed due to interference effect. The
values of the forces, with and without interference, are
the same.
5.2.2 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (SR = 0.0)
Table (16) shows that both the rolling and yawing moments were
not affected due to interference. The differences in the pitching
moments are similar to those of the surge forces, ranging from -4.6%
(w = 0.94 rad/s) to 0.6% (w = 0.75 rad/s).
5.2.3 Maximum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (SR = 0.00125)
Table (17) shows that:-
a. The reductions in the surge forces due to the interference
ranged from 2.9% (W = 0.5 rad/s) to 18.7\ (W = 0.94 rad/s).
b. The reductions in the heave forces ranged from 4.1\
(w = 1.06 rad/s) to 14.7% (w '" 0.75 rad/s).
c. The sway forces were not affected.
5.2.4 ~laxirnumRolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (SR 0.00125)
Table (18) snows that both the rolling and yawing moments were
not affecteu. The pitching moments were reduced by from 0.9\ (w = 0.75
rad/s) to 8% (w = 0.37 rad/s).
5.2.5 MaxilOum Surge, Heave and Sway Forces (SR --0.005)
Table (19) shows that:-
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a. The reductions in the surge forces ranged from 4.8\
(~= 0.64 rad/s) to a maximum of 21.1\ (~- 0.94 rad/s).
b. The reductions in the heave forces ranged from 5.2\
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to 16.7\ (~= 0.94 rad/s).
c. The sway forces were not affected.
5.2.6 Maximum Rolling, Yawing and Pitching Moments (SR - 0.005)
Table (20) shows that both the rolling and yawing moments were
not affected, while the pitching moments were reduced by from 5.6\
(~= 0.64 rad/s) to 8.7\ (~ = 0.37 rad/sl.
The results of the sway forces, rolling and yawing moments,
Tables (15) to (20) may be justified by the following considerations:-
a. The sway forces, rolling and yawing moments are largely
dominated by the lift or transverse forces. In the
calculations of the forces and moments, the lift
coefficient (CL) was assumed to be unaffected by the
interference effect between the members.
b. The horizontal bracing members of the structure were
assumed to be unaffected due to the interference.
c. The structure is symmetrical with respect to both X and Z
axes, Fig. (1) and the calculations were carried out for a
wave angle, 8 = 0.0
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5.3 Effect of Wave Height
The maximum forces (surge, heave and sway) and maximum moments
(rolling, yawing and pitching) were calculated for a constant
frequency of 0.37 rad/s and five wave heights, namely 1.0, 5.0, 10.0,
15.0 and 2S.Om. The results are given in Tables (21) and (22).
5.3.1 Maximum Forces and Moments for Smooth Cylinders (SR 0.0)
In general, the percentage differences, Table (21), are small
and can be summarised as follows:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
0.5% (H = S.Om) to -2.3% (H = 2S.0m).
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from 0.6\
(H = 10.0m) to -1.7% (H = 25.0m).
c. The sway forces, rolling and yawing moments were not
affected.
d. The differences in the sway forces ranged from -0.8\
(H = 5.0m) to -3.3\ (H = 2S.0m).
5.3.2 MaximuffiForces and Moments for Rough Cylinders (SR 0.005)
The differences in Table (22) are larger than those of the
smooth cylinders, Table (20), and may be summarised as follows:-
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
-0.5\ (H = 1.0m) to -5.9\ (H = 25.0m).
b. The differences in the heave forces ranged from -4.8%
(H = S.Om) to -7.4\ (H = 2~.Om).
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I 8· 0.0 -6 -6 -4Surge Fore. x 10 (N) H•• vo Fore. x 10 (N) Sway Force x 10 (N)
..... 0.37r/a
He1ght (oi)WaveHeight (.) WaveHeight (m) Wave
coefficient 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
Without 0.5949 3.139 6.521 10.16 18.11 0.3828 1.99 3.896 6.147 11.47 0.2375 5.525 21.91 51.4& 137.&
Int.rterlnc
W1th 0.5946 3.122 6.453 10.01 17.69 0.3830 1.996 3.919 6.096 11.28 0.2375 5.525, 21. 91 51.48 137.8
Interferenc
Oiff , - 0.5 -1 -1.5 -2.3 - - 0.6 -0.8 -1.7 - - - - -
-6 (NH) Yaving Moment x 105 (NH) Pitch1ng 108 (NM)Rolling Momentx 10 Moment x
oefficient 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
Without 0.3856 7.219 27.31 61.05 159.6 0.1113 2.157 6.125 n.14 31.43 0.5629 2.955 6·.lB6 9.683 17.41Interterene:
With 0.3856 7.219 27.31 61.05 159.6 0.1113 2.157 6.125 n.14 31.43 0.5630 2.932 6.091 9.474 16.83
Interferenc
OUf , - - - - - - - - - - - -O.B -1.5 -2.2 -3.3
Tab1. (21) Had .... rorc •• and Ho_nU at DUfer.nt Wave H.i9ht. (511 - 0.0)
8 • 0.0 -6 Heave ro~·c.x 106 -4Surge Force x 10 (N) (N) Sway Fore. x 10 (N)
., • 0.37r/a
WaveHei9ht (a) WaveHei9ht (II) Wave Height (m)
i
oefticient 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
Without
Intertlrlnc 0.3683 2.400 6.492 11.66 25.80 ,0.2412 1.226 3.888 7.842 20.64 0.2657 59.24 272.7 560.2 1166
With
tnt.rterlnc 0.3664 2.357 6.330 11.31 24.29 0.2419 1.167 3.666 7.370 19.12 0.2657 59.24 272.7 560.2 1166.
DiH , -0.5 -l.B -2.5 -3 -5.9 - -4.8 -5.7 -6.0 -7.4 - - - - -
-6 -5 10&Rolling HOllent x 10 (NK) Yawing Momentx 10 (NK) Pitching HOllent x (NH)
CoefUcient 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 25.0
Without 0.2925 79.74 337.2 630.6 1164 0.1932 19.09 93.56 229.9 285.9 0.3401 2.469 7,.004 12.43 28.14Int.rlerenc:
With 0.2925 79.74 337.2 630.6 1164 0.1932 18.09 93.56 229.9 285.8 0.3374 2.409 6.791 11.95 26.02Interterenc
DiH' - - - - - - - - - - - -0.9 -2.4 -3.2 -3.9 -7.5
Table (22) HaximumFore .. and MOllenUat Dit!eront WaveHeight. (SR. 0.005)
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c. Similarly to the case of smooth cylinders, the sway forces,
rolling moments and yawing moments were not changed due to
the interference effect.
d. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from -0.8\
(H = 1.Om) to -7.5\ (H = 2S.0m).
6. DISCUSSION
The above results show that the interference effect is
significant and should be considered in wave loading calculations. The
procedure described represents one way to deal with the problem by
using interference coefficients in the calculation. However, the
accuracy of the results will depend on the quality and reliability of
the experimental data used to derive the interference coefficients.
The available experimental data are not sufficient and do not give
clear guides to the designers to make proper judgement on the possible
effects on the wave loading. This is due to the following
shortcornings:-
a. The tests in wave tanks (eg Chakrabarti) although covering
a wide range 6f arrangements and Keulegan-Carpenter number
(K) are limited in the range of R. The tests in steadye
flow are not confidently applicable to wavy flows.
b. The tests carried out with special configuration (eg
Sarpkaya) may be useful when applied to similar geometries
but may not be applicable to other configurations.
c. All the tests with cylinder arrays of two or more tubes
assumed the same diameter for all cylinders. The
interference between cylinders with different diameters was
not investigated.
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d. The interference between two (or more) cylinders inclined
to each other, which is the case of jacket members, was not
investigated at all.
e. The effect of roughness (except Ref. (20» was neglected.
All the tests were carried out for smooth cylinders only.
Thus, it is clear that a lot of work has yet to be done to
improve knowledge in this area. More reliable tests seem to be the
only solution. The best one can hope to achieve is to calculate the
interference effect on the forces for each member and, hence, for the
whole jacket. This is the ideal solution but it could be very
difficult. At the other extreme end there is the very approximate way
suggested by Pearcey et al (23) by allowing 10-20% increase in the
total drag force. The practical solUtion may be something in between
these two extremes.
This may be achieved by testing (preferably in a wave tank)
different groups of members, each with a particular configuration,
which represent the actual geometries used in practice (K, X,
diagonal, horizontal bracing, etc). From the tests results an overall
'correction factor' for each geometry can be estimated which can be
applied in design.
7. CONCLUSIO~S
a. For the bracing members (d = 1.5, 2.0m) where the drag
forces are significant, the reduction in the total forces
(FT) due to a design wave (H 3D.Om, T = 17 sec) could be
w
15 -52% for smooth cylinders. For rough cylinders the
reduction in the forces could be 56-65%.
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b. Within the range of a design wave (H = 30.0m, T = 17 sec)
the reductions in the total force and moments on the
structure are 3-5\ for smooth cylinders. For rough
cylinders the differences are 6 - 9%. This conclusion is
based on calculations which ignore interference on the
horizontal members and this probably underestimates the
correction.
c. The above conclusions correspond to the drag interference
data obtained from Ref. (13). Using other experimental data
may change the percentage differences
negatively.
positively or
d. More experimental tests are needed in order to account for
the interference effect properly in the design of jackets.
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CHAPTER 8
EFFECT OF CURRENT ON WAVE LOADING
1. INTRODUCTION
When estimating the fluid loading on jacket structures, sited
in areas of strong currents, it is necessary to compute the total
water particle velocities of the combined wave-current flow field. The
drag and lift forces are proportional to the square of this total
fluid velocity.
A common practice which has been used by the offshore industry
to include current effect in wave loading calculations is to add
current velocity vectorially to the wave particle velocities when
calculating the drag (or lift) forces. This method is applied in this
chapter to assess the effect of current velocity and direction on the
fluid loading of a jacket platform using the drag and inertia
coefficients recommended by Lloyds Register of Shipping (LR),
Reference (4).
A comparison was also made between the results based on LR
coefficients and those by Det norske Veritas (DnV), References (1-3),
with and without current effect.
2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE
The calculati~ns were carried out by Program 055, for the same
jacket structure used in the-previous chapters. Nine wave frequencies
ranging from ~ = 0.37 rad/s (8 = 30.0m, L = 4S0.01m) to ~ = 1.06 rad/s
(8 = 6.0m, L = 54.83m) were used.
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Since the main objective was to assess only the effect of
current on wave loading estimation, constant drag and inertia
coefficients (CO' CM) as recommended by Lloyds Register of Shipping
(LR) and Oet norske Veritas (OnV) for smooth cylinders were used in
the calculations.
The waves were assumed to pass through the jacket in the
direction of X-axis, ie 6 = 0.0. TWo directions for the current were
assumed (in the horizontal plane) one coinciding with the wave
direction (6 = 0.0), the other at e = 450 relative to the wave
propagation.
The current was assumed to be mainly tidal. Wind generated
current was neglected. The variation of current velocity with water
depth was calculated by the following relation:-
where, Vh is the current velocity at a distance h above sea bottom
(m/s)
V is the current velocity at the still water level (m/s)
s
h is the distance above bottom (m)
D is the water depth (lSO.Om).
At each current direction (8 = 00, 450) two current velocities
(V ) were assumed, namely O.Sm/s and 1.Om/s. The current velocity was
s
added vectorially to the velocities of the wave particles.
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Fig. (1) positions of the current and wave relative to the structure
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The results of calculations are summarised in Tables (1) to
(12) and are presented graphically in Figs. ( 2 ) to (13 ).
3.1 Effect of Current Speed (LR, e - 00)
Tables (1) and (2) compare the reeults when the effect of
current is considered (V = 0.5, 1.Om/e) with the case when thes
current speed is zero (V = 0.0). The differences are given ass
percentage increases in the forces and moments relative to the case
when V = 0.0 as follows:-
s
a. The percentage differences in the surge forces ranged from
6.7' (w = 0.37 rad/s) to 39.2' (w - 0.94 rad/s) when
V = 0.5 m/s and from 15.9' (w = 0.37 rad/s) to 116's
(w = 0.94 rad/s).
b. The differences in the heave forces are small because the
current velocity has no vertical component. When
V = 0.5 mis, the percentage differences ranged from 0.5'
s
(ld = 0.64 rad/s) to 1.4' (ld ,.. 0.42 rad/s) and when
V = 1.0 mis,s the differences ranged from 0.9'
(ld = 0.75 rad/s) to 4.3' (ld ,.. 1.06 rad/s).
c. the differences in the sway forces ranged from 9.8'
(ld = 0.7S rad/s) to 31.4' (ld = 1.06 rad/e) when
V = 0.5 m/s and from 21.5' (ld = 0.75 rad/s) to 64.1's
(ld = 1.06 rad/e) when V ,..1.0 m/sos
d. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 7.9'
(ld = 0.75 rad/s) to 18.6' (ld = 1.06 radial when
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-7 -7 -6
a· 0.0 Surge Fore. x 10 (N) Heave Fore. x 10 (N) Sway Fore. x 10 (H)
e • 0.0 III (rad/.) III (rad/.) " (rad/a)
oef!1c1ent 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 . 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
LR
2.087 1.382 1.377 1.332 1.229 1.274V' • 0.0'
0.7665 0.7649 0.7533 0.7303 0.1392 0.09205 0.1058 O.lllO 0.1673•
loR 2.226 1.482 1.478 1.437 1. 339 1.291 0.7769 0.7744 0.7609 0.7358 8.1610 0.10B4 0.1229 0.1507
"'•• :0.511/"
0.lB81
Di~r: , 6.7 7.2 7.3 7.9 9 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 15.7 17.8 16.2 14.2 12.4
LR
V;. 1.0';'!8 2.419 1.628 1.620 1.577 1.482 1.311 0.7897 0.7862 0.7708 0.7435 0.1911 0.1282 0.1436 0.1730 0.2124
Dif! , 15.9 17.8 17.6 18.4 20.6 2.9 3 2.8 2.3 1.8 37.3 39.3 35.7 31.1 27
III (rad/.) .. (rad/.) OJ (rad/a)
oefficient
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR
V, ·'0,0 0.7423 0.3105 0.1225 0.2558 0.4669 0.2594 p.05904 0.01125 0.1404 0.1277 0.07461 0.,03751
loR
V•• 0.5 ../. 0.8327 0.3830 0.1705 0.2943 0.4693 0.2603 P.05942 0.01140 0.1570 0.1402 0.08733 0.04928
Diff , 12.2 23.4 39.2 15.1 0.5 - 0.6 1.3 11.8 9.8 17.1 31.4
loR
v." 1.0 ../. 0.9594 0.4966 0.2650 I0.3836 0.4133 0.2618 0.05996 .01173 0.1784 0.1551 0.1011 0.06154
Dift , 29.2 59.9 116 . 50 1.4 '.0.9 1.6 4.3 27.1 21.5 35.5 6<.1
Tab1. (1) MaximumSur'll, H•• ve and Sway Fore•• at Different Current Speed••
-8 -7 -9I a· 0.0 Roll1n'l lIO... nt x 10 (NH) Vawln9 Home~~ x 10 (HH) Pltchln9 Momentx 10 IHH)
8 • 0.0 .. (rae!!a) .. irad/.) OJ (rod/.)..
oeffic1ent 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 . 0.56 0.17 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
LR 0.2091 0.1457 0.1717 0.2197 0.2824 0.09685 0.0759 0.09567 0.1407 0: 2172 1.981 1. 386 1.428 1. 454 1.411
V. • e.e
!.R '. 0.2425 0.1683 0.1962 0.2471 0.3130 0.1046 0.08244 0.1032 0.1506 0.2311 2.121 1.489 1. 535 1.569 1.538
Iv. " 0.5 ../.' 14.3 12.5 10.8 8.0 8.6 7.9 7.0 6.4 7.1 7.4 7.5 7.9 9.0
Dif!\
16.0 15.5
loR, 0.1936 0.2233 0.2773 0.3466 0.1123 0.08895 0.1108 0.1605 0.2449 2.423 1. 629 1. 67) 1.709 I.685· '1 /1 0.2805.
V". .ora/
32.9 30.1 26.2 22.7 16 17.2 15.8 14.1 12.8 22.3 17.5 17.2 17.5 19.4oi.tt \ I 34.1
oeffieientJ
.. (rad/.' .. (racl/.)
AI (rad/.,
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR
V. • 0.0 0.2418 0.2217
0.1412 0.08591 0.2318 0.2577 0.2939 0.2976 0.8910 0.3758 0.1950 0.3777
LR I'
0.2634 0.2393 0.1587 0.1019 0.2475 0.2741 0.2939 0.2976 0.9974 0.4612 0.2472 0.4164·V.·.• 0.5, "/1
oilt \ 8.9 7.9 12.4 18.6 6.8 6.4 - - 11.9 22.7 26.8 10.3
loR
V•• ~.O .. la 0.2921 0.2576 0.1751 0.1161 0.2632 0.2916 0.2939 0.2976 1.127 0.5746 0.3335 0.4952
Diff \ 20.8 16.2 24 35.1
13.5 13.2 - - 26.5 52.9 71 31.1
Table (21 HaximumRoll1n'l, Yawinq and Pitchinq HOlll8ntsat Different Current Speed••
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V = 0.5 m/s and from 16.2\ (~= 0.75 rad/s) to 35.1\s
(~ = 1.06 rad/s) when V = 1.0 m/sos
e. The differences in the yawing moments ranged from 6.4\
(~= 0.75 rad/s) to 8.6\ (~= 0.42 rad/s) when V = 0.5 m/ss
and from 12.8\ (~= 0.56 rad/s) to 17.2\ (~ = 0.42 rad/s)
when V = 1.0 m/sos
f. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 7.1\
(~ = 0.37 rad/s) to 26.8\ (~ .. 0.94 rad/s) when
V = O.S m/s and from 17.2\ (~ .. 0.4S rad/s) to 71\s .
(~ = 0.94 rad/s) when V = 1.0 m/sos
Effect of Current Direction (LR, V -.1.0 m/s)s3.2
Tables (3) and (4) compare the results with current speed of
1.0 m/s in two directions (6 = 0°, 4So) against the results without
current (V = 0.0). The differences in the forces and moments are as
s
follows:-
a. The differences in the surge forces ranged from 15.9\
(~ = 0.37 rad/s) to 116\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) in the case of
and from 11.2\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s) to 82.S\
(~= 0.94 rad/s) at e = 45°.
b. The differences in the heave forces are small because there
is no vertical component for the current velocity. At
e = 0° the differences ranged from 0.9\ (~= 0.75 rad/s) to
4.3\ (~= 1.06 rad/s) and at e .. 45° the diffe·rences ranged
from 0.9\ (~= 0.64 rad/s) to -5.2\ (~ ..1.06 rad/s).
c. At e = 0° the differences in the sway forces ranged from
21.5\ (61 = 0.75 rad/s) to 64.1\ (61 = 1.06 rad/s). At
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I 8· 0.0 -7 (N) -7 -6Surge Force x 10, ,Heave Fo.rc. x 10 (N)' . Sway Foree x 10. (N)
. VA":1.0 e/ " (rad/I) " (rad/I) AI (rad/I)
oeHicient 0.37. 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50· 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
LR 2.087 1.382 1.,377 1.332 1. 229 1.274 0.7665 0.7649 0.7533 0.7303 0.1392 0.09205 0.1058 0.1320 0.1673
f--
LR 2.419 1.628 1.620 1.577 1. 482 1.311 0.7B97 0.7B62 0.770B 0.1435 0.1911 0.12B2 0.1436 0.1730 0.2124
e. 0.0
15.9 17.8 17.6 lB.4 20.6 2.9 3 2.3Diff , 2.B 1.8 37.3 39.3 35.7 31.1 27
LR 2.320 1.551 1.552 1.509 1.411 1.304 0.7850 0.7813 0.7659 0.7393 2.669 1. 942 1.905 1.833 1.736
,e - ./~. 11.2 i2; 12.7 13.3 14.B 2.4 2.4 2.1 1.7 1.2 Very Larbe Ditte enc ••Olf! ,
" (rad/I) .. (rad/I) OJ (ud/a),
coefficienta
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR c.aros 0.1225 0.255 0·;4669 0.2594 0.05904 0.01125 0.140< 0.1277 0.07461 P.03751V' • 0.0 0.7423I·
. LR 0.959 0.4961 0.2650 0.3836 0.4733 0.2610 0.05996 0.01173 0.1784 0.1551 0.1011 0.06154e •. D.!)
Oitt , 29.2 59.! 116 50 1.4 0.9 1.6 4.3 27.1 21. 5 35.5 ~4.1
LR 0.8976 0.443 0.2236 0.3460 0.4711 0.2605 0.05930 0.01066 1. 350 1.104 0.9481 0.8841e !" .1_
20.9 42. 82.5 35.3 0.9 - - -5.2 Very La pe Oitte Inc ••Oiff ,
Table (3) ".. xiau .. Surge, Heave and Sway Pore .. at Different Current Direction.
-B -7 -9
8 - 0.0 Roll1ng _nt X 10 (NIl) Yawlng _nt le 10 (NIl) Pitehing Mo..ent x 10 (NH)
V • 1.0.11/1 " (radII) ... (ncl/l) ., (rad/a)•
coefficient 0.37' 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.<2 0.45 O. SO 0.56
0.2091 0.1457 0.1717 0.2197 0.2B24 0.09685 0.07592 0.09567 0.1407 0•.2172 1.981 1.386 1.428 1.454 1.411
'...R
v' .' 0.0•
f-t:R 0.2825 0.1936 0.2233 0.2773 0.3466 0.1123 0.08B95 0.1108 0.1605 0.2449 2.423 1.629 1.673 1. 709 1.685
5.· 0.0
30.1 26.2 22.7 16 17.2 15.8 14.1 12.B 22.3 17.5olft , 34.1 32.9 17.2 17.5 19.4
LR
2.671 1.960 1.963 1.948 1.897 1. 314 0.9893 1.036 1.072 1.051 2.259 1.560 1.604 1.639 1.608e •• /It
ol.ff , I Very La g_ Olft rene •• Very La g_ Oifl rene •• 14 12.6 12.3 12.7 14
CO_lf1c1.nt~
" (radII) " (rad/I) ., (rad/I)
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
I
LR ! 0.2418 0.2217 0.1412 0.08591 0.2318 0.2577 0.2939 0.2976 0.8910 0.3758 0.1950 0.3777
V .• 0.0
i
LR 0.2921 0.2576 0.1751 0.1161 0.2632 0.2916 0.2939 0.2976 1.127 0.5746 0.3335 0.4952
e • 0.0 20.8 16.2 24 35.1 13.5 13.2 - - 26.5 52.9 71 31.1Olff ,
LR 0.8225 0.8108 0.6620 0.4503 0.3761B ~ '1/~ 1.438 1.14 0.9314 1.060 0.5177 0.2937 0.4607
Dif! , Very La g_. Dlfl rene •• 253 157 53.2 26.4 19 37.8 50.6 22
Table (4) MaximumRolling. Yawin~ And Pltehin~ Momentl at Different Current Dir_ctlon •.
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o6 = 45 the differences are very large due to the component
of current velocity normal to the direction of wave
propagation, ie in Z-direction.
od. At e = 0 the differences in the rolling moments ranged
from 16.2\ (~= 0.75 rad/s) to 35.1\ (~m 1.06 rad/s).
Similarly to the sway forces, the differences in the
orolling moments at e = 45 are very large.
e. The differences in the yawing moments ranged from 12.8\
(~. == 0.56 rad/s) to 17.2\ (~= 0.42 rad/s) at e - 00• At
oe = 45 the differences ranged from 26.4\ to 253\ in the
range of frequencies between ~ = 1.06 rad/s to
~ = 0.64 rad/s. At the smaller frequencies less than 0.64
rad/s, the differences are very large.
f. At e = 00 the differences in the pitching moments ranged
from 17.2\ (~ = 0.45 rad/s) to 71\ (~ = 0.94 rad/s) and at
o6 = 45 the differences ranged from 12.6\ (~ = 0.42 rad/s)
to 50.6\ (~ = 0.94 rad/s).
3.3 Comparison Between LR and DnV
Tables (5) to (12) compare the results of LR with those of DnV
at the two current velocities (V = 0.5, 1.0 m/s) and two directionss
(6 = 00, 450). The percentage differences are given relative to LR
values. The third row in each table (V = 0.0) gives the percentages
differences between LR and DnV results when the current is not
included. These results were discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and are
presented here for comparison.
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Maximum Forces and Moments (6 = 0, V -.0.5,m/s)s3.3.1
Tables (5) and (6) show that:-
a. The percentaqe differences in the surqe forces ranged from
6.8' (td-l.06 rad/s) to 19.7' (td= 0.75 rad/s) with current
included and from -3.3\ (td= 0.94 rad/s) to 14.9' (td m 0.75
rad/s) without current
b. The differences in the heave forces are identical for the
two· cases (with and without current), ranging from 36.1\
(td= 0.42 rad/s) to 50.9\ (td = 0,94 rad/s).
c. The differences in the sway forces are almost the same for
the two cases, ranqing from 34.8\ (td = 0.7S rad/s) to 39.9\
(td = 0.37 rad/s), with current and from 33.4\ (td = 1.06
rad/s) to 37.6\ (td = 0.37 rad/s) without current.
d. The differences in the rolling moments are similar for the
two cases, ranqing from 34.S\ (td = 0.94 rad/s) to 40\
(td = 0.37 rad/s) with current and from 33.6\ (td = 1.06
rad/s) to 38.7\ (td == 0.37 rad/s) without current.
e. The differences in the yawing moments are the same for the
two cases ranqinq from 33.3\ (td = 0.94 rad/s) to 37.3'
(td = 0.37 rad/s).
f. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 6.7'
(td = 1.06 rad/s) to 19.2' (td = 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from·2.5\ (td== 0.94 rad/s) to 13.8\ (td = 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
The relatively small effect of current on the percentage
differences in the forces and moments indicate that the inertia
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e • 0.0 Surqe Force " 107 (N) , Heave
-7
(N)
-6
Force" 10 SWAY Force x 10 (N)
Va•O•S ID/a AI (rad/a) AI (rad/a) AI (rad/s)
oeffieientl 0.37' 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 O. SO 0.56
1.R 2.226' 1.482 1.478 1.437 1.339 1. 291 0.7769 0.7744 0.7609 0,7358 0.1610 0.1084 0.1229 0.1507 0.1881
DnV 2.598 1.691 1.688 1.646 ' 1.542 1.758 1.057 1.056 1.042 r.ora 0.2253 0.1490 0.1691 0.2073 0.2SaS
Oif!
, 16.7 14.1 14.2 14.5 15.2 36.2 36.1 36.4 36.9 37.7 39.9 37.5 37.6 37.6 37.4
O~ft , ll.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.9 36.7 36.1 36.4 36.9 37.6 37.6 37.1 37.2 37.2 37.1
Va • 0 •.0
OJ (rad/a) OJ (rad/a) AI (rad/a)
oef!icienta
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR
0.8327 0.3030 0.1705 0.2943 0.4693 0.2603 0.05942 0.01140 0.1570 0.1402 0.08733 0.04928
OnV 0.9&44 0.4583 0.1857 0.3143 0.6509 0.3663 0.08961 0.01647 0.2150 0.189~ 0.1177 0.06658
Olf! , 15.8 19.7 8.9 6.8 38.7 40.7 50.8 H.5 36.9 34.8 H.8 35.1
Oif! , 12.9 14.! -3.3 1.8 38.7 40.7 50.9 44.4 35.4 H.3 33.8 33. ~
Va '.'0.0
Tabla (5) HaxilllWllSurq •• Heav.'and Sway rorc •• by loR and OnV
e • 0.0 -8
-7 -9
Roll1ng lIOa>ent It 10 (HM) Yawin9 Moment x 10 (NH) Pitehinq Moment x 10 (tiM)
V • o.SlD/af AI (rad/s) OJ lrad/I) OJ (rad/.)
I. I, '.
oeffie1ent 0.37 . 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45
0.50 . 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 o. SO O.5~
1.R 0.2425 0.168 0.1962 0.2471 0.313C 0.1046 0.OS244
0.1032 0.1506 0.2311 2.121 1. (89 1.535 1.569 1.538
OnV 0.3395 0.231 0.2699 0.3398 0.4303
0.1436 0.1130 0.1417 0.2068 0.31n 2.624 1.692 1. 744 1.787 I. '5~
oitt , 4C 37. 37.! 37.5 37.4 37.3 37.1 37.3 37.) 37.3 19.2 12 12 12.2 12.6
out, 38• 37. 37. 37•• 37. 37.1 36.9 37 )7.~ 37.1 13.8 11.7 11.7 11.8 12.1
V • 0.0 i•
I OJ (rad/a) OJ (rad/a) OJ (rad/a)
oettic1enU
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
1.R 0.263 0.2393 0.1587 0.1019 0.2475 0.2741 0.2939 0.2976 0.9974 0.4612 0.2472 0.41M
OnV 0.3606 0.3225 0.21)5 0.ll72 0.)379 0.)715 0.3918
0.)969 1.145 0.5432 0.2729 0.4462
oUt 36.9 34.1 34.5 34.6
36.5 35.5 33.3 33.4 12.9 15.1 9.4 6.7,
out, 34.6 34.3 33.9 33.6 36.3 35.2 33.3 33.4 11.8 12.8 2.5 3. a
V•• 0.0
.. - _-_, . -
Table (6) MaximumRollinq. Vawing and P1tchinq HomenU by 1.R and OnV
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forces, rather than the drag,are dominant.
3.3.2 oMaximum Forces and Moments (6 = 0 , V = 1.0 m/s)s
Tables (7) and (8) show that:-
a. The differences in the surge forces ranged from 14.5\
(~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 25.6\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from -3.3\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 14.9\ (~= 0.75 rad/s)
without current.
b. The· differences in the heave forces are the same for the
two cases, ranging from 36.1\ (~= 0.42 rad/s) to 50.9\
(~= 0.75 rad/s).
c. The differences in the sway forces ranged from 35.3\
(~ = 0.75 rad/s) to 40\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 33.4\ (~. 1.06 rad/s) to 37.6\ (~. 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
d. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 35.1\
(~ = 0.94 rad/s) to 40\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 33.6\ (~= 1.06 rad/s) to 38.7\ (~= 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
e. The differences in the yawing moments are similar for the
two cases, ranging from 33.3\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 37.5\
(~ = 0.37 rad/s) with current and from 33.3\ (~ = 0.94
rad/s) to 37.1\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s) without current.
f. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 11\
(w = 1.06 rad/5) to 20.7\ (~= 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 2.5\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 13.B\ (~= 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
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-7 -7 -6
8 .0.0 Surge Force x 10 (N) 1I•• v. roree x 10 (N) Sway Fore. x 10 (N)
V • 1.0111/I .. (rid/I) .. (rad/.) .. (rid/I)
'.'
Coefficient. 0.37 . 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.5S
I.R 2.419 1.628 1.620 1.577 1.482 1.311 0.7897 0.7862 0.7708 0.7435 0.1911 0.1282 0.1436 0.1730 0.212<
DnV 3.039 1.896 1.888 1.8H 1. 741 1. 786 1.075 1.072 1.056 1.024 0.2676 0.1769 0.1981 0.2385 0.2926
Dit! , 25.6 16.5 16.5 16.7 17.5 36.2 36.1 36.4 37 37.7 40 38 38 37.9 31 .B
V • 0.0"I 13.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.9 36.7 36.1 36.4 36.9 37.6 37.6 37.1 37.2 37.2 37.1
Dift ,
" (rld/s) .. (rael/a) " (riel/I)
oeffic1ent
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR 0.9594 0.4966 0.2650 0.3826 0.4733 0.2618 p.OS996 0.01173 0.1784 TO.1SSl T 0.1011 0.06154
DnV ; 1.142 0.6173 0.3180 0.4393 0.6565 0.3683 P.09037 0.01692 0.2449 0.2098 0.ll69 0.08n4
l_lif! , 19.1 24.3 20 14.5 38.7 40.7 50.7 44.3 37.3 35.3 35.4 36.1
V···O.O· 12.9 14.9 -3.3 1.8 38.7 40.7 50.9 44.4 35.4 34.3 33.8 33.4I
Oil! ,
Table (7) MaximumSurge, H.ave anc! sway reee •• by LR anel DnV
-8 -7 -9
·8 • 0.0 Rolling _nt x 10 (NK) Yawing IIOIHnt x 10 (NM) Pi tching MOIIIentx 10 (NM)..
V • 1.0lIl/1 .. (rad/I) ,,' ..Irad/I) .. (rad/a)•
oe!Ucient 0.37 . 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
I.R 0.2805 0.193 0.2233 0.2773 0.3466 0.1123 0.08895 0.1108 0.1605 0; 2449 2.423 1.629 1.673 1.709 1.68S
DnV 0.3927 0.2671 0.3079 0.3820 0.4771 0.1544 0.1221 0.1523 0.2207 0.3365 3.057 1.911 1.938 1.982 1.964
Dirt , 40 31 37.9 37.8 37.7 37.5 37.3 37.5 37.5 37.4 20.7 14.8 13.7 13.8 1<.2
V • 0.0I ,..
DUf 38.7 37. 37.3 37.2 37.2 37.1 36.9 37 37.1 37.1 13.8 11.7 11. 7 11.8 12.1
.. (rad/I) ill (rael/.) ... (rad/I)
oefficient
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
I.R 0.2921 0.257 0.1751 0.1161 0.2632 0.2916 0.2939 0.2976 1.127 0.5746 0.3335 0.4952
DnV 0.4008 0.3481 0.2365 0.1570 0.3598 0.3960 0.3918 0.3969 1.326 0.7020 0.3938 0.5565
Diff , 37.2 35.1 35.1 35.2 36.7 35.8 33.3 33.4 IS, 18.2 15.3 11
V .0.0
33.6 36.3.... 34.6 34.3 33.9 35.2 33.3 33.4 11.8 12.8 2.5 3.8
Diff ,
TAble (8) MaximumRolHnq, Yawing anel Pitching Momenta by LR anel DnV
3.3.3
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Maximum Forces and Moments (8 o= 45 , Vs = 0.5 m/s)
Tables (9) and (10) show that:-
a. The differences in the surge forces ranged from 5.6\
(~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 18.5\ (~ = 0.75 rad/s) with current and
from -3.3\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 14.9\ (~- 0.75 rad/s)
without current.
b. The differences in the heave forces are similar for the two
cases, ranging from 36.1\ (~= 0.37 rad/s) to 50.8\
(~ = 0.94 rad/s) with current and from 36.1\ (~ - 0.42
rad/s) to 50.9\ (~ = 0.94 rad/s) without current.
c. The differences in the sway forces ranged from 38.4\
(~ = 0.75 rad/s) to 40.1\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 33.4\ (~- 1.06 rad/s) to 37.6\ (~- 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
d. The differences in the rolling moments ranged from 37.8\
(~ = 0.94 rad/s) to 40\ (~= 0.37 0.56 rad/s) with
current and from 33.6\ (~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 38.7\ (~. 0.37
rad/s) without current.
e. The differences in the yawing moments ranged from 34.9\
(~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 39.9\ (~= 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 33.3\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 37.1\ (~= 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
f. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 5.9\
(~= 1.06 rad/s) to 17.4\ (~= 0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 2.5\ (~= 0.94 rad/s) to 13.8\ (~- 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
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-7 -7 -6t • . "/4 Surge Force x 10 (N) Heave Force x 10 (N) Sway Fore. x 10 (N)
V - O.5"'a 1 AI (rad/o) AI (rad/a) AI (rad/a)
,a
0.37 • 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50' 0.56 0.37 0.45 0.50Coeffic:ient 0.42 0.56
LR 2.186 1.454 1.45 1.408 ,1.308 1. 287 0.7744 0.7718 0.7584 0.7340 1.n6 0.8305 0.8176 0.79H 0.75Jf,
DnV 2.501 1.653 1.649 1.605 1.498 1. 752 1.054 1.052 1.038 1.011 1. 717 1.163 1.145 1.108 1.055
OUt , 14.4 13.7 13.7 14 14.5 36.1 36.1 36.3 36.9 37.7 40.1 40 40 40 <0
13.2 12. 12.4 12.5 12.9 36.7 36.1 36.4 36.9 37.6 37.6 37.1 37.2 37.2 37.1
DiU ,
II (rad/a) I! (rad/a) .. (rad/a)
oeftic:ient
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR 0.8071 0.362 0.lS7( 0.2834 0.46B4 0.2S9A 0.05917 0.01103 0.5378 0.4504 o. l3 79 0.2H7
OnV 0.9286 0.4295 0.1668 0.2992 0.6496 0.3656 0.00925 0.01595 0.7491 0.6232 0.4685 0.3822
Oit! \ 15.1 18.5 6.2 5.6 3B.7 40.7 50.8 44.6 39.3 38.4 l8.7 39.1
12.9 14.9 -3.3 1.8 3B.7 40.7 50.9 44.4 35.4 34.3 33.8 33.4
OH! \
Table (9) MaxilllUlllSurge', Heave and Sway Forc:ea by LR and OnV
-B -7 -98 • ,,/4 Rolling Moment x 10 (NK) vawing Moment x 10 (NM) Pitching- Moment x 10 (NM)
V • 0.5_/0 I! (rad/o) AI, (rad/o) .. (rad/o)..
oefflclentl 0.l7 . 0.42 0.45 0.50
0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56
LR 1.298 0.8952 0.9064 0.9148 0.9084 0.6770 0.4983
0.5109 0.5059 0.,5575 2.081 1. 460 1.505 1.SJ7 1.502
OnV 1.817 1. 253 1.269 1.281 1.272 0.9468 0.6960 0.7142 0.7067 0.7741 2. 5l~ 1.652 1. 70] 1.742 1.709
40 40 40 40 40 ]9.9 ]9.8 39.8 ]9.7 ]8.9 17.4 11.6 11.6 11. 8 12. IoUf ,
"
OUf , ]8.7 37.3 37.3 37.2 37.2 37.1 ]6.9 37 ]7.1 ]7.1 13.1 11. 7 11.7 11.8 12.1
II (rad/a) AI(rad/a) OJ (rad/o)
oefflc:i.nt
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06
LR
0.5603 0.3082 0.5230 0.4333 0.3490 0.3183 0.9674 0.4371 0.2328 0.40570.6694 0.4025
DnV 0.9291 O.77H 0.5548 0.4260 0.72]6 0.5944 0.4728 0.4295 1.103 0.5095 0.2527 0.4ll3
OUf , ]8.8 ]7.E ]7.8 ]8.2 38.4 37.2 ]5.5 34.9 12.3 14.2 7.9 5.1
-
34.6 34.3 ]].9 33.6 36.3 ]5.2 33.3 33.4 11.8 12.8 2.5 3. E
Dlff ,
Table (10) Maxi_ Rolling, Yawing,and Pitc:hing Momentoby LR and OnV
3.3.4
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Maximum Forces and Moments (8 = 450,V - 1.0 m/s)s
Tables (11) and (12) show that:-
a. The differences in the surge forces ranged from 11.8\
(M = 1.06 rad/s) to 22.4\ (M = 0.75 rad/s) with current and
from -3.3\ (M = 0.94 rad/s) to 14.9\ (M = 0.75 rad/s)
without current.
b. The differences in the heave forces are similar for the two
cases, ranging from to 50.8\(M • 0.37 rad/s)
and from 36.1\ (M - 0.42(M = 0.94 rad/s) with current
rad/s) to 50.9\ (M = 0.94 rad/s) without current.
c. The differences in the sway forces are constant at about
40\ for the whole range of frequencies when current is
included. Without current, the differences ranged from
33.4\ (~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 37.6\ (~ = 0.37 rad/s).
d. Similarly to the sway forces, the rolling moments had
average difference. of 40\, with current. without current,
the differences ranged from 33.6\ (~ • 1.06 rad/a) to 38.7\
(M = 0.37 rad/s).
e. The differences in the yawing moments ranged from 35.7\
(M = 1.06 rad/s) to 39.9\ (~= 0.37 - 0.45 rad/s) with
curent and from 33.3\ (~ = 0.94 rad/s) to 37.1\ (M'" 0.37
rad/s) without current.
f. The differences in the pitching moments ranged from 9.4\
(~ = 1.06 rad/s) to 20.1\ (~ ...0.37 rad/s) with current and
from 2.5\ (M == 0.94 rad/a) to 13.8\ (~= 0.37 rad/s)
without current.
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-7 -7 -6e. -/4 Surge Force x 10 (N) Heave Force x 10 (N) Sway Force x 10 (N)
V • 1.0./. ., (rad/.) ., (rAd/a) ., (rad/.).' ,
oe!Ueient 0.37' 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.<5 O.SO 0.56
LR 2.320 1.55B 1.552 1.509 1.411 1.304 0.7B50 0.7B13 0.7659 0.7393 2.669 1.942 1.905 1. B3 1.736
DnV 2.80 1.79B 1.792 1.746 1.642 1.776 1.06,9 1.066 1.049 1.018 3.736 2.719 2.66 2.56 2.431
Oit! , 21 15.4 15.5 IS. 16.4 36.2 36.2 36.4 37 37.7 40 40 4C 4 40
13.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.9 36.7 36.1 36.4 36.9 37.6 31.6 31.1 37.2 37.2 37.1
Oit! ,
., (rAd/.) ., (rad/I) ., (rad/.)
oe!fieient
0.64 0..75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94, 1.06
LR 0.8976 0.4432 0.2236 0.3460 0.4711 0.2605 0.05930 0.01066 1.350 1.104 0.9481 0.88~1
Dif! ,
DnV 1.055 0.5425 0.2601 0.3060 0.6534 0.3665 0.OB944 0.01543 1.890 1.538 I. 323 1. 236
Dif! , 17.5 22.4 16.3 11.! 3B.7 40.7 SO.B 44.8 40 39.3 39.5 39.8
12.9 14.9 -3.3 1.8 38.7 40.7 50.9 44.4 35.4 34.3 33.8 33. (
Dit! ,
Table (11) MAximwoSurqe, HlAve and SWAyForces by LR and DnY
I. 8 • _/4 -9 -7 -9Rolling Moment x 10 (NK) Yawing Moment x 10 (NH) Pitching MODlentx 10 (NH)
IVI • 1.0at/11 ., (rad/I) .,. (rad/.) ., (rad/.)
oeHicient 0.37' 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56 0.37 0.42 0.45 0.50 0.56.
LR 2.671 1.960 1.963 1.948 1.897 1.314 0.9893 1.036' 1.072 . 1.051 . 2.259 1.560 1.604 1.639 1.608
OnV 3.739 2.744 2.749 2.727 2.656 1.838 1.384 1.449 1.499 1.468 2.827 1.792 1.842 1.884 1.857
40 40 40 40 40 39.9 39.9 39.9 39.8 39.7 20.1 13 12.9 13 13.4,
3B.7 37.3 37.3 37.2 37.2 37.1 36.9 37 37.1 37.1 13.8 11.7 11.7 11.8 12.1
Dif! ,
., (rad/.) AI (rad/.) .. (rac!/I)
oetfle1enta
0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 1.06 0.64 0.75 0.94 I.06
LR 1.438 1.147 0.9314 0.8225 0.818B 0.6620 0.4503 0.3761 1.060 0.5177 0.2937 0.4607
OnV 2.014 1.594 1.295 1.146 1.138 0.9145 0.6145 .0.5105 1. 232 0.6223 0.3380 0.SOB3
40.1 39 39 39.3 39 38.1 36.5 35. 14 16.8 13.1 9.4Dif! \
34.6 34.3 33.9 33.6 36.3 35.2 33.3 33.4 11.8 12.8 2.5 3.6
Di!t ,
Table (12) MaximumRollinq, YAwinq And pitchinq Momentl by LR anc! OnV
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4. CONCLUSIONS
a. Within the range of a design wave (H = 30.0m, T = 17 sec)
the maximum surge and sway forces could be increased by 16\
and 37\, respectively, for a 1 m/s current travelling in
the direction of the wave propagation.
b. The increases in the maximum moments due to 1 m/s current
could be between 16 to 34\.
c. The sway forces, rolling and yawing moments were greatly
affected by the current especially when the current is
inclined relative to the wave direction. The differences
could be more than 1000\.
d. The effect of current on the heaving forces is negligible,
since the current velocity was assumed to have no vertical
component.
e. The above conclusions are related to smooth cylinders with
constant and relatively small drag coefficient (Co = 0.5).
For rough cylinders, the percentage increases in the forces
and moments are expected to be higher due to the higher
values of the drag coefficients.
f. The differences between LR and DnV results, due to the
differences in the drag and inertia coefficients, were
further increased due to current effect.
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CHAPTER 9
STATIC ANALYSIS OF JACKE'rSTRUCTURES
1. INTRODUCTION
During the course of the wave loading investigation in the
previous chapters, large differences in the wave loading estimation
were found, for example, when using different hydrodynamic
coefficients, or when applying different wave theories.
In tile, '-,resentch eoter , the purpose is to ex.u+i riP. t~e r os uIt s
of the static analysis of a typical jacket structure when different
patterns of wave loadings are used. The first part of this chapter
compares the results of maximum forces, moments and stresses on the
members after the analysis of the indeterminate structure has been
made using the wave loads determined, from the recommended
coefficients by LR, DnV and BV, Tables (2) and (3). The second part
compares the results according to LR with those of Sarpkaya, (7)-(14)
both in the cases of Airy and Stokes' fifth order theories (15). This
was necessary as it is possible that the distribution of the loads
throughout the jacket might alter the proportion of load carried by a
parti~ular member. As before the comparison is based on the
recommended coefficients of LR.
2. STATIC ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE
The analysis was carried out for the jacket structure of 119
members, which has been used throughout the investigation, of the wave
loading.
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The main particulars of the structures are shown in Fig. (2)
and a three-dimensional representation of the jacket with member.
numbering is shown in Figs. (3) and (4). The calculations were
performed for two wave frequencies, ~ = 0.37 rad/s and ~ a 0.56 rad/s,
the first of which may represent the design wave. The full particulars
of the waves are given in Table (1). The two waves were assumed to
pass through the structure in the direction of the X-axis, ie B o= 0 ,
Fig. (1).
It is to be noted that the static analysis was based on the
wave loading only. The other environmental loads (wind, current, etc)
and functional loads (deck loads, dynamic loads, etc) were not taken
into account.
This is because the main objective was to investigate the
effects of the variations in the wave loading calculations, when
using different hydrodynamic coefficients and different wave theories,
on the final structural loading and stresses experienced by the
individual members of the structure. However, for actual design
calculations, all types of loads (environmental and functional) should
be taken into consideration.
2.1 Description of the Computer Programs
The various steps in the static analysis of the jacket
structure were carried out by a set of computer programs: 05S, 5TKFS,
JNS, SAP IV, STRESS and PERDIF. Programs OSS and STKFS were described
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, respectively.
><
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Wave Height length PeriodFrequency !!. .!?
III (r.ad/s) H (m) L (m) T (s) L L
0.37 30.0 450.01 16.97 1O.07(15~ 0.33
0.56 20.0 196.45 11.21 10.10(10) 0.76
Table (1) Particulars of the Waves
Classi- Orag·Co- Inertia
cation efficient Coefficient Notes
society CD CM
LR 0.5 1.5 (d < 3.5m) smooth cylinders2.0 (d "> 3;5m) d·dia of cylinder
DnV > 0.7 1.5 (d/t.l.O) ~_ > 3 x 1062.0 (d/I.~ 0.1) t.length of cylinder
if 0.1 < d/t < 1interpolate for CM
BV 0.75 1.6 (d < 1.4Sm) (d > 1.45m)
CM=1+{lo9io{lOdl-O.S
Table (2) Values of CD and CM as recommended by LR, OnV and BV
d ..l.Sm d .·2.0m d • 4.0m
classification
Society CD CM CD CM CD CM
LR 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 0.5 2.0
OnV 0.7 2.0 0.7 2.0 0.7 2.0
BV 0.75 1.613 0.75 1.708 0.75 1.896
Table (3) Recommended Values of CD and CM for the Jacket Structure
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2.1.1 Program JNS
This program (16) reads the data stored in the files generated
by program OSS or program STKFS, (one file each time) and calculates
the 'equivalent loads' (concentrated forces and moments) for each
member of the structure at the positions specified by the user. The
program reads also the input data required to run program SAP IV such
as:-
a. The.total number of members, the total number of nodes, the
numbering and co-ordinates (X, Y, Z) of each node, ••etc.
b. The outside diameter and wall thickness of the different
members.
c. The material(s) specifications (modulus of elasticity,
Possion's ratio, ••etc).
The output data of program JNS are stored in files which are
used by program SAP IV as input.
2.1.2 Program SAP IV
This is an advanced, large size, finite element computer
program for the static and dynamic analysis of linear structural
systems. The full description of the program is presented in Ref.(l).
For each member of the structure, the distributions of the
axial force (N), shearing forces (F
y
and F ), torsion (Q) and
z
bending moments (M and M )along the length of the member are storedy z
in a file for stress analysis by program STRESS.
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2.1.3 Program STRESS
This program is used to calculate the maximum combined
stresses for 24 selected members representing the whole jacket
structure. The positions and numbering of these members are shown in
Fig. (5).
The program starts by picking up the maximum values of the
forces (N, F and F )and moments (Q, M and M ) for each member andy z y z
then calculates the maximum stresses by the method given in Appendix
(E) •
The method is based on determining, from basic principles, the
maximum combined str~sses on the member surface due to:-
a. The direct stresses (tension or compression) due to the
axial force (N).
b. The bending stresses due to the moments M and M •
Y z
c. The shearing stresses due to the forces F and F •
Y z
d. The shearing stresses due to torsion (Q).
The maximum values of the forces, moments and stresses for
the 24 members are stored in one file corresponding to a certain wave
frequency and a particular interval of time (t) and can be used for
further analysis.
73m:......-----_._ .... __ ._-_._ ..._---_ ..__ ._.,....:i :
Fig. (5) Members for Static Analysis
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2.1.4 Program PERDIF
This program reads the files of data created by program STRE~S
according to LR, DnV, BV and Sarpkaya's coefficients and calculates
the percentage differences in the forces, moments and stresses for the
individual members, taking LR values as a basis for comparison.
3. COMPARISON BETWEEN LR, DnV AND BV
3.1 Maximum Forces and Moments on the Members
t
Tables (4) to (15) summarise the results of the maximum forces
(N, F and F)Y z and maximum moments (Q, M and M ) acting on the 24y z
members as calculated by LR, DnV and BV recommended coefficients. The
tables show also the percentage differences of DnV and BV values
relative to LR values, the -ve sign indicating a reduction.
3.1.1 LR vs DnV and BV (~ = 0.37 rad/s,. t - 8.0)
Tables (4) and (5) show that:-
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -0.6\ to 48.0\ according to DnV. However, the
majority of the members have differences of the order of
40\. According to BV, the differences ranged from 3.2\ to
88.7\.
b. The percentage differences in the maximum shearing force
(F ) ranged from 22.2\ to 102\ according to DnV and fromy
-18.2\ to 169\ according to BV.
c. The percentage differences in the maximum shearing force
(F ) ranged from 10.7\ to 142\ according to DnV and fromz
-9.4\ to 177\ according to BV.
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Mem-
ber
No
-6
Kax Axial Forea N (N) x 10
DHf ,
-6Kax Sh.arinq Foree F (N) x 10
DiU ,
-6Kax Shearinq Fore. r. (N) x 10
Ditf ,
LR DnV BV DnV BV LR DnV BV DnV BV LR DnV BV DnV DV
2.0238' 2.8110
1.5964 2.1930
1.2579 1.6986
0.2186 0.2510
2.2198 -3.1157
;1.7224 -2.4180
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
. 1.3608
-0.0663
2.4133
1.9958
1.5746
0.2329
0.0549
0.0374
0.0354
-0.0447
5.6889
4.2529
2.2871
0.4545
-6.7743,
-5.3918
-3.1407
-1.8714
3.0026 38.9
2.3341 37.4
1.7959 35.0
0.2715 14.8
-3.3725 40.4
-2.6276 40.4
48.4 0.0551
46.2 0.0491
42.8 0.0403
24.2 -0.0584
51.9 -0.0382
52.6 -0.0473
0.0759
0.0667
0.0539
-0.07B4
'-0.0514
-0.0627
0.0745 37.7
0.0603 35.9
0.0472 33.9
-0.0654 34.3
-0.0454 34.4
-0.0517 32.5
35.2 -0.0099
22.9 -0.0201
17.2 -0.0227
12.0 -0.0372
IB.7 -0.0114
9.3 -0.0225
-0.0135
-0.0276
-0.0313
-0.0518
-0.0160
-0.0312
-0.0134
-0.0279
-0.0316
-0.0545
-0.0163
-0.0121
37.1
37.8
38.1
39.2
40.0
lB.8
36.3
39.4
39.2
46...
42.9
42.7
-0.1250 48.0
3.5924 39.8
2.9385 39.4
88.7 0.0055
48.9 -0.0359
47.2 0.0589
2.3034 39.3 46.3 0.0642
0.3114 37.4 33.7 -0.0350
0.0605 23.2 10.2 -0.0754
0.0405 9.5 8.2 0.1116
0.0366 -0.6
-0.0572 44.2
8.8471 40.4
6.6758 40.B
3.6503 41.2
0.7916 44.4
-9.9853 39.9
3.2 0.0991
28.1 0.1523
55.5 -1.2904
57.0 -0.0782
59.6 -0.0206
74.2 0.0970
47.4 0.9307
-7.8742 39.7 46.0 0.0601
-4.5255 39.5 44.1 -0.0780
-1.2146 39•.4' 39.4 0'.1941
-0.0078
-0.0482
0.0791
-0.0103 40.7
-0.04p 34.4
0.0695 34.3
0.0869 0.076B 35.5
-0.0472 -0.0474 35.0
-0.1009, -0.0084 33.7
-0.1491 -0.1227 33.7
·0.1322
0.2034
-1.7933
-0.1066
-0.0416
0.1476
1. 3108
0.0827
-0.0953
0.2535
'0.1072 33.4
0.1662 33.5
-1.8708 39.0
-0.1180 36.4
-0.0554 102
0.1346 52.2
1.4608 40.9
0.0966 37.6
-0.0914 22.2
0.2575 30.6
86.3 -0.0128
20.7 -0.0096
18.0 "-0.0185
19.7 -0.0162
35.6 -0.0115
17.2 -0.0193
14.4 -0.438
8.1 -0.0676
9.1 -0.1'628
45.0 0.8423
51.0 0.0556
169 -0.0651
38.7 -0.0251
57.0 1.2281
60.7
17.2
32.7
0.1182
0.1165
0.2227
-0.0180
-0.0134
-0.0260
-0.0228
-0.0163
-0.0264
-0.0601
-0.0939
-0.2269
1.1858
0.0615
-0.0649
-0.0606
1.6961
0.1483
0.1358
0.2762
-0.0194
-0.0144
-0.0281
-0.0250
-0.0180
-0.0252
-0.0591
-0.0939
-0.2371
1. 3307
0.0679
-0.0590
-0.0694
1.7741
0.1492
0.1338
0.2823
1.909! -2.0741 40.3 52.4' -0.0287 -0.0372 -0.0234 29.9 -18.2 -0.0181 -0.0248 -0.0260 36.8 41.7
LR
0.0372
0.0323
0.0241
0.0312
-0.0343
-0.0856
-0.0862
-0.0903
-0,0682
-0.1941
-0.2110
0.0149
0.0191
0.0109
0.0137
-0.2733
-0.2355
..-0. 791~
'0:5785
-1.9495
-1.9951
-0.7799
Hem-
ber
No
-6'
Max Torsion Q (NK)'X 10·
Tabl. (4) MaximumAxial and Shearinq Foree. by LR, DnY5 BY 1M• 0.37 rad/., t .0.0)
-0.0981
3:37~6
2.7821
2.1935
0.3199
0.0676
0.0410
0.0352
-0.0644
7.9891)
5.9901
3.2293
0.6564
-9.4786
-7.5333
-4.3826
-1.2151
Oiff ,
, -6
MaxB.ndin<f.'.I!Ome~t"x HIH)' x 10
OH! ,
Max S.ndin9 Koment M
Z
(NH) x 106
40.4
40.4
40.7
41.0
41.5
36.4
37.1
)8.9
39.4
40.8
10.7
S1.B
50.5
52.0
54.4
56.6
30.3
H.O
41.6
45:7
59.0
22.1
LIt 'DnV BV BV
0.3173 38.7
0.6315 39.3
0,6311 39.2'
0.9788 41.0
0.3046 39.1
0.7020 39.4'"
0.5353 39.8
0.4593 40.4
-0.3614 39.7
-0.7783 40.2
-0.5250 40.9
-0.4106 35.4
.-0.9543 35.8
14.6 -0.9159 -1.2630 -1.2556 37.9
14.0 -1.8203 -2.5266 -2.5961 38.8
129 -11.8838 -16.9224 -19.0452 42.4
171 -0.3962 -0.6064 -0.7621 53.1
81.2 0.4203 0.48~' -0.4486 16.3
1.4 0.7474 1.0075 1.0862 34.8
36.8 -17.5444 -24.3522 -25.4927 38.8
DnV
44.7 -1.0487
47.5 -0.5478
45.6· -0.2988
55.4 -0.3066
45.1 0.2417
46.1 0.2342
47.2 -0.1543
'53.3 0.0829
46.7 -0.4608
49.5 -0.4310
54.5 0.0877
25.5 1.5649
27.4 1.8511
37.1 1.3619
42.6 1.7-165
LR DnV
-1. SlOB
-0.7319
-0.3738
-0.3511
0.3266
0.2911
9. "
142
38.1
25.5
16.6
24.0
177
44.5
26.2
14.B
26.B
-1.4601
-0.7569
-0.4110
-0.4141
0.3325
0.3181
0.2001
0.1144
-0.6288
-0.5837
0.1180
2.1084
2.4804
1.8183
2.2890
·-0.5330
-1~0133
18.5764
1.3452
1.1090
-2.9206
Table (5) KaximumTorsion and 8ending Komenta by LR, DnV , DV (u.0.37 rad/I, t.O.O)
DnV av DnV BV
OHf ,
BV OnV DV
8
10
12
14
15
17
0.0279.
0.0241
0.0179
·0.0226
-0.0245
-0.0601
-0.0610
-0.0629
-0.0491
-0.1408
0.0336 33.5
0.0303 33.9
0.00225 24.2
0.0324 38.3
-0.0383 40.0
-0.09Bl 42.4
-0.00969 41.4
-0.10&5 43.6
-0.0691 37.2
-0.1981 37.9
20.4 0.2193
25.5 0.4280
25.6 0.4335
43.3 0.6300
56.1 0.2100
63.3 0.4805
58.9 0.3637
69.2 0.2996
39.1 -0.2464
40.7 -0.5206
0.3042
0.5963
0.6036
0.8882
0.2920
0.6699
0.5085
0.4208
-0.3442
-0.7299
39.2 44.1
38.2 13.6
37.5 25.1
35.2 14.5
37.6 35.1
35.S· 2•• 3
-0.6143
-0.5341
-0.1214 ~29. 7 -21.3
0.1071 38.1 29.2
36.5' 31.3
35.4 23.9
19 -0.1162 -0.1614 -0.1687 38.9 45.2 -0.3809 -0.5370 -0.5866- 41.0 54.0 -0.3705 -0.503S -0.4477 36.0 20.8
21
85
B7
89
91
92
94
96
9S
106
108
110
112
-0.1511
0.0109
0.0144
0.0082
0.0104
-0.1769
-0.1448
-0.5441
"O:ill2
-1.4184
-0.~219 39.7
0.0137 36.0
0.0167 32.6
0.0094 32.7
0.0119 31.5
-0.4043 54.5
-0.3931 62.6
-0.9850 45.5
0.4432 32.3
-1.9411 37.4
-2.1939 41.2
-0.9402 44.4
46.9 -0.3399
25.8 -0.3271
16.0 -0.7492
55.2 -0.5169
74.3 1.614S
-0.4790
-0.4430
-1.0171
-0.6671
2.1190
-0.6319 29.1
2.2166 31.2
0.1094
1. 9169
2.1570
1. 4S10
1.8537
60.3 -18.2431 -25.4396 -26.5214
92.4 -1.0341 -1.4596 -1.5942
6.7. -0.3626
45.3 -0.;561
45.3 13.1745
-1.4134
-0.5393
-1.0071 -1.4093 -1.4875 39.9 47.7 -1.2153 -1.6657 -1.6977 37.1 39.7 0.9811
22.3 0.8e94
37.3 -2.1413
-0.6485
-0.5916
20.6555
34.6
34.7
34.0
33.5
33.4
39.4
41.1
24.7
22.5
16. S
B.7
B.O
45.4
54.2
47.0 79.B
34.0 -21.0
41.0 56.8
0.9729 . 24.7
-2.5250 36.4
1.4384 36.8 46.3
9.4
17.9
409
d. The percentage differences in the maximum torsion (Q)
ranged from 31.5\ to 62.6\ according to DnV and from 1.4\
to 171\ according to BV.
e. The percentage differences in the maximum bending moment
(M ) ranged from 16.3\ to 53.1\ according to DnV and fromy
6.7\ to 92.4\ according to BV.
f. The percentage differences in the maximum bending moment
(M ) ranged from 24.7\ to 47.0\ according to DnV and fromz
-21~8\ to 78.8\ according to BV.
3.1.2 LR vs DnV and BV (w a 0.37 rad/s, t = 0.3T)
Tables (6) and (7) show that the percentage differences are
generally smaller than those of Tables (4) and (5) for the majority of
members.
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -16.9\ to 35.0\ according to DnV. In the case
of BV, the differences ranged from -33.1\ to 292\.
b. The percentage differences in the maximum shearing force
(F) ranged from 1.9\ to 52.7\ according to DnV. In the
y
case of BV, the differences ranged from -23.8\ to 90.9\.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F) rangedz
from 0.5\ to 36.4\ according to DnV. In the case of BV, the
differences ranged from -5.4\ to 26.6\.
d. The percentage differences in the maximum torsion (Q)
ranged from -89.7\ to 52.7\ according to DnV. In the case
of BV, the differences ranged from -90.3\ to 131\.
410
Mem-
ber
No
-6Max Axial Foree N (N) x 10
DiU ,
-6Max Shearing Foree F (N) x 10 -6Max She.ring Foree F.(N) x 10
LR DnV IlV DnV LR DnV DV
DUt ,
DnV DV LR DnV
DUt ,
DV DnV DV
5
-4.74 .
-3.07
-1.83
-0.205
5.62
3.BO
2.44
0.206
-5.63
-3.77
-2.30
-0.0112
-5.33
-3.44
-2.03
-0.254
6.33
4.27
2.74
0.269
~6.3.4
-4.22
-2.53
0.0093
-0.0431
-0.0539
-0.0845
-14.9
-11.0
-5.90
-1.55
13.4
9.33
4.15
0.421
-4.97 12.4
-3.21 12.1
1.89 10.9
-0.25 23.9
.5.91 12.6
4.00 12.4
2.59 12.3
0.272 30.6
-5.91 12.6
-3.93 11.9
-2.35 10.0
0.0439 -16.9
-0.0362 27.1
-0.0474 27.4
-0.0901 35.0
-14.10 13.7
-10.50 14.2
-5.69 15.9
-1.54 22.0
12.40 11.7
B.59 10.7
3.75 8.4
4.9 -0.OBB1
4.6 -0.0389
3.3 -0.0426
22.0 0.09B3
5.2 0.0278
5.3 -0.0414
6.1 -0.0849
32.0 -0.0406
5.0 0.0331
4.2 -0.0228
2.2 0.0130
292 0.0157
-0.0161 -0.0197 -0.0123 22.4 -23.6 0.0247
6.8 -0.0243
12.1 -0.0044
43.9 -0250.
7.6
9.0
11.8
21. 3
3.3
2.78
0.265
0.231
0.365
-2.87
-0.100
-0.0475
-0.0569
0.1390
0.0333
-0.0557
-0.117
-0.0560
0.0396
-0.0274
0.0157
0.0194
0.0289
-0.0371
-0.120
-0.353
3.1l
0.303
0.262
0.418
~3.26
-0.249
-0.180
0.319
0.0919 13.5
-0.0474 22.1
-0.0600 l3.6 40.8
0.152 41.4 54.6
0.0319 19.8 14.7
-0.0584 34.5 41.1
-0.122 l7.8 43.7
-0.0583 37.9 43.6
0.OH3 19.6 3.6
-0.0182 20.2 -20.2
-0.0099 20.8 -23.8
0.0153 .23.6 -I'S!
0.0263 17.0
-0.0464 52.7
-0.136 42.2
-0.308 41.2
2.89 12.6
0.282 14.3
0.249 13.4
0.421 14.5
..-3.06 13.6
-0.238 10.7
-0.180 4.0
0.319 1.9
4.3 0.0163
21.9 0.0261
0.0234
0.0376
0.0205
0.0272
0.0187
0.0118
0.0228
0.0309
0.0247
0.0130
6.5 0.0498
90.9 0.0795
61.1 -0.0746
55.2 -0,'124
4.0
6.4
7.8
15.3
6.6
5.8
4.0
1.9
-2.66
-0.175
0.168
-0.275
-2.63
-0.221
-0.186
-0.294
0.0202
0.0344
0.0315
0.0513
0.0257
0.0349
0.0237
0.0158
0.0290
0.0402
0.0323
0.0177
0.0665
.0.106
-0.101
-0.167
-2.99
-0.188
0.175
-0.294
-2.92
-0.237
-0.187
-D. lOS
0.0178
0.0303
0.0292
0.0476
0.0226
0.0301
0.0197
0.0136
0.0258
0.0356
0.0289
0.0161
23.9
31.8
34.6
36.4
25.4
28.3
26.7
33.9
27.2
30.1
30.8
36.2
9.2
16.1
24.8
26.6
10.2
10.7
5.3
15.3
13.2
15.2
17.0
23.8
0.0566 33.5 11.7
-2.25
-0.117
-0.422
-0.113
-0.726
-0.534
-0.726
-0.131
0.700
0.1l4
0.0545
0.140
0.895
0.632
1.63
4.25
40.5
2.88
1.37
-3.38
-42.9
-2.38
0.868
-3.87
n.3
35.4
34.7
12.4
7.4
(.2
6.9
11.0
7.2
0.5
3.7
13.8
15. I
17.7
6.0
4.0
6.5
1.0
-5.4
-2.4
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.0339
-0.0423
-0.0626
-13.10
-9.63
-5.09
-1. 27
12.0
8.43
3.83
0.453 0.303 -7.1 -33.1 0.313
1.9 -0.225
-2.1 -0.173
-0.0905
-0.0859
-0.146
-2.82
-0.182
0.168
-0.293
-2.71
-0.221
-0.176
-0.287
Table (6) Maximum Axial and Shearing Forces by LR, DnV , DV (u -0.37 rAd/I, t - 0.3T)
Hem-
ber
No
-6Maximum Torsion Q (NM). x 10
Oift ,
-6Max Bending Homent My (NM)x 10
-0.0218' -0.0295
LR DnV DV DnV BV LR DnV
-6Max Bending Moment M
Z
(NM) x 10
BV DV
Dirt ,
DnV BV LR OnV
Dit( \
BV OnV
5
7
8
10
12
14
15.'
11
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.0229
-0.0193
-0.0173
0.0515
0.0994
0.0608
0.0785
0.0839
0.169
0.114
0.124
-0.0125
-0.0052
-0.0015
-0.0016
1.30
0.569
0.387
0.205
2.49
1.29
1.11
0.533
-0.0299
-0.0249
-0.0226
0.0695
0.135
0.0837
0.107
0.112
0.224
0.152
0.166
-0.0164
-0.0059
-0.0010
-0.0002
1.73
0.776
0.534
0.313
3.320
1.73
1.51
0.736
-0.0278 35.3
-0.0269 30.6
-0.0236 29.0
-0.01B7 30.6
0.0597 35.0
0.118 35.B
0.072937.7
0.0986 36.3
0.0967 33.5
0.192 32.5
0-.131 33.3
0.142 33.9
-0.0141 31.2
-0.004 12.4
0.0001-30.6
0.0013-89.7
1.54 33.1
0.72036.4
0.509 38.0
0.473 52.7
2.85 H.)
1.50 34.1
1.33 36.0
0.757 38.1
27.5
11.5
22.3
B.l
15.9
18.7
19.9
25.6
15.3
13.6
14.9
14.5
12.8
-24.5
-90.3
-18.9
18.5
26.5
31.5
131
14.5
16.3
19.8
42.0
0.480
0.814
0.579
0.782
-0.370
-0.568
-0.298
-0.254
0.485
0.752
0.476
0.396
0.751
1.01
0.871
1.21
38.1
2.00
0.745
-1.86
37.3
1.99
-1.08
-2.61
0.600
1.08
0.777
1.06
-0.490
-0.752
-0.391
-0.342
0.645
1.01
0.642
0.538
1.01
1.34
1.17
1.64
42.9
2.21
0.819
-2.07
41.6
2.24
-1.08
-2.79
0.538 25.0
0.952 32.7
0.699 34.2
. 0.961 35.5
-0.424 32.4
-0.642 32.4
-0.321 31.2
-0.295 34.6
0.5liO 33.0
0.879 34.3
0.572 34.9
0.486 35.9
0.844 34.5
1.19 32.7
1.00 34.3
1.44 35.5
40.5 12.6
2.13 10.5
0.776 9.9 4.2
-1.97 11.3 5.9
38.5 11.5 3.2
2.05 12.6 3.0
-1.04 13.7
-2.66 6.9
12.1 -2.130
17.0 -0.651
20.7 -0.333
22.9 -0.521
14.6 -0.662
13.0 -0.429
7.7 -0.520
16.1' -0.0793
15.5 0.673
16.9 0.337
20.2 0.0947
22.7 0.104
12.4 -0.943
17.8 0.353
14.8 0.964
19.0 2'.70
6.3 39.0
6.5 2.69
1.9
1.17
-2.74
-40.1
2.25
0.702
-2.40
-2.40
-0.731
-0.414
-0.744
-0.768
-0.523
-0.700
-0.113
0.774
0.376
0.0947
0.140
-1.04
0.453 .
1.41
3.82
43.9
3.15
1.52
-3.20
-45.60
-2.53
0.827
-3.39
12.7 5.6
12.3 10.1
24.3 26.7
42.8 56.0
16.0 9.7
21.9 24.5
34.6 39.6
42.5 65.2
15.0 4.0
11.6 -6.8
- -42.4
34.6 34.6
10.3 -5.1
28.3 79.0
46.3 69.1
41.5 57.4
12.6 3.B
17.1 7.1
29.9 17.1
16.8 23.4
13.7 7.0
12.4 5.8
17.8 23.6
41.3 61.3
Table (7) ~Iaximum Torsion And Bening Moments by LR, DnV , 8V ("-0.37 rAd/s, t-O.3T)
3.1.3
411
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) ranged
y
from 6.9\ to 35.9\ according to DnV, while in the case of
BV the differences ranged from -3.7\ to 22.9\.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) rangedz
from 10.3\ to 46.4\ according to DnV. In the case of BV,
the differences ranged from -42.4\ to 79.0\.
LR vs DnV and BV (~ c 0.37 rad/s, t = 0.6T)
Tables (8) and (9) show that:-
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -87.3\ to 413\ according to DnV, and from
-81.3\ to 585\ according to BV.
force (F ) ranged fromy
-41.2\ to 39.7\ according to DnV, and from -78.1\ to 50.9\
b. The differences in the shearing
according to BV.
c. The differences in the force (F ) ranged fromzshearing
-64.8\ to 92.1\ according to DnV, and from -83.9\ to 244\
according to BV.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
19.8\ to 275\ according to DnV, and from -52.9\ to a large
value of 1445\ according to BV. However, it is to be noted
that the absolute values of the torsional moments are
negligible in this case.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) rangedy
from -38.2\ to 58.8\ according to DnV, and from -72.7\ and
226\ according to BV.
412
Mem-
ber
No
-6
MaxAxlal Force N (N) x 10
DHt ,
-6MaxShearing Force F IN) x 10
Dirt ,
-6
MIx Shoaring Force FzIN) x 10
LR DnY ay DnY DV LR DnY BY DnY BY LR DnY
DHt ,
BY DnY BV
7
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
99
106
109
110
112
-1.3134 .
-0.7089
-0.3406
-0.1822
-1.5540
-0.8788
-0.3639
-0.0730
1.3762
0.5998
0.0786
-0.1807
-0.0447
-0.03H
-0.0487
0.OU6
3.2416
2.3678
1. 2587
0.4637
-1.6533
-0.6670
0.1968
0.3491
-1.02
-0.439
-0.294
-0.220
-1.22
-0.571
-0.0987
-0.0850
6.982
0.197
-0.299
-0.261
-0.0548
-0.0354
-0.0572
0.020j
·2.39
1. 76
0.996
0.496
-0.210
0.573
1.01
0.614
-0.619 -22.1 -52.7
-0.173 -38,1 -75.6
-0.466 -U.8 36.7
-0.250 20.9 37.4
0.0410
0.0401
0.0406
0.0928
-0.735 -21.3 -52.6 -0.0352
-0.226 -35.0 -74.3 0.0584
0.148 -75.6 -59.3 0.0531
-0.0615 16.4 -15.8 0.0218
0.525 -29.9 -62.0 -0.0315
-0.122 -67.2 -81;3 -0.0512
-0.502 280 539 -0.0806
-0.270 44.2
-0.0522 22.6
-0.0402 12.7
-0.0663 17.5
49.2 0.0411
16.8 -0.0656
29.0 0.1096
36.1 -0.1248
0.0095 -49.3 -30.2 -0.2433
1.13 -26.2 -65.1 -0.5796
0.812 -25.7 -65.7 -0.1257
0.476 -21.7 -62.2 -0.1545
0.362 4.7 -22.0 -0.2470
0.921 -87.3 -50.2 0.9451
1.29 -14.1 93.4 0.0934
1.35 413 585
0.664 75.9 90.3
0.0751
0.1249
0.0427 0.0330 4;1 -19.5 -0.0095
0.0502 -0.0447 25.2
-0.0551. -0.0530 35.7
. 0.124 36.9 33.6 0.01470.1270
-0.0451
0.0768
0.0703
0.0281
-0.0406
-0.0712
-0.122
0.0574
0.0951
0.148
-0.169
-0.332
-0.341
-0.124
-0.159
-0.271
0.845
0.0959
0.0765
0.1520
-0.0380 28.1
0.066 31.5
0.0566 32.4
0.0245 28.9
-0.03~9 28.9
-0.0679 39.1
-0.113 39.0
0.0620 39.7
-0.0747 29.7
-0.131 34.5
-0.156 35.2
-0.318 36.6 30.9
-0.127 -41.2 -7B.l
-0.10S -1.6 -16.7
11.5 -0.0141
30.5 0.0098
8.0 -0.0044
13.0 0.0064
6.6 0.0084
12.4 0.0021
14.0 -0.0049
32.6 ~0.0021
40.2 0.0019
50.9 -0.0010
ll.9 0.0336
19.1 0.0507
24.8 0.0252
0.0'714
0.9976
0.1206
-0.142 2.6 -8.4 0.1375
-0.243· 9.3 -2.0 -0.2008
0.5!U -10.6 -37.5 0.5735
0.0798 2.7 -14.6 0.0264
0.0683 1.9 -9.1 -0.0220
0.138 21.6 10.4 -0.0557
-0.0115
-0.0191
0.0142
0.0213
-0.0044
0.0085
0.0115
0.0033
-0.0051
0.0029
0.0033
-0.0009
0.0445
0.0668
0.0319
0.103
0.918
0.117
0.136
-0.184
0.361
0.0093
-0.0222
-0.107
-0.0094
-0.Oll7
0.0170
0.0271
0.0032
0.0103
0.0123
0.0054
-0.0021
0.0071
0.0064
20.9 -0.9
28.4 -2.8
45.0 73.6
44.9 04.4
1.1 -27.1
33.9 61. 7
36.3 45.7
54.7 155
2.0 -56.8
37.0 242
76.5 244
0.0026 -10.0 162
0.0370
0.OS40
0.0384
0.127
0.6B3
0.104
32.7 10.1
31.8 6.5
26.6 52.4
44.3 77.9
-B.O -31.6
-3.3 -14.0
0.134 -2.9
-0.177 -S.S -11.9
0.167 -37.1 -70.9
-0.0043 -64.0 -83.9
-0.0266
-0.1260
-3.5 15-.7
92.1 126
Table (8) MaxilftumIIxial and Shearing Force. by LR. Onv G BV 1"-0.37 rad/I, t-0.6TI
Mem-
ber
No
-6
MAximumTorsion Q (NM)'x 10
LR DnY ay
DiH \
-6 6
Hax Bending Moment"v _I_N_:-t_)_X l_0 ~_la_)(_II_e_n_d_i_n9;_M.:o.:..m.:.en.:..t::....:;HL.:(N.:.H.:..)_X.:.....:1:.:0_
DHf , Dif! \
DnV BY LR DnY BY DnY BY LR DnV BV DnV DV
-0.0190· -0.0252
-0.0106 -0.0131
-0.0128 -0.0166
-0.0133 -0.0193
10
12
14
IS -
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.0229
-0.0450
-0.0166
-0.0477
0.0009
0.0445
0.0499
0.0661
-0.0091
-0.0165
-0.0111
-0.0139
-0.9779
-0.6134
-0.3350
-0.700B
0.0441
0.3466
0.748B
0.On8
-0.0303
-0.0593
-0.0213
-0.0626
0,0033
0.0668
0.0733
0.0959
-0.0130
-0.0230
-0.0156
-0.0197
-1.290
-0.813
-0.435
-0.965
0.2340
0.5260
1.090
0.0860
-0.0249 32.6
-0.0137 23.6
-0.0169 29.7
-0.0230 45.1
-0.0217 32.3 -5.2
-0.0402 31.8 -10.7
-0.0070 28.3 -52.9
-0.0475 31.2
0.0135 275
0.0911 50.1
0.0938 46.9
0.1220 45.1
-0.0140 42.7
-0.0223 39.4
-0.0152 40.5
-0.0193 41.7
-1.05 31.9
-0.661 32.6
31.1
29.2
32.0
72.9
-O.lB89
0.2517
0.2097
0.2347
0.0960
0.1~77
0.1250
0.0434
0.0417
0.0741
0.0754
1445
105
88
94.6 0.0647
53.7 -0.5807
35.2 -0.8698
36.9 -0.4084
38.8 0.9833
7.4 -13.8774
7.8 -0.9547
-0.947 37.7
0.517 62.5
-0.292 29.9 -12.9 -0.5746
35.1 -0.7268
259 -B.ll10
-0.217
0.343
0.207
0.327
0.118
0.203
0.172
0.0617
0.0649
0.118
0.113
0.0921
-0.778
-1.16
0.548
1.40
-12.7
-0.909
-0.630
-0.977
-5.01
0.194
0.508
-0.716
0.172 14.8
0.338 36.1
0.280 36.7
·0.351 39.1
0.105 22.9
0.210 37.2
0.176 37.6
-0.OB69 42.2 100
0.0604 55.3 _ H.S
0.242 58.8 226
0.200 49.9 165
0.152 42.3
-0.659 33.9
-0.991 33.3
-9.0
34.1
33.3
49.4
9.4
41.9
40.8
0.7283
0.3470
0.2209
0.4502
0.3744
0.3908
0.3077
0.0771
0.1774
0.2823
0.4357
135 -0.0977
13.4 -1.4042
13.9 -1.7752
0.6860 34.3 68.1 -1.6724
1.630 42.4 . 65.0 -2.7010
-9.31 -8.6 -33.0 -7.6502
-0.713 -4.0 -25.3 -0.8068
-0.599 9.6 4.2 0.B326
-1.110 34.4 52.7 2.1731
-2.21 -30.2 -72.7 13.0305
0.205 -19.5 -14.9 -0.97S4
0.515 30.6 32.4 0.8244
-0.902 10.5 39.2 2.5271
0.647
0.368
0.300
0.614
0.401
0.476
0.402
0.105
0.248
0.405
0.618
-0.134
-1.74
-2.34
-2.26
-3.68
-4.24
-0.741
0.BB4
2.83
11.60
-1.22
-1.13
3.47
0.444
0.294
0.306
0.599
0.320
0.399
0.336
0.102
0.223
0.396
0.621
-0.134
-1.48
-2.09
-2.04
-3.49
-1. 23
0.593
0.819
2.61
7.940
-1.06
-1.030
3.200
-11.1 5.7
6.1 17.4
35.722.2
36.4 29.3
9.6 -03.9
21.7 -26.5
30.5 -1.7
36.2 20.3
40.1 -3a.9
43.6 A.7
41.7 25.0
37.2 29.6
24.3 5.7
31.5 17.4
35.3 22.2
36.3 29.3
-44.6 -8l.9
-8.2 -26.5
6.1 -1.7
30.4 20.3
-10.8 -38.9
25.1 8.7
37.1 25.0
37.2 29.6
0.759 51.6. 118.7 0.2413
1.400 45.5 B6.9 0.3BBS
0.1310 19.6 82.5 0.6477
Table (9) MaximumTorsion and Bendin9 Moment. by LR. DnYC BY I" • 0.37 rad/s, t-0.6T)
3.1.4
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f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) rangedz
from -44.6\ to 43.6\ according to DnV, and from -83.9\ to
29.6\ according to BV.
LR vs DnV and BV (w = 0.56 radls, t • 0.0)
Tables (10) and (11) show that:-
a. The differences in the maximum axial force (N) ranged from
-11.4\ to 47.2\ according to DIIV,while BV gave differences
ranging from -34.7\ to 166\.
b. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F) ranged
y
from -3.2\ to 38.1\ in the case of DnV, while BV gave
differences ranging from -7.3\ to 60.9\.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F) rangedz
from -8.1\ to 48.6\ in the case of DnV, while BV gave
differences ranging from -10.0\ to 79.3\.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
20.2\ to 42.7\ in the case of DnV, while BV gave
differences ranging from -90.5\ to 71.2\.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M) rangedy
from 6.2\ to 46.1\ according to DnV, and from 5.9\ to 83.3\
according to BV.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) rangedz
from 12.9\ to 44.4\ in the case of DnV, while BV gave
differences ranging from 4.6\ to 49.6\.
414
Mem-
ber
No
-6
Max Axial Foree N (N) x 10 -6Max Shearing Foree F (N) x 10 -6Max Shearing Foree Fz(N) x 10
LR DnV DV
Diff \
DnV BV LR DnV BV
DHt \
DnV DV LR DnV
DHt \
BV DnV BV
5
0.533
0.549
0.766
0.595
-0.5B7
-0.514
-0.549
0.0202
0.619
0.612
0.714
0.215
0.0215
0.0471
0.123
0.114
1.93
1.42
0.6B9
-0.0375
-2.33
-1.B9
-1.27
-0.394
0.738
0.737
0.962
0.626
-0.823
-0.721
-0.766
0.0179
0.865
0.849
0.982
0.293
0.0253
0.0533
0.134
0.123
2.67
1.97
0.965
-0.03BO
-3.16
-2.69
-1.81
-0.580
0.797 38.5
0.778 34.2
0.9BS 25.6
0.611 5.2
-0.900 40.2
-0.792 40.3
-0.849 39.5
-0.0132-11.4
0.93639.7
. 0.903 3B.7
1.02 37.5
0.272 36.3
0.021717.7
0.0488 13.2
0.126 B.9
0.119 7.9
3.03 3B.3
2.2938.7
1.22 40.1
0.0997 1. 3
-3.29 41. 7
-2.76 42.3.
-1.81 42.5
-0.536 47.2
49.5 0.0113
41.7 0.0146
2B.6 0.0250
2.7 -0.OB44
53.3 -0.0076
54.1 -0.0220
54.6 -0.0424
-34.7 -0.0050
51. 2 -0.0069
47.5 0.0230
42.9 0.0455
26.5 -0.0400
0.9 -0.0107
3.6 -0.0321
2.4 0.0636
4.4 0.223
57.0 -0.402
61. 3 -0.0252
77.1 0.0860
166 0.234
47.5 0.233
46.0 -0.0263
42;5 -0.0950
36.0 -0.231
0.0155
0.0192
0.0326
-0.114
-0.0103
-0.0293
-0.0567
-0.0049
-0.0093
0.0307
0.0610
-0.0529
-0.0143
-0.0429
0.0849
0.299
-0.555
-0.0326
0.0892
0.251
0.328
-0.0258
-0.0987
-0.244
0.0161 37.2 42.5 -0.0030 -0.0040 -0.0038
0.0178 31.5 21.9 -0.0071 -0.0096 -0.0090
0.0280 30.4
-0.0989 35.1
-0.0092 35.0
-0.024B 33.2
-0.0450 33.7
-0.0049 -3.2
-0.0086 35.0
0.0264 33.5
0.0498 34.1
-0.0514 32.3
-0.0129 33.6
-0.0368 33.6
0.0694 33.5
0.251 34.1
-0.572 38.1
-0.0361 29.4
0.0835 3.7
0.217 7.3
0.375 40.8
0.0252 -1. 9
-0.0930 3.9
-0.249 5.6
12.0 -0.0109
17.2 -0.0223
20.8 -0.0011
12.7 -0.0048
6.1 -0.0074
-3.4 -0.0045
25.8 -0.0036
14.8 -0.0082
9.5 -0.0098
28.5 -0.0029
20.6 -0.0041
14.6 -0.0149
9.1 -0.0286
12.6 -0.161
42.3 0.146
43.3 0.0295
-2.9 -0.0709
-7.3 0.211
60.9 0.]19
-4.2 0.0361
-2.1 0.0802
7.8 0.296
-0.0148
-0.0306
-0.0016
-0.0068
-0.0103
-0.0063
-0.0050
-0.0114
-0.0124
-0.0043
-0.0055
-0.0199
-0.0387
-0.222
0.210
0.0312
-0.0699
0.194
0.440
0.0416
0.0806
c.aao
-0.0140
-0.0308
-0.0018
-0.0071 39.9
-0.0104 39.6
-0.0069 41.0
-0.0048 37.2
-0.0112 39.0
-0.0129 40.6
-0.0052 . 48.6
-0.0047 33.6
-0.0172
-O.OlSO
-0.222
0.261
0.0329
-0.0682
0.190
0.463
0.0416
0.0760
0.325
35.7
35.1
35.8
37.2
44.0
27.6
26.4
2B.4
3B.l
69.8
47.5
40.9
55.2
32.2
36.6
45.1
79.3
13.5
B
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
9B
106
108
110
112
33.6 15.4
35.3 22.4
37.9 37.9
43.8 7B.8
5.8 11.5
-1.4 -LB
-8.1 -10.0
37.9 45.1
.15.2 lS.2
0.5 -5.2
11.5 9.8
Table (10) ~laxlmumAxial and Shearing Fore •• by LR, DnV, BV (01-0.56 radiI, t-O.O)
Mem-
ber
No
-6liaximumTorsion Q (NI·I) x 10 '-6"ox Bending Moment~ly (Nil) x 10
DV
B
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
0.0094 .
0.0123
0.0089
0.0234
0.0070
0.0212
0.0077
0.0379
-0.0191
-0.0754
-0.0769
-0.104
0.0099
0.0128
0.0103
0.0166
0.357
0.357
0.290
0.528
-0.721
-0.698
-1.11
-0.736
LR
0.0125
0.0161
0.0112
0.0319
0.0092
0.0278
0.0093
0.0483
-0;0257
-0.102
-0.105
-0.143
0.0133
0.0170
0.0138
0.0221
0.473
0.469
0.360
0.694
-0.971
DnV DV
0.011733.1 24.6
0.0150 30.9 22.0
O.Ol1B
0.0320
0.0067
0.01B4
-0.0007 20.2 -90.5
0.0323 27.4 -14.8
-0.0232' 34.6 21.5
-0.0938 35.3 24.4
-0.101 36.5 31.3
-0.140 37.5 34.6
0.0122 34.6 23.5
0.014B 32.8 15.6
0.0119 34.0 15.5
0.0191 33.1 15.1
0.379 32.5 6.2
0.353 31.4 -1.1
0.172 24.1 -40.7
0.511 31.4 -3.2
-0.869 34.7 20.5
-0.949 -0,880 36.0
-1.54 -0.0154 38.7
-1.05 -0.0126 42.7
Diff \
DnV
26.6
36.3
31. 8
31.1
DV
33.3
36.8
-4.3
-13.2
-0.0698
-0.179
-0.169
-0; 295
-0.0302
-0.103
-0.104
0.0739
-0.118
-0.273
-0.220
-0.162
0.104
-0.349
-0.461
-1.91
-2.04
0.109
0.322
1.00
-4.63
-0.351
-0.322
1.85
LR
-0.0934
-0.240
-0.225
-0.416
-0.040
-0.139
-0.141
0.105
-0.160
-0.375
-0.308
-0.228
0.139
-0.465
-0.620
-2.63
-2.9B
-0.134
0.342
1.21
-6.43
-0.476
-0.382
2.17
DnV DV
Ditt \
DnV
22.9
6.2
21.0
38.9
DV
17.3
17.3
14. B
56.3
11.3
22.3
23.1
75.9
24.6
31.1
43.6
52.5
15.4
12.3
18.9
36.6
83.3
57.8
-5.9
26.0
45.8
39.0
10.2
1B.9
-0.244
-0.139
-0.139
-0.391
0.0612
0.105
-0.218
0.0727
-0.104
-0.153
-0.249
0.0901
0.248
0.544
0.850
2.46
-5.66
-0.322
-0.598
-1.82
3.24
0.312
0.939
-1.65
LR DnV
-0.365
-0.195
-0.1 SS
-0.458
0.0853
0.132
-0.228
0.0963
-0.142
-0.183
-0.277
0.10B
0.320
0.634
0.913
2.71
-8.08
-0.453
-0.647
-2.06
S.2S
0.375
1.01
-1.82
Di!! \
BV DnV
26.1
3B.7
71. 2
-0.0819 33.8
-0.210 34.1
-0.194 33.1
-0.461 41.0
-0.0336 32.5
-0.126 35.0
-0.12B 35.6
0.130 42.1
-0.1~7 35.6
-0.358 37.4
-0.316 40.0
-0.247 40.7
0.120 33.7
-0.392 33.2
-0.548 34.5
-2.61 37.7
-3.74 46.1
-0.172
0.303
1.26
-6.75
-0.498 35.6
-0.355 18.6
2.20 17.3
-0.343
-0.199
-0.176
-0.536
0.0848
0.144
-0.290
0.105
-0.142
-0.204
-0.328
0.121
0.337
O. 72B .
1.13
3.29
-7.85
-0.429
-0.675
-2.43
4.58
0.366
1.10
-2.29
~0.6
43.2
26.6
37.1
3B.6
37.1
33.0
44.4
<9.6
40.3
11. 5
17.1
39.4
25.7
4.6
32.5
36.5
19.6
11. 2
19.9
29.0
16.5
7.4
36.5
33.3
31. 7
34.3
35.9
33.9
32.9
33.7
38.7
33.2
12.9
33.5
41.4
17.3
17.1
3B.8
10.2
42. B
40.7
8.2
13.2
62.0
20.2
7.6
10.3
Table (11) MaximumTorsion and Bending Moments by LR, DnV , DV (w _ 0.56 rad/a, t _ 0.0)
415
3.1.5 LR vs DnV and BV (~= 0.56 rad/s, t = O.3T)
Tables (12) and (13) show that the percentage differences are
smaller than the corresponding values of tables (10) and (11) as
follows:-
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -3.3\ to 29.7\ according to DnV, and from
-67.3\ to 31.4\ according to BV.
b. The· differences in the maximum shearing force (Fy) ranged
from -3.6\ to 40.7\ accoruing to DnV, and from -16.6\ to
54.3\ according to BV.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F ) rangedz
from -3.1\ to 36.6\ according to DnV and from -6.2\ to
27.4\ according to BV.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
-5.1\ to 50.5' according to DnV and from -56.8\ to 113\
according to BV.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (My) ranged
from -6.4\ to 35.6\ according to DnV, and from -11.8\ to
21.4\ according to BV.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) rangedz
from 1.4\ to 43.0\ according to DnV and from -20.5\ to
58.7\ according to BV.
3.1.6 LR vs DnV and BV (~ = 0.56 rad/s, t = O.6T)
Tables (14) and (15) show that:-
416
Mem-
ber
No
-6MaxAxial Force N (N) x 10 -6MaxShearinq ForcG F (N) x 10 -6Max Sh.arinq Force .F% (N) x 10
LR OnV
Oif! ,
av OnV BV L!\ OnV DV
Oif! ,
CnV BV LR OnV BV
Oit!
CnV BV
-0.198
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
OS
B7
B9
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-2.62 .
-2.11
-1. 75
-2.92
-2.35
-1.94
-0.194
3.46
2.8B
2.51
0.297
-3.48
-2.91
-2.51
-2.73 11.5
-2.2 11.4
4.2 -0.0459 -0.0514 -0.048 12.0
4.3 -0.0250 -0.0291 -0.0266 16.4
-1.Bl 10.9 3.4
-0.162 -2.0 -lB.2
3.25 10.9 4.2
2.71 10.8
2.3B 11.1
0.301 29.7
-3.26 11.2
-2.73 11.1
-2.35 11.6
-0.0192
0.0947
0.0110
4.2 -0.0047
5.3 -0.0210
31.4 -0.0395
4.2 0.0132
4.2 -0.0092
4.4 0.0163
-0.0081 -0.0918 -0.0544 4.2 -30.3 0.0225
-0.0030
-0.0235
-0.0602
-0.0596
-9.24
-7.21
-4.19
-1.11
8.3B
6.57
3.53
0.537
3.12
2.60
2.26
0.229
-3.13
-2.62
-2.25
-0.0029
-0.0287
-0.0711
-0.0665
-10.40
-8.11
-4.75
-1.30
9.48
7.24
3.850
0.530
-0.0099 -3.3 -67.3 0.0124
-0.0232 22.1 -1.3 -0.0139
-0.0585 18.1 -2.8 -0.0186
-0.0517 11.6 -13.3 -0.226
-9.BO 12.6
-7.70 12.5
-4.56 13.4
-1.30 17.1
8.86 10.5
6.75 10.2
3.57 9.1
0.456 -1.3 -15.1
6.1
6.8
8.B
17.1
3.3
2.7
1.1
1. 530
0.119
0.0907
-0.259
-1.510
-0.108
0.0933
0.379
-0.0229
0.133
0.0123
-0.0050
-0.0286
-0.0540
0.0152
-0.0108
0.0211
0.0276
0.0142
-0.0195
-0.0246
-0.318
1. 710
0.D4
0.101
0.283
-1.68
-0.110
0.0899
0.3820
-0.0210 19.3
0.140 40.4
0.0116 11.8
-0.0047 6.3
-0.0324 3~.2
-0.0555 36.7
0.0140 15.2
-0.0091 17.9
0.0136 29.4
4.6 0.0062
6.4 0.0108
9.4
47.8
5.5
-1. 7
54.3
40.5
6.1
-0.5
-16.6
0.0127
0.0328
0.0763
0.0154
0.0173
0.0096
0.009
0.0174
0.0202
0.0216 22.7 -4.0 0.0090
0.0074
0.0142
0.0160
0.0448
0.0093
0.0196
0.0221
0.0127
0.0110
0.0223
0.0261
0.0133
0.0094
O.Ol33
0.0613
-0.220
-1.460
-0.0663
0.0786
-0.294
-1.510
-0.0886
-0.0808
0.368 0.8 -2.9 -0.338 -0.3550
0.0066 18.6 5.6
0.0120 31.5 11.1
0.0143
0.0418
o.ooes
0.0175
0.0194
0.0108
0.0097
0.0192
0.0228
32. 1
36.6
21.6
27.3
2? ?
32.7
22.8
2e.2
29.2
12.6
2? "
11.0
13.6
12.1
12.9
8.3
10.3
12.9
0.0119 36.0 21.?
OnV
-1. 21
0.413
-0.171
-0.605
-0.335
-0.158
-0.220
0.0978
0.357
0.211
0.0002
0.145
-0.562
-0.245
-0.157
3.54
22.50
1. 54
0.768
-1.91
-22.3
-1.35
-0.580
-2.580
Tabl. (13) IIAdoum Torsion and Bending Homents by LR, OnV" BV ("'. 0.56 rad/s, t • 0.3T)
OnV
-0.0135
-0.0129
-0.0135
-0.0303
0.0155
0.0542
0.0599
0.0741
0.0264
0.0906
0.0943
0.105
-0.0135
-0.0065
-0.003
-0.0021
0.402
0.466
0.922
0.460
0.&61
0.903
1.50
1.59
-6MaxTorsion Q (NM)x 10
DiU ,
av OnV DV
0.0132 14.5
-0.0158 40.3
-0.0256 32.3
-0.345 40.7
1.59 11.&
0.125 12.6
0.0960 11.4
0.294 9.3
-1.580 ILl
-0.111 9.3
0.0846 -3.6
6.5
13.7
37.6
52.7
0.0071
0.0250
0.0461
-0.163
0.0079
0.0279
0.0488
-0.195
-1. 390
-0.0634
0.0754
-0.292
-1. 420
-0.0838
-0.0782
-0.330
32.9
33.2
33.0
35.0
9.8
7.5
10.2
13.1
10.2
7.0
-3.1
11.6
11.6
5.9
19.6
4.5
2. e
S. e
12.4
3.6
1.2
-6.2
3.9 -1. 33
5.0 -0.0617
5.8 0.0713
13.5 -0.251
4.6 -1.37
2.8 -0.0828
-9.3 -0.0834
5.0 -2.4
TAble (12) Maxi...... AXiel and Shearing: Fore .. ' by' LR,DnV" BV (II • 0.56 nd/., t • 0.3T)
Mem-
ber
NO
MAXBending MomentMy (NM)x is6 -6Max Bending Moment HZ (NH) x 10
BVLR LR OnV BV
Dif! ,
OnV BV LR BV
OHf
OnV
-0.0118. -0.0161
-0.0123 -0.-163
-0.0126 -0.0159
-0.024? -0.0340
10
12
14
IS,
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
99
106
108
110
112
0.0125
0.0422
0.0459
0.0520
0.0239
0.0834
0.0862
0.0990
-0.0121
-0.0067
-0.0038
-0.0050
0.3100
0.3450
0.676
0.216
0.791
0.933
1. 380
1. 290
0.0169
0.0580
0.0638
0.0722
0.Ol19
0.111
0.114
0.131
-0.0162
-0.0086
-0.0046
-0.004?
0.421
0.476
0.932
0.325
1.050
1.110
1.850
1.750
36.4 14.4
32.5 4.9
26.2 7.1
37.7 22.7
35.2 24.0
37.4 28.4
39.0 30.5
3&.& 42.5
33.5 10.5
33.1 8.6
32.3 9.4
33.7 7.1
33.9 11.6
28.4 -3.0
19.6 -22.2
-5.1 -56.&
35.8 29.7
38.0 35.1
37.9 l6.4
50.5 113
32.7 8.8
33.3 &.4
34.1 9.7
35.7 22.5
-0.162
0.30'2
0.333
0.676
-0.103
-0.293
-0.274
-0.20&
0.16&
0.403
0.366
0.326
-0.105
0.343
0.552
1.66
19.40
1.12
0.685
-2.12
20.000
1.190
-0.330
-2.94
-0.193
0.397
0.444
0.914
-0.137
-0.392
-0.364
-0.282
0.221
0.536
0.488
0.441
-0.136
0.453
0.729
2.250
21. 30
1. 22
0.799
-2.520
22.00
1.320
0.309
-3.22
-0.175 19.1
0.342 31.5
0.385 33.3
.0.815 35.2
-0.125 33.0
-0.354 33.8
-0.325 32.8
-0.251 35.6
0.184 31.5
0.446 33.0
0.415 33.3
0.390 35.3
-0.118 29.5
0.360 32.1
0.554 32.1
1.90 35.5
20.2 9.8
1.16 B.9
0.767 16.6
-2.41 18.9
20.6 10.0
1.24 10.9
-0.291 -6.4
-3.00 9.5
19.3
4.1
3.6
12.0
13.7
3.0
4.2
-11.8
2.0
&.0
13.2
15.6
20.6
-1.16
0.402
-0.163
-0.449
-1. 29
0.439
-0.179
-0.642
-0.357
-0.167
-0.202
0.103
0.384
0.225
0.131
0.154
-0.602
-0.275
0.160
3.17
24.2
1.66
0.847
-1. 72
-23.7
-1. 430
-0.651
-2.250
11. 2
9.2
9.8
43.0
4.3
2.7
4.9
52.6
21.4 -0.321
20.8 -O.lS?
19.6 -0.160
20.7 -0.0768
9.5 0.341
10.7 0.20?
13.4 0.111
19.6
12.4
5.0
0.11&
-0.535
-0.241
0.128
2'.23
21.6
1.470
0.697
-1. 660
-21. 20
-1. 29
-0.642
1.65
11.2 <.4
6.4 0.6
26.3 37.5
34.1 2?3
12.6 4.7
8.7 1.9
IB.O -20.5
lO.5
12.5
14.1
25.0
42.2
12.0
12.9
21.5
l.6
11.8
10.9
1.4
36.4
22.9
5.0
I.?
22.7
SR.7
4.2
4.8
10.2
15.1
5.2
4.7
-9.7
56.4
417
Mem-
ber
No
-6Max Axial Foree N (N) x 10
Oiff ,
-6Max Shearlnq Foree F (N) x 10 -6Hax Shearing Force ,Fz(N) x 10
LR DnV BV LR DnV BV
Oift ,
OnV BV LR DnV
OHt ,
BV OnVDnV BV
B
10
12
14
IS'
17
19
21
B5
B7
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-1.01 .
-0.822
-0.750
-0.600
-1.19
-0.959
-0.714
-0.139
1.16
0.877
0.554
-0.168
-0.0195
-0.0330
-0.0925
-0.0990
3.28
2.65
1. 70
0.716
-2.69
-1.8e
-0.708
0.185
-0.944
-0.756
-0.673
-0.684
-1.11
-0.B76
-0.604
-0.170
'1.Q7
0.767
0.392
-0.247
-0.0231
-0.Ol60
-0.0999
0.113
3.04
2.51
1.69
0.817
-2.17
-1. 39
-0.397
0.267
-0.756 -6.5 -25.1 0.0191
-0.601 -8.0 -26.9 0.0169
-0.530 -10.3 -29.3 0.0246
-0.700 14.0 16.7 0.102
-0.885 -6.7 -25.6 -0.0077
-0.685 -8.7 -28.6
-0.426 -15.4 -40.l
-0.139 22.3
0.B56 -7.8 -26.2
0.0206
0.0464
0.0288
-0.00B2
0.591 -12.5 -l2.6 -0.0170
0.243 -29.2 -56.1 -0.0417
-0.250 47.0 48.0 0.0433
-0.0208 1B.S
-0.Ol47 9.1
-0.101' 8.0 9.2
-0.121 14.1 22.2
6.7 -0.0098
5.2 0.Ol06
0.0631
-0.28l
2.29 -7.3 -30.2 -0.467
1.90 -5.3 -28.3 -0.0621
1.30 -0.6 -23.5 -0.ll0
0.701 14.1 -2.1 -0.423
-1.62 -19.3 -39'.8
-1.00 -26.1 -46.8
-0.218 -49.6 -72.3
0.258 44.3 39.5
0.628
0.0511
0.0399
0.0993
0.0188
0.0194
0.0306
0.141
-0.0093
0.0267
0.0617
0.0371
-0.0099
-0.0236
-0.0572
0.0598
-0.0115
0.0415
0.0850
-0.307
-0.396
-0.0606
-0.137
-0.468
<?~61S
0.0503
0.0470
0.143
0.0152 -1.6 -20.4 -0.0040 -0.0047
0.0162 14.8 -4.1 -0.0075 -0.0098
0.0249 24.4 1.2 -0.0090 -0.0117
0.139 38.2
-0.0070 20.9
0.0231 29.6
0.0516 33.0
0.0318 28.8
-0.0003 21.5
-0.0203 38.8
-0.0506 '37.2
0.0637 38.1
-0.0096 17.5
0.Ol56 35.6 16.l
0.0702 34.7 11.l
-0.368 36.7 30.0
-0.295 -15.2 -36.8
-0.0506 -2.4 -18.5
-0.129 5.4 -0.0
-0.444 10.6 5.0
36.l -0.0170
1.6 -0.0039
12.1 -0.0057
11.2 -0.0050
10.4 -0.0025
1.7 0.0017
19.4 ~~.~OlS
21. 3 -0. 0025
47.1 -0.0046
-1.5 0.0073
0.0249
0.0379
0.0669
0.635
O. 0470
-0.114
-0.365
0.498 -2.1 -20.7 0.471
0.0417 -1.6 -18.4 0.0307
0.0443 17.8 11.0 -0.0299
0.127 44.0 27.9 0.101
-0.0223
-0.0045
-0.0067
-0.0067
-0.0030
0.0017
0.0017
-0.0022
-0.0060
0.0097
O.Oll2
0.0504
0.0954
0.632
0.0461
-0.111
-0.367
0.411
0.0274
-0.0321
-0.126
-0.0040
-0.00B2
-0.0092
-0.0223
-0.0036
-0.0049
-0.0042
-0.0013
18.1
30.5
30.3
1.3
9.6
2.3
l1.2 -2.4
16.0 -6.5
IB.s -14.2
15.3 -27.~
22.2 -46.4
0.0018 -0.6 4.B
O.OOlO 15.4 103
0.0025 -12.3 -2.B
DnV
0.427 O. l41
0.139
0.129
0.628
0.ll2
0.164
0.276
0.0756
-0.0764
-0.110
0.244
-0.0044
O.008l
0.0286
0.0401
0.119
O.SlO
0.0412
-0.107
-0.367
30.0 -5.4
33.3 14.7
ll.l 14.~
33.0 5.C
42.6 77.~
-0.5 -16.5
-1.9 -12.3
-2.6 -6.1
0.5 0.5
0.324 -12.7 -l1.2
0.0239 -10.7 -22.1
-0.0292 7. 7 -2.~
-0.138 24.8 36.6
Tab1. (14) HaxtON" Axial and Shearinq Fore •• by LR, OnV ~ BV (.,.0.56 rod/., t • 0,6T)
Hem-
ber
No
-6Max Tor.ion 0 (NM) x 10 '-6Max Bendinq Moment My (NM) x 10 Max Bendinq Moment MZ (NK) x 106
BV
5
-0.00l5· -0.0046
LR OnV
Olff \
BV LR OnV BV
DiU \
OnV BV LR
Dif! ,
BV OnVDnV BV
8
10
12
14
IS
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.0070
-0.0034
-0.0096
-0.0154
-0.0510
-0.0412
-0.0899
0.0058
0.0312
0.0328
0.0496
-0.0042
-0.0100
-0.0093
-0.0129
-0.554
-0.612
-0.850
-0.90l
0.339
0.277
0.457
0.191
-0.0092
-0.0043
-0.0138
-0.0206
-0.0687
-0.0561
-0.121
0;0079
0.0435
0.0466
0.0708
-0.0059
-0.0136
-0.0128
-0.0182
-0.740
-0.B23
-1.140
-1. 230
0.451
0.392
0.673
0.254
-0.0055
-0.0104
-0.0066
-0.0174
-0.0173
-0.0574
-0.0447
-0.10B
0.0895
0.,0487
0.0562
0.0845
-0.0066
-0.0128
-0.0121
lO.s 55.9
31.0 48.6
25.6 91.0
43.5 80.9
33.B 12.3
34.7 12.5
36.2 e.s
34.6 20.1
lS.3 53.5
39.4 56.1
42.1 71.3
42.7 70.4
40.2 57.2
36.0 28.0
37.3 29.8
-0.0168 41.1 30.2
-0.631 33.6 ll.9
-0.704 34.5 15.0
-0.960
-1.16
0.467
0.461
0.913
0.2l9
34.1 12.9
36.2 28.5
33.0 37.8
41.5 66.4
47.3 99.B
l3.0 25.1
0.0698
0.155
0.169
0,270
0.0943
0.171
0.111
0.0779
0.0308
0.0605
0.0635
0.0844
-0.143
-0.468
-0.567
0.BB2
-9.18
-0.597
-0.639
1.08
-6.77
-0.331
0.155
0.822
0.0854
0.210
0.228
0.368
0.124
0.222
0.139
0.102
0.04l5
0.0903
0.0850
0.1150
-0.195
-0.630
-0.758
1.18
-9.13
-0.590
-0.638
-1. 320
-5.87
-0.261
0.205
0.901
0.0782 22.3
0.198 35.5
0.215 34.9
'0.374 36.3
0.104 31.5
0.175 29.8
0.106 25.2
12.0
27.7
27.2
38.5
10.3
2.3
-4.5
0.0684 30.9 -12.2 0.0590
0.0517 41.2
0.133 49.3
0.107 33.9
0.120 36.3
-0.171 36.4
-0.559 34.6
-0.631 33.7
1.42 43.6 72.7
-7.64 -0.5 -16.8
-0.498 -1.2 -16.6
-0.576 -9.9
-1.55 22.2 43.5
-4.60 -13.3 -32.1
-0.194 -21.1 -41.4
0.192 32.3 23.9
0.626 9.6 -23.8
67.9 -0.0971
120 '-0.115
68.5 0.194
42.2 -0.0793
19.6 -0.334
19.4 -0.463
11.3 -0.809
-3'.16
-6.50
-0.544
0.651
2.86
S.8l
0.469
-0.579
2.23
0.454
0.178
0.ll4
0.466
0.159
0.166
0.258
0.175
0.162
0.643
0.162
0.196
0.333
0.0823
-0.0937
-0.1290
0.277
-O.lOB
-0.l69'
-0.558
-1.10
-4.31
-5.47
-0. SOB'
O.ne
3.39
8.66
0.467
-0.749
3.18
-5.9 -24.9
-1.7 -21.9
20.9 -3.7
3B.0 34.8
1.9 -17.0
18.1 -1.2
29.1 7.0
39.5 2B.1
-3.5,-21.3
12.2 -4.3
42.8 25.8
0.129 '36.2 62.7
-0.l06 10.5 -8.4
-0.504 27.0 8.9
-0.920 36.0 13.7
-4.01
-4.05
-0.391
0.699
3.25
7.01
0.372
-0.706
2.B4
36.4 26.9
-15.8 -37.7
"6.6 -2B.l
10.3 7.4
18.5 13.6
-1.9 -20.6
-4.5 -2l.9
29.4 21.9
42.6 27.4
Table (15) Maximum Torsion and Bending Moments by LR, DnV ~ BV (.,• 0.56 rad/s, t • 0.6T)
418
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -49.6\ to 47.0\ in the case of DnV and from
-72.3\ to 48.8\ in the case of BV.
b. The percentage differences in the maximum shearing force
(Fy) ranged from -lS.2\ to 44.0\ in the cas~ of DnV and
from -36.8\ to 47.1\ in the case of BV.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F ) rangedz
from -12.7\ to 42.6\ in the case of DnV and from -46.4\ to
103\ according to BV•
.d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
2S.6\ to 47.3\ in the case of DnV and from 8.S\ to 99.8\ in
the case of BV.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M) rangedy
from -21.1\ to 49.3\ in the case of DnV and from -41.4\ to
120\ in the case of BV.
f. The differences in the maximum benuing moment (M) rangedz
from -lS.8\ to 42.8\ in the case of DnV and from -37.7\ to
62.7\ in the case of BV.
3.2 Maximum Stresses on the Members
The above analysis of the forces and moments for the results
of LR, DnV and BV showed large percentage differences, either positive
or negative, relative to the values of LR. However, for a certain
member of the structure, the effect of an increase in the force in one
or more directions may be counteracted by the increase, or even
decrease, in the torsion or bending moments. Therefore, it is
difficult to anticipate the final effect on a certain member without
419
calculating the stresses due to the system of forces and moments
acting on it. Since the scantlings of the members (diameter and wall
thickness) are controlled by the maximum stresses, the analysis of the
results of the stresses on the different members, as calculated by LR,
DnV and BV, is more important. This is summarised below.
3.2.1 LR vs DnV and BV (~= 0.37 rad/s)
Tables (16) to (18) show that:-
a. When t = 0.0, the percentage differences in the maximum
tensile or compressive stress (a max) ranged from 33.8\ to
41.5\ according to DnV and from 17.8\ to 57.7\ according to
BV. The differences in the maximum shearing stress (t max)
are almost the same as those of a max, ranging from 33.1\
to 41.3\ in the case of DnV and from 17.5\ to 58.6\ in the
case of BV.
b. When t = 0.3T, the differences in a max ranged from 8.3\ to
41.0\ according to DnV ana from 2.0\ to 51.0\ according to
BV. The differences in t max are almost the same as those
of a max ranging from 8.9\ to 40.5\ in the case of DnV and
from 2.3\ to 50.9\ in the case of BV.
c. When t = 0.6T, the differences in a max ranged from -24.5\
to 87.3% according to DnV and from -46.8\ to 112\ acco~ding
to BV. The differences in t max ranged from -24.2\ to 76.5\
in the case of DnV and -46.5\ to 103\ in the case of BV.
3.2.2 LR vs DnV and BV (~ = 0.56 rad/s)
Tables (19) to (21) show that:-
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Hem- ----------------------------------------------------------------~-------------ber
No
LR OnV
Dif! \
IlV DnV BV LR OnV
OHf
BV OnV BV
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
lOB
110
112
0.388
0.243
0.291
0.231
0.231
0.227
0.263
-0.0996
0.280
0.271
0.326
0.135
0.267
0.331
0.4BB
-0.744
0.639
0.123
0.0663
0.0374
-0.668
-0.161
-0.101
-0.0827
0.471
0.335
0.39B
0.317
-0.323
-0.317
0.366
-0.140
0.3B9
0.377
0.453
c.ree
0.359
0.443
0.657
-1.01
0.896
0.174
0.0921
0.0519·
-0.933
-0.224
-0.138
-0.112
0.495 39.3 46.4
0.347 37.9 42.B
0.410 36.S 40.9
0.337 37.2 45.9
-0.344 39.B 48.9
-0.336 39.6 48.0
-0.3B5 39.2 46.4
-0.154 40.6 54.6
0.406 38.9 45.0
0.391 39.1 44.3
0.465 39.0 42.6
0.200 39.3 48.1
0.326 34.5
0.390 33.0 17.8
0.577 34.6 IB.2
-0.949 35.8 27.6
0.965 40.2 51.0
0.194 41.5 57.7
0.104 38.9 56.9
0.0499 38.8 33.4
-0.995 39.7 49.0
-0.234 39.1 45.3
-0.139 36.6 37.6
-0.107 35.4 29.4
22.1
O.i69
0.122
0.146
0.116
0.116
0.114
0.131
0.0503
0.140
0.136
0.163
0.0703
0.133
0.166
0.245
O. )73
0.235
0.168
0.200
0.160
0.162
0.159
0.183
0.0703
0.195
0.109
0.227
0.0983
0.179
0.221
0.329
0.509
0.44B
0.0872
0.0466
0.0277
0.467
0.113
0.0722
0.247 39.1
0.173 37.7
0.205 37.0
0.169 37.9
0.172 39.7
0.16B 39.5
0.193 39.7
0.178 39.8
0.203 39.3
0.196 39.0
0.233 39.3
0.104 39.8
0.163 34.6
0.195 33.1
0.289 34.3
0.476 3&.5
0.482 40.4
0.0973 41.3
0.0533 3B.7
0.0264 39.9
0.498 39.8
0.118 39.3
0.0732 35.7
0.0539 36.0
46.2
41.e
40.4
H.7
48.3
47.4
47.3
55.1
45.0
44.1
42.9
47.9
22.&
17.5
18.0
27.6
51.1
57.7
58.6
33.3
49.1
45.5
37.6
30.2
0.319
0.0617
0.0336
0.0198
0.334
0.0811
0.0532
0.0414 0.0563
Table (16) 11axlmumStresses on the 11emb.re by LR, OnV , 8V (.. 0 0.37 rAel/s, toO.O)
Max Tensile (C'ompr) stress (N/m2) x 108
Hem- --~~~~:_~~~~----~.------------------------------------~-------
ber Dlf! DiH
No
LR CnV BV CnV BV LR Onv BV onv DV
B
10 0.
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
90
106
lOB
110
112
-0.739
-0.418
-0.393
-0.299
0.576
0.422
0.439
0.104
-0.589
-0.439
-0.391
0.126
-0.199
-0.170
-0.388
-0.881
-1.57
-0.299
-0.151
-0.106
1.56
0.264
0.120
0.0934
-0.834
-0.490
-0.478
-0.410
0.658
0.494
0.532
0.140
-0.676
-0.516
-0.465
0.170
-0.24
-0.236
-0.547
-1.24
-1.77
-0.343
-0.178
-0.124
1. 75
0.194
0.130
0.113
-0.779 12.9
-0.453 17.2 8.4
0:444 21~6 13.0
-0.399 37.1 33.4
0.613 14.2
0.459 17.1
0.513 21.2 16.9
0.129 34.6 24.0
-0.622 14.8 5.6
-0.469 17.5 6.8
-0.422 18.9 7.9
0.157 34.9 24.6
-0.203 20.6
-0.224 32.6 2S.B
-0.571 41.0 47.2
-1.33 40.7 51.0
-1.66 12.7 5.7
-0.324 14.7 8.4
-0.169 17.9 11.9
-0.127 17.0 19.8
1.63 12.2 4.5
0.271 11.4 2.7
0.12 8.3
0.118 21.0 26.3
5.4 0.370
0.209
0.197
0.150
0.288
0.211
0.220
0.0537
0.295
0.220
0.196
0.0648
0.0995
0.0892
0.195
0.442
0.706
0.150
0.0763
0.0533
0.786
0.133
0.0609
0.0468
0.417
0.2~5
0.239
0.205
0.329
0.247
0.266
0.0723
O. J38
0.258
0.233
0.0873
0.120
0.110
0.274
0.620
0.AB7
0.172
0.0098
0.0(.23
0.875
0.148·
0.0663
0.0570
0.390 12.7
0.227 17.2
0.222 21.3
0.200 36.7
0.306 14.2
0.230 17.1-
0.257 20.9
0.0668 34.6
0.311 14.6
0.235 17.3
.0.211 18.9
0.087 34.7
0.102 '20.6
0.113 32.3
0.286 40.5
0.667 40.3
0.830 12.8
0.162 14.7
0.0856 17.7
0.0637 16.9
0.815 12.5
0.136 11.3
0.0611 8.9
0.0593 21.8
5.4
8.6
12.7
33.3
6.3
9.0
16.8
24.4
5.4
6.8
7.7
24.5
2.5
26.7
<6.6
50.9
5.6
0.0
12.2
19.5
4.9
2.3
26.7
6.4
B.8
2.0
Table (17) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR, OnV & DV (..I ·0.37 rad/I, t-O.3T)
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Max Tensile (Compr) stress (N/m2) x 108
Mem- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ber
No
LR OnV
Oiff
BV DnV BV LR DnV
Diff \
BV BVDnV
5
7
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
1:15
87
-0.229
-0.127
-0.127
-0.170
-0.188
-0.140
-0.194 -0.128-15.3 -44.1
·-0.118 -0.0877 -7.1 -30.9
35.4-0.154
-0.230
-0.168
-0.172 21.3
-0.132 -0.0931 -5.7 -33.5
-0.233 35.3 37.1
-0.114 -10.6 -39.4
0.141
0.0961
-0.137 -0.139 0.128 1.5 -6.6
-0.0365 -0.0483 -0'.0466 32.3 27.7
0.121 0.0802 -14.2 -43.1
0.0851 -0.0852 -11.4 -11.3
0.139 -0.217 -0.0246 56.1
-0.0577 -0.0814 -0.0964 41.1
-0.253
-0.327
-0.51289
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
0.849
0.444
O. 084 2
0.0555
0.0643
-0.396
-0.0391
O. 0299
0.0689
77.0
67.1
-0.270 25.3 . 6.7
-0.383 32.1 17.1
-0.642 34.8 25.4
1.14 36.6 34.3
0.114
0.0637
0.0638
0.0856
0.0941
0.070
0.0690
0.0195
0.0703
0.0480
0.0695
0.0307
0.126
0.164
0.246 -17.1 -44.6 0.222
0.0448 -17.7 -46.8 0.0425
0.256
0.425
0.0384 -6.5 -30.8
0.0753 26.9 17.1
0.211 -24.5 -46.7
0.0565 9.7 44.5
0.0635 87.3 112
0.0949 40.9 37.7
0.0293
0.0322
0.198
0.0198
0.0170
0.0344
0.0970 -14.9
0.0590
0.0770
0.116
0.084
0.0663
0.0701
0.0258
0.0605
0.0426
0.109
0.0434
0.158
0.217
0.345
0.583
0.185
0.0354
0.0279
0.0411
0.150
0.0219
0.0300
0.0487
-43.9
0.044 -7.4
0.0861 20.7
0.118 35.5
0.0572 -10.7
0.0470 -5.3
0.0645 1.6
0.0235 32.3
0.0401 -13.9
0.0427 -11.4
0.123 56.8
0.0521 41.4
0.135 '25.4
0.191 32.3
0.321 34.S
0.569 37.2
0.123 -16.7
0.020 -16.7
0.0211 -4.8
0.0381 27.6
0.106 -24.2
0.0291 10.6
0.0345 76.5
0.0476 41.6
-30.9
35.0
37.9
-39.2
-32.9
-6.5
20.5
-43.0
-11. 2
77 .0
69.7
7.1
16.5
25.4
33.9
-44.6
-41.9
-28.0
16.3
-46.5
47.0
103
38.4
-0.31.7
-0.432
-0.690
1.16
0.368
0.0693
0.0519
0.0016
-0.299
0.0429
0.0560
0.0971
Table (18) ~axinum Stresses on the ~embers by LR, DnV , BV (~ -0.37 rad/s, t-0.6T)
Mem-
ber
No
I~ax Tensile (Compr) S'trcss (N/~2.)x 108
Diff \
LR OnV BV DnV BV LR OnV
Dift \
BV DnV BV
0.0845
0.0813
0.147
0.210
0.118
0.110
0.188
0.269
0.125 39.6 47.9
0.109 35.3 34.1
0.179 27.9 21.8
0.259 28.1 23.3
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
l10
l12
-0.0584 -0.OB16 -0.0874 39.7 49.7
-0.0656 -0.0909 -0.0937 38.6 42.B
-0.130 -0.178 -0.168 36.9 29.2
0.0341 0.0469 -0.0493 37.5 44.6
0.0756' 0.105 0.109 3B.9 44.2
0.101 0.138 0.139 36.6 37.6
0.175 0.239 0.234 36.6 33.7
0.0836 0.115 0.116 37.6 38.8
0.0458 0.0618 0.0578 34.9 26.2
0.110 0.146 0.126 32.7 14.5
0.298 0.395 0.328 32.6 10.1
0.932 1.26 1.12 35.2 20.2
0.185 0.257 0.277 38.9 49.7
0.0408 0.056 0.0641 37.3 57.1
0.0318 0.0417 0.0~56 31.1 43.4
-0.0496 0.0646 0.0588 30.2 18.5
-0.183 -0.257 -0.275 40.4 50.3
-0.0562 -0.0778 -0.0791 30.4 40.7
-0.0578 -0.0755 -0.0734 30.6 27.0
-0.0746 -0.0963 -0.0896 29.1 20.1
0.0423
0.0407
0.0734
0.106
0.0292
0.0329
0.0653
0.0178
0.0379
0.0504
0.0876
0.0448
0.0229
0.0549
0.149
0.467
0.0924
0.0208
0.0160
0.0249
0.0919
0.0290
0.0316
0.0417
O.OSOB
0.0552
0.0938
0.136
0.0408
0.0456
0.0891
0.0243
0.0525
0.0693
0.119
0.0618
0.0309
0.0730
0.199
0.631
0.129
0.0282
0.0218
0.0325
0.129
0.0400
0.0412
0.0530
0.0627 39.0
0.0547 35.6
0.0896 27.8
0.131 28.3
0.0437 39.7
0.0469 38.6
0.0844 36.4
0.0247 36.5
0.0545 38.5·
0.0694 37.5
0.117 35.8
0.0620 37.9
0.0289 "34.9
0.0631 33.0
0.164 32.9
0.56~ 35.1
0.139 39.6
0.0321 35.6
0.0232 36.3
0.0295 30.5
0.138 40.4
0.0403 37.9
0.0402 30.4
0.0510 27.1
48.2
H.4
22.1
23.6
49.7
42.6
29.2
38.0
43.8
J7.7
33.6
38.4
2f..2
14.9
10.1
20.B
50.4
54.3
45.0
18.5
50.2
39.0
27.2
22.3
Table (19) Ha x imum Stresses on the !!embers by LR, OnV & BV (w -0. S6 r adys , t-O.O)
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Hax Tensile (compr ) S·tress (N/m2) x loB Max Shearing Stress (N/m2) x loB
Mem- ----------------~--------~~~------------------------~------------------------
ber
No
LR DnV
DiEf ,
BV DnV BV LR DnV
Diff ,
BV BVDnV
5
7
8
10
12
-0.403
-0.253
-0.298
-0.261
0.306
0.263
0.336
0.0923
-0.314
-0.285
-0.356
-0.115
-0.44B
-0.286
-0.349
-0.351
0.341
0.302
0.393
0.124
-0.352
-0.330
-0.420
-0.152
-0.227
-1.16
-0.991
-0.234
-0.138
-0.101
0.973
0.212
0.112
0.106
-0.420 11.2
-0.265 13.0
-0.319 17.1 7.0
-0.332 34.5 27.2
0.320 11.4 4.6
0.281 14.8 6.8
0.371 17.0 10.4
0.116 34.3 25.7
-0.328 12.1 4.5
-0.301 15.8
-0.379 IB.O 6.5
-0.131 32.2 13.9
-0.0896 -0.101 -0.0943 12.7
-0.0708 -0.0895 -0.0735 26:4
4.2 0.il02
0.126
0.149
0.131
0.153
0.132
0.168
0.0473
0.157
0.143
0.178
0.0592
0.0448
0.0355
0.0866
0.417
0.445
0.104
0.0609
0.0479
0.438
0.0963
0.0520
0.0585
0.224
0.143
0.175
0.176
0.171
0.151
0.197
0.0641
0.176
0.165
0.210
0.07Bl
0.0507
0.0449
0.114
0.580
0.496
0.117
0.070
0.0506
0.487
0.106
0.0589
0.0541
0.210 10.9
0.132 13.5
0.160 17.4
0.167 34.4
0.160 11.8
0.141 14.4
0.186 17.3
0.0603 35.5
0.164 12.1
0.150 15.4
0.190 18.0
0.0673 31.9
0.0472 ·13.2
0.0369 26.5
0.OB82 l1.6
0.604 39.1
0.465 11.5
0.111 12.5
0.067 14.9
0.0509 5.6
0.456 11.2
0.0993 10.1
0.0521 13.3
0.0537 -7.5
4.0
4.8
7.4
27.5
4.6
6.B
10.7
27.5
4.5
4.9
6.7
13.7
5.4
3.9
1.8
44.8
4.5
6.7
10.0
6.3
4.1
3.1
-8.2
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.173
-0.830
-0.889
-0.209
-0.120
-0.0921
0.876
o. :~2
0.101
0.103
-0.176 31.2 1.7
-1.2 19.8 44.6
-0.930 11.5 4.6
-0.222 12.0 6.2
-0.ll2 15.0 10.0
-0.102 9.7 10.7
0.911 11.1 4.0
0.198 10.4 3.1
0.101 10.9
0.105 2.9
4.7
5.6
5.2
3.8
1.9
Table (20) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR, DnV & BV (~ -0.56 radle, t-0.3T)
Max Tensile (Compr) Stress (N/m2.)x 108 Hax Shearing Stress (N/m2) x 108
Mem- ------------------------------------------------------------------~~-----------
ber Diff ,
No
LR DnV BV DnV BV LR DnV
Dirt ,
BV DnV BV
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.157
-0.105
-0.144
-0.223
-0.126
-0.116
-0.147 -0.110 -6.4 -24.8
-0.106 -0.0880 1.0 -16.2
-0.155 -0.131 7.6 -9.0
-0.292 -0.291 30.9 30.5
-0.123 -0.0986 -2.4 -21.7
-0.119 -0.0949 2.6 -18.2
0.103
·-0.160 -0.172 -0.134 7.5 -16.3
-0.050 -0.0653 -0.0527 30.6 5.4
-0.0612
-1.111
-0 •.301
-0.973
0.338
0.0805
0.0620
0.0930
-0.321
0.0839 -6.4 -23.7
0.0917 0.0875 0.075B -4.6 -17.3
0.120 0.127 0.105 5.8 -12.5
-0.0560 -0.07B4 -0.0841 40.0 50.2
-0.0703 -0.0592 14.9 -l.l
-0.145
-0.405
-1. 33
0.318
0.077
0.064
0.104
-0.294
-0.127 30.6 14.4
-0.340 34.6 13.0
-1.27 36.7 30.5
0.255 -5.9 -24.6
0.0596 -4.3 -26.0
0.0533 3.2 -14.0
0.101 11.0 8.6
-0.233 -8.4 -27.4
-0.0572 -0.0449 -0.Ol36 -21.5 -41.l
-0.0336 -0.0304 -0.0277 -9.5 -17.6
0.0738 37.0 21.4
0.0783
0.0524
0.0721
0.112
0.0629
0.0583
0.0802
0.0282
0.0551
0.0459
0.0598
0.0299
0.Ol06
0.0556
0.151
0.487
0.169
0.0406
0.0316
0.0534
0.161
0.0287
0.0175
0.0309
0.0736
0.0520
0.0775
O.1~6
0.0613
0.0600
0.0865
0.Ol69
0.0516
0.04l8
0.0638
0.0419
0.0351
0.0725
0.203
0.665
0.159
0.0392
0.0335
0.0522
0.147
0.0227
0.0168
0.0417
0.0591 -6.0
0.0441 0.8
0.0655 7.5
0.141; 30.4
0.G493 -2.5
0.0477
0.0671 7.9 -16.3
0.Ol02 30.9 7.1
0.0420 -6.4
0.0379 -4.6 -17.4
0.0525 6.7 -12.2
0.04<6 40.1 49.2
0.0296 .14.7
0.06l5 30.4
0.170 34.~
0.S3S 36.6
-24.5
-15.B
-9.2 .
30.4
-21. 6
2.9 -19.2
-33.0
-3.3
14.2
12.6
30.4
0.127 -5.9 -24.9
O.OlOS -3.4 -24.9
0.027B 5.3 -12.6
0.0506 -2.2 -5.2
0.117 -8.7 -27.3
0.0172 -20.9 -40.1
0.0166 -4.0
0.Ol69 35.0
-5.1
19.4
0.110.
0.0608 0.0833
Table (21) !laxir.lu:nStresses on the 11embers by LR, DnV & BV (~ -0.56 rad/s, t-O.6T)
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a. When t = 0.0, the percentage differences in a max ranged
from 27.9\ to 40.4\ according to DnV and from 10.1\ to
57.1\ according to BV. The differences inTmax ranged from
27.1\ to 40.4\ in the case of DnVand from 10.1\ to 54.3\
in the case of BV.
b. When t = 0.3T, the percentage differences in a max ranged
from 2.9\ to 39.8\ according to DnV and from 1.7\ to 44.6\
according to BV. The differences in t max ranged from -7.5\
to 39.1\ in the case of DnV and from -8.2\ to 44.8\ in the
case of BV.
c. When t = 0.6T, the percentage differences in a max ranged
from -21.5\ to 40.0\ according to DnV and from -41.3\ to
50.2\ according to BV. The differences in t max ranged from
-20.9\ to 40.1\ in the case of DnV and from -40.1\ to 49.2\
in the case of BV.
3.3 Average Differences
Tables (22) and (23) summarise the average percentage
differences in the forces, moments and stresses (DnV and BV relative
to LR) at the two frequencies, ~ = 0.37 rad/s and ~ = 0.56 rad/s. The
average percentage difference is calculated by adding the percentage
differences for the 24 members together and then dividing the sum by
24.
These data are intended to give a quick and general idea about
the amount of differences in the forces, moments and stresses and its
relation to the change in time and frequency. However, these results
should not be taken for granted, in isolation from the detailed
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information given in Tables (4) to (21) which reflect the true picture
for the whole situation.
From Tables (22) and (23) it is noted that the average
percentage differences for the stresses decrease with the increase of
time from t = 0.0 to t = 0.6T, this trend is valid for the two
frequencies (~= 0.37 and 0.56 rad/s). It is also noted that the
average percentage differences at ~ = 0.37 radls are larger than the
corresponding values at ~ = 0.56 radls, ie the differences decrease
for the higher·frequencies.
4. COMPARISON BETWEEN LR AND SARPKAYA
4.1 Maximum Forces and Moments on the Members
Tables (24) to (35) summarise the results of the maximum
forces (N, F and F ) and maximum moments (Q, M and M ) acting on the
y z y z
24 members as calculated by LR and Sarpkaya's coefficients. When
Sarpkaya's coefficients were used, the calculations were performed
using both Airy and Stokes' fifth order theories.
4.1.1 LR vs Sarpkaya (~= 0.37 radls, t • 0.0)
Tables (24) and (25) show that:-
a. The percentag~ differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -23.7\ to 35.2\ a~cording to Sarpkaya (Airy).
The fifth order theory gave differences ranging from 4.0\
to 1078\.
b. The percentage differences in the maximum shearing force
(Fy) ranged from -19.7\ to 137\ (Airy) and from -45.8\ to
426
Mem-
ber
No
MaxAxial Force N(N) x 106
LR
MaxShearing Fore. Fy(N) x 106
DUt ,
MaxShearing Force F. (N) " 106
La
Supleaya Sarpleaya
(I'.1ry) (5th Ord)
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
'ottt ,
Ury 5th Airy 5th
LR Supk.ya Sarpkaya(IIiry) (5th Ord)
Dirt ,
"try 5th
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
2.0238
1. 5964 2.01
1.2579 1.51
0.2186 -1.167
2.2198
1.7224
1.3608
-0.0663 -0.087
2.4133 3.09
1.9958
1.5746
0.2329
2.58
-2.86
-2.23
-1.75
-4.27
-3.32
-2.91
-0.781
4.39
3.59
3.15
1.06
2.55
2.00
0.28
0.0549 0.0604 0.0745
0.0374 0.0415 0.0693
0.0354 0.0401 0.0418
91 -0.0447 -0.0408 0.0465
92
94
96
5.6889
4.2529
2.2871
98 0.4545
106 -6.7743
108 -5.3918
110 -3.1407
112 -0.8714
7.05
5.28
2.B5
0.614
-9.03
-7.15
-4.14
-1.13
,12.3
9.57
5.Bl
2.04
-14.3
-U.S
-7.27
-2.72
3.77 , ','27:'1 86.6 0.0551 0.06B2
2.92 25.6 B2.5 0.0491 '0.059
2.41' " 19.8 91.3 0.0403 0.0472
0.777 -23.7 255 -0.0584 -0.0712
28.8
29.7
28.7
31.2
28.2
92.3 -0.0382 -0.0451
93.0 -0.0473' -0;0544
114 -0.0287 -0.0323
1078 0.0055 -0.0079
82.2 -0.0359 -0.0424
0.0734
0.0596
0.0502'
0.0922
-0.0343
-0.0443
-0.0274
0.0848
-0.0390
0.0696
0.0820
0.181
10.0 35.7 -0.0754 -0.085 -0.0409
11.0 85.3 0.1116. -0.120 -0.0963
13.3 18.1 0.0991 0.0954 0.0857
23.8 33.2 -0.0099 -0.0131 0.0164 32.7
20.2 21.4 -0.0201 -0.0285 -0.0347 41.8
17.1' 24.6 -0.0227 -0.0347 -o.qo.o 52.9
21.9 57.9 -0.0372 -0.0537 -ci.0844 «.4
18.1
15.0
12.5
42.5
18.1
-10 •.2 -0.0114 -0.0154
-6.3 -0.0225 -0.0318
-4.5 -0.0181 -0.0323
1434 -0.0128 -0.0265
8.6 -0.0096 -0.0136
-0.0188
-0.0387
-0.0407
-0.0583
-0.0205
16.8 18.2 -0.0185 -0.0269 -0.0348 45.4
18.5 27.7 -0.0162 -0.0225 -0.0315 38.9
21. 7 417 -0.0115 -0.0174 -0.0597 51.3
12.6 -45.8 -0.0193 -0.0245 -0.0450 26.9
7.1 -14.0 -0.0438 -0.0560 -0.0700 27.9
-3.7 -ia.s -0.0676 -0.0929 -0.101 37.4
31.8
29.6 212 0.1941
132 -0.078 -0.0647 -0.0805 -16.9
22.5
21.2
137
48.5
37.5
42.8
71.3 0.0423
101 0.0556
200 -0.0651 -0.0511 -0.0611 -21.5
-8.7
23.9
24.2
24.5
116 -1.2904 -1.5BO
125 -0.0782 -0.0940
154 -0.0206 -0.0488 -0.0618
-2.21
-0.157
0.120 -19.7 -21.1 -0.1628 -0.208
1.15
0.0573
303 -0.0251 -0.127
119 1.2281 1.480
148 0.1182 0.127
-0.216 27.6
1.810
0.0905
-0.267 406
2.09 20.3
0.164 7.6
0.109 -8. ~
0.)41
33.9
41. 3
78.5
107
42.3
66.2
92.6
80.6
127
6l.5
72.0
125
356
114
88.1
94.4
419
133
59.6
27.5 79.5 0.0589 0.0688
27.4 101 0.0642 0.0761
20.2 355 -0.0350 -0.0426
0.122
-0.391
2.04
0.149
0.196 -0.276
3.3 0.1165
1.0 42.3 0.2227
0.106
0.244
49.4
32.5
)ei.6
) .1
115
62.0
-6.1
96~
69.9
39.0
-6.0
52.9
4.0 0.1523
35.2 349 0.0970 0.144
33.4· 111 0.9307 1.28
32.7 113 0.0601 0.0858
Table (24) MaximumAdal and Shearinq Forces by La , SARPICAYAW-0.)7 rad/., t.O.O)
Mem-
ber
No
MaxTorsion Q (HM) x 106'
oifl ,
MaxBending MomentH (HM) x '106
Ditl
MaxBtndinq MomentM
t
(HM) x 106
lliry 5th
La
Supk.ya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord) La
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
Airy 5th Airy 5th
La
Sarpk.ya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
Oit! ,
0.0279 0.030 0.0250
5
7
8
10
0.0241 0.0307 0.0325
0.0179 0.0236 0.0255
0.0226 0.0336 0.0440
-0.0245 -0.0332 -0.0421
-0.0601 -0.0921 -0.110
12 -0.0610 -0.0904 -0.113
14 -0.0629 -0.101 -0.140
15 -0.0497 -0.0714 -0.0983
17 -0.140S -0.198 -0.250
19 -0.1162 -0.167 -0.214
21 -0.1511 -0.217 -0.294
85
87
89
91
0.0109 0.0145 0.0176
0.0144 0.0181 0.0207
0.0082 0.0102 0.0123
0.0104 0.0160 0.003
92 -0.1769 -0.341 -0.458
94
96
98
-0.1448 -0.l06
-0.5441 -0.839
0.4372 0.539
106 -1.4184
108 -1.0071
110 -1.4134
-1.95
-1.49
-2.14
112 -0.5393 -0.817
-0.493
-1.16
0.412
-2.91
-1. 72
-2.60
-2.26
7.5 -10.4 0.2193
27.4 34.9 O.HSO
31.8 42.5 0.4335
0.297
0:616
0.648
-0.941
0.30
0.709
0.506
0.460
2.10
0.392
-0.779
0.778
-1.34
0.343
0.835
0.725
0.801
-0.529
-0.984
-0.746
-0.964
-0.712
-1.10
-1. 31
-2.32
-26.0
-1.21
-0.816
1.66
-30.0
-1.99
-0.736
3.32
35.6 79.0 -1.0487
32.9 82.0 -0.5478 -0.674
49.7 79.7 -0.2988 -0.364
-1.33
49.4
42.9
47.7
11) -0.3066
63.3 0.2417
74.0 0.2342
-0.393
0.198
0.278
61.0 99.2 -0.1543 -0.lB3
53.3 167 0.0829 0.113
44.) 115 -'1).4608 -0.564
47.4 '88.9 -0.4310 -0.502
44.6 95.8 -0.3705 -0.435
50.9
25.4
184 0.0877
118 1.5649
0.115
1.82
2.02
1.31
1. 35
-22.4
-1. 30
-0.536
-0.692
18.20
1. 29
0.740
-1. 96
-1. 73
-0.794
-0.449
-0.603
0.357
0.309
-0.123
0.315
-0.654
-0.560
-0.494
-0.887
1.17
-31.10
-2.06
-0.823
2.25
1.69 9.2 -8.6
\
1.26 -3.7 -7.4
1.33 -21.1 -22.2
26.7 64.8
23.0 ••• 9
21. 7 50.2
28.0 96.4
23.1 47.5
18.8 l2.1
I~.F -20.1
36.5 280
22.3 41.~
I~.S 29.9
17.3 33.2
31.1 911
15.9 -25.5
23.1 70.9
26.2
47.7
-e.5
Ion
127
198
28.40 37.9 11$
1.86 31.2 09.2
0.965 -16.8 6.S
-0.4 22.9
48.7
35.5
52.7
94.7
71.8
82.4
-0.630
0.210
0.4805
24.6 46.9 1.8511
35.5 4).2 1.3619
26.4 27.5 1.7165
38.7
54.0
9.3
28.6
119 -18.2431
206 -1.0341
94.3 -0.3626
122 -0.7561
Tabl. (25) MaximumTorsion and Dending I~omentl by LR , SIIRPKllYIl("-0.37 rad/a, t-O.O)
40.2 85.2 0.3637
60.6 123 0.2996
43.7 97.8 -0.2464 -0.355
~0.4 77.3 -0.5206 -0.76B
44.0 84.5 -0.3009 -0.551
43.7 94.7 -0.3399 -0.513
33.0 61.5 -0.3271 -0.410
25.7 43.0 -0.7492 -0.933
24.4 50.0 -0.9159 -1.24
53.8 -71.4 -1.8203 -2.30
92.7
111
54.2
23.3
159 -11.8838 -16.5
240 -0.3962 -0.610
113 0.4203 -0.459
-5.7 0.7474 0.961
37.3. 105 -17.5444 -21.20
47.5 70.3 -1.2153 -1.44
51.8 90.1 -0.5169 -0.558
51. 3 319 1.6148
21.1 71.4 13.1745
18.0 63.1 0.9A31
7.9 42.4 0.9894
35.4 '106 -2.1413 -2.63
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1434\ according to the fifth order theory.
c. The percentage differences in the maximum shearing force
(F) ranged from -21.5\ to 406\ according to Airy theory,
z
and from -6.1% to 964% according to the fifth order theory.
d. The pecentage differences in the maximum torsion (Q> ranged
from 7.5% to 111\ according to Airy theory, and from -71.4\
to 319\ according to Stokes' fifth order theory.
e. The percentage differences in the maximum bending moment
(M) ranged from 7.9\ to 61.0\ according to Airy theory,y
and from 27.5\ to 206\ according to Stokes' fifth order
theory.
f. The percentage differences in the maximum bending moment
(M ) ranged from -21.1\ to 47.7\ according to Airy theory,z
and from -25.5\ to 911\ according to Stokes' theory.
4.1.2 LR vs Sarpkaya (~ - 0.37 radls, t - 0.3T)
Tables (26) and (27) show that:-
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -2S.2~ to 114\ by Airy theory, and from -67.S\
to 413\ by Stokes' fifth order theory.
b. The percentage differences in the maxinlumshearing force
(F ) ranged from -9.9\ to 54.3\ by Airy theory, and fromy
-45.S\ to 42.3\ by Stokes' theory.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (Fz> ranged
from -11.3\ to 21S\ by Airy theory, and from -15.0\ to 196\
by Stokes' theory.
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Max Shearing Force Fy(N) x 106' Max Shearing Force F~(N) x 106lIaxAxial Foree N (N) x 106lIem-
ber
No
OHt \ OHt \OHt \ Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5tllOrd)
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord) LRLRLR Airy 5thAiry 5th Airy 5th
.-4:74 -5.07
-3.07 -3.30
-1.83 -1.99
-0.205 -0.247
5.62 6.01
.7.0 7.6 -0.OB01 -0.0946 -0.0963 7.4 9.3 0.0163
17.0 -7.2 0.0261
35.4 14.3 0.0234
30.2 20.0 0.0376
13.3 39.2 0.0205
32.4 27.5 0.0272
27.2 14.6 0.0187
25.4 -45.9 0.0118
9.4 35.6 0.022B
-4.4 24.1 0.0309
-3.1 42.3 0.0247
14.6 -43.1 0.0130
1.6 -3.6 0.049B
54.3 -35.8 0.0795
46.9 19.7 -0.0746
34.0 13.2 -0.124
14.0 15.8 -2.66
10.9 17.4 -0.175
-5.10
-3.09
-1.70
-0.349
6.03
3.84
2.28
0.159
-6.05
-3.90
-2.11
0.0248
0.OS08
0.0564
0.100
0.0308
0.0492
0.0595
0.0375
0.0277
0.0398
0.02B7
0.0146
0.0650
0.113
-0.126
-0.240
-2.63
-0.166
0.157
-0.257
-2.98
-0.228
-0.16S
-0.280
0.0233
0.0490
0.0524
0.0924
0.0320
0.0477
0.0553
0.0230
0.0312
0.0408
0.0276
0.0137
0.OB83
0.118
-0.121
-0.223
-2.78
-0.179
0.159
-0.240
-3.09
-0.2S1
52.1 42.9
94.6 87.77.5 0.7 -0.0389 -0.0455 .-0.0361
8.7 -7.1 -0.0426 -0.0577
20.5 70.2 0.0983 0.128
6.9 7.3 0.0278 0.0315
7.9 1.1 -0.0414 "0.0548
10.2 -6.6 -0.0849 -0.100
35.9 -22.B -0.0406 -0.0509
6.9 7.5 0.0331 0.0362
7.4 0.8 -0.022A -0.0219
7.B -B.3 0.0130 0.0126
-0.0487
0.118
0.0387
-0.052B
-0.0973
0.022
0.0449
-0.0203
0.0105
0.0089
0.0238
-0.0156
-0.101
-0.283
141 124
166 146
50.2 56.1
80.9 75.4
218 196
218 94.9
21.5 36.9
lB.8 32.0
16.2 11.7
12.3 5.4
30.5 77.3
42.1 4n.4
6B.9 62.2
93.5 79.B
-1.1 4.5
-5.1 2.3
-6.5 -5.4
-6.5 -12.7
13.3 17.5
3.2 13.6
4.10
2.69
3.80
2.44
10
12
14
IS
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
0.206 0.280
-5.63 -6.02
-3.77 -4.05
-2.30 -2.48
-0.0112 -0.008 0.0575 -28.2 413 0.0157 0.0180
-8.7 60.9 0.0247 0.0251
34.8 27.1 -0.0243 -0.0375
83.7 3B.S -0.OB44 -0.124
114 64.5 -0.250 -0.335
-0.0161 -0.0147 -0.0259
-0.0339 -0.0457 -0.0431
-0.0423 -0.0777 -0.0586
-0.103
-14.20
-10.2
-5.24
-1.20
11.0
7.39
3.01
-0.0626 -0.134
-13.10 -15.7
-9.63 -11.7
-5.09 -6.35
-1.27 -1.70
12.0 11.80
8.43 8.19
3.17
0.294
0.239
0.396
3.22
0.311
0.240
0.343
-2.98
-0.225
-0.170
0.300
19.8 8.4
21.5 5.9
24.8 2.9
33.9 -5.5
2.78
0.265
0.231
0.365
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
l12
3.5 3.9 0.168
8.5 -6.0 -0.27S
3.8 -2.63
-l.B -0.221
-5.2 -1.7 -0.186
-9.9 -4.2 -0.294
-1.7. -8.3 -2.87 -2.86
-2.8 -12.3 -0.225 -0.221
-4. i -21.4 -0.173 -0.164 -0.176 -II.] -5.43.653.83
0.2820.313 -0.250-0.146 -13.5 -67.80.453 0.392 -4.8 -15.0
Table (26) Ilaximum/lxiAIAnd SheArinq Forces by,LR ~ SARPKAYA (.,-0.37rad/I, t-O.3T)
Max BendirigMoment M (NM) ".106 'i ( ) le 10~6Max Benu nq MOG\.nt Me NHlIaxTorl1on II (Nil)x 106.
Mem-
ber
No
Dif! \ DlU \DiU \ Sarpkaya
(5th Ord)
Sarpkaya
(Airy)
SarpltaYI Sarpltaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) .(StllOrd) LRLRLR Airy 5th Airy 5thAiry 5th
0.680
-1.11
-0.845
-1.15
-0.593
-0.929
-0.682
-0.506
0.732
1.09
0.628
0.509
1.360
1.49
1.42
2.24
39.40
1.89
I 0.643
-1.73
43.6
2.2e
0.480 -0.614
0.814 -i.06
0.579 -0.864
0.782 -1.20
27.9 41.7 -2.13
30.2 36.4 -0.651
49.2 45.9 -0.333
53.5 47.1 -0.521
39.7 60.3 -0.662
SB.l 63.6 -0.429
136 129 -0.520
118 99.2 -0.0793
56.4 39.0
23.1 21.0
15.5 6.2
295 262
-0.0218 -0.0341 -0.0303
-0.0229 -0.0282 -0.0277
-0.0193 -0.0223 -0.0205
-0.0173 -0.0684 -0.0627
-2.29
-0.705
-0.427
-0.690
-0.732
-0.509
-0.638
0.105
0.719
0.321
0.071
-0.127
-0.B83
0.491
1.47
3.65
44.4
3.05
1.24
-3.47
-40.1
-2.24
0.761
-3.23
-2.37 7.5 11.2
-0.636 8.3 -2.3
-0.380 20.2 14.1
-0.677 32.4 29.9
30.9 77.1 -0.370 -0.517
13.7 30.8 -0.568 -0.098
2.5 18.8 -0.298 -0.703
6.9 12.7 -0.254 -0.554
0.0912
O.13B
0.0722
0.08B5
0.123
0.262
0.193
0.241
0.0515 0.0674
0.0994 0.113
0.0608 0.0623
0.0785 0.0839
0.0839 0.114
0.169 0.266
0.114 0.204
0.124 0.258
-0.761 10.6 15.08
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
9B
106
10e
110
112
-0.416 18.6 8.6
-0.562 22.7 B.l
0;111 32.4 40.0
0.658
1.08
0.653
0.542
0.976
1.42
1. 48
2.41
37.8
1.96
0.742
-1.70
42.5
2.30
35.7 50.9
43.6 '44.9
35.9 46.6
57.4 55.0
7B.9 69.3
108 94.4
0.485
0.752
0.476
0.396
0.751
0.673
0.337
0.772 6.8 14.7
0.320 -4.7 -S.O
0.0918 -25.0 -3.137.2 31.9 0.0947
36.9 28.5 0.104 -0.143 22.1 37.5
-0.0125 -0.0143 -0.0112 14.4 -10.4
-0.0052 -0.0056 -0.0039 7.6 -24.9
-0.0015 -0.0013 -0.0010 -14.3 -33.3
30.0 Bl.1 -0.943
40.6 47.5 0.353
69.9 63.0 0.964
-1.06 -6.4 12.4
0.289 39.1 -10.1
1.18 52.5 22.4
3.06 35.2 13.3
44.9 13.B 15.1
3.24 13.4 20.4
1.01
0.871
1.21
38.1
2.00
0.745
-1.86
37. J
1.99
-3.8 3.8
11.5 5B.S
10.2 0.5
8.3 -36.7
19.0 -69.1
41.0. 54.6
66.7 48.8
123 93.7
161 123
99.2 85.1
-O.B 3.4
-2.0 -5.5
-13.7
-e.6 -7.0
13.9 16.9
15.6 14.6
0.0017
2.06
0.572
-0.0016 -0.0015 2.70
39.0
2.69
1.17
-2.74
-40.1
2.25
1.451.30
0.569 0.627
1:2'4 6.0
-2.98 26.6
-41.4
-2.24
0.B22 9.4 17.1
0.387 0.419 0.245
0.205 0.244 -0.06J4
6.0
8.8
3.85
1.92
2.15
1.19
3.51
2.15
2.47
1.39
2.49
1.29
1.11
0.533
3.2
-1.06 -14.4 -1.9 '0.702
-2.26 1.5 -13.4 -2.40
-1.08 -0.924
-2.61 -2.65 -3.17 34.6 32.1
Table (27) Maximum Torsion and Dendinq Homenta by LR & SARPKAYA (~.O.J7rad/s, t.O.3T)
4.1.3
429
d. The percentage differences in the maximum torsion (Q)
ranged from -14.3% to 295% by Airy theory, and from -69.1%
to 262~ by ~tokes' theory.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (My) ranged
from -14.4% to 136% by Airy theory, and from -13.7% to 129%
by Stokes' theory.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (Mz) ranged
from -21.1% to 47.7\ by Airy theory, and from -25.5\ to
911% by Stokes' theory.
LR vs Sarpkaya (~ = 0.37 rad/s, t m 0.6T)
Tables (28) and (29) show that:-
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -91.3\ to 401\ according to Airy theory, and
from -85.2\ to 540\ according to Stokes' fifth order
theory.
b. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F) rangedy
from -29.3\ to 26.3\ according to Airy theory, and from
-59.6% to 286% according to Stokes' theory.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F) rangedz
from -27.9\ to 121\ according to Airy theory, and from
-39.0\ to 486\ according to Stokes' theory.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
-40.9% to 958\ according to Airy theory, and from -22.3\ to
110\ according to Stokes' theory.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) ranged
y
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No
-6 '
Hax Axial Foree N(N) " 10He,,-
'Diff\ DUf \
-6Hax Sh•• rinq Foree P& (N) x 10
DiU,
LR
Airy 5th
ber
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th OrcS) Airy 5th
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th ,OrcS)
U'ry 5th
LR Sarpk.ya Sarplcaya(Airy) (5th Or4)
-1.3134 -1.02
-0.7088 -0.477
-0.3406 -0.181
-1.02 '.2'2':1-22.1
-0.442 -32.7 -37.7
0.0410 0.0398
0.0401 0~04S7
-0.271' -46,9 -20.5 0.0406 -0.0509
-0.1822 -0.150 -0.0968 -i7.6 -46.8 0.0928
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-1.5540 -1.210
-0.8788 -1.612
-0.3639 -0.172
-0.0730 -0.0967
1.3762 1.01
0.5998 0.281
0.0786 -0.179
-0.1807 -0.221
-1.10
-0.496
-0.0537
0.0253
0.987
0,190
-0.272
-0.207
-0.0447 -0.0501 -0.0557
-0.0314 -0.033 -0.0561
-0.0487 -0.0446 -0.0580
0.0136 0.0341 -0.0258
0.116
-21.9 -29.0 -0.0352 -0.0397
-30.4 -43.6 0.0584 0.0679
-52.7 -85.2 0.0531 0.0624
32.5 -65.3 0.0218 0.0257
-26.8 -28.5 -0.0315 -0.0356
-53.2 -68.3 -0.0512 -0.0638
128 246 -0.0806 -0.0994
22.1 14.4 0.0411 0.0519
12.1 24.6 -0.0656 -0.0726
5.1 78.7 0.1096 -0.123
-0.4 19.1 -0.124B -0.145
151 89.7 -0.2433 -0.271
-2.8 -27.2 -0.5796 -0.462
- -27.4 -0.1257 -0.115
7.9 -29.4 -0.1545 -0.136
21.3 -41.4 -0.2470 -0.226
2.36
1.72
0.889
0.272
0.539 -91.3'-67.3 0.9451 0.668
52.1 94.8 0.1249
10.0 66.4 0.0934 0.0789
401 540 0.0751 0.0726
0.119
0.0262,
-0.0342
-0.0457
0.101
-0.0340
0.0617
0.0577
-0.0842
-0.0205
0.0692
-0.0992
-0.0297
-0.0265
-0.0900
-0.126
-0.237
-0.520
-0.136
-0.141
-0.175
-2.9 .-36.1 -0.0095
14.0 -'14.7 -0.0141
25.4, 12.6 0.0098
25.0 B.8 0.0147
12.8 -3.4 -0.0044
16.3 5.7 0.0064
17.5 8.7 0.0084
11.9 206 0.0021
13.0 -34.9 -0.0049
24.6 35.2 -0.0021
23.3 23.1 0.0019
26.3 -21.7 -0.0010
10.7 -59.6 0.0336
11.& -18.2 0.0507
16.0 0.8 0,0252
11.5 -2.5 0,0714
-20.3 -10.3
-B.7 7.9
-12.3 -9.0
0,9976
0.1206
0.1375
0.0656
0.0&06
0.57& -29.3 -3&.8 0.5135
0.0693 -15.5 -25.& 0.0264
-0.9 -29.4 -0.2008
0.0145
0.0216
-0'.0101 -0.0099 12.5
-0.0160 -b.'oHS U.S
4.1
2.B
0.0144 4B.l 47.1
0.0169 46.9 15.0
-0.0056. -0.006&
0.0068 0.0079
0.0086 0.0091
28.0 54.7
6.9 23.5
1.& 7.6
-0.0016 -0.0038 -25.5 7B.3
-0.0038
0.0042
0.0041
0.0021
0.0424
0.0692
0.0460
0.0688
0.780
0.104
0.122
0.145
0.521
0.020&
0.0030 -23.6 -39.0
0.004B 102 131
0.0046 121 149
0.0058 106
0.0529 26.2 57.4
0.0696 36.5 37.3
0.0402 82.5 59.5
0.0669 -3.6 -6.3
0.773 -21.8 -l2.5
0.110 -14.0 -9.1
0.124 -11.6 -10.\
0.129 -27.9 -35.S
0.555 -9.2 -3,3
0.0230 -21.2 -12.9
-3.3 -12.6 -0.023 -0.0256 -0.0297 11.3 29.1
-4.8 -25.5 -0.0557 -0.096& -0.0&06 73.& 44.7
Mem-
ber
No
-6
Hax Torl1on 11 (NK) x 10
Dilt ,
" -6
Hax Bonding H""'tnt H (N") x'10
Dift,
Hax I!encSin9 Homant H. (NIl) x 106
Dit! ,
3.15
2.37
1.36
1.11
1.26
0.680
Tabl. (28) Hexi"um Axial and Shearing Fare •• by LR , SARPKAYA(WoO.37 rad/., toO.6T)
SarpkAya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
-0.0133 -0.0248 -0.0253
-0.0229 -0.0332 -0.0429
-0.0450 -0.0550 -0.0622
-0.0166 -0.0191 -0.0178
-0.0454
0.0200
0.09~1
0.0732
0.0851
-0.0091 -0.0163 -0.0179
-0.0165 -0.0244 -0.025&
-0.0111 -0.0166 -0.0162
-0.0223
-1.540
-0.599
-0.245
-0.658
0.779
0.589
0.875
0.243
Airy 5th
86.5 90.2
45.0 87.3
22.2 39.2
9.0 7.2
19.1 -4.8
958 2188
47.9 89
33.9 46.7
17.7 28.7
0.2347
0.0960
0.1477
0.1250
0.0434
0.0417
0.0741
0.0754
0.0647
3.2416
2.3678
1.2587
0.4637 0.563
-1.6533 0.144
-0.6670 0.734
0.1968 0.986
0.3491 0.531
LR
Airy 5th
LR S.rpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th OrcS)
Ury 5th
LR S.rplc.ya Sa.plc.ya(Airy) (5th OrcS)
-0.0190 -0.0155 -0.0123 ~18.4 -35.3 -0.1089 -0.191
-0.0106 -0.0088 -0.010 -16.8 -5.9 0.2517 0:309
-0.0128 -0.0076 -0.0094 -40.9 -26.3 0.2097 0.232
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.0477 -0.0568
0.0009 0.0093
0.0445 0.0659
0.0499 0.0668
0.0661 0.0778
-0.0139 -O.OllO
-0.9779 -1. 20
-0.6134 -0.795
-0.3350 -0.495
.-0.7008 -0.906
0.1441
0.3466
0.365
0.571
0.257
0.129
0.179
0.138
0.0442
0.0498
0.156
0.1340
0.119
78.9 96.5 -0.5807 -0.737
47.9 56.4 -0.9698 -1.20
49.5 45.9 -0.4084 -0.702
65.5 60.4 0.9833
22.7 57.5 -13.8774
29.7 -3.9 -0.9547
47.8 -26.9 -0.5746
29.2 -6.1 -0.7268
154, 441 -8.1110
64.6 69.7 0.2413
31.2 16.8 0.3885
151 238 0.6477
1.010
-10.8
-0.788
-0.581
-0.728
-7.37
0.228
0.416
-1.13
0.177
0.342
0.235
0.360
0.190
0.206
0.144
0.0614
0.0745
0.194
0.150
0.194
-0.912
-1. 230
-0.636
0.964
-10.3
-0.69B
-0.557
-0.597
-7.B10
0.2~2
0.472
-0.944
1.1 -6.3 0.72B3
22.6 35.7 0.3470
10.5 11.9 0.2209
9.4 53.2
34.4 87.5
20.3 39.2
10.4 15.2
0.4502
0.3744
0.3908
0.3077
0.629
0.346
0.277
0.558
0.375
0.427
0.355
0.0961
0.211
0.357
0.541
-0.124
-1.47
-1.97
-1.91
-2.94
-6.02
-0.748
0.823
2.6B
9.10
-0.992
-0.847
2.55
0.467
0.328
0.394
0.338
-0.325
-0.109
0.414
0.545
-0.151
-0.609
-1.450
-1.640
-2.570
-6.60
-0.&24
0.922
2.00
8.040
-0.791
-0.782
2.00
0.517 -13.6 -29.0
0.242 -30.3
0.254 25.3 14.9
24.0 3.8
-12.J
9.2 0.9
15.3 9.7
11.7 322
19.2 -38.<
26.6 46.8
24.1 25.0
26.9 54.6
5.0 -56.5
10.7 -18.5
14.4 -1.8
8.9 -<.R
-21.3 -11.7
-7.3 2.1
-1.2 -1.3
23.5 -7.8
-30.0 -38.2
1.7-18.9
2.8 -5.1
0.8 -20.9
0.7488 0.983
0.0718 -0.180
1.8 41.5 0.0771
16.7 79.2 0.1774
110 '161 0.2B23
77.7 9B.9 0.4357
83.9 200 -0.0977
26.9 57.0 -1.4042
37.9 41.4 -1.7752
72.1 55.9 -1.6724
2.7 -1.9 -2.7010
-22.3 -25.9 -7.6502
-17.5 -26.9 -0.806B
1.0 -3.1 0.B326
- -19.3 2.1731
-9.1 -3.7 13.0305
-5.4 -7.9 -0.9754
6.9 21.3 0.8244
74.4 45.7 2.5271
Tabl. (29) MaximumToraian and Bending Moment. by LR , SARPKAYA(woO.17 rad/., toO.6T)
4.1.4
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from -22.3\ to 110\ according to Airy theory, and from
-26.9\ to 200\ according to Stokes' theory.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (Mz) ranged
from -30.0\ to 26.9\ according to Airy theory, and from
-56.5\ to 322\ according to Stokes' theory.
LR vs Sarpkaya (~ = 0.56rad/s, t - 0.0)
Tables (30) and (31) show that:-
a. The differences in the maximum axial force (N) ranged from
-14.4\ to 37.6\ in the case of Airy theory. Stokes' fifth
order theory gave differences ranging from -30.8\ to 999\
b. The differences in the maximum shearing force (Fy) ranged
from -18.3\ to 38.6\ in the case of Airy theory. Stokes'
theory gave differences ranging from -18.3\ to 38.6\
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (Fz) ranged
from -32.7\ to 214\ in the case of Airy theory. Stokes'
theory gave differences ranging from -9.9\ to 579\.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
-16.5\ to 76.6\ in the case of Airy theory. Stokes' theory
gave differences ranging from -52.8\ to 126\.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M~ ranged
from -7.3\ to 84.0\ in the case of Airy theory. Stokes'
theory gave differences ranging from -15.8\ to 279\.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (Mz) ranged
from -4.2\ to 39.2\ in the case of Airy theory. Stokes'
theory gave differences ranging from -70.0\ to 878\.
432
Mem-
ber
No
MaXAxial Force N(N) x lii6
"Ilift'
Max Shearinq Fore., Fy (N) x 106
OUt,
Max Shearing Force Fz (N) x 106
OiH ,
LR
Hry 5th
Sarp~aya sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord) LR
Sarpkaya Sarpkay.
(Airy) (5th Ord)
Airy 5th Airy 5th
LR
Sarp~aya Sarpkaya
(Airy) , (5th Or~)
7
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
AS
87
89
91
0.533 0.678
0.549 0.672
0.766 0.877
0.595 0.543
-0.587 -0.759
-0.514 -0.664
-0.549 -0.706
1.09
1.09
-1.97
-0.933
-1.00
0.0202 0.0197 -0.0718
0.946 .27:2 77.5 0.0113 0.0141
0.902' 22.4 64.3 0.0146 0.0168
)4.5 42.3 0.0250 '0.0284
~8.7 83.2 -0.0844 -0.104
29.3 82.3 -0.0076 -0.0091
29.2 81.5 -0.0220 '-0.0253
28.6 82.1 -0.0424 -0.0496
-2.5 255 -0.0050 -0.0046
28.3 77.7 -0.0069 -0.0074
26.B 73.2 0.0230 0.0267
25.4 66.7 0.0455 0.0528
20.0 144 -0.040 -0.0481
4.2 27.4 -0.0107 -0.0131
-1.1 -0.6 -0.0321 -0.0372
-4.1 -30.8 0.0636 0.0703
1.8 79.8 0.223 0.223
0.0180
0.0203
0.0297
0.102
-0.0109
-0.0272
-0.0485
-0.0405
-0.0079
0.0295
0.0536
-0.175
-0.0132
-0.0421
0.On2
0.212
-0.654
-0.0418
0.0835
24.8 59.3 -0.0030 -0.0038 -0.0042 26.9 42.4
15.1 ·l9.0· -0.0071 -0.0094 -'0.0101 32.0 42.5
13.6. 18.8 -0.0109 -0.0153 -0.0162 40.4 48.6
23.2 20.9 -0.0223 -0.0335 "0.0474 50.2 113
18.6 42.9 -0.0011 -0.0014 -0.0010 28.4 67.0
15.0 23.6 -0.0048 -0.0064 -0.0075 33.1 54.3
17.0 14.4 -0.0074 -0.0090 -0.0106 32.8 43.6
-8.3 704 -0.0045 -0.0140 -0.0303 214 579
7.4 15.0 -0.0036 -0.0047 -0.0054 28.4 4B.5
16.1 '28.3 -0.0082 -0.0113 -0.0123 37.8 50.0
16.0 ~7.8 -0.0088 -0.0128 -0.0141 45.1 59.9
22.4 2l.4 -0.0041
20.3 338 -0.0029 -0.0053 -0.0066 81.7 J27
-0.0050 -0.0068 21.0 64.7
15.9 31.2 -0.0149 -0.0177 -0.0194 18.8 30.2
10.5 13.5 -0.0286 -0.0367 -0.0375 28.3 31.1
-0.208 42.9 29.2
0.330 43.8 126
0.0360 -2.4 22.0
0.112 -13.2 -52.1
-7.9 -2.9 0.0709 -0.0626 -0.0689 -11.7 -2.8
0.203
0.323 0.466 38.6 100 0.319
0.0332 -lB.1 26.2 0.0361
-0.0778 -10.5 -18.1 0.0802
-0.257 -32.7 21.8
0.532 20.7 66.8
0.0455 26.0
0.0723 -13.2 -9.9
O. 415 ~2.0 40.2
LR
Sarpkaya Sarpkay.
(Airy) (5th Ord)
-0.426
-0.237
-0.187
-0.642
0.102
0.152
-0.2~9
-0.291
-0.152
-0.208
-0.290
-0.881
0.343
0.725
0.978
2.27
,-9.19
-0.524
-0.720
-0.546
6.470
0.466
0.926
1.73
0.619 0.794
0.612 0.776
0.714 0.895
0.215 0.258
0.0215 0.0224
0.0471 0.0466
0.123 0.118
0.114 0.116
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
1.93
1.42
0.689 0.853
-0.0375 -0.0321
-2.23 -3.21
-1.89 -2.55
-1.27 -1.70
-0.394 -0.542
2.38
1.75
1.10
1.06
1.19
0.524
0.0274
0.0468
0.0851
0.205
3.74
2.89
1.67
21.3 93.8 -0.402 -0.492
23.2 104 -0.0252 -0.0292
21.8 142 0.0860 0.0792
0.412 -14.4 999
0.195
-4.9 -0.161
22.4 62.7 0.146
15.9 65.9 0.0295
0.300 -15.6 29.9
-0.230
0.210
0.0299
0.211 0.142
0.395
0.0362
0.0696
0.290
-4.41
-1.77
-2.60
-1.05
35.0. 97.8
0,234
0.233
34.9 99.5 -0.0263 -0.0215
ll;' 105 -0.095 -0.0850
37.6 167 -0.231 0.296
TAble (la) Maximum llxial and Shearing Fore .. by LR , SIIRPKIIYII "-0.56 radii, t-O.O)
Mem-
ber
No
Oif! \
Max Bendirl9 Momant M (HM) x'l06
OUt DHt ,
LR
Airy 5th
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) '(5thOrd) LR
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
Airy 5th Airy 5th
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
97
09
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
0.0094 0.0103
0.0123 0.0161
0.0089 0.0120
0.0234 0.0316
0.0070 0.0089
0.0212 0.0243
0.0077 0.0064
0.0117
0.0163
0.0129
9.7 24.6 -0.0690 -0.0~62
30.9 32.5 -0.179 -0.230
35.6 45.8 -0.169 -0.224
0.0272 35.0 16.2 -0.295 -0.443
0.0096 27.5 37.8 -0.0302 -0.0350
0.0251 14.6 18.4 -0.103 -0.132
0.0074 -16.5 -3.9 -0.104 -0.136
0.0379 0.0400 0.0456
-0.0191 -0.0251 -0.0270
5.5 20.3 0.0739 0.136
31.4 41.4 -0.118 -0.153
31.6 39.3 -0.273 -0.376
40.4 48.2 -0.220 -0.330
47.1 54.8 -0.162 -0.261
26.5 42.7 0.104 0.127
-0.0946
-0.243
-0.235
-0.562
-0.0395
-0.141
-0.140
0.290
-0.167
-0.397
-0.355
-0.284
0.150
-0.453
-0.602
-2.46
-4.71
-0.239
0.2710
3.040
-7.74
-0.560
-0.302
1.810
23.5 35.5 -0.244
20.5 35.8 -0.139
32.5 39.1 -0.139
50.2 90.5 -0.391
18.5 30.8 0.0612
28.2 36.9 0.105
30.8 34.6 -0.218
84.0 279 0.0727
29.741.5 -0.104
'37.7 45.4 -0.153
50.0 61.4 -0.249
61.1 75.3 0.0901
22.1 44.2
20.l 29.8
26.5 30.6
39.8 28.0
47.1 131
0.248
0.544
0.050
2.46
-5.66
-0.315
-0.179
-0.152
-0.4B9
0.0774
0.127
-0.254
0.0963
-0.122
-0.181
-0.288
0.111
0.314
0.636
0.932
2.39
-6.96
-0.381
-0.603
-1.900
4.51
0.325
0.944
-1. 59
29.1 74.6
2A.0 70.5
9.4 34.5
25.1 64.2
26.5 66.7
21.0 44.0
16.5 9.6
32.5 300
17.3 46.2
18.3 35.9
15.7 16.5
23.2 078
26.6 38.3
16.9 33.3
9.6 15.1
-2.8 -7.7
23.0 62.4
18.3 62.7
O.S 20.•
A.O ·70.0
39.2 99.7
4.2 '9 .•
0.5 -1.4
-4.2 4.8
-0.0754 -0.0992
-0.0769 -0.108
-0.104 -0.153
0.0099 0.0125
0.0128 0.0158
0.0103 0.01l0
0.0166 0.0225
0.357 0.431
0.357 0.U8
0.290 0.334
0.520 0.679
-0.721 -0.918
-0.698 -0.941
-1.11 -1.680
-0.736 -1.30
-0.105
-0.114
-0.161
0.0141
0.0172
0.0143
0.0078
0.491
0.428
0.367
0.865
-1.01
-0.975
-1.780
-1.660
23.4 34.4 -0.349 -0.420
26.2 38.0 -0.461 -0.503
35.5 -52.8 -1.91 -2.67
20.7 37.5
19.9 19.9
15.2 26.6
20.6 63.8
27.3' 40.1
-2.04 -3.00
26.6 119 -0.322
-6.8 -15.0 -0.598
-7.3 204 -1.02
21.2 67.2
16.5 59.5
18.6
10.8 -2.2
3.24
0.312
0.939
-1.65
Tabl. (31) Maximum Torsion and nendin9 Moment. by LR , SARPKAY~ ~-0.56 radII, t-O.O)
0.109 -0.138
0.322
1.00
-4.63
0.300
0.927
-5.61
34.8 39.7 -0.351 -0.409
51.4 60.4 -0.322 -0.322
76.6 126 Las 2.05
4.1.5
4.1.6
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LR vs Sarpkaya (ru = 0.56 radls, t = O.3T)
Tables (32) and (33) show that:-
a. The percentage differences in the maximum axial force (N)
ranged from -51.2\ to 74.5\ according to Airy theory, and
from -38.7\ to 158\ according to Stokes' theory.
b. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F ) rangedy
from -14.4\ to 37.6\ according to Airy theory, and from
-94.4\ to 34.8\ according to Stokes' theory.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force ,F ) rangedz
from -19.1\ to 238\ according to Airy theory, and from
-21.6\ to 120\ according to Stokes' theory.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
-17.8\ to 177\ according to Airy theory, and from -91.3\ to
143\ according to Stokes' theory.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (My) ranged
from -11.5\ to 120\ according to Airy theory, and from
-24.1\ to 88.5\ according to Stokes' theory.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M) rangedz
from -8.9\ to 48.4\ according to Airy theory, and from
-29.0\ to 71.5\ according to Stokes' theory.
LR vs sarpkaya (ru - 0.56 radls, t = O.6T)
Tables (34) and (35) show that:-
a. The differences in the maximum axial force (N) ranged from
-55.6\ to 28.8\ according to Airy theory. In the case of
434
Hem-
ber
No
Max Axial Force N (N) x 106 Max Shearinq Force Fy (N) x 106
Dif! ,
Max Shearinq Force F. (N) x 106
oUt,DiU'Sarpkay. Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)LR Airy 5th
LR Sarpkaya Sarpltaya(Airy) (5th,Ord) Airy 5th
LR Sarpkay. Sarpkay.(Airy) (5th Ord) Airy 5th
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-2.62
-2.11
-1.75
-0.198
3.12
2.60
2.26
0.229
-3.13
-2.62
-9.24
-7.21
-4.19
-1.11
8.58
6.57
3.5)
0.537
-10.40
-8.17
-4.89
-1.43
8.28
6.32
3.37
0.477
-2.70
-2.18
-1.83
-0.199
3.21
2.68
2.39
0.301
-3.22
-2.71
-2.~2, .:\'.1'
-2.06 3.3
-1.62' ~.6
-0.491 0.5
3.11 2.9
2.52 3.1
2.09 5.8
-0.0459 .':0.048 -0.0464 4.6 1.1 0.0062
-2.4 -0.0250 -0.0268 -0.0262 7.2 4.8 0.0108
-7.4 -0.0192 ,-0.0201 -0.0187 4.7 -2.6 0.0127
148 0.0947
0.0110
0.126
0.0116
0.117 33.1
0.0113 5.5
23.5 0.0328
2.~ 0.0763
-3.1 -0.0047' -0.0045 -0.0041 -4.9 -14.0 0.0154
-7.5 -0.0210 -0.0289 -0.0283 37.6 34.8 0.0173
-9.36 12.6
-7.250 13.3
-4.1716.7
-1.09 28.8
-2.25 -2.37 -2.08 5.l -7.6 0.0163
-0.0881 -0.0906 -0.0606 2.8 -31.2 0.0225
1.530
0.119
0.0167
0.0256
i.650
0.129
0.0919
0.295
-1.47
-0.103
0.0799
0.l37
0.198 31.4 -13.5 -0.0395 -0.0491 0.0022 24.3 -94.4 0.0096
-3.12 2.9 0.0132 0.0135 0.01l4 2.3 1.5 0.009
-2.56 3.4 -2.3 -0.0092 0.0092 -0.0112 '22.3 0.0174
0'.0070 0.0073 11.9 17.5
0.0141 0,0151 30.6 39.e
0.0236 0.0237 85.8 81.A
0.0794
0.0086
0.0183
0.0330
0.0323
0.0102
0.0220
0.0255
0.0092
0.0085
0.0287
0.0614
-0.274
-1.290
-0.0591
0.0691
-0.239
-1.49
0.0720 142 120
0.0188 2.5 IS.l 0.0202
0.0177 13.8 -21.3 0.0098
-0.0030 -0.0015 -0.0078-51.2 158 0.0124 0.0125 0.0121 0.8 -2.4 0.0071
-0.0235 -0.0239 -0.0271 1.7 15.3 -0.0131 -0.0168 -0.0184 20.9 32.4 0.0250
-0.0602 -0.0677 -0.0476 12.5 -20.9 -0.0186 -0.0222 -0.0204 19.4 9.7 0.0461
-0.0596 -0.104 -0.121 74.5 10) -0.226 -0.309 -0.255 36.7 12.8 -0.163
0.0089 12.Z 15.9
0.0186 18.8 20.0
0.0312 90.0 00.3
0.0172 238 79.7
0.0108 13.B 20.5
0.0223 26.4 28.2
0.0241 26.2 19.3
0.0080 -5.7 -10.2
0.0135 20.2 90.7
0.0337 14.0 3<.8
0.0636 33.2 38.0
0.246 68.1 50.9
-1.270 -3.0 -4.5
-0.0601 -4.2 -2.6
0.0731 -3.1 2.5
-0.237 -4.0 -5.6
-0.101 -4.6 -6.5 -O.OAZO -0.0848 -0.0879
-1.440
1.600
0.1270
7.8
0.4
4.6 -1.33
6.7 -0.0617
4.7 0.0713
8.9 -0.251
0.8
2.4
S. I
6.2
0.0822 -14.4 -11.9 -0.0834 -0.0675 -0.0797 -19.1 -'.4
0.l70 -11.1 -2.4 -0.3l8 -0.314 -0.265 -7.1 -21.6
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)LR
,0.182
0.378
51.2 59.2 -0.103 -0.123
27.0 26.5 -0.293 -0.362
22.4 12.9 -0.274 -0.437
1.3
0.6
-0.5 0.0907
-1.0 -0.259
7.71 -3.5 -10.1 -1.510
5.79 -3.B -11.9 -0.108
2.96 -4.5 -16.1 0.09l3
0.329-11.2 -38.7 0.379
Hem-
ber
No
Max Torsion Q (NH) x 106'
Dif! ,
0.0950 1.1
0.282 13.9
-1.450 -2.6 -4.0 -1.370
Table (32) Maximum Axial and Sheerinq Force. by LR , SARPKAYA (~·0.56 red/., t.O.lT)
0.191
0.350
0.399
0.777
0.254
0.9B4
1.120
2.240
2.4BO
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) '(5thOrd) Airy 5th
Max 8endi~q Moment H (Nil)x'106
43.2 43.2 -0.162
0.30238.2 47.2
19.0 15.9
177 143
11.7
20.1 41.8
36.7 43.9
50.8 49.7
94.9 BB.8
3.3
1.0 14.5
-9.4 15.1
-17.0 -91.3
12.9 24.2
15.7 7.5
14.9 -5.3
17.6 -34.3
24.4 44.1
34.5 39.3
62.3 55.1
92.2 65.9
0.333 -0.431
0.676 -0.998
1.9 -0.208 -0.457
0.168
0.403
0.366
0.326
9.1 -0.105 -0.127
0.343
0.552
1.66
19.40
1.12
0.6B5
-2.12
20.00
1.190
-0.330
-2.94
0.215
0.549
0.515
0.394
0.371
0.709
2.89
18.90
1.080
0.702
-2.04
21.70
1.30
0.292
-2.08
0.196
0.405
-0.425
-0.910
-0.134
-0.367
-0.412
-0.392
0.238
0.567
0.497
0.3B4
0.194
0.455
0.752
2.580
18.50
1.03
0.636
-2.21
20.9
Dit! , Dlf! ,
lIiry 5th
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th Ord)LR Airy 5th
-0.0118 -0.0169 -0.0169
-0.0123 -0.0170 -O.OlBl
-0.0126 -0.0150 -0.0146
-0.0247 -0.06B4 -0.0600
0.0125 0.01B9 0.0199
0.0422 0.0536 0.0534
0.0459 0.0562 0.0518
0.0520 0.0581 0.0530
0.0239 0.0287 0.0339
0.OB34 0.114 0.120
0.0862 0.130 0.1290
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21 0.0980
12.3 21.0
25.2 34.1
-1.16
0.402 -0.410
-1.20
29.4 27.6 -0.163 -0.164
47.6 34.6 -0.449 -0.605
19.4 lO.1 -0.321 -0.335
23.5 25.3 -0.157 -0.155
59.5 50.4 -0.160 -0.199
120 e8.S -0.0760
28.0 41.7
36.2 40.7
40.7 35.8
20.9 17.8
0.341
0.207
0.111
O.l1B
0.114
0.3S1
0.201
0.103
0.143
21.0 B4.B -0.535 -0.526
8.2 32.7 -0.241 -0.239
0.139
3.140
23.40
1.610
0.799
-2.08
-20.7
1.22 9.2 2.5
-0.322 -11.5 -0.9
-2.2l -2.0 -24.1
-1.290 -1.260
-0.642 -O.sOS
1.6S -2.250
28.4 36.2
74.1 55.4
-2.6 -4.6
-3.6 -8.0
0.128
2.2l
21.6
1.470
O.IBS
85 -0.0121 -0.0125 -0.0132
B7 -0.0067 -0.0068 -0.0077
89 -0.0038 -0.0035 -0.0044
91 -0.0050 -0.0041 -0.0004
92
94
96
98
106
lOB
110
112
0.3100
0.3450
0.676
0.216
0.791
0.833
1.380
1.290
0.3Bs
0.371
0.640
0.142
1.14
1.16
2.14
2.14
2.5 -7.2 0.697
-3.0 4.2 -1.660
B.s 4.5 -21.20
-1.17
0.3M
-0.147
-0.623
-0.330
-0.10
-0.189
0.0597
0.339
0.199
0.100
0.100
-0.521
-0.246
0.127
2.57
22.60
1.56
0.743
-2.25
-20.4
-1.21
-0.456
-2.83
3.4 0.9
2.0 -5.5
0.6 -9.A
3'.7 30.A
4.4 2.e
-1.3 -9.~
24.4 IPo. I
40.' -22.3
2.9 -o.~
-2.9 -3.9
-7.2 -2.7
21.2 52.5
-1. 7 -2.6
-0.0 2.1
0.6 -0.8
40.8 15.2
8.3 4.6
9.5 6.1
14.6 6.6
25.3 35.5
-2.4 -3.0
-2.3 -6.2
-0.9 -29.0
36.4 71.5
Table (33) Maxl1'1umToraion And Bendlnq ~lomentlby LR , SIIRPKAYA(.,-0.56rad/., t-0.3T)
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Mem-
ber
No
Max Axial Foree N(N) x'l06
'OHf ,
Max Shearing Foree Fy(N) x 106
DiU'
Max Shearing Force F.(N) x 106
Oiff ,
LR
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th,Ord)Alry 5th
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th Ord)Afry 5th
LR
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord) Airy 5th
-1.01 -0.911 -0.976 -9.8 -3.4 0.0191 0;0178
-0.B22 -0.737 -0.757 -10.3 -7.9 0.0169 0.0171
-9.2 -15.5 0.0246 0.026~
-0.7 -44.B 0.102 0.131
-0.750 -0.681 -0.634
-0.600 -0.596 -0.331
8
la
12
14
15
17
19
21
'-1.19 -1.07 -1.13 -10.1 -5.0 -0.0077 -0.0083 -0.0097
0.0260
0.0534
-0.959 -0.BS7 -0.B7B -10.6 -8.4 0.0206 0~0233
-0.714 -0.643 -0.602 -9.9 -15.7 0.0464 0.0553
-0.139 -0.179 -0.0323
0.01B7
0.0105
0.0267
0.120
28.8 -76.B 0.0280 0.0337 -0.0268
1.16
O.B77
0.554
1.04
0.764
0.454
1.110 -10.3 -4.3 -0.00B2 -0.0082 -0.0675
0.?7S -12.9 -11.6 -0.0170 -0.0204 -0.0213
0.414 -18.1 -25.3 -0.0417 -0.0516 -0.0491
-0.168 -0.207 -0.189
85 -0.0195 -0.0211 -0.0225
87 -0.033 -0.0314 -0.0336
89 -0.0925 -0.0810 -0.0828 -12.4 -10.5 0.0631 0.0707
91 -0.0990 -0.0765 --0.0441 -22.7 -55.5 -0.283 -0.~37
-4.8 1.B 0.0306, 0.0360
23.2 12.5 0.0433 0.0540 -0.0317
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
3.28
2.65
1.70
0.716
-2.69
3.35
2.78
1.90
0.891
-1.B2
8.2 15.4 -0.0098 -0.0101 -0.010
0.0396
0.0709
-0.294
3.32
2.69
1.72 1.2 -0.130 -0.121
1.2 -0.467 -0.423 -0.476
1.5 -0.0621 -0.0595 -0.0667
-0.124
-0.3BO 0.5 -8.3 -0.365 -0.320
0.570 -17.7 -9.2 0.471 0.473
2.1
4.9
11.8
0.185 0.231 0.200
-l.BB -1.17' -1.19 -37.8 -36.7 0.0511 0.0427
-0.788 -0.350 -0.317 -55.6' -59.8 0.0399 0.0389
24.9 8.1 0.0993 0.0980
1.2
-6.8 .~2.1 -0.0040 -0.0045 .• 0..q047
9.5 -0.0075 -0.0091 -0.0095
9.3 B.S -0.0090 -0.0104 ~0..0103
28.4 17.6 -0.0170 -0.0205 -0.030
7.0 25.6 -0.0039 -0.0041 -O.OO~s
13.1 26.2 -0.0057 -0.0063 -0.0065
19.2 15.1 -0.0058 -0.0093 -o.ooaz
17.0 ~6.9 -0.0025 -0.0070 -0.0081
717.5 0.0017 0.0018 -0.0017
20.0 25.3 -0.0015 0.0018 -0.0021
1~.1 19.6
21.2 26.0
15.0 14.7
67.6 76.5
6.2 16.0
10.2 13.4
SB.7 41.0
181 228
7.1
23.5 37.6
3.2 2.1 0.0073 0.0008
23.7 17.7 -0.0025 -0.0017 -0.0027 -33.5 7.9
24.7 -26.B -0.0046 -0.0043 -0.0021
17.6 29.4 0.0249 0.0295
12.0 12.4 0.0379 0.0499
19.1
-9.4
-4.2
3.9 0.0669 0.128
O. 0128
0.0322
0.0489
0.109
-7.4 -55.4
20.8 76.3
10.5 29.3
31.7 29.0
91.3 62.9
0.600 -10.1 -5.5
0.0467 -11.9 -0.6
1.9 0.635 0.571
7.4 0.0470 0.0414
-6.9 -4.6 -0.114 -0.0996 -0.0982 -13.5 -13.9
-1.3 1.7 0.101 -0.109 -0.09290.101
0.0463 -16.4 -9.4 0.0307 0.0297 0.0296
0.0328 -2.5 -17.8 -0.0298 -0.0292 -0.0229
-0.267 -12.3 -26.9
0.491 4.2
-3.3 -3.6
-5.4 -23.2
7.9 -8.0
0.698 24.4 -2.S -0.423 -0.425
-1.91 -32.3 -29.0 0.628 0.517
Table (34) Maximum Adal and Shearing Forces by LR , SARPKAYII (6)-0.56.ad/s, t-0.6T)
Mem-
ber
No
Hax Torsion Q (NM) x 106'
Airy 5thLR
Sarpkaya Sarpkaya
(Airy) (5th Ord)
OH! ,
Hax Bending Homent My(NM) x'106
OH! \
Max Bending Moment M. (NH) x 106
OH! \
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th Ord)Airy 5th
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th Ord)Airy 5th
-0.0035 -0.0083 -0.0048
-0.0070 -0.0105 -0.0066
-0.0034 -0.0069 -0.0038
-0.0096 -0.0225 -0.0226
-0.0154 -0.0223 -0.0230
10 -0.0510 -0.0663 -0.0639
12 -0.0412 -0.0546 -0.0485
14 -0.0999 -0.115 -0.0945
15
17
19
21
0.0058 0.0094 0.0064
0.0312 0.0419 0.0320
0.0328 0.04S3 0.0336
0.0496 0.0569 0.037S
)35 36.2 0.0698 0.0801 -0.OSS6
50.0 -5.1
99.7 10.2
O.lSS
0.169
0.270
0:199
0.209
0.374
O.llS
0.213
0.162
0.177
0.103
0.185
0.391
0.122
0.206
0.141
0.191
0.0289
0.0697
0.0704
0.0724
-0.231
-0.595
-0.712
-1.120
14.8 22.6
28.4 18.1
0.454
0.178
0.134
0.417
0.172
0.13923.7 9.S
0.444
0.180
0.140
0.556
0.166
0.189
0.20e
-0.139
-0.120
0.238
-0.128
-0.325
-0.565
-0.927
-3.200
-6.580
-0.593
0.621
3.140
7.27
-9.1 -2.2
-3.4
3.7
1.1
4.5
27.3 19.3
4.4
~.8 13.9
15.9 11.6
6.4 136
45.9 27.0 0.258 -0.299
127 145 0.0590 0.0628
42.9 -6.2 -0.0971 -0.0060 -0.0905 -11.4 -6.B
5.2
26.3
22.1
4.3
22.7
61.4
85 -0.0042 -0.0089 -0.0062
87 -0.0100 -0.0144 -0.0128
89 -0.0093 -0.0135 -O.OllS
91
92
94
96
9B
106
108
110
112
-0.0129 -0.0208 -0.0196
-0.554 -0.664 -0.731
-0.612 -0.768 -0.71S
-0.850 -1.15 -0.969
-0.903 -1.25 -0.957
134 135 38.S 44.B
22.0 29.4
24.6 20.5
0.466 0.5930
0.159 0.1520
0.166 -0.174
60.5 15.2 -0.115 -0.121
26.S 10.9 0.194 0.245
33.9 -14.2 -0.0793 -0.0968
23.1 65.7 -0.334 -0.320
22.4 27.1 -0.463 -a. 50S
31.9 25.6 -0.809 -0.922
56.9 36.3 -3.16 -3.66
-4.2 -2.7
9.7 22.0
14.0 14.6
IS.S 1.3
-9.7 1.2
-3.9 9.0
-4.5 -4.6
14.0 9.e
7.9S0 -17.7 -9.6
0.422 -19.6 -13.7
-0.632 6.0 9.2
2.370 3.6 6.3
Table (3S) lIaximumTorsion and Bending Homents by LR ~ SARPKAYA (01-0.56 rod/a, t-0.6'1')
44.8 49.4 0.0943
30.0 25.3 0.171
0.339
0.277
0.4S7
0.191
0.486
0.427
0.711
0.282
0.363
0.28S
0.472
0.226
32.5 17.7 0.111
27.9 5.1 0.0779
60.7
34.3
38.1
8.9 0.0308 0.0440
2.6 0.0605 0.0971
2.4 0.0635 0.0805
-0.590 -10.3 -6.4 -6.50 -5.B7
-0.544 -11.4 -8.9 -0.544 -0.523
-0.510 -11.1 -20.2 0.651 -0.622
0.972 18.5 -10.0 2.B6 3.26
-7.010 3.5 0.83
-0.334 1.2 0.9 0.489 0.393
0.160 -7.7 3.2 -0.579 -0.614
0.505 -29.1 -38.6 2.23 2.31
14.7 -24.4 0.0844 0.1130
112 4B.l -0.143 -0.176
44.0 28.0 -0.468 -0.573
44.S 23.4 -0.567 -0.748
61.2 S1.9 0.S22 -1.29
19.9 31.9 -9.18 -S.23
25.S 16.8 -0.597 -0.529
35.3 14.0 -0.639 -0.568
3S.4 6.0 1.OS -1.28
43.4 7.1 -6.7B-6.77
54.2 2.9 -0.331 -0.335
55.6 3.3 0.155 0.143
47.6 lB.3 0.S22 0.SS3
4.2
4.2.1
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Stokes' fifth order theory the differences ranged from
-76.B\ to 15.4\.
b. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F ) ranged
y
from -17.7% to 28.4%. In the case of Stokes' theory, the
differences ranged from -26.8\ to 29.4\.
c. The differences in the maximum shearing force (F ) rangedz
from -33.5\ to 181\. In the case of Stokes' theory, the
differences ranged from -55.4\ to 228%.
d. The differences in the maximum torsion (Q) ranged from
14.7\ to 135% according to Airy theory, and from -24.4\ to
135% by Stokes' theory.
e. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) ranged
y
from -29.1\ to 127\ according to Airy theory, and from
-38.6\ to 145\ by Stokes' theory.
f. The differences in the maximum bending moment (M ) rangedz
from -19.6\ to 27.3\ according to Airy theory, and from
-13.7\ to 136\ by Stokes' theory.
Maximum Stresses on the Members
LR vs Sarpkaya (~ - 0.37rad/s)
Tables (36) to (38) show that:-
a. When t = 0.0, the percentage differences in the maximum
tensile or comprehensive stress (0 max) ranged from 6.2\ to
51.2\ according to Airy theory. Stokes' fifth order theory
gave differences from -13.9\ to 271\. Theranging
differences in the maximum shearing stress (t max) ranged
4.2.2
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from 6.2\ to 51.1\ in the case of Airy theory and from
-13.5% to 257% in the case of Stokes' theory.
b. When t = 0.3T, the percentage differences in (a max) ranged
from -O.B% to 91.3% according to Airy theory. Stokes'
theory gave differences ranging from -10.B\ to 63.5%. The
differences in the maximum shearing stress (T max) ranged
from O.B% to BB.1% in the case of Airy theory and from
-6.9% to 5B.B% in the case of Stokes' theory.
c. When t = 0.6T, the differences in (0 max) ranged from
-30.1% to 62.5\ according to Airy theory. Stokes' theory
gave differences ranging from -30.B\ 174\.to The
differences in (T max) ranged from -30.3\ to 54.7\
according to Airy theory, and from -30.B\ to 157\ according
to Stokes' theory.
LR vs Sarpkaya (w - 0.56 rad/s)
Tables (39) to (41) show that:-
a. When t a 0.0, the percentage differences in the maximum
tensile or compressive stress (a max) ranged from 1.2\ to
50.7% according to Airy theory. Stokes' fifth order theory
gave differences ranging from B.4\ to 29S\. The differences
in the maximum shearing stress (T max) ranged from -6.2\ to
44.9\ in the case of Airy theory, and from S.S\ to 275\ in
the case of Stokes' theory.
b. When t = 0.3T the differences in (a max) ranged from -2.1\
to 87.4\ according to Airy th~ory. Stokes' theory gave
differences ranging from -12.5\ to 49.5\. The differences
in (T max) ranged from -6.7\ to 85.6\ in the case of Airy
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Member
No
MAX Tensile (Compr) Stress (N/m2) x loB
Oiff \
LR
Sarpkaya
(Airy)
Sarpkaya
(5th Ord) lIiry 5th
LR Sarpkaya(Airy)
Sarpkaya
(5th Ord)
OH! \
Airy 5th
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
B5
87
89
91
92
94
96
9B
106
108
110
112
0.338
O. 2~3
0.291
0.231
0.430
0.312
0.3e2
-0.320
0.231 -0.30
0.227 -0.304
0.263 -0.370
-0.0996 -0.150
0.280 0.358
0.271 0.355
0.326 0.422
0.135 0.193
0.267 0.310
0.331 O~36S
0.488 0.536
-0.744 -0.79
0.639 0.811
0.123 0.155
0.0663 0.OB39
0.0374 0.0465
-0.668 -0.860
-0.161 -0.211
-0.101 -0.124
-0.0827 -0.0951
0.593
0.417
0.524
0.515
-0.425
-0.413
-0.530
-0.341
0.492
0.475
0.603
0.501
0.230
0.337
0.541
0.795
1.23
0.275
0.162
0.115
-1.29
-0.330
-0.202
-0.171
27.2
28.4
31. 3
38.5
29.9 94.0
33.9 81.9
40.7 102
51. 2 244
27.9 75.7
31.0 75.3
29.4 85.0
43.0 271
16.1 -13.9
11.5 2.1
9.B 10.9
6.2 6.9
26.9 92.5
26.0 124
26.5 144
24.3 208
28.7 93.1
31.1 105
22.8 100
15.0 107
75.4
71.6
80.1
123
0.169
0.122
0.146
0.116
0.215
0.156
0.191
0.161
0.297
0.20B
0.262
0.2SR
0.212
0.206
0.265
0.172
0.246
0.238
0.302
0.251
0.115
0.168
0.271
0.398
0.614
O.13B
0.OB21
0.0602
0.647
0.165
0.104
0.0919
27.2
27.9
30.8
30.9
75.7
70.5
?!I.5
122
0.116 0.150
0.114 0.152
0.131 O.lBS
0.0503 0.0754
0.140 0.179
0.136 O.17B
0.163 0.211
0.0703 0.101
0.133 0.155
0.166 0.184
0.245 0.269
0.373 0.396
0.319 0.405
0.0617 0.0774
0.0336 0.043
0.0198 0.0256
0.334 0.430
0.0811 0.106
0.0532 0.0658
0.0414 0.0480
29.3 82.8
33.3 BO.7
41. 2 102
51.1 245
27.9 7S.?
30.9 ?5.0
29.4 B5.3
43.7 257
16.5 -13.5
11.5 1.6
10.2 ILl
6.2 6.7
27.0 92.5
25.4 124
28.0 144
29.3 204
28.7 93.7
30.7 104
23.7 95.5
15.9 122
Table (36) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR , SARPKAYA (~ -0.37 rad/., t-O.O)
Member
No
Max Tensile (Compr) Stress (N/m2) x 108
LR
OH! \Sarpkaya
(Airy)
Sarpkaya
(5th Ord)
Oif! \
Airy 5th
LR
Sarpkaya
(Airy)
Sarpkeya
(5th Ord) Airy 5th
B
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
B7
89
91
92
94
96
9B
106
108
110
112
5
-0.739
-0.41B
-0.393
-0.299
0.576
0.422
0.439
.0.104
-0.589
-0.439
-0.391
0.126
-0.199
-0.17B
-0.388
-0.8B1
-1.57
-0.299
-0.151
-0.106
1.56
0.264
0.120
0.0934
-0.796
-0.474
-0.49B
-0.435
0.630
0.499
0.569
0.199
-0.644
-0.511
-0.462
-0.174
-0.217
-0.250
-0.625
-1. 31
-1.72
-0.353
-0.181
~0.130
1.63
0.265
0.119
0.109
-0.B14
-0.459
-0.455
-0.432
0.643
0.480
0.506
0.170
-0.661
-0.493
-0.417
0.170
-0.285
-0.252
-0.553
-1.13
-1. 72
-0.323
-0.154
-0. fOB
1.66
0.246
0.107
-0.0966
7.7
13.4
26.7
45.5
9.4
18.2
29.6
91.3
9.3
16.4
1B.2
3B.1
9.0
40.4
61.1
48.7
9.6
1B.1
19.9
22.6
4.5
8.0
2.0
1.9
6.4
-6.B
-0.8 -10.B
16.7 3.4
10.1
9.8
15.8
44.5
11.6
13.7
15.3
63.5
12.2
12.3
6.6
34.9
43.2
41.6
42.5
28.3
9.6
0.370
0.209
0.197
0.150
0.39B
0.237
0.249
0.219
0.407
0.229
0.22B
0.217
0.321
0.24
0.253
0.OB53
0.331
0.247
0.210
0.OB89
0.143
0.126
0.27?
0.569
0.B61
0.161
0.0777
0.0540 21.8
0.829
0.124
0.0567
0.0495
?6
13.4
26.4
~6.0
9.4
1B.5
29.5
BB.1
9.2
16.4
1B.4
42.0
9.5
40.1
61.0
4B.6
9.4
17.3
19.5
5.1
0.8
3.9
20.1
10.0
9.6
lS.?
44.7
11.5
13.?
15.0
58.8
12.2
12.3
?1
37.2
43.7
41. 3
42.1
2B.7
9.5
7.1
1.8
1.3
6.6
-6.8
-6.9
5.B
0.288 0.315
0.211 0.250
0.220 0.2BS
0.0537 0.101
0.295 0.322
0.220 0.256
0.196 0.232
0.0648 0.092
0.0995 0.109
0.0892 0.125
-0.195 0.314
0.442 0.65?
0.786 0.860
0.150 0.176
0.0763 0.0912
0.0533 0·.0649
0.7B6
0.133
0.B18
0.134
Table (37) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR & SARPKAYA (w -0.37 red/s, t-0.3T)
0.0609 0.0633
0.046B 0.0562
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Me:nber
No
Max Tensile (Compr)Stress (N/m2)x 108
oHf \
MAX SheAring Stress (N/m2)x 108
LR SArpkAYA(Airy)
SArpkaYA
(5thOrd) J\iry 5th
LR Sarpkaya(Airy)
Sarpkaya
(5thOra)
OHf \
Airy 5th
8
la
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
-0.229
-0.127
-0.127
-0.170
-0.190
-0.115
-0.126
-0.199
-0.171 -17.0 -25.3
-0.104 -9.4 -18.1
-0.131 -0.8 3.1
-0.186 17.1 9.4
-0.150 13.8 -20.2
-0.114 -10.0 -18.6
-0.115 -4.4 -16.1
0.100 14.0 174
0.101 -17.7 -28.4
0.0919 -10.0 -4.4
-0.196 32.4 41.0
-0.0952 36.4 65.0
-0.184 7.9 -27.3
-0.316 16.5 -3.4
-0.525 17.8 2.5
-0.813 8.5 -4.2
0.241 -18.7 -23.2
0.0654 -3.8 -22.3
0.0462 4.3 -16.8
0.0589 28.0 -8.4
0.274 -30.1 -30.8
0.0456 6.4 16.6
0.0533 62.5 78.3
0.0672 12.5 -2.5
0.114 0.0948
0.0637 0.0573
.0.0638 0.0630
0.0856 0.100
0.0941 0.0812
0.070 0.0632
0.0690 0.0659
0.0195 0.0221
0.0703 0.0582
0.0480 0.0433
0.0695 0.0919
0.0307 0.0416
0.126 0.137
0.164 0.190
0.256 0.302
0.425 0.461
0.222 0.181
0.0425 0.0411
0.0293 0.0306
0.0322 0.0435
0.198 0.138
0.0198 0.0213
0.0170 0.0263
0.0344 0.0389
0.0856
0.0523
0.0656
0.0941
0.0748
0.0574
0.0576
0.0502
0.0505
0.0468
0.0980
0.0478
0.0921
0.158
0.263
0.407
0.171
0.0331
0.0244
0.0315
0.137
0.0233
0.0282
0.0336
-16.8 -24.9
-10.0 -11.9
-1.3 2.8
16.8 9.9
-13.7 -20.5
-9.7 -18.0
-4.5 -16.5
13.3 157
-17.2 -28.2
-10.0 -2.7
32.2 41.0
35.5 55.7
8.7 -26.9
15.9 -3.7
18.0 2.7
8.5 -4.2
-18.5 -23.0
-3.3 -22.1
4.4 -16.7
35.1 -2.2
-30.3 -30.8
7.6 17.7
54.7 65.9
13.1 -2.3
-0.18a -0.162
-0.140 -0.126
-0.137 -0.131
-0.0365 -0.0416
0.141 0.116
0.0961 0.0865
0.139 -0.184
-0.0577 -0.0787
-0.253 -0.273
-0.327 -0.381
-0.512 -0.603
0.849 0.921
0.444 0.361
0.0842 0.081
0.0555 0.0579
0.0643 0.0823
-0.396 0.277
-0.0391 0.0416
0.0299 0.0486
0.0689 0.0775
Table (38) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR , SARPKAYA (~ -0.37 rAdls, t-O.6T)
Me:nber
No
MAX Tensile (Compr)Stress (N/m2)x 108 MAX SheAring Stress (N/m2) x 10°
LR SarpkAYA(Airy)
Sarpkaya
(5thOrd)
Dif! \
Airy 5th
LR Sarpkaya(Airy)
SArpkaYA
(5th Ord)
Dif!
Airy 5th
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
5
0.0845
0.0813
0.147
0.210
0.10B
0.102
0.174
0.255
O.14B
0.12B
0.205
0.368
-0.104
-0.109
-0.190
-0.127
0.126
0.159
0.263
0.333
0.0636
0.144
0.348
1.01
0.327
0.080
0.0575
0.0850
-0.337
-0.105
-0.0901
-0.100
27.B
25.5
18.4
21.4
28.4
27.4
23.8
50.7
27.0
29.7
29.1
42.3
25.1
17.3
13.1
14.8
25.4
22.3
16.4
5.6
29.5
29.5
21.6
1.2
75.1
57.4
39.5
75.2
78.1
66.2
46.2
272
66.7
57.4
50.3
298
38.9
30.9
16.8
8.4
76.8
96.1
80.8
71.4
84.2
86.8
55.9
34.0
0.0423 0.0540
0.0407 0.0509
0.0734
0.106
0.087
0.129
0.0738
0.0641
0.103
0.184
0.0519
0.0547
0.0950
0.0636
0.0628
0.0794
0.132
0.168
0.Oll8
0.0720
0.174
0.508
0.163
0.0401
0.0294
0.0442
0.169
0.0530
0.0486
0.0589
27.7
25.1
IB.5
21.7
28.4
27.4
23.7
44.9
26.9
30.2
29.0
42.4
24.9
17.3
13.4
15.2
25.5
20.7
21.3
6.8
29.5
29.3
24.1
-6'.2
74.5
57.5
40.3
73.6
77.7
66.3
45.5
257
65.7
57.5
50.7
275
38.9
31.1
16.8
B.8
76.4
92.B
B3.B
77 .5
83.9
82.8
S3.B
41.2
8 -0.0584 -0.075
-0.0656 -0.OB36
-0.130 -0.161
0.0341 0.0514
0.0756 0.096
0.101 0.131
0.175 0.226
0.0836 0.119
0.0458 0.0573
0.110 0.129
0.298 0.337
0.932 1.07
0.185 0.232
0.0408 0.0499
0.0318 0.0370
-0.0496 -0.0524
-0.183 -0.237
-0.0562 -0.0728
-0.0578 -0.0703
-0.0746 -0.0755
0.0292 0.0375
0.0329 0.0419
0.0653 0.0808
0.01781 0.0258
0.0379 0.0481
0.0504 0.0656
0.0876 0.113
0.0448 0.0638
0.0229 0.0286
0.0549 0.0644
0.149 0.169
0.467 0.538
0.0927 0.116
0.0208 0.0251
0.0160 0.0194
0.0249 0.0266
0.0919 0.119
0.0290 0.0375
0.0316 0.0392
0.0417 0.0391
Table (39) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR , SARPKAYA (w -0.56 radls, t-O.O)
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Member
NO
Max Tensile (Compr) Stress (N/m2) x lOB
DiU'
Max Shearing Stress (N/m2) x 108
LR Sarpk&ya(Airy)
Sarpkaya
(5th Ord~ Airy 5th
LR Sarpkay&(Airy)
S&rpkaya
(5th Ord)
Diff \
Airy 5th
106
lOB
110
112
-0.403
-0.253
-0.417
-0.267
-0.405
-0.257
-0.307
-0.3Bl
0.30B
0.26B
0.359
O.13B
-0.319
-0.304
-0.375
-0.139
-0.0918
-O.OB71
-0.230
-LOB
-0.896
-0.210
-0.120
-0.09B8
0.858
0.174
0.0884
0.0975
3.5
5.5
11. 7
41.8
3.6
6.5
18.5
87.4
4.1
10.2
15.4
22.6
-0.8
5.4
27.2
0.5
1.6
3.0
46.0
0.7
1.9
6.B
49.5
1.6
6.7
5.3
20.9
2.5
23.0
32.9
30.1
0.8
0.5
0.202
0.126
0.208
0.133
0.202
0.12B
0.153
0.192
0.154
0.134
O.lBO
0.0694
0.159
0.152
0.188
0.0726
0.0459
0.0437
0.115
0.542
0.448
0.105
0.0606
0.0494
0.429
0.0875
0.0479
0.0517
11.5
14.8
5.4
1.6
-2.0
6.3
-6.7 -11.6
3.0
5.6
12.1
42.7
3.3
6.1
IB.S
85.6
3.8
9.8
15.7
26.2
-0.7
5.4
27.0
53.5
5.4
1.6
2.7
46.6
0.7
1.5
7.1
46.7
1.3
6.3
5.6
23.0
2.5
23.1
32.8
30.0
0.7
1.0
-0.5
3.1
-2.1
-9.1
-7.9
5
7
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
87
89
91
92
94
96
98
-0.29B -0;333
-0.261 -0.370
0.306 0.317
0.263 0.280
0.336 0.39B
0.0923 0.173
-0.314 -0.327
-0.2BS -0.314
-0.356 -0.411
-0.115 -0.141
-0.0896 -0.0889
-0.0708 -0.0746
-0.173 -0.220
-0.830 -1.27
-0.889 -0.939
-0.209 -0.233
53.0
5.6
1l.5
15.0
9.7 7.3
1.7 -2.1
-2.1 -9.4
1.0 -12.5
-5.3
0.149 0.167
0.131 0.lB7
0.153 0.158
0.132 0.140
0.168 0.199
0.0473 0.OB78
0.157 0.163
0.143 0.157
0.176 0.206
0.0592 0.0747
0.0448 0.0445
0.0355 0.0374
0.0866 0.110
0.417 0.64
0.445 0.469
0.104 0.1l6
0.0609 0.0699
0.0479 0.0505
0.438 0.445
0.0963 0.0944
0.0520 0.0553
0.0585 0.054~
-0.138
-0.101
-0.120
-0.0921
0.876
0.192
0.101
0.103
0.891
0.18B
0.102
0.103
Table (40) Maximum Stresses on the Members by LR , SARPKAYA (~.-0.56 r&d/s, t-0.3T)
Member
NO
Max Tensile (Compr) Stress (N/m2) x lOB Max Shearing Stress (N/m2) x 108
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th Ord)
oH! \
LR Sarpkaya Sarpkaya(Airy) (5th Ord)lIiry 5th
DiU \
lIiry 5th
8
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
85
B7
89
91
92
94
96
98
106
108
110
112
5
-0 .157
-0.105
-1.144
-0.223
-0.126
-0.116
-0.160
-0.143
-0.102
-0.147
-0.271
-0.117
-0.115
-0.170
-0.153
-0.103
-0.137
-0.236
-0.125
-0.117
-0.160
-0.0746
0.105
0.0851
O.l1B
-0.0638
-0.0677
-O.13B
-0.354
-1.00
0.329
0.OB13
0.0604
0.093
-8.9
-2.9
2.1
21. 5
-7.1
-0.9
6.3
62.4
-9.5
-5.2
4.2
25.9
0.7
16.2
19.3
18.2
-7.4
2.2
l1.B
10.B
-2.5
-1.9
-4.9
5.8
-O.B
0.9
49.2
-4.5
-7.2
-1.7
13.9
10.6
24.3
17.6
2.B
-2.7
1.0
-2.6
-0.292 -14.6 -9.0
-0.0402 -30.9 -29.7
-0.0244 -21.1 -27.4
0.0611
0.0783 0.0714
0.0524 0.0512
0.0721 0.0737
0.112 0.136
0.0763
0.0515
0.0683
0.119
0.0624
0.0587
0.0803
0.038
0.0523
0.0426
0.0588
0.0320
0.0339
0.0690
o. in
0.502
0.164
0.0411
0.0313
0.050
0.146
0.0202
0.0132
0.0306
-B.8
-2.3
2.2
21. 4
-6.8
-1. 4
6.6
55.7
-9.6
-5.4
4. )
25.1
0.7
16.2
19.2
18.1
-7.1
2.7
18.2
-3.0
-2.6
-1. 7
-5.3
6.3
-0.8
0.7
34.8
-5.1
-7.2
-1.7
7.0
10.8
24.1
17.2
3.1
-3.0
1.2
-1.6
-6.4
-14.9 -9.3
-30.0 -29.6
-13.7 -24.6
-1.6 -1.0
~0.050 -0.0812
0.110 0.0996
0.0917 0.0869
0.120 0.125
-0.0560 -0.0705
-0.0612 -0.0616
-0.111 -0.129
-0.301 -0.359·
-0.973 -1.15
0.338 0.313
0.0805 0.0823
0.0620 0.0693
0.0930 0.103
0.5
0.0629 0.0586
0.0583 0.0575
0.OB02 0.0855
0.0282 0.0439
0.0551 0.0498
0.0459 0.0434
0.0598 0.0624
0.0299 0.0374
0.0306 0.0308
0.0556 0.0646
0.151 0.180
0.487 0.575
0.169 0.157
0.0406 0.0417
0.0318 0.0376
0.0534 0.0518
0.161 0.137
0.0287 0.0201
0.0175 0.0151
0.0309 0.0304
-0.321 -0.274
-0.0572 -0.0395
-0.0336 -0.0265
0.0608 0.0609
Table (41) Maximum Stresses on the l-Iembersby LR , SARPKAYA (w DO.S6 rad/s, tDO.6T)
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theory, and from -11.6\ to 46.7\ in the case of Stokes'
theory.
c. When t = 0.6T the differences in (a max) ranged from
-30.9\ to 62.4\ according to Airy theory. Stokes' theory
gave differences ranging from -29.7\ to 49.2\. The
differences in (T max) ranged from -30.0\ to 55.7\ in the
case of Airy theory and from -29.6\ to 34.8\ in the case of
Stokes' theory.
4.3 Average Differences
Similarly to the results of Tables (22) and (23), Tables (42)
and (43) show that the average percentage differences for the stresses
decrease with the increase of time from t - 0.0 to t • 0.6T at both
frequencies (~-0.37 radls and 0.56 rad/s). The average percentaqe
differences at ~= 0.37 radls are larger than the correspondinq values
at ",t_ 0.56 rad/s.
5. CLOSING DISCUSSION
As has been previously mentioned, the calculations of the
maximum stresses were based on formulations from the basic principles
of stress analysis and without considering safety factors (See
Appendix E).
One may argue that if the stresses had been calculated
according to the rules and strength formulation of each classification
society (LR, DnV, BV), the percentaqe differences in the stresses
would have been smaller and even negligible. To this point may be
added the possibility that each classification society could have
suggested different scantlings (diameter, wall thickness) for the
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members for the same structure in such a way that, at the end, the
maximum stresses estimated by the different societies would have been
approximately the same.
However, one can justify the fairness of the method used to
compare the results of the different societies on the grounds of the
following facts:
a. To examine the effects of the different recommended
coefficients (C , C ) we must refer to a common base for
D M
comparison, ie, the same structure should be used.
Otherwise, it would be impossible to compare wave loading
results for two different jackets, each with different sets
b. For fair comparison, the method of computing the stresses
should also be the same in order to exclude any effect of
the different safety factors inherent in the design codes
of the different classification societies.
c. To say that applying the rules (wave loading and strength)
of two different classification societies would,
eventually, result in the same structure means that one of
the two societies is adopting unnecessary or inadequate
safety factors because the wave loadings, according to the
two, are essentially different. There are also many doubts
that the observed percentage differences in the loading can
be balanced or remedied by larger safety factors.
d. The role of the classification societies has been mainly
checking and approving ready-made designs, rather than
designing structures. The structural drawings are submitted
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by the client for approval and they usually meet (or are
made to meet) the standards and requirements of any
classification society due to the conservatism in present
day design practices. In other words, the structure could
be unnecessarily over-designed and uneconomical. This gives
the wrong impression that all the classification rules are,
more or less, the same.
6. CONCLUSIONS
a. The average percentage differences in the maximum tensile
or compressive stress (a max) and maximum shearing stress
(T max) have their highest values when t - 0.0, when the
crest of the wave is at the centre-line of the jacket
structure. The differences in the stresses decrease with
the change of time from t - 0.0 to t • 0.6T.
b. The average percentage differences in the maximum stresses
at ~ = 0.37 radls are larger than the corresponding values
at ~ = 0.56 radls, ie they are smaller for the hi9her
frequencies.
c. When t = 0.0, the average percentage differences in the
maximum stresses (a max and T max) by DnV and BV, relative
to LR, are approximately the same. However, with the change
of time to 0.3T and 0.6T, the differences according to DnV
are much larger than those of BV.
d. When t = 0.0, the average percentage differences in the
maximum stresses according to Stokeb' fifth order theory
are much larger than those of Airy theory. With the change
of time, the differences according to Stokes' theory
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decrease rapidly to values less than the corresponding
values of Airy theory.
e. When using the coefficients recommended by LR, DnV and BV,
Tables (16) to (21), the maximum absolute values of the
stresses occurred at t - 0.3T for ~. 0.37 rad/s and at
t = 0.6T for ~ - 0.56 rad/s. When using Sarpkaya's
coefficients, Tables (36) to (41), the maximum stresses
occurred at t c 0.3T for both frequencies, ~ • 0.37 and
0.56 rad/s.
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CHAPTER 10
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS IN THE DESIGN OF JACKET PLATFORMS
1. INTRODUCTION
Structural. reliability theory is concerned with the rational
treatment of uncertainties in structural design and with the methods
for assessing the safety and serviceability of structures (46). The
theory has d~veloped rapidly over the last fifteen years (3-5, 19, 2B,
30, 31). From the results of reliability analysis, it is possible to
determine the relative importance of the different parameters
regarding their effect on the safety of the structure, eg Refs (4-6,
23,,25, 41, 43, 45).
The concept of reliability analysis is also a valuable tool in
the development of rational safety formats for design codes and for
the evaluation of partial coefficients. The main potential for direct
application is with structures having large failure consequences or
where the use g~ves immediate savings in construction costs.
Within the fields of structural and offshore engineering, the
practical application of reliability analysis has been mainly in the
develop~ent of design codes to obtain optimal sets of partial
coefficients, eg Refs (11, 34). This is partly because practical
methods of reliability analysis are relatively recent and engineers
and designers are not yet fully familiar with them and partly because
the methods of analysis especially for complex systems with multiple
failure modes need further improvements. Recently, reliability based
design codes have been developed for fixed offshore platforms (32, 53)
and tension leg platforms (9,16,29).
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In this chapter the applicaton of the reliability analysis for
jacket structures will be discussed with a special emphasis on the
uncertainties in the environmental loadings.
2. METHODS OF RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
2.1 General
Methods of structural reliability analysis can be divided into
two broad classes. These are (46):-
Level3: (Full Probabilistic Approach): Methods in which
calculations are made to determine the 'exact' probability of
failure for a structure or structural component, making use of
a full probabilistic description of the jOint occurrence of
the various quantities which affect the response of the
structure and taking into account the true nature of the
failure domain.
Level 2; (Semi-Probabilistic Approach): Methods involving
certain approximate iterative calculation procedures to obtain
an approximation to the failure probability of a structure or
structural system, generally requiring an idealisation of
failure domain and often associated with a simplified
representation of the joint probability distributions of the
variables.
In theory, both level 3 and level 2 methods can be used for
checking the safety of a design or directly in the design process,
provided a target reliability or reliability index has been specified.
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However, for ~valuating t~e partial coefficients or for use in design,
level 2 methods are usually used for offshore structures.
2.2 Level 2 Method
The key step is the identification of a suitable mathematical
model which defines failure in terms of a function (46):-
-
M = f(Xl,x2 ••• xn) - f(X) < 0
where X is a vector of basic random variables. For dynamically
sensitive offshore structures the function f incorporates all the
models for loading and response together with the failure criterion
for t~e structural component under consideration (Pg bucklinq,
fatigue).
The reliability is given by:-
where f ,~ ' •••X (xl,x2,·.·x) is the joint probability densityXl A2 n n
function for the n variables X .•
1.
For complex failure functions involving spectral analysiS, the
following algorithm can be used (46) to apply level 2 method:-
a. Specification of the failure function f in terms of n basic
random variables X.
b. Creation of the failure surface in the n-dimensional space
of the basic variables X(x - space) by setting f(X) • O.
c. Defining the joint density function f- for the n basic
X
variables.
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-d. Mapping the failure surface in X - space to the space of n
independent standard normal variables Z (z - space).
e. Finding the shortest distance, S, from the origin to the
failure surface.
f. R - 1 - P = 1 - ,(- B)f
The methods of calculating R are described in Reference (46).
For any particular value of peak response (displacement) of
the jacket, the forces and moments can be calculated for any member by
linear analysis methods and the strength of the individual members of
the jacket can be assessed against failure.
Knowing the probability distribution of the relevant basic
variables and the uncertainties in strength models, it is possible to
determine the probability of failure for any member for any given sea
state and by integrating over all possible sea states, to evaluate the
total probability of failure for any individual member throughout the
assumed design life of the jacket
2.3 Reliability Analysis for Individual Members
2.3.1 Sensitivity analysis
Following the procedure presented in Reference (43), the
method can be summarised as follows:-
a. The inline force per unit length of the cylinder is
calculated by Morison's equation:-
11' 2 •
F = ~ .P.CM 0 + O.5Pd.CI? u [u I (1)
The length of cylinder is divided into a number of sections
and the total force is calculated by numerical integration.
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b. The force F is defined as a function g of the main
variables: wave height (H), wave period (T), current
velocity (Vs), drag coefficient (CD)' inertia coefficient
.
(CM) and wave kinematics U and U.
(2)
c. The mean value is given by:-
IlF ~ 9(IlH,IlT,llv,Ilc ,Ilc ,llu,llu) (3)s D M
As an approximation, IlF, is calculated from equation (1) by
substituting for the variables by their mean values,
Il,Il ••••etc.
H T
d. The variance of F is given by the general relation:-
2
a +x.l.
7
1:
i=l 7 "I a I1: (~ ) (~ )0.~. . 1 ax. ax. X.l.r) J= l.~F ) ~F ~ ox.) a ..l.) (4)
where xi is any variable in equation (2), (i=1-7)
o is the standard deviation of variable xl.'x.
1.
o is the standard deviation of variable x.x. J
J
a.. is the correlation coefficient between variable s. 1 and j
1)
(!9_1 ) are the partial derivatives of the function gax.l.~F with respect
to each variable, evaluated at its mean value
e. If the variables are assumed to be statistically
independent, ie a .. = 0.0, equation (4) reduces to:-l.)
2
(5 )
f. The partial derivatives (~gl ) are evaluated numericallyox.
i IlF
using equation (1).
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g. The contribution of each variable to the final uncertainty
is given by:-
where
2(60F)i i$ each of the i terms in equation 14) or (5).
2.3.2 Ultimate limit state of a cylindrical pile
Consider a steel cylindrical pile ~t a diameter d and a wall
thickness t fixed at the sea bottom and piercing the water surface.
a. Assuming that the failure of the pile is to be caused by
the wave overturning moment at the base, the reliability
function can be expressed (6) a&:-
z = M - MP max (1)
where Mmax = maximum overturning moment (due to the largestwave)
M
P
full plastic moment of the tube
M = td 2s
p y
where Sy is the yield stress of the material
(2 )
b. If the drag force is assumed to be negligible with respect
to the inertia force, the overturning moment due to any
wave of height H can be calculated by Morison's equation as
follows:-
(3)
H I cosh (k.y + k.O) IOx = g.k.~ cosh(k.a cos~t (4)
-0
M = f (0 - y)dF
o
(5)
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whe re dF is the inline force on an element dy of the cylinder at
distance y below surface
CM is t.ne inertia coefficient
6 is the horizontal acceleration of the water particle by thex
linear 'Nave theory.
0 is the water depth
k is the wave number, 211/L
w is the wave frequency (rad/s)
L is the wave length
substituting (3) and (4) into (5) and putting coswt = 1 for
maximum acceleration, we get (6):-
1T2 H I k Dsinh(k.D) - cosh(k.D) + 1 I
M = ~ p g CM2 kcosh(k.D) (6)
c. putting H/L = a where a is the wave steepness, the wave
number can be written as:-
k
21T
L
21Ta
=
H
The maximum moment M is obtained by substituting for Hmax
the maximum wave height H occurring during the assumed
m
.."or!:iny life of the structure. The reliability function
(e~uation 1) can be written as:-
21TaD . h 21TaD 21TaDH Sln ---H-- -,cosh---H-- + 1m m m
21Tacosh 21TaD
H Hm m
(7)
d. In the reliability analysis, D, d, p a.nd 9 are
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deterministic variables while t, Hand
m
are
treated as stochastic variables.
e. The mean value (~ ) of the reliability function (z) isz
obtained by substituting the mean value for all the random
variables into equation (7).
~z = z (~t' lls ' llC ' lJa, ~H
y M max
. (8)
The variance o~ is approximated by linearisation of z and
evaluating the partial derivatives by substituting the mean
values of the variables into them:-
2cz
= (~)2at
\.lz
2
0-- +
t
(~)2cS
y \.lz
2
as y + •••••••••
( 9)
f. p Iz < 01 ~(-B) (10)
pronability of failure
B =
9 distribution f unc tLon for normal (Gaussian)
distribution.
2.4 Fatigue Analysis
A fatigue analysis can be described generally as a calculation
procedure starting from a yiven sea state (waves) to determine at the
end the fatigue damage occurring in the material or in the structural
connections. The links between the wave data and the damage in the
structure are formed by hlathemdtical models for the wave forces, the
structural behaviour and the material behaviour (7, 23, 28, 33, 47,
49, 51).
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To carry out a reliability analysis for the fatigue of a
jacket platform spectral and level 2 reliability techniques are
combined (2, 6, 22, 27, 48, 50, 52). A general procedure for
probabilistic reliability fatigue analysis can be summarised (22)as
follows:-
a. The fatigue model is based on Miner's rule, which states
that every stress cycle results in a degree of damage Di
given by:-
1
Di = N.
1.
where Ni is the number of stress cycles at which failure
occurs and is expressed by S - N (Stress-numbers) curves
as (22):-
where si is the stress amplitude and sF and k are constants
which can be determined from constant-amplitude fatigue
tests.
b. The amplitudes of the stress cycles may be approximately
assumed to conform to a Rayleigh distribution:-
fs'"(s) = ~...;..s_exp [-02(s)
where o(s) is the standard deviation of the stress at the
point under consideration in the structure.
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c. The mean fatigue damage per cycle within one sea state can
be determined (22) as:-
-D. = J D. (s)fA(s)ds
1 1 so
[
s2]s exp - --~--
---'-2';;__- 202(s) ds
a (s)
where r( ••) is the gamma function.
d. The total damage Dt = EDi is obtained by summing the mean
damage over the service life of the structure taking into
account the long-term distribution for the sea states, see
Ref. (22).
e. The reliability function z can be written as:-
with z < 0 corresponding to the fatigue failure,
or, preferably, z = - In(DplDt)
where is the value of total damage at which failure
actually occurs.
f. Assuming that the reliability function z is a function of n
mutually independent stochastic variables Xl' X2, •••Xn,
the mean and standard deviation of z can be approximated
by:-
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n r J2a2(z) ... Et- a(x,)i=l x , 1
1
azThe derivatives --- are evaluated at the mean values of
ax
i
the
variables.
g. The probability of failure Pf is given by:-
where S is the reliability index = lJ (z)a (z)
3. UNCERTAINTIES IN JACKET STRUCTURES
The sources of uncertainty affecting the behaviour of jacket
structures (14,15,18,46) are summarised in Fig. (1). These
uncertainties, expressed by bias (B) and coefficient of
variation (COV), are used in reliability analysis to predict the
likelihood of each of a number of possible failure modes. With the
knowledge of the consequences of the various failures, various
decisions can be made about the overall safety of the structure and
the strength of the individual members or components.
For modern deep-water jackets, the reliability analysis cannot
be determined without a full dynamic analysis because they are likely
to experience significant dynamic response due to wave loading in
severe environments. The main structural and loading variables and the
parameters of the wave spectra are treated as random quantities.
3.1 Types of Errors
The sources of structural failure of offshore stuctures may be
associated with design, choice or use of material, workmanship and
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maintenance and operation of the structure. These failures are caused
by accidental non-compliance with criteria for safe design,
construction or operation. This non-compliance may be caused by errors
that can be classified (19)as:- a) gross errors (blunders);
b) systematic errors; and c) random errors, as shown in Fig. (2).
3.2 Gross Errors (Blunders)
It has been estimated that only 10-25\ of all failures occur
because the design loads exceed the strength of the structure. The
majority of failures occur due to blunders. These errors may be caused
by wrong assumptions concerning loads, ie omitting certain types of
loading, errors in the design process, eg ignoring fatigue in a
structure subject to fluctuating loads and errors in construction, eg
using low-grade steel when high-grade steel is specified.
The only way to eliminate gross errors is with extensive
supervision and inspection of all activities in the process of design,
construction, maintenance and operation of the structure. The
expenditure of time and money for these activities contributes more to
structural safety than large safety factors (19). No safety factor,
however large, will guarantee adequate protection against the effect
of gross errors.
3.3 Systematic Errors
They are associated with empirical relationships between
visual wave records compared with significant wave heights (wave
spectra) recognised design formulae based on incomplete theory or
experiment (Morison's equation, Miner's rule), strength properties
determined from destructive tests. Systematic errors reduce safety
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Environmental Loading Structural Response Component Strength System Behaviour
Spectral models of sea state Effect of soil properties on
natural frequency
Material properties Ductility
- extreme windspeed Geometrical imperfections Post-buckling strength
of componentsVariable deck load {natural
frequency, static loads) Model uncertainties
Hydrodynamic loading Structural and hydrodynamic
damping
- Hydrodynamic coeff CD' CM' CL
Modelling the 3-dimensional
jacket response- wave kinematics
- linearisation of drag force The structural analysis
Current effect Selection of critical loadeffects for design
Marine growth
Fig. (1) Source of Uncertainties in the 'Design of Jacket Structures
E R R 0 R S
I
IRandom Errors
Treated by COV
IGross Errors (Blunders) ISystematic
Treated by
Error.
Bias:
- errors in design
- errors in construction
- Wa.ve spectra
Morison's equation
- Miner' & rule
- Mechanical properties
of material
I
Modelling (Prediction)Statistical Variability
(Objectiva)
O?jective
- Morison's equation
Subjective
- sea state
- Hydrodynamic coefficient.
(CD' CM' CL)
Fig. (2) Types of Error.
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factors and are treated by a mean bias (B) defined as:-
Bias~(B) a observed or true behaviourpredicted or modelled behaviour
3.4 Random Errors
They may be classified (15) into:-
a. Statistical Variability
This is a fundamental variability of natural processes
and cannot be reduced by repeated observations, although
choosing different variables may change it. It can be
calculated and is, therefore, objective.
b. Modelling or Prediction Errors
These are due to incomplete information and can be
reduced with improved knowledge and modelling and by the
acquisition of additional data. Modelling errors can be
divided into:-
1. Essentially Objective
The errors arising from the random components of the
principal variables may be accounted for through the
loading model (uncertainties in Morison's equation, CD
2. Essentially Subjective
There are insufficient data to apply statistical
methods and yet they are significant and cannot be
ignored. These errors have to be judged from experience
and the available information (sea state uncertainty).
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-Random errors are treated by coefficients of variation (COV)
defined as:-
Standard deviation of the random variable
l-leanvalue of the random variable
4. UNCERTAINTIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL LOADING
4.1 Sea State Model
A number of spectral models for waves have been proposed, each
with a few parameters. Two commonly used spectra are the
Pierson-:1oskm"itz (40) and the JONS\'lAP(21).
For reliability an~lysis of dyndmically sensitivn
structures, the joint probability distribution of extreme wind speed
and direction is required. For wave generation over a long fetch, the
annual maximum average wind speed over 6-12 hours may be used and
modelled by an extreme type I distribution.
For the North Sea, a typical value of the coefficient of
variation of annual maximum mean-hourly extreme wind speeds is 12-13~.
When sufficient statistical data on wave heights and periods
are available, P-t1 and JON SWAP spectra can be expressed in terms of
the sea-state parameters Hs and Tz'
The selection of a particular spectrum, from the ava i Lsb Le
spectra, therefore, involves some uncertainty besides the
uncertainties associated with the parameter defining the spectrum, see
for example Reference (44).
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Schott (4t) specifies some environmental uncertainties such
as:-
a. There are uncertainties associated~ith extrapolating data
(H,T) collected over a limited time interval (eg 3 years)
to an extreme event such as the 100 year return period wave
height.
b. Stor~ surge (water level setup) is correlated to the storm
wind but the phase relationship is unknown.
c. The correlation and phasing between storm wind, storm surge
and storm waves are not quite known. However, it is usually
assume d that the independently estimated 100 year ex t rcmen
all occur simultaneously and, thus, the likelihood of the
event is further reduced. When the wave spectra are
formulated in terms of the significant wave height (1\) and
t~le average zero-crossing th~ joint
probability distribution for Bs and Tz is required.
The theoretical formulations for the joint probability of wave
height and period are discussed and presented in References (1, 8,
26, 36-39).
Ochi (37) proposed the following formulation for the joint
probability distribution of Hs and Tz:-
P(H IT ) =s z
X2 - 2XY + Y\
22(1 - p )
(l)
where OH
s
Standard deviation of 1n Hs
= Standard deviation of In T
z
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lnHs - l.IHs
~H
s
= Hean of 1n Hs
~T
z
i1ean of In T
S
p = Correlation coefficient
Peters (39) determined the revised parameters of equation (1)
suitable for the desiqn wave heights and periods in the North Sea and
Gulf of Mexico. These parameters are given in Table (1):-
'Pa r ame t e r' North Sea (m) Gulf of Hexico (ft)
~H 0.361 l.H:!l
s
~T 2.040 1.325
z
oH 0.597 0.614
s
°T 0.190 O.5eG
z
p 0.326 0.575
Table (1) Revised Para~eters for the Bivariate
Log-Normal Distribution, P(H ,T )s z
Earle and Baer (12) assessed, by computer simulation, the
relative effects of uncertainties due to record lengths, natural
variability and measurement or hindcast errors on estimated extreme'
significant wave heights. They concluded that measurement or hindqasts
uncertainties and sampling variability cause a positive bias so that
calculated extreme wave heights are, on average, considerably greater
than actual extreme wave heights. The positive bias increases with
greater measurement or hindcast uncertainties and decreases with
larger record lengths. Therefore, large uncertainties are expected
when extrapolating from relatively short records or records with large
uncertainties to long return periods.
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Soares and Moan (43) estimated (for the North Sea) the model,
measurement and statistical uncertainties (COV) for the wave height
(H) as 11%, 9% and 8% respectively, giving a total COV of 16%.
For the wave period (T), the corresponding uncertainties are
10%, 10% and 5% and the t.or.a L COV is 15%.
4.2 Hydrodynamic Loading
Loading uncertainties arise from the computational methods
used to transfer the environmental data into forces and moments on the
members of the structure (eg Morison's equation, Cc' CM' etc) and also
from the experimental methods used to calibrate and check the
theoretical calculations (eg analysis of data, scaling problems, etc).
4.2.1 Crag, inertia, and lift coefficients (CC' CM' CL)
Cue to the considerable uncertainty in Cc and CM' these
coefficients are expressed as random variables and are usually assumed
to have normal distribution.
Baker et al (5) suggested mean values for Cc and CM of 0.75
ana 1.8, respectively, with coefficient of variation (COV) between 25%
and 35%.
Soares and l'loan(43) assumes a COV of 10% for C and C when
C M
using Sarpkaya's experimental data.
Cata from the ocean experiments showed large scatter in the
coefficients of variation for Cc and CM' For example, Evans (13)
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repor~ed COvs of 74\ and 54\ for CD and CM' respectively, for all
waves. For the higher waves the corresponding values were 54\ and 60%.
Kim (24) results showed COVs of 39\ and 18% for CD and CM'
respectively, while Nolte (35) suggests a value of less than 25\ for
the force coefficients.
From the above mentioned examples, it is clear that the
present treatment of the drag and inertia coefficients (CD' CM) as
random variables in the reliability analysis is not satisfactory. It
has been shown that variable hydrodynamic coefficients dependent on
Reynolds and Keulegan-Carpenter numbers and surface roughness should
be used in the wave loading calculations instead of the constant
coefficients. Therefore, at the different levels of the jacket
structure, different CD and CM values exist at the same instantaneous
time. This distribution of CD and CM with depth below water surface is
peculiar to a specific wave of certain height and period. For another
wave, with different height and period, there is a new distribution
for CD and CM with the depth because the values of Reynolds and
Keulegan-Carpenter numbers would be different from the previous case.
Since the sea state model is expressed by a wave spectrum
covering a ra~ge of wave heights and frequencies (or periods), there
is a corresponding 'spectrum' for CD and CM at each level. Therefore,
the uncertainty in CD or CM cannot be simply represented by a single
value of COV (or a mean value and standard deviation). This, in fact,
expresses the uncertainty for one level only.
Distribution or variation of CD and CM with depth should be
obtained fro~ sufficient and reliable data taking into account
roughness and interference effects. Unfortunately, the required data
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are not available at the present time, as has been discussed in detail
in Chapter 2.
When the information regarding the variation of C and CD M
becomes available it would be possible to determine the probability
distribution functions of C and C •
D M
Another point which needs to be examined is the effect of the
transverse or lift coefficients (CL). At the present time, the effect
of the lift forces is neglected completely. It has been shown that for
jacket structures this part of wave loading is quite important (see
Chapter 5), thus the lift coefficient should be treated in a similar
way to CD and CM·
For a design wave of 30.0m height and 17 sec period (~ ~ 0.37
rad/s), the bias in the total forces and moments on the structure due
to the effect of the lift forces (Chapter (5), Tables 15-18) is given
in Table (2).
In the case of the lift force, the bias (8) is defined as:-
force (moment) including lift force
force (moment) without lift force
4.2.2 Kinematics of the wave particle
The spectral representation of the sea state and the spectral
analysis of jacket structures are based on the linear wave theory (Airy
theory). However, for deep-water structures, Stokes 5th order theory
is recommended for estimating the velocities and accelerations of the
water particles. As has been shown in Chapter 6, the differences
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between Airy and Stokes 5th order theory in estimating the velocities
and accelerations and the wave loading are large. This may be treated
as a systematic error by a bias (B) in the wave loading model or as a
modelling error (COV) in Morison's equation.
Table (2) gives the bias in the total forces and moments when
comparing the results (using Sarpkaya's data) of Stokes 5th order
theory with Airy theory (Chapter 6, Tables 11-14). In this case the
bias is defined as:-
force (moment) by Stokes 5th ord theory
force (moment) by Airy theory
There is also uncertainty associated with the use of Stokes
5th order theory. The estimated COVs is about 25%, Reference (20).
4.2.3 Linearisation of Drag Force
The method of spectral analysis, which is based on linear
superposition implies that non-linear loads, such as drag forces, must
be small in comparison to the linear loads such as the inertia forces.
This is not the case for jacket structures since the drag (and lift)
forces represent a significant proportion of the total load.
The least squares linearisation of Morison's equation
introduces uncertainty in the representation of the drag component.
The linearization overestimates the drag force when the water particle
velocities are less than J8/~ times the root mean square velocity
values and underestimates it for higher velocities (45).
~ao and Penzien (10) concluded that, for a single harmonic
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wave, the linearized method of representing drag forces produces
structural response amplitudes which can be in error by as much as 20\
for Hid > 20. For random waves the linearized method produces extreme
values of structural response which are generally considered lower
than those produced by the non-linear method.
4.3 Current Speed
Current is composed mainly of a wind generated component
varying linearly with depth under water surface and a tidal component
which varies exponentially. There is a considerable uncertainty in
modelling current kinematics. However, tidal currents may be modelled
reasonably by a zero mean normal probability distribution (5)
The bias in the total forces and moments due to the effect of
1 mls current (Chapter 8, Tables 3,4) is given in Table (2). The bias
is defined as:-
force (~oment) with current
force (moment) without current
For the ~orth Sea, the mean combined current speed (at
surface) may be taken as 1.25m/s with a COV of 35% (43).
4.4 Marine Growth
For the overall structural response, the mean thickness of
marine growth at the different levels below the water surface is
considered. The thickness at the mean waterline may be assumed to have
a normal distribution. The variation of the thickness with depth may
be assumed linear and diminishing at about 120m depth below water
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surface. The uncertainty in the fouling thickness is estimated by a
COV of 38%, Reference (5), to 45%, Reference (43).
The bias in the total forces and moments due to roughness
effects on the hydrodynamics coefficients (Chapter 5, Tables 19,20) is
given in Table (2). In this case the bias is defined as:
force (moment) for rough cylinders
force (moment) for smooth cylinders
5. UNCERTAINTIES IN STRUCTURAL RESPONSE
For determining the dynamic response, the jacket structure may
be idealised by a number of lumped masses, particularly for the first
mode of vibration which dominates the overall response to wave
loading (46). The uncertainties in the mass of the jacket, due to
additional equipment or structural modifications should be taken into
account.
The overall stiffness of the jacket can be considered a
deterministic function of Young's modulus (E) and the member
dimensions because the uncertainty in E for steel is very small. The
total uncertainty in the stiffness can be neglected (46).
The deck loads and the wind lo~ds on the superstructure can be
neglected.
The remaining sources of uncertainty (IS) may be summarised as
follows:-
a. The effect of soil properties (foundation stiffness).
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b. Structural and hydrodynamic damping.
c. Modelling the complicated three-dimensional jacket response
including wave-structure interaction, lumped mass
assumptions, etc.
d. The structural analysis, eg modelling the complex structure
by a set of simplified members having rigid joints, uniform
properties, neglect of secondary members, etc.
e. The transformation of internal nominal loads in a component
to load effects or field stresses on structural elements.
f. The distributional assu~ptions for load effects.
g. The selection of the most critical of these simultaneously
acting load effects for designing the shell, stiffening and
connections.
6. UNCERTAINTIES IN COJvlPONENTSTRENGTH
The probability of failure of any member of the structure
depends on the magnitude of the loads acting on it and the member
strengths. The strength depends on the mechanical properties of the
material, especially the yield stress, dimensions and geometric
imperfections.
The uncertainty in the dctual magnitude of imperfection and
the structural dimensions has little effect on the reliability of the
component (5).
The re liabi li ty of the members can be enhanced very
considerably by using steel with a high mean yield stress. The yield
stress can be represented by a log-normal distribution with a COV of
5-7\.
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For the ultimate strength uncertainties, see for example
References (17,18).
7. CONCLUSIONS
As far as the uncertainties in the wave loading are concerned
the following may be concluded:-
a. The present treatment of the drag and inertia coefficients
as random variables for reliability analysis is not
satisfactory. Experimental works are required to obtain
variable hydrodynamic coefficients dependent on the flow
particulars (K, R )e and taking into consideration the
surface roughness and interference effects. When these data
become available it will be possible to represent the
coefficients reasonably with much less uncertainty.
b. The effect of the lift (transverse) forces cannot be
neglected. This effect may be treated by bias in the wave
loading model (Morison's Equation). For smooth cylinders,
bias in the total forces in the direction of wave
propagation (surge forces) was. approximately 1.1. However,
in the perpendicular direction (sway forces) the bias was
about 12.
c. The effects of non-linear loads resulting from the drag and
lift forces and also when using Stokes fifth order theory
to produce wave kinematics should be taken into
consideration. The results have shown that the bias in the
total forces and moments due to the fifth ordp.rtheory may
vary between 0.8 and 1.4.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Each chapter in this study contains its own main conclusions
given at the end. However, within each chapter and from the analysis
of the large amount of data presented, many other conclusions can be
drawn. In fact, the percentage differences in the forces or moments
for a particular condition may be considered, themselves, as secondary
or sub-conclusions. From the available data, the reader can also draw
his own conclusions.
However, the main conclusions and recommendations for the
design of jacket platforms may be summarised as follows:-
1. In the design process of jacket platforms, the area of wave
loading estimation may be considered the weakest link in
the chain which still contains major uncertainties starting
from the determination of the environmental conditions for
design and translating them into forces and moments on the
structure. Although the main concepts in the wave loading
calculations are well known and generally agreed upon, it
appears that there exists several interpretations of the
correct method of application of these concepts. This is
felt to be worrying because, as will be indicated later,
any misinterpretation or neglect of certain aspects in the
wave loading calculation could lead to serious
discrepancies and errors in the final results.
2. To start with, the present state of choosing and using the
hydrodynamic coefficients (CD' C , C ) is of major concern.M L
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The big question as to what are the most suitable
coefficients has yet to be answered. The influence of the
hydrodynamic coefficients on the wave loading have been
clearly demonstrated beyond any doubt and need no further
comment except to hope that people will be aware of the
level of percentage differences which could result if
unsuitable coefficients were chosen. In this respect, there
are good reasons to state that constant coefficients should
not be used any more if a reasonable loading estimation is
required. Variable local coefficients should be used
depending on Reynolds number, Keulegan-Carpenter number and
the surface roughness of the member. In the absence of more
accurate data and until they become available, Sarpkaya's
experimental results for CD' CM and CL can be used by
integrating them into wave loading computer programs but
the differences between these results and some measurements
in waves must be borne in mind.
3. When applying Morison's equations it is important to
consider the relative positions of the different members in
space and time when the wave passes through the jacket. It
is equally important to consider the phase differences
between the velocities and accelerations of the wave
particles. This approach will determine accurately the
total forces (surge, heave, sway) and moments (rolling,
yawing, pitching) on the complete structure at any interval
of time within the wave cycle, from which the maximum
values of the total forces and moments can be determined.
Similarly, the total force on any individual member at any
time can be determined as well as the maximum force in a
cycle. The results have shown that less than 40% of the
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total number of members in the jacket had their maximum
forces occurring at the same time.
4. The lift or transverse forces represent a significant
percentage of the total wave loading, especially the total
sway force and rolling and yawing moments at the base of
the structure. The lift force should be seen as a
complementary part for Morison's equation which must be
taken into consideration when evaluating the wave loading.
5. Similarly to the case of the constant hydrodynamic
coefficients, using coefficients related to smooth
cylinders is not realistic because the effect of surface
roughness on the coefficients is quite significant even for
small relative roughness. The results have shown that the
total forces (surge, heave, sway) and the total moments
(rolling, yawing, pitching) were greatly increased due to
roughness compared with the case of smooth cylinders. The
effect of marine roughness on wave loading due to the
increased diameter of the member is less important than the
effect of roughness on the values of the hydrodynamic
coefficients. Besides, estimating the relative roughness
accurately is not so essential. The more important thing is
to take the roughness into consideration by specifying a
reasonable or average value for the marine growth
preferably at the different levels below surface. The
results have shown that the differences in the wave loading
between the smooth cylinder case (SR = 0.0) and the rough
cylinders of 1/800 are much larger than the differences
between the two roughnesses of 1/800 and 1/200, although
the differences in the relative roughness in the second
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case is three times the first case.
6. Although it has been generally accepted that for deep water
waves Stoke's fifth order theory (or stream function
theory) should be used to evaluate the flow kinematics, the
non-deterministic analyses of jacket structures are based
on linear (Airy) wave theory. The results of the variations
of the wave velocities and accelerations at the mean water
line and below it have shown that the differences in
predicting the wave kinematics by Airy and Stoke's theories
are large. As a natural result, the wave forces on the
individual members as well as the total forces and moments
on the complete structure calculated by the fifth order
theory, showed large discrepancies when compared with the
results based on Airy theory.
7. The interference problem between the members, although
studied theoretically and experimentally, is hardly
mentioned when talking about the wave loading and there are
strong doubts whether it has ever been taken into account
when calculating the wave loading in practice. This is
because the available experimental data are not sufficient
to help designers incorporate interference effects in the
calculation of wave loading. Reliable tank tests with
models consisting of groups of members resembling the
various configurations found in practice are much needed to
provide the required information. Whether the net result
will be a decrease or increase in the wave loading of the
jacket is difficult to speculate from the presently
available data.
8. When estimating the hydrodynamic loading on jacket
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platforms, sited in areas of strong currents, it is
necessary to compute the total water particle velocities of
the combined wave-current flow field. The drag and lift
forces are proportional to the square of this total fluid
velocity. Since the drag and lift forces represent a
significant percentage of the wave loading, the increase in
the forces and moments due to current cannot be neglected.
9. The differences in the wave loading estimation due to using
different hydrodynamic coefficients, eg by LR, DnV and ev,
or when applying different wave theories will show again as
differences in the maximum stresses on the members when the
structural analysis is performed. The percentage
differences in the stresses may be somehow different from
the original percentage differences in the wave loading due
to the redistribution of the loads throughout the jacket.
However, there are no sound arguments to suggest that the
initial differences in the loads will eventually be
minimised when applying different design codes which have
different strength formulation and safety factors.
10. Within the area of the uncertainties in the environmental
loading the modelling of the wave loading for the purpose
of the reliability analysis needs further improvements.
Present modelling of the drag and inertia coefficients is
not accurate enough. Further experimental data are needed
which express the coefficients in relation to the main flow
parameters, eg Re' K and taking into account the surface
roughness and the interference effects between the members
of the jacket. The effect of the lift forces should be
allowed for in the wave loading model.
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Since the Stochastic analysis of jacket structures is
based on linear superposition, the effects of the
non-linear loads due to the drag and lift forces or due to
non-linear wave theories, eg Stokes fifth order theory
should be taken into consideration.
11. The method of computing the hydrodynamic loading for
jacket platforms which has been presented in this study is
believed to be accurate, comprehensive and flexible. The
various computer programs developed constitute a good
computing package to deal with the different aspects of the
wave loading. Although the computer programs are
sophisticated internally they are easy to run since they
are presented in the interactive format. The only thing the
user has to do is to answer a few questions for minimum
input data to get very detailed output information. The
programs are designed in such a way that it would be very
simple to change the subroutines, for example, when better
experimental data for the hydrodynamic coefficients or the
interference effect become available. Thus, the programs
can always be updated without any major changes.
12. There is a great need now for a large testing facility or
wave tank where regular and irregular waves of sufficient
size can be generated to simulate as near as possible the
flow conditions for full scale structures. Large scale
jacket models can be tested and the various problems
relating to the wave loading can be examined and assessed.
In fact, if such a facility were available many of the
arguments and conclusions drawn throughout the present
study could have been assessed and verified.
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-(1184elO-1440el-1992c'+2641e~-24ge2+18)
1536811
• _3_
8s~
(192e'-424e'-312e~+480e2-17)
768510
(512eI2+4224eI0-6800e'-12,808e'+16,704e~-3154e2+107)
4096513 (6e2-1)
(80e'-816e~+1338c2_197)
1536&10 (6e2-1)
":(2880eI0-72,480e'+324,000e'-432,000e~+163,470e2-16,2451
61,440511 (6e2-1) (8e~-11e2+3)
c
e(272e'-504e'-192e~+322e2+21)
3845'
3 (8e'+1)
64&'
(88,128el~-208,224eI2+70,848eI0+54,000e'-21,816e'+6264e~-54e2-811
12,288812 (6e2-1)
e(768e10-448c'-48e'+48e-+106c2-21)
3845' (6e2-1)
(192,000el'-262,720el_+83,680eI2+20.160eI0-7280el)
12,288510 (6e2-1) (8c~-11c2+3)
+
+
(7160c '-1800c ~.-1050c2+225 I
12.288510 (6e2-1) (8e~-11e2+3)
C
0
2
" g. tanh(k d I
(3840eI2-4096cI0+2592c'-1008c'+5944c~-1830C2+147)
512510 (6e2-1)
1
• - 4sc
(12e'+36e6-162e~+141e2-27)
192c5'
where
5 a Sinh (2nd/L)
e • Co5h(2nd/L)
TABLE (C.5) Coefficients of Stokes Fifth Order Theory (Ref. 13)
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APPENDIX D
POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS OF C~ AND Cs
1. Subroutine AHDCY
SPR = Sid
X = SPR - 1.0
Flow Direction
Pr--;-.. : .I..--...s~. ffi
If 1.0 < SPR < 1.85 Ct = 0.4941 SPR - 0.5441
049412 + 3.4964 x - 3.S486X2 - 1.8833X3If 1.85 < SPR < 5.0 Ct
IF 5.0 < SPR < SPR < &.5 Ct - 0.23S7SPR - 0.5321
2. Subroutine SIDECY
SPR = Sid
If 0.1 < SPR < 0.2
If 0.2 < SPR < 0.35
If 0.35 < SPR < 0.65
If 0.65 < SPR < 1.3
If 1.3 < SPR < 4.3
If SPR > 4.3
Flow Direction
C
5
1.64 - 3SPR
C
5
1.04
Cs 1.3784 - 0.9667SPR
54.3454 + 308.0627SPR - 676.1191SPR2
+ 726.6224SPR3 - 3Sl.7293SPR4
+ 78.5059SPR5
C = 0.6691 + 1.0081SPR - 0.S21SSPR2s
Cs
+ 0.2992SPR3 - 0.05l6SPR4
+ 3.4402X103SPR5
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